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Abstract

The recent, decades-long, successes of electronic music in popular music business, may warrant further inquiries into electronic music instruments. This thesis explores various aspects in this domain, perceived as a part of media technology research. Starting from a formal specification of a problem in the electronic music instrument development domain: how to allow real-time rendering and control, of the playback speed of digital audio loops – a major stumbling block is identified in the ability to design and implement digital audio algorithms in hardware.

Finding that cheap and freely accessible projects, that would serve as practical exercises into issues found in digital audio hardware design and implementation, were near impossible to discover – this thesis responds by identifying the soundcard as suitable for exploration as a generic device, that implements digital audio in both hardware, and computer software. In a series of projects, free & open-source software and documentation was released, which describes various hardware and software aspects of implementing soundcard systems with differing qualities; whose relatively low cost makes them suitable for re-implementation as exercises. These development efforts are documented in peer-reviewed articles, that are collected in part II of this thesis.

An open approach to the design of the soundcard as a computer system device, brings about the conclusion that relatively simple hacks would lead to more versatile and open digital audio platforms; the peer-reviewed articles in part III represent a sample of wider electronic music instrument and media technology research, which might particularly benefit from such developments. However, while free & open-source approaches have clear benefits – and, in fact, may have made projects of this scope possible – in some respects, they are susceptible to the same pressures as proprietary software: most notably, rapid obsolescence. Such challenges are touched upon by this thesis along with the details of more technical nature, as it is likely that they will be unavoidable for any developer, aiming to work with digital audio hardware that can interface with ever-evolving contemporary consumer technology.
Dansk Resumé

De seneste succeser (igennem årtier) af elektronisk musik i det populære musikbranche, sikrer muligvis fortsatte undersøgelser i elektroniske musikinstrumenter. Afhandlingen udforsker forskellige aspekter i dette domæne, set som en del af medieteknologisk forskning. Med udgangspunkt i en formel specifikation af et problem, fra elektronisk musikinstrument udvikling feltet: hvordan at tillade rendering og kontrol i realtid, af afspilningshastigheden af digitale lydløkker - en større anstødssten er identificeret i evnen at designe, samt implementere, digitale lyd algoritmer i hardware.

Eftersom billige og frit tilgængelige projekter, der kunne tjene som praktiske øvelser i problemstillinger fundet i design og implementering af digital lyd hardware, var næsten umulige at spore – denne afhandling svarer med at fastslå lydkortet som egnet til forskning som en generisk enhed, der implementerer digital lyd i både hardware, og computer software. I en projektserie, fri og åben-kilde kode og dokumentation var udgivet, som beskriver forskellige hardware og software aspekter i implementeringen af lydkort systemmer med diverse kvaliteter; hvis relativt lav pris gør dem egne som basis til genopbygning som øvelser. Disse udviklingsindsatser er dokumenteret i ekspertevaluerede artikler, som er samlet i del II af denne afhandling.

En åben tilgang til designet af en lydkort som en enhed i et computer system, fremhæver konklusionen at relativt enkle modifikationer kunne føre til mere alsidige og åbne digital lyd platformer; peergruppeevaluerede artikler i del III repræsenterer et udsnit fra det bredere forskning i elektroniske musikinstrumenter og medieteknologi, som er et område der kan få særligt gavn af sådanne udviklinger. Imidlertid, mens fri og åben-kilde tilgange har klare fordele – og har muligvis gjort projekter med denne rækkevidde mulige – i visse henseender, er de lige så udsatte over for pres som proprietær softwareudvikling: nemlig hurtig forældelse. Sådanne udfordringer er berørt af denne afhandling sammen med detaljer af mere teknisk natur, da de sandsynligvis vil være uundgåelige for enhver udvikler, som er målrettet til arbejde med digital lyd hardware der kan forbindes med en evigt-udviklende moderne forbruger-teknologi.
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Part I

Introduction
Chapter 1

Background

In the middle of the second decade of the 21st century, it is difficult to speak generally of electronic music as something novel or new; and the same can be said of electronic music instruments. Since the origins of the Theremin [1] or Rhythmicon [2] in the 1920s to 1930s, not only are there already decades of academic research in existence on this topic at present, but there are also decades of its commercial influence within popular music. Ignoring the fact that already in the late 20th century, the default understanding of a rock’n’roll setup involved electric guitars, distortion pedals and amplifiers (i.e., electronic instruments) – it is still possible to perceive decades-long presence of "genuinely" electronic music on the pop scene: from the historic successes of artists like Jean Michel Jarre and Kraftwerk, to the current success of genres that could be broadly categorized under either hip hop or electronic dance/club music (EDM); in addition to its presence on experimental/subculture/underground scenes, through genres such as industrial or electronic body music (EBM).

A possible cause for the success of the aforementioned artists and genres, could be their ability to inspire joy or meaning in their audiences during their concerts (live performances) – even if the performers use devices, that traditionally wouldn’t even be recognized as musical instruments. Technology-wise, the intimate connection of electronic music performers and the recording industry, can be observed in the choices of many artists, to include what would usually be regarded as studio or recording equipment in their live setups. There are differences, however: according to one taxonomy [3], we could categorize electronic music instruments - as controllers - in: (a) instrument-like controllers, (b) extended controllers, and (c) alternative controllers. Thus, Kraftwerk and Jean Michel Jarre would represents users of (generally) acoustic instrument-like interfaces that drive electronic sound generation; while hip hop and EDM genres heavily rely on the presence of a DJ (disk-jockey), whose main instrument is the combination of two turntables and a mixer - neither of which are devices originally designed for a musical instrument purpose (and as such, can be
considered alternative controllers).

The original ambition of this thesis was in the domain of digital lutherie (as promulgated by S. Jordà in his thesis [4]), because it starts with identifying specific live performance styles, common in urban varieties of popular electronic music – and responding to that with a design of a digital audio workstation (DAW), that could be used to support those playing styles. In doing so, it would have positioned itself in a decades-long tradition: academically exemplified at the very least by the output of conferences, such as New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), International Computer Music Conference (ICMC) or Digital Audio Effects (DAFX); but also embodied in the work of artists, producers, instrument builders, and researchers.

Specifically in this case, what is common to the musical (and live performance) styles of interest, is their reliance on audio samples, considered as (short or long) snippets of audio recordings. In fact, some of these genres can be entirely based on digital audio samples, as afforded by their reproduction through instruments such as samplers (here, a colloquial synonym for digital audio sampler). The underlying musical research motivation thus lies in exploring an apparent paradox: if an audio sample is an implicitly unchanging recording of past events - how is any ambition towards live, real-time, performance based on samples, any different from the act of mere initiation of automatic playback of an audio recording? While one general answer would be to emulate acoustic musical instruments, the interaction methods that evolved in the genres of interest - with devices not originally designed as musical instruments - can be considered distinct from the acts of playing traditional wind, strings, and percussion musical instruments.

However, addressing issues in this domain often relies, not so much on the design, but the implementation of an instrument: only a working prototype can provide the type of user testing and feedback, that could determine whether a particular affordance is relevant to a performer or not. In this scope, this translates to the question - to what degree should the implementation of designs, capable of digital audio sample reproduction, be addressed? The answer often lies not in what is possible, but in what is economical (also in terms of time): should one build logic gates from discrete transistors; or wire-wrap a CPU (central processing unit) from 7400-series logic ICs (integrated circuits); or write the program of the operating system (OS) for this CPU directly as machine opcodes? Clearly, some form of technology reuse naturally lends itself as a possibility in this area. On the other hand, in today’s world enough capital can acquire, outsource and manage the design and production (or any other) stage, involved in bringing a finished digital technology to the market. This, however, also implies the disappearance of products and platforms from the mass market, as soon as they outlive their profitability; one way to address this would be to seek to understand such platforms in as generic terms as possible, and to reimplement them using available technology. Hence, the pursuit of implementing a digital audio workstation, necessarily forces the consideration
of an economical and generic implementation of a digital audio sampler as an issue.

In the past, this may have been a rather expensive sport – note that the first commercially available digital sampler, the Fairlight, at its introduction in 1979 [5] cost US$29,000 (adjusted for inflation, this sum is equivalent [6] to ≈91,000 US dollars in 2013!). In research departments, investments in new technology of that scope are both welcome and highly relevant; and while the voluptuous price tag may induce a degree of veneration among researchers and other users of the technology - for the same reason, it also hinders experimenting with modifications of a given device, colloquially often known as "hacking". After all, no-one wants to solder wires inside a machine costing $x$ thousands of dollars, and thereby risk losing the device or its associated warranties - just to experimentally confirm whether a vague idea about an approach might work. However, the conditions – in terms of technology available for this kind of research – are somewhat different at present day.

On one hand, in the past decades we’ve seen a near fulﬁllment of the predictions of Moore’s Law [7] about smaller, faster and cheaper digital electronics; this has made digital computer technology, in varying shapes (including smartphones), ubiquitous in the modern world - and as such, more accessible than in the past. On the other hand, the economics of cheap, but plentiful mass-market products, necessarily favors consolidation into big industrial players, and so fosters an atmosphere of protectivity, not the least in the domain of intellectual property. Academia is by no means excluded from this: for instance, A. Huang describes in his 2003 book “Hacking the Xbox: an introduction to reverse engineering” how his book research required the retrieval of a secret key from a Southbridge chip – which led to publishing problems with MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), arising from the legal risk of contestation by the Microsoft corporation [8, p. 134]. Clearly, no researcher would ever want to implicate their employing institution in legal struggles, including those stemming from interpretation of intellectual property — trademark, copyright and patent — law. However, this protectivity may have also triggered a reaction in parts of the electronics and computing communities, in the form of work on, and public releases of, free/libre/open-source software (FLOSS) and hardware. The open-source community has also experienced growth in the recent decades, likely reinforced by the very same results of Moore’s Law: increased public ubiquity of, and access to, computing devices - and the code that they run.

Thus, if a model for a generic digital sampler is sought, for the purpose of future integration into a digital audio workstation system - it would be beneficial if this model, at the same time, addressed connectivity to a personal computing device. This would allow possible DAW designs, based on such a model, to capitalize on the modern numerous omnipresence of computing devices. The most obvious model (intuitively speaking, but also for reasons outlined further in the thesis) for a sampler digital audio device, that works in concert with a personal computer (PC), is the sound card (alias soundcard). For economical and legal reasons, consulting an open-source design of a soundcard
would thus be well advised; a basic assumption at the start of this PhD project in 2007 was that the growth of open-source technologies would have generated such content already at that time.

This assumption was, however, wrong: searches at the time resulted with no obvious projects advertising open designs of soundcards, academic or otherwise. This is what reduced the original scope of this thesis, from the design of a DAW with emphasis on live performance, to the reimplementation of a soundcard as an open design - considering it as a necessary step, towards open designs of DAWs. Partially, this thesis represents an academic tutorial into soundcard implementation with different, relatively cheap, technologies: related papers in part II are all accompanied by associated webpages, containing released source code and media files (e.g. videos). These papers can be seen as series, discussing soundcard systems of progressively increasing performance quality (though not chronologically), represented through the metric of audio streaming parameters (sampling rate, sampling resolution, and number of channels) – as noted on the overview on table 1.1 (further on, a comparison of technologies is given on table 4.1).

Table 1.1: Overview of open soundcard projects in part II; stream quality is given as: sampling rate / resolution / number of channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project short title</th>
<th>Stream quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extending soundcard paper II-A, 2010</td>
<td>12.7 kHz / 8 bit / mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minivosc paper II-B, 2012</td>
<td>8 kHz / 8 bit / mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioArduino paper II-C, 2011</td>
<td>44.1 kHz / 8 bit / mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioArduino analog board paper II-D, 2011</td>
<td>(same as AudioArduino)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio bare-bones FPGA paper II-E, 2011</td>
<td>44.1 kHz / 8 bit / mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open s.card as lab platform paper II-F, 2014</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundcard comparison paper II-G, 2015</td>
<td>44.1 kHz / 16 bit / stereo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While circuity for computer-based audio may go back as early as 1957 [9], it is important to recognize that the soundcard originally was embodied on the mass market as an add-on card for specific IBM PC architecture products, not necessarily as an implementation of an academic abstraction: the first soundcard with dedicated ADC (analog-to-digital conversion) and DAC (digital-to-analog conversion) circuitry for digital audio reproduction on PCs, the Sound Blaster by the Creative Labs company, was considered a common denominator in that business food chain already in the 1990s [10].

The effect of technological change should also be recognized - in the 1980s, it
may not have made sense to talk of a soundcard (in modern terms) for popular computer platforms of the time, like e.g. the Commodore 64: not so much because of the low (by today’s standards) CPU clock speed, but because it already contained a sound chip, the MOS Technology 6581/8580 SID [11], which could have been used to demonstrate digital audio reproduction - albeit with low fidelity. Similarly, in the 1990s, it may not have made sense to talk of an open-source soundcard: not so much because of lack of existence of open-source software, but because it would have been difficult (i.e. prohibitively expensive) to obtain information on assembling a working open operating system, which would have allowed conveniences for development, matching those in proprietary OSs. The tutorial aspect of this thesis is thus a testament, that a synergy of technological changes had provided enough of a base, in the period 2007-2010, to allow for a relatively straightforward derivation of open soundcard designs: not only due to emergence of GNU/Linux OS distributions (e.g. Ubuntu, Red Hat) that, in spite of problems [12], reached a point where no bugs seriously impeded the basic user experience; but also because of emergence of open hardware platforms like the Arduino; and the growth of the Internet: here, most crucially because of developments in blogging and forum platforms, Q&A websites (e.g. Stack Overflow and related [13]), and public open-source repositories (e.g. SourceForge and GitHub [14, 15], providing content indexed by search engine giants (e.g. Google) – allowing for previously unprecedented access to information related to the usability of open source systems.

Academically, the implementation of a soundcard would require background from both electronics engineering and computer science. Education programs in these disciplines, while intimately related, usually can only afford to present their specific perspective, especially in undergraduate programs. The release of the open-source content in this project, can thus be seen as a base for development of a low-cost, cross-disciplinary, laboratory exercises related to these fields: provided the tools in the electronics lab bench, supplemented with a PC capable of running the noted OSs, are already invested in - exercises can be developed ranging from purely software ones, requiring no additional financial investment; to hardware exercises, where the most expensive parts (e.g. an Arduino board, or a Xilinx IC chip) are in the range of 30 to 50 US$ per unit. This price bracket would make the released content relevant to digital audio hobbyists and enthusiasts as well (regardless of how small a percentage of the general population they may represent). Such exercises don’t necessarily have to maintain a digital audio perspective, even if that is their main intent - they can just as well be seen as illustrating general issues in e.g. real-time data streaming; this educational perspective is further elaborated in paper II-F.

The wisdom in choosing to implement an open soundcard can be questioned, especially in light of preexisting literature: considering e.g. [16, 17], white papers from Cirrus Logic Inc. (a fabless semiconductor company) and their references to Audio Engineering Society (AES) literature, is this not a case of reinventing the wheel? While such content does seem open enough, most associations of professional character have to operate under market conditions. As such, a vast
majority of such literature is not open access [18], but is instead behind a paywall in terms of Internet access; although this, arguably, is not a problem for well-funded research departments. More importantly, even if most of the literature was open access, inclusion of designs from business entities in open source content without explicit permission can be questionable: after all, no-one wants to see their intellectual property included in an open source project, which - while mostly intended to be offered gratis - can also, in principle, be sold. That is why the tutorial part of the thesis attempts to maximize the use of open content, where derivation from "first principles" doesn’t apply – and otherwise, make a note where use of proprietary technology is inevitable. But ultimately, this open soundcard project had to source its parts on the free market just like any other; thus, by virtue of informing, the tutorial part necessarily also advertises output of companies like Intel, Atmel, Xilinx, Arduino etc. This could be considered a prime example of Internet’s Poe’s Law [19], but with an ironic twist, that could be formulated as: “Even with a disclaimer, it is impossible to distinguish between mere information and advertisement, where products are concerned”.

An open soundcard tutorial, in its practical relation of topics from computer science (such as OS architecture and event timing) and electronics engineering (such as digital communication protocols, or pulse-width modulation (PWM) as de facto the cheapest method for analog audio output in a digital environment), can be more than a stepping stone to a DAW musical instrument implementation, or a base for an educational engineering laboratory exercise with a slightly lesser chance of vendor lock-in. In part III, a sample of papers from wider academic media technology research are included, where some of them might not concern themselves with audio as their main problem – but where all use the soundcard as a crucial part of the research tool chain. Availability of an open soundcard platform could have assisted each of these projects: for instance, in paper III-K, a high-end soundcard is used only to reproduce audio, while force-sensing resistor (FSR) sensor data is acquired using an Arduino with a low sampling rate. An open soundcard platform, where one could bypass the input coupling capacitors, would have allowed the sampling of the same sensors with much higher resolution, allowing for better quality research data; this bypass is an intervention on a hardware level, which could be hazardous applied to high-end (expensive) products - but, as paper II-A demonstrates, it is possible to implement relatively cheaply in a do-it-yourself (DIY) platform. Similarly, other projects reported in part III could have benefited from an open soundcard platform – and that would extend to all research projects of similar nature.

It should be admitted, that in spite of covering major issues in soundcard implementation, the tutorial part does not reach a "holy grail" of sorts, a self-imposed milestone, of demonstrating the operation of a high-fidelity - Compact Disc (CD) quality – soundcard. The reasons behind this, mostly (but not exclusively) technical, are discussed in paper II-G. That, however, is possibly not as important, as the note that – again, ironically – the same strong technological development process that provided the grounds for carrying out the work in this thesis, has already obsoleted some of the technology discussed in part II.
In fact, similar processes are observable elsewhere, not the least in pop music industry: the listening habits of the population, changed by technology, may have caused enough losses to the pop music industry, to force it to focus more on live events [20] - which may additionally validate the original emphasis on live performance in this research process. Considering that Moore’s Law may be peaking soon [21], which might lead to a plateauing in all electronics-related industries (including musical instrument and media technology), this thesis also touches upon issues of obsolescence and diminishing returns in this area, among other possible future perspectives of an open digital audio platform.

### 1.1 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized as follows: in the introductory part I, the methodology is discussed in the next, section 1.2; the motivation is given in chapter 2. The DAW as a paradigm in live performance of looped electronic music is elaborated in chapter 3, through a discourse on established live interaction approaches with classic drum machines in section 3.1 (with details in Appendix), and with DJ setups in section 3.2 – resulting in a proposal for merging these approaches on a DAW platform in section 3.3, concluded upon in section 3.4. The contributions of the articles included in this thesis, focused on the open soundcard perspective, are argued in chapter 4: section 4.1 considers primarily the educational perspective of the work in part II, while section 4.2 considers the advantages of open soundcard technology use in research, exemplified by publications in part III; and diverse perspectives on open development of technology, which ultimately underlie and influence the development of open soundcards as well, are reflected upon in section 4.3. Finally, the conclusion along with future perspectives, is in chapter 5.

Note that as the papers in part II refer to each other, papers II-A to II-G appear as citations [1a] to [7a] in the respective bibliographic references.

### 1.2 Methodology

Chapter 2 is meant to historically outline the technology tree, that led to some of the proposal ideas in chapter 3. The autobiographical character of chapter 2, which outlines the motivation behind what become requirements for a DAW adapted for live performance, imparts an ethnographic methodology (cf. [22]) aspect to this thesis. But, as the response to a digital music instrument problem here is the development of open soundcard systems, which is technical in nature – in general, the major part of the Ph.D. work can be said to have followed an engineering methodology, as applied to both electronics and software development. Each of the papers in part II, as a project, is a standalone study of particular software or hardware aspects in soundcard development, which can be seen as a technical experiment; the papers in part III are likewise
standalone studies, but each with methodologies respective to their field. The projects typically passed through stages of design, implementation, verification, and analysis of operation through data collection; while the design stage in electronics (where appropriate) is more distinct – in software development, it was often conflated with the implementation stage in iterative, rapid development cycles; close in spirit to some aspects of established software development methodologies such as AGILE [23].

The verification and data collection and analysis stages involved quantitative research methods. In part II, besides the basic literature overview for each project, the data collection process in terms of hardware involves obtaining measurements through instruments like multimeters, but more importantly, digital oscilloscopes - which allow download to a PC and further computer-based analysis; in software terms it involves capturing programs’ output, often timestamped, in log files. The data analysis phase in both hardware and software mostly revolved around time measurements, such as determining temporal difference between two events, or finding signal period (i.e. frequency). However, for software analysis in particular, the research process at times required custom visualization, which then yielded development of customized software tools; this is most apparent in paper II-G. Beyond this technical research core, papers in part III additionally demonstrate a methodology common in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI): usability evaluation through user testing, and statistical analysis of the results thus obtained. Had the project resulted with prototypes of relevant quality and reliability, usability testing would have also been a critical milestone in the development of both an open soundcard - and a DAW for live performance, based partially on its technology.
Chapter 2

Motivation: a labor of angst

"... writing about music is, as Martin Mull put it, like dancing about architecture." [24]

If this is the section where the thesis author is allowed a degree of autobiographical reflection, I will take the opportunity and switch to a first-person narrative. As my Curriculum Vitae shows, I have had formal connection with both music and technology, in varying degrees throughout time. In fact, the main motivation comes from my younger time, when I was intimately involved with music and recording studio scenes and communities: above and beyond assisting musicians in general with an improvement of an instrument, the DAW for live performance - as described further on in this thesis - was something that I personally would have wanted to use, for a potential musician’s career of mine. In my younger days, I would have certainly described the efforts towards this instrument as a "labor of love"; but with age, comes cynicism - and if I’m to be honest today: to a comparable degree (if not higher), these efforts could just as well be described as a labor of angst. Angst notwithstanding, the motivation is also a product of all the good, positive and exciting experiences I’ve had at the time - including the influences of music artists and producers that I have listened to and appreciated. This section will describe some of those influences, that have had the strongest impact on the development of my particular idea of the DAW as a live instrument.

2.1 Baby steps

Technology-wise, I have since earliest childhood had interest for what I would describe as media technology - technology that, unlike most inanimate matter, would directly appeal to my perception: technology that could record and reproduce speech, music or images (moving or not). In other words, while I could clearly notice the utility in devices as an electric refrigerator or stove, such
examples of technology never piqued my interest, as much as a black & white TV set, a mono radio/tape-recorder, or a diaslide projector did. Maybe more accurately, what fascinated me about these devices are two factors: that they could convey a message meaningful to me, and not only that - they often have allowed me immersion in that message’s implied context (in a more natural way than, say, printed media did). For instance, one of the most immersive experiences for me during childhood, that I can still recall, is listening to the Muppet Show Album (1977) vinyl record on a mono gramophone; the music just sounded so "crazy" (yet amicable) and different from my daily experience - it could grab my attention to the point of immersion on its own (rather than by association with the Muppet Show characters, which I also liked). This in itself was a source of wonder to me, as immersion was the unexpected end result of combining a black vinyl plastic disc, with a suitcase featuring a metal spinning disc and a plastic arm: both, on their own, rather mechanistically inanimate objects.

Thus, I (like, presumably, many others) came under the spell, of what is maybe best expressed through the wording of author Arthur C. Clarke’s Third Law: “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic” [25]; in this case, the "magic" of inanimate objects producing messages that can affect people personally. And the infatuation with media devices hardly stopped at the gramophone. I experienced the arrival of two new products in the early 1980s which left a profound impression on me; both of which carried some prestige to owners at their introduction.

The first was the VHS (Video Home System) video-tape recorder: I found it absolutely mind-blowing that this machine could both record and reproduce television programs, and you could have it at home. Disappointed at my parents’ refusal to acquire one for many years, I spent quite some time pondering (having realized that both audio and video cassettes alike contain magnetic tape) how I could possibly modify a mono audio tape recorder to record TV video signals so as to avoid spending money on a new VHS recorder. This thought experiment certainly contributed to my choice of electronics engineering studies later on. The second profound product for me was the Commodore 64 computer: not only it controlled both the audio and video signal of a TV set, it could use that to reproduce diverse games, loadable from an audio cassette tape - and more than that, it offered the user a possibility to eventually program and implement their own games (or more generally in today’s terms, multimedia productions). I was rather excited with these possibilities, and after my parents got one from me (not the least due to permanent nagging from myself), I spent a lot of time with the C64. Notably, most of this time was spent in a state, that the current Western legal outlook would consider piracy: while the Commodore company may have had representation/distributor in my country of origin at the time, the game software producers definitely didn’t; and the only way to get new software was to copy it from someone else: from their tape to mine (given that blank audio cassettes were readily available at the time). However, I also spent
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a portion of the time buying magazines, typing in the source code they printed of diverse small programs and games, and running it; this would presumably be seen as a legal customer action even today. This computer allowed me early contact with BASIC and assembler programming languages; though I must admit that I’ve forgotten most of these Commodore experiences in the decades that followed.

Music-wise, my beginnings as a child are in the mid portion of the 1980s, when I was signed up to elementary classical music education, which involved both voice training and piano lessons. While I was mildly impressed at myself, once I could play the piano with both hands without effort – the kind of classical music used for training didn’t appeal much to me, and moments of immersion were rare. Slowly, I started feeling it as a burden, and ultimately asked to be relieved of the music school attendance duties. A short period of no particular interest in music followed, until I hit puberty, around 7th grade elementary school (which would be the period before and around 1990). This approximately coincided with the introduction of so-called "satellite TV" in the local area where I used to live: essentially, inhabitants of residential buildings would pool money together, and buy a satellite dish and receiver equipment, whose signal via cable was then distributed to households. This allowed, in addition to the state channels, up to 4 additional foreign TV channels on a household TV; most notably, the Music Television (MTV) channel was typically offered in such a package, and that is how I got in touch with it and its offerings. In this period, I discovered the hard rock band Guns N’ Roses, and their hits from the "Appetite for Destruction" (1987) album – and I was instantly hooked on the heavy sound of the distorted guitar.

2.2 Pedal to the metal

I hardly stopped with Guns N’ Roses, who merely spawned an interest into ever so harder expressions of music; and soon after, I discovered the heavy metal band Metallica with their "...And Justice for All" (1988) album; which, along with their previous releases, officially turned me into a "metalhead". Expanding first to bands like Motörhead or Iron Maiden, my interest was then led to what was known as speed or thrash metal genre, especially through albums like Bathory’s "Blood Fire Death" (1988), Kreator’s "Extreme Aggression" (1989), or Sepultura’s "Beneath the Remains" (1989). Ultimately, I settled on primarily honing my tastes for death metal, grindcore and noise; consuming releases such as "From Enslavement to Obliteration" (1988) by Napalm Death, "Realm of Chaos" (1989) by Bolt Thrower, or "Left Hand Path" (1990) by Entombed (and occasionally, slower, doom metal variants like "Forest of Equilibrium" (1991) by Cathedral). Titles like these can certainly be read as a form of teenage rebellion, or even angst - although, I feel for me it was more a way to deal with feelings of increasing inadequacy in respect to wider society, through reinforcing an escapist sense of welschmerz in a (somewhat) small community of like-minded
people, distinct from what would have been locally recognized as alternative music at the time (for an analysis of the local musical output in the generation preceding this one, consider [26]).

Having so deeply ingrained myself with a music scene of this character, which very clearly revolved around the sound of distorted electric guitar, I was naturally motivated to take up playing the instrument; this time, however, because of sheer desire to be able to play. Musically, one of the things that I found so exciting in the electric guitar, was not so much the capability for melody and harmony, inherited from its acoustic ancestor; but the capability to function as a nearly rhythmical instrument, especially with the metal playing technique of palm-muting; which comes most prominently to life, when involving power (fifth) chords - and, especially, distortion. I found that this enforces a specific relation between the performer and the instrument: the instrument is no longer just the guitar, even if it is electric: the complete instrument is composed of the guitar, a distortion pedal, and an amplifier (plus assorted cables, and of course, access to the electrical power grid). And besides the conceptual shift in considering this system as an electronic instrument (even if the guitar is still played, in many respects, in the traditional acoustic manner), such a relationship also means that this instrument becomes somewhat more expensive to own and play, especially for a teenager.

2.3 Ridin’ on the wings of inflation

While mentions of expenses in this context rarely deserve a response, other than "Get a job!" – this period, unfortunately, coincided with what was known in South-Eastern Europe as "transition". My first memory of this is inflation, maybe most vividly captured on Fig. 2.1. The size of the banknote denomination on Fig. 2.1 is maybe not so impressive, compared to contemporary currencies of functioning economies like the Japanese yen; however, it is a symbol of the times when money was worth less by the day, and the desperate response of the government to add more zeroes merely reinforced the perceived loss of value; at the end of 1989, the inflation rate was [27] around 1300%.

![Fig. 2.1: Left: A banknote for $10^5$ dinars, 1989 issue by the People’s Bank of Yugoslavia. The same year, the largest banknote issued was for $2 \cdot 10^6$ dinars; the previous year, the highest denomination issued was for $5 \cdot 10^4$ dinars. Right: The next year, 1990, there was a revaluation of the currency, resulting with the same amount being represented as 10 dinars.]
2.4 While my guitar gently weeps

With the independence of Macedonia in 1991 and introduction of own currency in 1992, the inflation may have stabilized a bit; and even if the country was spared from the brunt of the chaos in the rest of ex-Yugoslavia, things hardly improved drastically. This is not to say that I was living in poverty, which I wasn’t (after all, my family could afford to send me for a year to the USA in 1994) – however, those were otherwise the real prospects for many, if not most, people there at the time. With that in mind, most people at the time (including my family) simply couldn’t afford to invest in anything beyond assurance of survival; and musical instruments, just like entertainment technology, was considered a luxury. And that I got a taste for the electric guitar in that period, clearly wasn’t helping anyone.

Of course, I would have preferred to invest my own money, bypassing the approval of my family; and so I did get the idea of getting a job already then – especially inspired by the American notion of teenagers "flipping burgers" to earn for instruments. However, consider the general economic depression of the times: for instance, the CIA World Factbook for 1995 [28] states an inflation rate of 54%, unemployment rate of 30%, and a national GDP per capita of 900 US$ (which amounts to some 75 US$ per month) in Macedonia; and it wasn’t better in the early 1990s. What I saw, was the same other young people did: that there were no jobs available - and even if there were, one could hardly save even the entirety of such salaries towards equipment costing hundreds (if not thousands) of dollars, in a time frame less than years. So much for "getting a job"; which was especially irritating after I visited the USA, and saw for myself that "flipping burgers" was indeed a real option to teenagers there at the time. Interestingly, the idea of DIY as applied to electric guitars didn’t quite appeal to me at the time, even if I was aware of the work of luthiers in the country, such as Branko Radulović. I think it is because I saw it as mostly involving woodworking, which in itself requires quite a bit of knowledge and equipment; but in which I didn’t have as much interest as in electronics, where I had already started to get invested in.
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Fig. 2.2: left: concert of the hardcore band Dead Cops Rock, Codex club, Skopje, 1992 - on stage, from left to right: me, Zoki (vocals), Slave (drums), Iko (vocals), Meto (bass); right: me, "rocking the place" with my guitar, "the Smikcaster" (VHS captures, [29])

Eyes" (1985), Bad Religion’s "Suffer" (1988) or Kromozom 4’s "Rien Ne Sert De Gâcher De La Bande, Il Faut Faire Cuire Son Steak A Point" (1987), while still retaining my tastes for metal. One of the attractions of this kind of music, for me, was definitely the fact that I didn't need to be a master guitar instrumentalist, in order to sound acceptable (even according to my own criteria) for that particular aesthetics. In fact, instead of metal, at the time in Skopje I mostly ended up playing in bands such as the hardcore "Dead Cops Rock", or the experimental projects with Filip & Dimitar Mitrov "V.I.S. šegobijci", "Arpadžik" - and "Nekrojagotki", with its demo album "Majčice veštice". I presume most of the material (like audio cassette demos) that I was involved with from this period has long disappeared; Fig. 2.2 is a memento of those times.

The crossing between genres may have been facilitated by two factors: for one, the underground music scene was small, so "everyone knew each other" - and it was thus difficult to sustain clashes between genres, akin to the ones in its native Western environment (as in e.g. "punks" vs. "hippies"; here, enmity was mostly reserved for external poseurs); and secondly, this scene (just like for C64 software mentioned earlier) operated mainly by copying audio tapes - that is, by piracy. However, the analog method of copying audio signal from/to cassette tapes, meant that each successive generation of a copy accumulated more noise than its originator (see e.g. [30]); resulting with practically unusable copies several copy generations "downstream" from the original recording. Thus, owning an original record in those days was seen as somewhat of a status symbol, and a small second-hand market for such imports did emerge. And from that – for me, as well as for nearly all of the people I’ve played music with – it didn’t take long, for the ambition to record our own music to develop. But while owning an electric guitar may be enough for band rehearsals and concerts, it most surely isn’t enough to perform recording. The cheapest and most straightforward way to record a band demo at the time was to utilize a cassette tape recorder with a built-in microphone; which, given that there
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was no way to adjust the volume of individual instruments on the recording, typically resulted with a rather poor quality live recording. And from that point on, my interest in technology was strongly focused on music processing and recording equipment (even if, incidentally, poor quality recordings were not necessarily shunned by subcultures with a DIY aesthetic, like the hardcore scene).

2.5 Digital audio arrives

By the mid 1990s, however, the emergence of digital audio products seriously disrupted the understanding of copying inherent in analog methods. To begin with, the introduction of cheap CD players popularized the notion of the CD as an undisputed source for first-generation copying to analog tape: especially because the signal quality does not deteriorate by mere use of the medium (which is otherwise inherent in the audio cassette), and digital signal correction ensures that small scratches on the surface do not have the same effect on audio reproduction as in the case of the vinyl phonograph record. Then, the emergence of Creative Labs’ soundcards, in particular Sound Blaster 16 in 1992 and later generations, allowed for a popular shift in perception of the personal computer as an audio device. Up to this time, the idea of the PC in the studio was mostly established as a Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) controller, driving sound reproduction in external synthesizers; with the Atari brand being quite popular in this context. With the introduction of the soundcards, the IBM PC architecture (which started becoming increasingly more affordable) began to be seen as platform that allowed manipulation and reproduction of digital audio with CD quality, with unprecedented precision (down to a single sample) and without the deleterious effects of noise.

I may have penanced slightly for my lifelong participation in music piracy, by using the opportunity of my visit to the USA as an exchange high-school student in 1994/95, to spend nearly all my allowance on acquiring original CDs. In the USA, I also acquired a small 4-track analog recorder, which could use the space for two sides of audio stereo signals on a normal cassette tape to store 4 mono signals, and had a mixer interface with a channel strip for each mono channel (I cannot recall the brand, unfortunately). This recorder did find a limited use after I got back to Skopje in 1995, but already then it was clear that this device was more a remnant of the past, than a tool that would allow for serious music production. Eventually, the emergence of relatively cheap CD writers and writable CDs allowed music fans identical copying of audio on a digital level, without any signal degradation with noise; which finally pushed the audio cassette toward obsolescence.
2.6 Genre expansion - folklore and electronic music

For me, this technological change was also followed with further changes in musical interests; and the expansion towards different genres for me didn’t stop at styles that involved the heavy, distorted guitar. In fact, while involvement with rock’n’roll-derived forms of music can be seen as an expression of values that could be seen as modern and international (that is, values identical to particular Western subcultures), there was also a motivation to look inwards, towards music that would be independent of that heritage, and thus unique in a global scope. Thus, I ended up studying with a group of people as students of the doyen of Macedonian folklore music, Pece Atanasovski, until his passing in 1996; subsequently, the student group evolved into an orchestra, that carried the late teacher’s name (for related information, consider [31]). Given my guitar background, I took up the study of the string folk instrument tambura in that group (see Fig. 2.3). While the general outlook towards history and tradition wouldn’t necessarily relate to music technology, playing in a folk orchestra exposed me to the concept of ethnographic field recording (and the value of portable audio recorders in that context) – and subsequently, allowed me the unique experience of participating in recording an acoustic album (which was nonetheless recorded and mastered digitally) in a "real" studio. Additionally, I was exposed to a culture, where songs may have existed for centuries; but due to the nature of oral transmission of folklore, authorship copyright as understood today is not applicable - simply because the actual author is not known.

Fig. 2.3: An incarnation of the Orkestar Pece Atanasovski during the release of the self titled album (remarkably enough, it included members of the other hip-hop band in town at the time, Čista Okolina). From left to right: Risto Solunčev (gajda), Gjorgji Donev, Vančo Damjanski, Viktor Siljanovski (kaval), Dejan Špasović (kemane), me, Vladimir Martinovski, Dejan Sibinovski (tambura) and Vele Solunčev (tapan). From the CD booklet.

However, I had also been exposed to genres that explored expression beyond the allowances of electric guitar, or indeed, any heritage from acoustic music instruments; and could be considered fundamentally electronic music genres. To begin with, I was exposed to what was variously referred to industrial or EBM genres, which some fans from the metal and hardcore scenes listened to as
a side indulgence (and as such, I cannot recall a local scene exclusively dedicated to these genres at the time). Therewith, I gained appreciation of albums like "Psalm 69: The Way to Succeed and the Way to Suck Eggs" (1992) by Ministry, "T.V. Sky" (1992) by Young Gods, "Kapital" (1992) by Laibach, or "05:22:09:12 Off" (1993) by Front 242. Initially, I appreciated this kind of material solely in terms of a studio recording intended for reproduction (playback); with my background pretense of a guitar instrumentalist, I simply found the concept of live performance of electronic music laughable (especially since I had witnessed events, where "performers" would shamelessly play back digitally prerecorded material, and otherwise merely pretend to turn buttons and perform live - in the times when audiences wouldn’t notice, as they’d mostly recognize attempts at playback by the presence of audio cassette noise; for similar sentiments, see [22]). On the other hand, this kind of material exposed me to thinking about sound which was musical, yet beyond the usual musical essence: we could consider a musical composition traditionally as a collection of notes, each with a pitch, volume and duration, arranged in time; and put in music technology terms, a MIDI recording of a song will still convey its musical essence, even if the (pitched) instruments that reproduce those notes are interchanged, e.g. violin for piano. But in these genres, you might have a memorable sonic passage, which might not even have a recognizable pitch at all - but rather, a distinct evolution in time of the sound’s spectral content, which in terms of instruments would be called timbre; except here with an extended meaning, so it would also encompass the difference between sound recordings, say, of a car and of a refrigerator. For instance, the more exciting moments for me were when bands would utilize a "montage" of samples of distorted electric guitars, however taken from entirely different albums, and thus with completely different productions of their sound spectrum; this would result with a sudden and rhythmical change in "timbre", which was very difficult (if not impossible) to reproduce as an electric guitar player (the closest would be to suddenly turn on a distortion pedal with your foot, and thus switch the timbre of the electric guitar from "non-distorted" to "distorted"; but rhythmical switching between multiple distortions, even if supported by multiple pedals, would require extremely demanding footwork while also standing and playing the guitar with your hands). Still, this influence was partially responsible for developing my interest in rhythm machines and samplers, as well as contacts with people focused more on electronic music instruments.

2.7 A hip to the hop, and you just don’t stop

Another significant influence on me was the one of rap music and hip-hop culture. I must admit that initially, I didn’t show much appreciation for this kind of music (for instance, when MC Hammer’s "U Can’t Touch This" (1990) became a hit, I was absolutely horrified that I had to hear that song everywhere; I first found appreciation for it years later). That was all to change with the
discovery of the band Das EFX, initially through the exposure of the videos from their "Dead Serious" (1992) album on the "Yo! MTV Raps" TV show. That brought the realization that rap can sound hard and heavy, while not referring to the dictionary of the hard and heavy music stemming from rock’n’roll I knew up to then (clearly, also here I was first attracted by angst) - and, on top of that, could even sound funny. This brought me in contact with the local (at the time, extremely tiny) hip-hop scene; and by 1993, I became a part, along with Goce Trpkov and Mitko Gaštarovski, of the rap band S.A.F. (also SAF, Fig. 2.4), where I had the role of a rapper.

In this regard, I was mostly influenced by releases of what was known as the East Coast "new school", such as "Whut? Thee Album" (1992) by Redman, "No Pressure" (1993) by Erick Sermon, or "The Most Beautifullest Thing in This World" (1994) by Keith Murray. What impressed me here was that it was possible to rediscover new musical quality from old recordings: a short looped sample might serve as a standalone song background, where it could offer a significantly different aesthetics from the sample’s source recording. And while the minimalist approach to composition in hip-hop could be perceived as "boring" in the classical music sense, it also heightened the sense of polyrhythmics that the rapper’s diction formed with the beat, during the performance of the lyrics - which for me, at the time, was a newly found musical appreciation. But that wasn’t all: rap music is intimately connected to the concept of DJ-ing, where two turntables and a mixer are used as a musical interface (for more, see [32]);
while I initially appreciated DJ scratching more as a form of acrobatics, what changed my mind most strongly was the work of DJ Premier in the group Gang Starr, in releases like "Hard to Earn" (1994) – whose sophisticated scratching in songs often left a musical impression of the same prominence, that guitar solos have in rock-based genres. Realizing the musical potential of the DJ equipment, I eventually got the opportunity to try it - and finally started fully appreciating it as a musical instrument: namely, it was hard for a novice to sound good playing live, as it was easy to make mistakes. The experience of recording S.A.F.’s debut album, "SaĄzam", brought me in contact with - among other technologies - both (some of the) "classic" sequencers discussed later in chapter 3, and digital multitrack recorders like the Roland VS880 (incidentally, this album gained somewhat of a cult status as time went on, maybe most obviously apparent at the concert for the 15th anniversary of its release, on 24th April 2015 in Skopje, which attracted nearly 5000 people in attendance).

While there were DJ techniques that were relatively easy to learn on turntables and a mixer, such as beat-juggling, where a loop is played out of two identical records, by rewinding the one record while the other is playing, it was clear to me that more expressive playing would involve a steep learning curve. Furthermore, the sensibility of the turntable styluses means that external factors can be just as influential in live playing, as the mastery of the instrument is (especially important in open-air performances, where e.g. wind, or feedback vibration from the live sound reproduction system on the floor of the stage, could cause a stylus to skip to a random location on the record). This is often addressed by adding heavy bases to the turntables (for instance, the legendary DJ turntable Technics SL-1200 weighs 11 kg); making the whole instrument (of two turntables and a mixer) less portable than, say, a guitar. But above all, with a starting price tag of at least 1000 US$ for the instrument (as turntables and mixer devices), which then merely serves as a gateway to a nearly endless need to purchase new vinyl records – say for up to 15 US$ a piece (and additional postage fees and import taxes on top) – I finally got discouraged in pursuing proficiency as a DJ instrumentalist. After all, I wasn’t that interested in reaching the full scope of techniques a so-called battle DJ might express; I was mostly interested in relatively simple moves that I found both musically interesting and intuitive – which mostly revolved around the use of the mixer’s knobs and faders in rhythm with the playing track(s) (such as the use of crossfader to ”cut” between two different songs playing with synchronized tempo; which also results with a sudden change of ”timbre” - or rather, sound spectrum - of the overall sound).

2.8 Design ideas emerge: electronic music instrument sessions

In parallel with the strengthening of my interest in hip-hop DJ-ing techniques, in the second half of the 1990s many people I knew, who owned bits and pieces
of audio equipment, engaged in borrowing equipment to each other for amateur, often impromptu recording sessions. I came to attend, and often participate in, many such sessions - even if the devices I could have contributed with (e.g., the 4-track recorder) weren’t very interesting in that context. These sessions were essentially an alternative night out with friends - except not in town, but in someone’s home studio; where diverse amount of synthesizers, drum machines, and possibly computers, would be connected to a mixer, and the final mix routed both to amplifiers and a recording device. Every participant would either program a sequencer track, or modify the synthesizer sounds or the mix, and that may have gone on for hours until all agree something sounds good; in which case a snippet of that production would have been recorded. It was in this environment where I met rhythm machines like Yamaha RY30 (first introduced 1991) and RY20 (1994), synthesizers like Roland Jupiter-6 (1983) and Juno-106 (1984), or Korg MS-10 (1978) and MS-20 (1978), and samplers like E-mu Emax (1986), SP-1200 (1987) and ESI-32 (1994), or Akai MPC2000 (1997). Here I firstly learned to appreciate that even if a synthesizer is driven digitally (via MIDI), if it has an analog engine it would still reproduce the “warmth” and fullness of sound expected of such instruments. Second, I started to appreciate the step sequencer interface on drum machines like the Roland TR-808 (1980): having 16 buttons to represent 16 steps in a sequence, it was relatively easy to insert (or remove) a drum sound at a precise location “live” (i.e., while the drum sequence loop is playing) by toggling the respective button; in contrast, on the Yamaha RY20, choosing the particular step involved multiple button presses, which in some instances may have required the beat to stop – which is why the only reliable “live” thing (in respect to sequencing) on this machine was to switch between pre-programmed drum sequences (which could only occur at a full measure). Samplers like the ESI-32 were rack-mounted units that were solely intended as MIDI-driven sound generators; and as such couldn’t have been thought of as standalone instruments. All the good times notwithstanding, these sessions could end in frustration as well: often times it was enormously difficult to combine up such diverse instruments in a sensible way for a single performance context (at least, before the meeting would end) – and this was one of the main motivators for me, to start thinking about an extensible platform that would integrate features of drum machines (step sequencer, pad bank), samplers and analog synthesizer engines in a single machine with a mixer interface. I simply wished for something that I could power up, and after several minutes of booting, have the possibility to play with these features - while I still have the inspiration (in contrast, if you have an inspiration for a guitar riff and you have a guitar laying around, all you have to do is pick it up and start playing).

Communicating within this environment eventually brought me in contact with people from the, then nascent, EDM scene - in particular what was known as the techno & house scene. While I was previously exposed to releases like "Experience" (1992) by The Prodigy, "Musik" (1994) by Plastikman or "Selected Ambient Works Volume II" (1994) by Aphex Twin, simply by having been
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informed about popular music – here I came to appreciate records like "Jill’s Meth" (1996) by DJ Slip, "Kat Moda" (1997) by Jeff Mills, or releases by the Tresor (Berlin) label (again, attracted by angst). In fact, I cannot even recall what other artists I may have liked best; in this scene, the label may have meant just as much (if not more) as the artist - and after all, most fans were more concerned with consuming hours-long mixes by a trusted DJ, rather than individual tracks; accurate knowledge of artists was mostly the concern of DJs. And having no ambition of being one, I found that I was quite content with just asking to copy whatever I fancied, from what I’d end up hearing in that community - without putting too much effort into encyclopedic facts. However, I still continued participating in sessions, which eventually brought me to an event, which strongly reinforced the idea for an integrated hardware platform for live performance of electronic music.

Namely, the thought emerged that these sessions should be presented live to an audience, and so I, along with Aleksandar Ordev, Filip Mitrov and Samoil Radinski, was a part of a concert in the club Sachmo in Skopje, on March 8th, 2000. A flyer for the event is shown on Fig. 2.5, and there were about 50 (or less) people in attendance, for whom we prepared some techno oriented tracks. The concept was to prepare some drum tracks and MIDI sequences for the synths beforehand; the output of individual synths and drum machines was then taken to a mixer; and the mixer real estate was essentially split in two: one drum machine and a pair of synths (i.e. 3-4 channels on the mixer) would play one song, while another drum machine and synths would play the other.

Fig. 2.5: Advertising flyer for the live event in club Sachmo, 2000
The live playing then consisted mostly of real-time changes of either synth parameters, or of rhythmical track volume changes through mixer faders. Of course, using faders to rhythmically modify recorded music is not without precedent: for instance, consider the interventions of producer Lee “Scratch” Perry on the tune 'Revelation Dub' (1976) by The Upsetters, which result with rather quick rhythmical fades of the vocals, in a track otherwise performed on traditional instruments.

The trick thereafter was to prepare songs that were close in tempo (or prepare suitable transitions), try to start the drum machines manually in sync, and then try to make a crossfade transition between the two songs like a DJ would do; except here, as there was no DJ mixer (and thus no main crossfader), we’d have had to do that manually on the main mixer (that is, 3-4 channels of the one song would be put down, whilst the 3-4 channels of the other song are put up). This may have been a necessity, because I think at least one of the drum machines was not able to load a new song (as a collection of drum sequence patterns) without stopping the currently playing one. This was a one-of-a-kind experience for me (I haven’t had a similar one since), and the key findings from it were:

• It took as more than 2 hours to set up the instruments on stage, about 40 minutes for the performance, and more than 2 hours to disassemble the equipment

• Having two people perform a song crossfade (where each controls their own respective 3-4 channels) on a mixer makes sense musically; but bumping into each other on a crowded stage every 5 minutes isn’t fun (as we’d go back to whatever instrument we were tending as soon as the crossfade was over)

• The only times we’d elicit a response from the audience (i.e. mild dancing and cheering) was during the song crossfades (about 40 seconds), plus about 40 seconds into the start of the new song; as we had to stretch the songs to up to 5 minutes, the audience quickly grew bored (and tweaking synth filters wasn’t always successful in gaining their attention back)

While it is a form of success to elicit any sort of positive response at all (even if mild), this event certainly wasn’t an extraordinarily positive memory for the audience. It is true that this outcome can be attributed to beginner’s growing pains, and that further practice may have eventually alleviated those problems. However, I couldn’t resist the thought that if we each had a single platform with a mixer interface, many of these technical problems would not have even been encountered. As a starting point, I imagined that a device like that should be capable of being ”split internally”: I should be able to program a (say) 2-track drum sequence and 2-track synth sequence, with individual outputs on channels 1-4, and have it considered as one song, driven by one tempo; with channels 5-8 representing another song with an independent tempo - and I
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should be able to seamlessly mix from one song to the other, loading a new song in the muted section while the non-muted one is playing, continuously. Clearly, this "internal split" could extend to arbitrary number of channel groupings and tempos involved; however, the presence of a master crossfader would be most clearly defined in the case of a 2-way split. In fact, if the device would support a network interface (which, to an extent, implies an addition of an embedded computer), then a network protocol between such platforms could be devised, which would allow for at least two modes of group playing:

- A common tempo information signal is distributed to all devices, used to drive individual sequencers; the mixed output of all individual devices is collected and mixed in equal measure

- "Token Chain": Player A has the "token", so the tempo of A is available to all others, while A is playing own sequence, with own crossfader fully to the "left". The system is informed (either pre-programmed, or on the spot), about which player has the token next, say player C. As A starts moving the crossfader from "left" to "right", the sequence player C is playing (who keeps own crossfader to the "left") starts being mixed in. As soon as A has moved the crossfader fully to the "right", the "token" passes to player C, which means player C is now fully in control; which will last until a new next player is chosen, and C moves own crossfader to the "right" - to pass the "token" to the next player in the "chain".

The "token chain" approach would essentially allow for a DJ-like crossfading experience between songs, except where songs are performed live by individual artists; with passing of control, similar to the approach for managing performance of multiple DJs known as "back-to-back". However, it also increases the problem domain of such a platform development: in addition to analog and digital signal processing, one would have to consider embedded computing and networking as well. The machine was otherwise imagined primarily as a multichannel audio sampler, which would be driven by the independent sequencers, with the resulting sound assignable arbitrarily to individual mixer channels faders. While such a device would principally drive external synthesizers via protocols like MIDI – implementing it as a customizable platform would have allowed insertion of analog oscillators and envelopes, allowing for synchronized control of both digital and analog synthesis from a single unit. Around this time, I saw the introduction of Roland VS880 (1996) Digital Studio Workstation (multitrack recorder with fader interface), and Yamaha 01V (1998) Digital Mixing console, both of which controlled multiple channels of digital audio, through motorized faders that could be driven via MIDI. As both of these were sometimes colloquially called "workstations", I thought this as an appropriate category for my imagined platform, even if it was meant to address issues in live performance (unlike the main functions of the VS880 and 01V). Still, motorized faders are a powerful visual effect, and they could have well been used in the platform, especially to indicate cross-fading: by moving the
crossfader left-to-right, the group of individual channel faders for the one song would automatically move down, while those of the other song would move up.

Sadly, this was to remain a mere vision, even if since 1995 I have been enrolled in bachelor university studies of electronics & telecommunication at the Electro-Technical Faculty in Skopje. The program there used to have heavy focus on theoretical math and physics, which I found rather tedious and straining at the time; by now, however, I have learned to appreciate that approach – especially since that very background, is what allowed me to pursue the research in this thesis in the first place. The labs, however, I found generally unappealing; mostly because none of them (that I can remember) dealt with practical reproduction of either sound or video - at least not in a context that I could personally take further, to independently develop a DAW platform. While I didn’t stop hoping I would eventually gain the practical knowledge of building such a platform up to my graduation in 2001 - in retrospect, the problem is that such development requires practical, "catalog" knowledge of parts, as well as means of sourcing those parts; and it was difficult to find related information in a systematic, tutorial format on the (then, expensive and dial-up) Internet (as the only alternative to the university, which did not concern itself with such issues).

2.9 Further developments and opportunities

While I ultimately had to abandon the idea for actual development of the DAW platform, there were a few additions to the idea during the late 1990s and the early 2000s. In that period, I, together with Samoil Radinski, Ognen Uzunovski and Ivan Todorovski, was a part of a promotional agency for techno music events called Balance (see Fig. 2.6); there I mostly had the role of a multimedia (web, graphic and audio/video advertisements) designer.

![Fig. 2.6: Together with Balance promotional agency, somewhere in year 2000; left: me, Samoil, Ognen, and Ivan; right: me, Derrick May, Ognen and Samoil (enumerated from left to right on both images)
The first booking the agency made was for the international star DJ from Detroit, Derrick May; whose performance in 2000 profoundly changed my view of techno DJ mixing. Namely, while at the time I had gained great admiration for hip-hop DJs, most of the techno DJs I found bland in terms of handwork, even if I liked their selection: they would mostly perform slow crossfades, and the rare scratching was mostly simple, and even more rarely sounded appealing (especially with fast tunes, with tempi >120 BPM). Derrick May, on the other hand, used quick, rhythmical crossfades, which in the most successful moments could even sound as a meta-composition over two playing songs; supplemented with motions like stopping a record by slowing it down in the last beat of a measure (which could be compared to a scratching motion), before a quick transition into the same (or different) song. This kind of performance I could very well appreciate; at least in terms of fader operation, the envisioned DAW would have been able to support similar kind of operation. But, an addition of a turntable interface, whose rotational speed controls both the sequencers’ tempi and the speed of sample reproduction, to the platform, would have also allowed for a DJ-scratch-like control of sound from live-playing sequences; and could thus integrate more closely with the production workflow of hip-hop, techno and many other related DJ cultures.

In fact, it didn’t take long for aspects of this idea to be validated by the music instrument industry: already in 2001, the Final Scratch platform [33] started emerging, which allowed for a system where turntables playing special time-code encoded vinyl records controlled playback of digital audio files from a computer. The close contact to the DJ cultures also motivated me to wish for a solo career in a similar sense: while I wasn’t exactly interested in being an actual DJ who mixes other people’s records – I was inspired by the concept of a one-man live show, based on rhythm and involving electronic equipment; and the concept of releasing music through own label, which can be seen as self-publishing (and somewhat similar to the concept of Russian самиздат [samizdat] literature). However, having no means to acquire actual studio equipment (which I’d anyways have found tedious, having already imagined a platform that in a single device would offer me capabilities existing studio equipment didn’t), and no starting point to start developing my own DAW, at the time I had to come to terms with temporarily setting away my solo musical career ambitions; and at that time, I came to saw multimedia design as an emerging opportunity, which would allow me creative participation in the music scene while not being a musician - and hopefully, eventually, bring me the means for equipment acquisition or development.

Thus, I came to take the opportunity to study multimedia design in Denmark, and further seek to attend master studies in Medialogy in Aalborg University (AAU) in Copenhagen. These studies, while opening me to the world of software, again led me back in contact with hardware, especially during my internships with the company Brother, Brother & Sons ApS in Copenhagen (where I also did my master’s thesis [34]), and my duties as lecturer and supervisor in AAU. In addition, the studies exposed me to a world of electronic music.
instrument development, with related academic literature and corresponding conferences such as NIME, ICMC or DAFX. This motivated me to revisit the shelved idea about the development of a DAW for live performance; however, in spite of the plethora of ideas I was exposed to, the only addition from this period to the idea of the platform as such, is the addition of a haptic actuator to the faders. Essentially, the haptic actuator would be a linear motion motor (like a magnetic loudspeaker), which would be small enough to fit in a fader knob, and strong enough so that when fed with audio signal, it would cause a rhythmical haptic sensation on the fingers holding the knob (similar to the haptic sensation felt when a playing loudspeaker is touched). As such, it would have provided a possibility for monitoring alternative to (and independent from) headphones, of what individual channels are playing - even when they are audibly muted from the main mix.

That is why, upon getting the opportunity for PhD studies in Medialogy in 2007, I had to insist that the main topic concerns the design and implementation of the envisioned DAW; after all, that would be probably the only opportunity I’ll ever have at developing audio hardware like that - considering my chances for getting employed at the likes of Roland or Yamaha, and having a first-hand experience of such development, are rather slim. As an initial guideline into this development, I produced an initial 3D model of the DAW, a screenshot of which is shown on Fig 2.7.

![Fig. 2.7: A model of the planned DAW interface](image)

The outline shown on Fig 2.7 shows the influence of the machines I’ve met throughout the 1990s and early 2000s: the top four channel strips would represent individual channel controls; below them is a step sequencer interface;
followed by a "DJ mixer" interface, consisting of two master/group faders, and a crossfader between the two. To the right there is a percussive pad bank, and on the left a screen-like interface; the internals show that the machine would be built based on PC components, allowing for a computing and networking capability; turntable interfaces were intended to be additionally attached, and as such are not shown on Fig 2.7. In fact, it wasn’t too big of a design problem to develop an initial engine for this platform, in the FLOSS audio processing visual programming software Pure Data (PD). However, there was one technical problem with the software approach: it is not scalable easily, in terms of adding individual channels, on a single computer: once too many channels are added, latencies and stuttering of audio are to be expected. And this was the main impetus for looking into how could the engine for this DAW platform be implemented in hardware. But the biggest impediment here was that, in spite of my education, I still did not have a practical model of how digital audio functions: what sort of actual hardware parts do you need to implement the functionality of a digital sampler; and how is that different from the hardware a PC uses to reproduce digital audio?

2.10 Reduction to soundcard

Since one of the biggest limitations of early samplers was storage of audio sample data (e.g. the E-mu ESI-32 had a, from today’s perspective, mere 1.4 MB floppy drive with 2 MB random access memory (RAM)), I found the understanding of audio hardware in context of a PC more crucial (as a PC typically provides access to large storage like a hard disk). Considering it is the soundcard hardware that has the responsibility to reproduce PC audio, I set upon looking up designs of soundcards for study. Having been exposed to successful open-source audio projects such as PD, I fully expected that I would track down a project discussing the hardware and software internals of the working of a soundcard, providing me with a base for further development; unfortunately, after several months of searching, I found nothing that significantly advanced my understanding in practical terms (as in, something that I could implement myself for study). My expectations may have been too high: I expected material discussing hardware to provide basic understanding of the PC bus interface, followed by analysis, schematics and identification of points in the circuit where digital and analog signals can be observed, supplanted by oscilloscope traces, images and possibly videos (on a related webpage); for software, I expected discussion of the effects of code in respect to known hardware, described as previously, as well as pointers to tools for analyzing the software performance - which ultimately became my standards for the papers in part II. Thus, I was faced with a choice: either I continue working on the level of prototyped DAW interface design, but without reaching the level of practical understanding of digital audio to allow me independent further development in terms of scale and performance; or, I scale down the scope of the PhD project to producing a set of works discussing
the operation of soundcards in as generic and as reproducible terms as possible, but with the risk of not reaching the stage of a playable DAW prototype.

I found the second option – the study of a soundcard – more crucial; and thus I asked, and got a permission, for scaling down the scope of the project to this area. Being aware (and angsty) that the architectural hardware and software details of soundcards might be considered protected intellectual property (IP), whose disclosure in an open manner might present a legal problem - the decision, that this soundcard study is conducted as open source (in the sense of building soundcard systems to the greatest extent either from basics/"first principles", or from open-source code and designs), was immediate. Finally, after tracking down the design in paper II-A (which is not quite a soundcard), switching to the GNU/Linux operating system Ubuntu, several years of research and submissions (complicated by my lack of formal training in computer science), the rest of the papers in part II were produced. The results of these papers, while not necessarily implementable directly in the envisioned DAW, have however finally provided me with the necessary experience, to evaluate parts on the market that would be appropriate for a possible future prototype implementation of the envisioned platform. And I firmly believe, that if I had access to comparable material at the start of the PhD project - instead of spending 5+ years to study digital audio as implemented in soundcards, it would have taken me mere months to gain these basics (whereupon I could have proceeded to fit them in the context of the DAW); and this didactic aspect, I believe, is the strongest contribution of the papers in part II.
This section outlines some of the main aspects of live performance in context of looped electronic music; which, by extension, would cover a wide area of styles within contemporary popular music, such as hip-hop or electronic dance music. The overview is based on affordances of instruments which have been established in concert use already, and from today’s perspective can be considered classic - rather than focusing on later developments in audio loops utilization (such as e.g. the Ableton Live [35] software, or related tools). Finally, a platform integrating these affordances for live performance is proposed, whose technical implementation intricacy might justify its designation as a digital audio workstation. The discussion in this section is illustrated by software examples, implemented in Pure Data [36] with GriPD [37] and developed on Ubuntu 11.04 GNU/Linux OS, and released as open-source software collection named sd-phdemo through the webpage associated to this thesis [38].

Specifically, here the focus is on contrasting the affordances of a classic drum machine’s step sequencer; versus the traditional DJ set, consisting of two turntables (vinyl record players, alias gramophones) and what is known as a DJ variant of a sound mixer. In terms of related work, for an academic treatment of the instrumentalist approach to the DJ set (also known as turntablism), the reader is referred to Falkenberg Hansen (2010, [32]) (or for an alternative perspective, [39]); and while the step sequencer in newer academic literature is typically taken as a pre-existing design metaphor [40] and used in novel developments (e.g. [41, 42, 43]), its incarnation in classic drum machines can be found discussed in literature e.g. by Russ (2012, [44]) or Vail (2014, [45]).

It is important to note that both of these systems originated as products, not primarily intended as instruments for live performance of music: while a drum machine sequencer can be seen as designed for non real-time composition of music - a turntable would originally have been designed as a music reproduction
tool, unrelated to music composition as such. Therefore, it would be prudent to specify what is meant by live musical performance in this context: it is the act of the performer changing parameters of the sound produced by an instrument, through real time interaction, such that musical meaning (melodic or rhythmical) is conveyed to the audience; and where there is a possibility of the performer committing an error in conveyance of musical meaning, detectable by the audience in a negative sense. This broad definition thus demands from the performer, a minimum of training and expertise with the instrument; and while encompassing the traditional interaction with acoustic instruments, it also dismisses acts in which there is no possibility of error in terms of realtime reproduction of musical meaning (such as merely pressing a "play" button on an audio player device).

By this definition, however, neither the classic drum machine sequencer, nor the DJ set, are essentially live instruments – as both platforms can, and are intended to, reproduce music independently (though in varying degrees) once started. Hence, the definition of live performance can be extended to encompass real-time modifications of the sound of an already pre-programmed (pre-composed or pre-recorded) music – which, the possibility of error notwithstanding, would result with conveyance of additional musical meaning, compared to the machines playing standalone. A critical element in the establishment of musical meaning in this scope, is the coupling between the instrumentalist and the audience during a performance; namely, the actual intentions of the performer ultimately do not matter as much, as what the audience interprets to be the meaning conveyed by the performance. In this respect, the audience relies as much on visual cues as on auditory ones, in evaluating a live performance: thus, the broad spectrum of body motions of traditional musicians – a drummer playing (for a formal inquiry, refer to Dahl (2005, [46])), or the gestures of an orchestra conductor (for application in music technology, consider Fabiani (2011, [47])) – are much more natural to interpret as a live musical performance, than the minuscule motions involved with, say, pressing a keyboard button.

The distinction in perceiving body motions as live performance is, of course, not an immutable discrete boundary, but rather a continuum - after all, interaction with diverse traditional musical instruments, such as the piano or the trumpet, can be in a mechanical sense reduced to the act of pressing buttons. However, if the evolution of live performance in the electronic dance and hip-hop scenes is anything to go by, it shows that audiences can react quite well to the motions stemming from manipulating linear faders and rotary knobs; motions which are naturally emphasized when the performer is in a standing pose on stage (e.g. twisting a rotary knob may involve not just the palm, but also extend to the elbow of the performer as well, resulting in a more obvious body motion from the audience’s perspective). On the other hand, the possibility for performance error emerges from the fact that these devices would already play a pre-programmed sound loop - and in that, at the least impose a rhythm due to the time period of the loop; the performers’ challenge is then to stay
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in *takt* with this underlying rhythm during their real-time modifications, as audiences typically react negatively to obvious beat mismatching. Therefore, the emphasis here is on the inquiry into the step sequencer and DJ set platforms as tactile, or tangible, musical interfaces: i.e., that which can be achieved in terms of real-time modification of sound, primarily through manual interaction with rotary knobs and linear sliders (but also including buttons) as mechanical, tactile user interface elements.

The text will also outline some specifics of the underlying audio engines, and thus follow the following convention, due to the unfortunate dual meaning of the word ‘sample’ (noted also in e.g. [48]) in this context: in signal processing, it refers to a single numeric value (obtained for instance as a result of ADC conversion at a particular sampling rate), and the text will use "audio sample" or "signal sample" to refer to this concept; in electronic music, it refers to a short snippet (which is essentially a collection of multiple "signal samples") of sound or music obtained from a recording, which the text will refer to as a "sound sample" (or as per Puckette (2007, [49]), a "wavetable"). Even if the terms "audio" and "sound" are essentially synonyms in everyday use in English, there should be less ambiguation when contrasting "audio sample" and "sound sample" in this purview.

3.1 The classic rhythm/drum machine step sequencer

While there are views, e.g. Arditi (2014, [50]), that the rhythm, or drum, machine historically evolved from a strictly utilitarian need (e.g. to replace studio musicians), the need of musicians to exercise control over - in this case - sound, may also play a large role in this development; otherwise, no one would even want to compose music, having been satisfied with "mere" ecological sound [51]: that which is heard randomly in everyday life. Even if the origins of the drum machine lie earlier in history [52], this section takes four commercial drum machines as a starting point: Roland TR-808 (1980), E-mu SP-1200 (1987), Yamaha RY30 (1991), and Akai MPC2000 (1997), shown on Fig. 3.1 - which have been, and are still, recognized by generations of music producers. From both the user interface and technological implementation perspectives, all of them have certain specifics unique to each device; possibly the most pronounced characteristic unifying them, being the feature of some form of a step sequencer for programming rhythms - and the ability to play pre-programmed rhythms, without human intervention, as standalone instruments.

Perhaps it is more straightforward to start with describing the specifics of the audio engines of these machines, as per the electronic music view of the distinction between audio control interface, and audio generating engine, in an instrument. The Roland TR-808 uses analog electronics circuitry [54], such as voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs), voltage controlled amplifiers (VCAs), voltage controlled filters (VCFs) or noise circuits to produce its percussion sounds. The rest of the machines on Fig. 3.1 all utilize sound sampling, but to a
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Fig. 3.1: Some classic rhythm/drum machines, with key user interface components: a) Roland TR-808, with step sequencer indicated; b) E-mu SP 1200, ibid.; c) Yamaha RY30, with “pad bank” indicated; d) Akai MPC2000, ibid. (from ref. [53])
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different degree: the Yamaha RY30 offers a pre-composed set of 16 bit, 48 kHz sound samples stored into read-only memories (ROMs), which thus cannot be changed by the user - but could be extended with the purchase of a ROM data card; an approach that may have been known as "sampling & synthesis" or S&S [55, 44] at the time. The E-mu SP 1200 and the Akai MPC2000 are, on the other hand, de facto sound samplers, since they allow the users to record their own sound samples for use as drum sounds: with digital sampling parameters of 12 bit, 26.04 kHz for the SP 1200, and 16 bit, 44.1 kHz with stereo capability for the MPC2000. This difference in engines is, however, no obstacle to the machines sharing user interaction techniques in common, such as those related to the sequencer control interface.

The facilities found in these machines for programming rhythms, can be said to be based in Western musical composition tradition. A discussion on this relationship, from a basic perspective, is provided in appendix A – which is then used to formulate the unique facilities these devices afford, in terms of live musical performance interaction. These unique facilities, otherwise desirable on a generic sequencer interface, are noted as: a button row step sequence controller (as on a TR-808), with a choice of a "note lane" (the step sequencer applies to) through a rotary control wheel (as on a RY30), with individual drum sound "note lane" volumes controllable through a set of mixer faders (as on a SP 1200), and drum pads for real-time playback and sequencing (as on an MPC2000, RY30). Some of these facilities are illustrated in a part of the demo, related to this thesis, released as seqinterface_s.pd [38] (graphical user interface (GUI) elements shown also on Fig. 3.5; note that its GUI doesn’t reconstruct these particular machines’ interfaces, but instead uses a standard 2D piano roll grid, as in typical MIDI editor software).

3.2 The classic DJ set - two turntables and a mixer

The specific affordances for real-time performance in the DJ set stem mainly from the turntable (gramophone, phonograph) device. Some turntables have properties, like heavy weight (increased stability), direct drive (faster reaching of rotation speeds), or pitch control, which makes them especially suitable for DJ tasks - such as the classic SL series of turntables of the Technics brand, that ceased production in 2010 [56]; one example is the Technics SL-1200, shown on Fig. 3.2 left. The DJ set typically consists of two such turntables connected to a DJ mixer, shown on Fig. 3.3.

In terms of audio generating capabilities, the turntable depends on a vinyl record medium, whose content the turntable reproduces. An important consideration here is that the vinyl is engraved with the analog signal representation of the sound, shown on Fig. 3.2 right: commonly, for monaural reproduction, the groove modulation is lateral (also called radial); while for stereo records, the groove cut encodes one channel as radial displacement of, and the other as the width of, the groove [58] (there are also quadraphonic formats, but are not
commonly used). That means that a song must be mixed (or downmixed) from multiple individual instrument (or track) channels, to one (for mono) or two (for stereo) audio signal channels. And this, in turn, means that once the song is downmixed, it is impossible to perfectly recover the individual instruments back into separate audio channels. Essentially, the process of mixing is the process of signal addition (summing) in the time domain; if \( i_1(t) \) and \( i_2(t) \) are two instrument (or simply sound) track mono signals (representing a multi-track mix), then their mono mix \( a_{mm}(t) \) can be described with Eq. 3.2.1 (where \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are mixing coefficient constants).

\[
    k_1 \cdot i_1(t) + k_2 \cdot i_2(t) = \sum_{x=1}^{2} k_x \cdot i_x(t) = a_{mm}(t)
\]  

Even if we simplify, and know a priori how many instrument tracks there are in the mix, and that the instrument signals are in the range of values from 0 to 1, and that the coefficients \( k_{1/2} \) are set to 1.0 – we cannot really say what the instrument signals would be, having just the measurement of the mixed signal: if at some moment \( t_1 \) we measured \( a_{mm}(t_1) \) to be 0.5, we cannot really say if \( i_1(t_1) \) was 0.1 and \( i_2(t_1) \) was 0.4, or if \( i_1(t_1) \) was 0.3 and \( i_2(t_1) \) was 0.2 (and for real numbers, there is an infinite amount of combinations). Thus, the recovery of the separate instrument signals from the mixed signal, is undefined even in this simplified mono case:

\[
a_{mm}(t) \rightarrow i_1(t) + i_2(t)
\]

While there is research into algorithms for mix decomposition (i.e. audio source separation) into instrument source signals – both non-informed (i.e. blind source separation [59]), and with prior knowledge (e.g. informed by the notation score [60]), of the characteristics of the mixed signal – such algorithms cannot recover the source instrument signals ideally; are not guaranteed to work in real-time; and their performance may depend on the musical content of
mixed signal itself. As such, they usually can not afford the same convenience as e.g. the SP 1200 interface on Fig. 3.1b does, in terms of real-time control of individual instruments in the mix.

Likewise, the turntable doesn’t afford for changing of the tempo of a music composition recorded on vinyl. However, vinyl records are cut at a pre-determined disc rotation speed, and their audio content is reproduced in the original manner only when the record disk spins at the exact same speed on the turntable. Several recording speeds have emerged as standard in the industry [58], expressed in units of rounds per minute (RPM), such as 45 RPM and 33 1/3 RPM (usually referred to as 33 RPM). By analogy with physics, the symbol for angular velocity \( \omega \) can be used to denote rotational speed; note that in physics, \( \omega \) is expressed in units of radians per second \( \text{rad/s} \), which has a direct relationship to the (temporal) frequency \( f \) in units of \( \text{Hz} \):

\[
\omega = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot f
\]  

(3.2.3)

If one "round" is equivalent to the angle of one revolution, \( 2\pi \) radians, then the conversion factor between rotational speed in RPMs \( \omega_{\text{RPM}} \) and the rotational speed in radians per second \( \omega_{\text{rps}} \), can be found through dimensional analysis as in Eq. 3.2.4:

\[
1 \text{[RPM]} = \frac{1 \text{[round]}}{1 \text{[minute]}} = \frac{2\pi \text{[radians]}}{60 \text{[seconds]}} = \frac{\pi}{30} \text{[rad/s]}
\]  

(3.2.4)

And the relationship between \( \omega_{\text{RPM}} \) and \( \omega_{\text{rps}} \) can be expressed as:

\[
\omega_{\text{rps}} = \frac{\pi}{30} \cdot \omega_{\text{RPM}}
\]  

(3.2.5)

Regardless of the unit, the rotational speed can be considered as a continuous, "analog" function of time, \( \omega(t) \). This is of importance, because the rotational speed of the vinyl disc, relative to the turntable stylus, is what determines the reproduction speed of the audio encoded in the vinyl grooves; and thus brings about the most distinctive feature of the turntable (although shared with other analog media, such as the magnetic tape) - the ability to continuously slow down, speed up, or reverse audio playback. Notably, the reverse playback occurs when \( \omega(t) < 0 \) - that is, when the rotational speed is negative (in the sense of being opposite from the default direction of turntable rotation, which is clockwise). This phenomenon is what gives rise to the technique of DJ vinyl scratching [32], as the users can manipulate the surface of the spinning vinyl on a turntable directly with their hands, and thereby directly change \( \omega(t) \) (and thus change the audio reproduction speed in real-time). Its artistic potential has been recognized by e.g. Schaeffer (2004, [61]), one of the pioneers of turntable instrument use: “Assuming that we limit ourselves to a single recording, we can still read the latter more or less quickly, more or less loudly, or even cut it into pieces, thereby presenting the listener with several versions of what was originally a unique event” [61].
Notably, changing the reproduction speed of audio, changes both the perceived pitch, and the perceived tempo (if the recording is rhythmical to begin with), simultaneously. This effect is especially apparent if the record is manually spun back and forth continuously; and is so distinctive, it may have influenced the introduction of scratching in the hip-hop genre (refer to the DJ Grand Wizard Theodore anecdote [62], via [32]). The same effect is also present in the domain of digital audio sampling; in e.g. [49] it might be referred to as transposing a (sound) sample, or the "chipmunk" effect. Note that with digital sampling, it is possible to process audio to change these parameters separately: changing the pitch while leaving the tempo (or the sound sample duration) unchanged is commonly known as "pitch shifting" or "pitch transposition" (e.g. [63]), while the changing the tempo (or the sound sample duration) while leaving the pitch unchanged may be known as "time scaling", "time stretching" or "time compression/expansion" (e.g. [64]); both of these can be addressed by the phase vocoder technique [65].

In spite of the distinctive sound, scratching – as manual transposition of the sound of a vinyl record on a turntable, by changing its relative rotational speed $\omega(t)$ – is usually not musically interesting for long on its own (for instance, as performed on a single turntable). That is why the typical DJ set employs (at least) two turntables and a DJ mixer, as on Fig. 3.3. In the most basic exercise, the DJ set allows for scratching on one turntable, while the other turntable plays a musical recording, most often containing a rhythmical beat. In this sense, live performance on a DJ set can again be seen as rhythmical interventions into a pre-programmed piece of music, thus not unlike the case discussed in the previous subsection 3.1. In fact, in genres like EDM and hip-hop, the beat of the pre-programmed music is very likely to have been produced on machines like those addressed in subsection 3.1 to begin with.

While the individual instrument source signals cannot be recovered from the mixed signal once the vinyl record is cut, the main output from each turntable (usually stereo) in a DJ set can be considered a (meta) instrument signal of its own; and the DJ mixer in the set is intended to address their mixing. Because of that, the DJ mixer usually has some specific characteristics: for instance, a single channel fader usually handles two analog audio signals at the same time: the left and right signal of a stereo mix. Formally, this operation can be described as on Eq. 3.2.6; where $F_{D1}(x)$ is the fader value, in the range from 0 to 1 ratiometrically related to the fader head displacement $x$ (or more accurately $x(t)$, as the displacement can change in time); $l(t)$ and $r(t)$ are the left and right audio signals, where $PF1$ and $RA1$ refer to "post fader" (output) and "raw audio" (input) respectively; and where the index 1 refers to the channel (as seen from the DJ mixer’s perspective).

$$\begin{align*}
{l_{PF1}(t)} &= F_{D1}(x) \cdot l_{RA1}(t) \\
{r_{PF1}(t)} &= F_{D1}(x) \cdot r_{RA1}(t)
\end{align*}$$

(3.2.6)

Another distinctive feature of the DJ mixer is the presence of a crossfader,
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typically identified by its horizontal orientation (Fig. 3.3), as opposed to the vertical one of the channel sliders. The role of the crossfader is to ensure a smooth transition from the music playing on one turntable to the other. Its operation can be formally described as on Eq. 3.2.7; where the signals \( l_{CF}, r_{CF} \) refer to output from the cross fader.

\[
\begin{align*}
    l_{CF}(t) &= CF(x) \cdot l_{PF1}(t) + CF(1-x) \cdot l_{PF2}(t) \\
    r_{CF}(t) &= CF(x) \cdot r_{PF1}(t) + CF(1-x) \cdot r_{PF2}(t)
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.2.7)

Note that in \( CF(x) \) in Eq. 3.2.7 should be seen as a function of the crossfader displacement, which may be linear, but most commonly represents a logarithmic curve known as "crossfader curve", which in some mixers is tunable [66] (main channel faders also typically have logarithmic responses). Furthermore, the displacement \( x \) is taken to be relative: with 0 describing one end of the fader; and 1 describing the other - and corresponding to the physical run (length) of the fader. If it is additionally specified in Eq. 3.2.7 that \( CF(0) = 0 \) and \( CF(1) = 1 \), then: for crossfader displacement \( x = 0 \) only the second channel is on the output; for \( x = 1 \) only the first channel; and for \( x = 0.5 \) (midway), it is often desired that both channels are present on the output with equal volume (e.g. \( CF(0.5) = 0.5 \)). Finally, DJ mixers typically include a set of rotary knobs associated to each channel (forming a vertical "channel strip" with the main channel fader), which represent bands in an audio frequency response equalizer (EQ); these are used to great effect in live performance, to rhythmically either amplify or attenuate the "bass", "treble" and "high" range in the audio spectrum.

Thus, the main features of the DJ set in respect to live performance, beyond the real-time possibility to start and stop music, are: the possibility to change sound transposition (pitch and tempo/speed) manually, by manipulating the rotation of the vinyl record played on a turntable; and the possibility to rhythmically intervene into the volume and spectrum of individual songs in the mix through the associated sliders (both channel faders and crossfader) and rotary knobs (mainly for EQ) on a DJ mixer. This represents only the basic, most commonly used facilities; techniques integrating other user interface elements (e.g. "needle drop", manipulating the pitch slider on a turntable) can also be integrated in a live DJ performance.

Some of these facilities are illustrated in a part of the demo, related to this thesis, released as turntable_audioloop_db1_s.pd [38] (GUI elements shown also on Fig. 3.5). The demo features two real-time turntable simulators drawn on the GUI, along with a set of sliders representing main faders and crossfader of a mixer. While capable of loading arbitrary song audio, this demo initially plays through one-measure loops of mixed sound of sequences, implemented in the demo of the previous subsection 3.1 – in order to emphasize the difference in affordances for live performance between the two classic cases.
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Fig. 3.3: A DJ set of two turntables and a mixer (ref. [53]).

Fig. 3.4: Manual live interaction with a classic, tactile mixer interface (ref. [67], 15:03).

Fig. 3.5: A screenshot of the GUI of the turntable_seqinterface dbl part of the demo associated to this thesis.
3.3 Proposals for user interface facilities merging

The previous subsections on classic sequencers and the classic DJ set, allow for a comparison of their distinctive user interface facilities under a common purview – which may promote a later derivation of a unified user interface, that supports the affordances of both. In general terms, the classic sequencers allow for control of a composition, in granularity from the level of a note, up to (and including) the level of a song; conversely, the classic DJ set allows for a treatment where the lowest level of granularity is a song (and the high level would commonly be called a "mix").

In more specific user interface terms, the classic sequencers allow for change of song elements through buttons, sliders, and rotary knobs, of which the most distinct in terms of live performance are: drum/instrument pads (as special case of buttons, for real-time recording of sequences), step sequencer buttons (for step entry of sequences), and faders for volume control of individual instrument audio channels. Similarly, the classic DJ sets base their affordances on buttons, sliders, and rotary knobs; however, they allow for changes at the level of entire songs, and their most distinctive features are: the turntable as a rotary controller of the sound transposition (pitch and tempo) of a song, and the use of song channel faders and crossfader to rhythmically control the volume - as well as the use of rotary knobs to rhythmically control the EQ - of a song in the mix.

The most obvious point of similarity between these two platforms is the requirement for a discrete user action to start or stop the automatic, standalone reproduction of sound. As the turntable record starts (and keeps on) spinning in order to reproduce sound, especially in cases of rhythmical music, another obvious relationship emerges: that the rotational speed of the record \( \omega \) is directly related to - and controls - the tempo of the musical composition being reproduced. Noting that as per Desain and Honing (1993, [68]) it is not always accepted that tempo is a continuous quantity, this mapping can be expressed as on Eq. 3.3.1.

\[
\omega(t) \rightarrow M_T(t)
\] (3.3.1)

In Eq. 3.3.1, the turntable rotational speed \( \omega(t) \) can initially be considered to be in units of RPM, while \( M_T \) is again a symbol for the metronome tempo in beats per minute (BPM). At this point, some proposals can be considered on how to implement this kind of relationship, which crosses the classical turntable/sequencer boundary.

3.3.1 A trivial mapping from rotational speed to tempo

Since the notion of tempo is considered here in the domain of sequencers, it is possible to reduce it to the value of some memory register in case of a digital sequencer (and the same metaphor can be stretched to include e.g. circuits based on potentiometers in case of analog sequencers). Thus, the conceptually simplest approach would be to track or acquire the turntable vinyl rotation
speed as a signal, and after ADC (if the signal is analog) and appropriate numeric scaling, simply storing the value of this signal in the tempo register. Acquiring the rotation speed from a turntable as a digital signal (in which case it is considered a turntable controller [32]) can be done in different ways, e.g. through: commercial vinyl emulation systems, that utilize special time-encoded vinyls, like Final Scratch (whose development history seems to have ended with legal disputes [69]); commercial sensor based systems such as Tascam TT-M1 (which uses encoder wheels that rotate with the record, similar to an optical mouse [70]); or by mounting potentiometers or rotary encoders on the turntable vinyl surface [32].

Even if a turntable controller is in place, and its rotational speed is propagated as a digital value to the presumed tempo register of the sequencer - as long as the underlying audio engine of the sequencer conforms strictly to the model on Fig. AA.3, a complete simulation of the turntable operation will not be possible. The reason for this is that a classic sequencer typically merely triggers its audio engine; and from that point on, the audio engine reproduces sound "forward" in time, regardless if it is an analog oscillator, or a digital sound sampler. In case of an analog oscillator, it is in principle impossible to make it oscillate "backwards" in time, although certain effects can be achieved by reversing the transient times of applied attack, decay, sustain, release (ADSR) envelopes [71]. While a digital sampler in theory is more versatile, those found in classic sequencers would typically be capable of sound sample transposition (changing both pitch and tempo/duration) - but only in the range of reproducing MIDI pitch, which is encoded as a 7-bit unsigned integer (i.e. as non-negative values 0 to 127). Thus, even if the mapping of $\omega(t)$ when the turntable spins in reverse, is made to result with a tempo $M_T(t)$ which is negative, it cannot be applied to individual sounds as negative pitch - as the underlying audio engines would not be able to interpret it correctly.

A consequence of this is that even if the turntable controller is spun backwards, the best one can do in this context is to play back a sequence pattern backwards - while the individual sounds still play forward. While this could be an interesting effect, it doesn’t emulate correctly the sonic behavior of turntable vinyl sound when playing backwards. On the other hand, this kind of mapping preserves the original meaning of tempo - as the turntable controller is spun faster or slower than its default speed (e.g. 33 1/3 RPM), the sequence itself would play at faster or slower tempo, while the instrument sounds stay unchanged in pitch when triggered. This behavior is illustrated in a part of the demo, related to this thesis, released as turntable_seqinterface_s.pd [38]; its GUI elements form a half of the GUI shown on Fig. 3.5. The demo also illustrates another potentially interesting possibility for live interaction in this context: the sequence step indicators are clickable, and allow the user to instantly skip and set the "phase" of the sequence at a particular step, with subsequent steps occurring at times set by the master tempo, as per the spinning turntable controller – allowing for limited real-time control of rhythmical transitions.
3.3.2 A sequence-rendering, double-buffered, mapping from rotational speed to tempo

It is not necessary to remain at the trivial form of mapping of $\omega(t)$ to $M_T(t)$, considering that the domain under consideration contains the sequencer – and thus the note-level description of music. If the concept of a song (which has a limited duration) is approximated to a repeating sound loop (which in principle can repeat endlessly, thus having unlimited duration), then there may be some opportunities for a different mapping implementation. Namely, the duration of the sound loop can be determined by the metronome tempo $M_T(t)$ in BPM, and the number of measures it encompasses; and it determines the time period at which the loop repeats. For the simplest case of a $\frac{3}{4}$ loop a single measure in length, the loop duration in seconds $d_l$, can be calculated as four times the duration of a quarter note $d_q$ as per Eq. AA.1 – which is summarized in Eq. 3.3.2.

$$d_l = 4 \cdot d_q = 4 \cdot \frac{60}{M_T} = \frac{240}{M_T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3.2)

A known loop duration in seconds, also determines the size of the loop’s digital representation in bytes, at a known audio sampling frequency, resolution and number of channels – and thus determines the size (or, in terms of arrays, the length) of the buffer memory required to store the digital representation. The buffer length $L_B$ in bytes can be calculated using Eq. 3.3.3, where $f_s$ is the sampling frequency in [Hz], $S_S$ is the sample size in bytes, and $N_C$ is the number of channels.

$$L_B = d_l \cdot f_s \cdot S_S \cdot N_C$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3.3)

Thus, a single $\frac{3}{4}$ measure at 120 BPM has a duration $d_l$ of 2 seconds; and with mono (single channel) sampling parameters of 8 bit, 44.1 kHz would require 88200 bytes of memory.

For a digital sampling sequencer, the participating instrument sounds are digital samples, also limited in duration - and known a priori, in the sense of them having to be stored in some form of memory in order to be used. In this context, it is possible to move away from the model of polyphony in classic sequencers, where multiple note lanes in real-time drive multiple audio generators as on Fig. AA.3, in parallel. Instead, faster than real-time mixing of the instrument sounds can be attempted, where the MIDI note pattern of the loop sequence is used as input to an algorithm, which then accesses the stored digital sound samples, and mixes them as appropriate (per sequence data such as velocities or pitch) into a final mono (or stereo) digital audio representation with the duration of the loop, stored in a memory buffer. This process (and its result) can be called audio rendering, by analogy with the term commonly used in computer graphics (e.g. [72]). A simplified model of the audio rendering process is shown on Fig. 3.6.

The simplified audio rendering model on Fig. 3.6 shows only a single measure of a single note lane (which implies a single MIDI track), which defines
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Fig. 3.6: A simple audio rendering model for a single note lane sequence and single associated instrument sound sample.

The sound loop. The measure is quantized in 16th notes, which determines the duration of a quantum as per quantization settings, \(d_{QS}\); note that the tempo may still be defined in terms of quarter notes, whose duration is \(d_q\). The note lane \(NL_1\) has four notes, \(N_1\) to \(N_4\); a function \(n()\) can be assumed, which returns the number of notes for a particular note lane (e.g. \(n(NL_1) = 4\)). Three more functions can be defined with a note as argument, so: \(v(N_k)\) would return the velocity, here in the range 0 to 1; \(d(N_k)\) would return the duration; and \(s(N_k)\) would return the start of note \(k\) in a given note lane sequence. The start and duration can be assumed in units of seconds for the notes on note lane \(NL_1\). Corresponding to this note lane, is an instrument sound, on Fig. 3.6 shown as a sound sample \(IS_1\); it is an array of audio signal samples (for simplicity, here assumed to be equivalent to a byte), stored in a form of memory. Because of this, the duration of this sound sample \(d(IS_1)\) is best expressed in units of samples (which is linearly scalable to seconds).

The output rendering buffer \(RB\) is an amount of samples in size, which corresponds to the duration of the measure at a given tempo and sampling frequency (the sound sample \(IS_1\) is assumed to have been acquired at the same sampling frequency). The reference point for time \(t = 0\) is the left edge of Fig. 3.6; and in the context of the measure, the time \(t\) can be considered in seconds – while in the context of the rendering buffer, time maps to the index pointer \(i\) in samples. One way to describe the rendering process in these terms is shown on Eq. 3.3.4.

\[
RB[i] = \sum_{k=1}^{n(NL_1)} \begin{cases} 
  v(N_k) \cdot IS_1[i_{IS_1}[i]] & \text{if } 0 \leq i_{IS_1}[i] < \min(d(N_k), d(IS_1)) \\
  0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.3.4)

The buffer \(RB\) here is considered as a discrete function of the signal sample index \(i\), \(RB[i]\). Note that Eq. 3.3.4 assumes that notes cannot overlap in a note lane; thus, as \(i\) (or \(t\)) traverses from 0 to end of the measure, it is either within a bounds of some single note, or not (therefore, the sum in Eq. 3.3.4 is used simply as an iterval [73] for \(k\) as iterator with explicit bounds; the sum will otherwise
either have only one term non-zero, or all terms zero). The function $i_{IS_1}[i]$ then returns the index relative to the instrument sample buffer - that is, the difference between the current position and the last crossed start (or trigger) of a note (and has the same meaning as $t_{IS_1}(t)$ on Fig. 3.6). This also means that upon each trigger, the sound sample phase is reset in this rendering model. The formulation on Eq. 3.3.4 limits $i_{IS_1}[i]$ to be smaller than the duration of either the given note, or the instrument sound sample; when notes are longer than the instrument sample, Eq. 3.3.4 writes zeroes in the rendering (as Fig. 3.6 implies for $N_k$). Additionally, the algorithm doesn’t perform any additional shaping (e.g. as through an ADSR envelope) of the note events. The buffer-relative index function can be written as on Eq. 3.3.5, where the start and duration functions are assumed to return values in units of signal samples.

$$i_{IS_1}[i] = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } i < s(N_k) \\
 i - s(N_k), & \text{if } s(N_k) \leq i < s(N_k) + d(N_k) \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (3.3.5)$$

In order to render the audio of an entire sequencer track, understood as a stack of note lanes related to individual instrument sound (or pitches), let $j$ represent a particular pitch in the track, $IS_j$ the corresponding instrument sound array, and $N_{jk}$ the $k$th note in the corresponding note lane $NL_j$. The audio rendering process in Eq. 3.3.4 can now be performed over all $j$, as on Eq. 3.3.6, in order to obtain a representation of the entire track.

$$RB[i] = \sum_{j=1}^{P} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n(NL_j)} \begin{cases} 
v(N_{jk}) \cdot IS_j \left[ i_{IS_j}[i] \right] & \text{if } 0 \leq i_{IS_j}[i] < \min(d(N_{jk}),d(IS_j)) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \right) \quad (3.3.6)$$

Unlike the case in Eq. 3.3.4, here the summation will result with more than one non-zero terms for a particular (time) index $i$ – and as such, the algorithm on Eq. 3.3.6 implicitly performs mixing of all the note lanes’ content in the track, limited in volume only by the particular note velocity $v(N_{jk})$. The symbol $P$ is used in Eq. 3.3.6 to represent the total number of pitches (note lanes) in the track; in the case of MIDI, this number would be 128, as pitch is encoded with 7 bits. However, in practice, iterations need only be performed over note lanes that actually have notes at a given time into the measure, which can be seen as one optimization strategy when implementing this algorithm in software (on Eq. 3.3.6, this approach can be emphasized if the two sums switch places).

Ultimately, this process can be extended to arbitrary levels of hierarchy nesting; but here, only one more level is relevant: the level of a (MIDI) song, as a collection of (MIDI) tracks. If $TR$ is the iterator over the tracks in a given song, let $MC(TR)$ return the MIDI channel associated to the track; since the MIDI channel also specifies a set of instrument samples, a particular instrument sample (i.e. its buffer) would then be indexed as $IS_{MC(TR)}$. Additionally, each track may have an associated volume setting (or even a signal, changing in time), which would figure as an additional multiplier in the algorithm equation.
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The key result of such processing, however, is the (here, mono) audio rendering present in a single buffer, capturing a measure of the complete sound loop, as described by individual track note-level events. As such, it can be reproduced by only a single audio engine of the kind depicted on Fig. AA.3. And that, in turn, means that an available rotational speed signal $\omega(t)$ from a turntable controller, may be applied directly as the playback speed through the render buffer – thus simulating the proper sound transposition (simultaneous change of tempo and pitch) that a vinyl record on a turntable exhibits. The standard playback from an audio sampling generator can be conceptualized through a sawtooth (or piecewise linear ramp) function [49], shown on Fig. 3.7.

![Fig. 3.7: A representation of a "sawtooth" signal, generating the indexes for signal sample playback for a sampler](image)

The sawtooth function on Fig. 3.7 has to traverse all samples in the rendering array, whose amount here is returned by the duration of the buffer $d(RB)$ expressed in signal samples; and has to traverse them in a time period, e.g. $T_{RB}$, which is associated to the rendering buffer. This sawtooth function can be formally written as on Eq. 3.3.7.

$$i(t) = \left\lfloor \frac{A}{T_{RB}} \cdot \mod(t, T_{RB}) \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3.7)

In Eq. 3.3.7, $A$ stands for the amplitude, which here is the total length in samples of the RB rendering buffer array, $d(RB)$; $T_{RB}$ is the duration of the buffer array, same as $d(RB)$ but in seconds; $\mod$ is the modulus (modulo) function; $T_s = 1/f_s$ is the sampling period; the independent time variable $t$ can be assumed to increase continuously; however the output $i(t)$ – which is in the same domain as index $i$ used in Eq. 3.3.4 and subsequent – still changes discretely. Thus, if the sampling frequency is $f_s = 44.1$ kHz, at which RB contains 2 seconds of audio, then for an identical reproduction, the sawtooth function has to traverse all $A = 88200$ sample indices in $T_{RB} = 2$s. If the sawtooth function traverses the same indices in a time period which is smaller or larger than $T_{RB}$, the playback speed will be faster or slower accordingly, and sound transposition will occur (pitch and tempo will change); note that in such cases, there are
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generally either more or less samples than one per sampling period, and thus some form of linear interpolation between the sample values may be required. Note that Eq. 3.3.7 specifies an "endlessly" repeating sawtooth waveform in time; which as a playback control, in principle, turns a digital audio sampler into a wavetable oscillator [49] – however, here it also ensures that the audio rendering is constantly looped; conversely, if the sawtooth signal doesn’t repeat after the first period of \( T_{RB} \) expires, it would have been a one-shot sampler.

At this point, a relative rotational speed, \( \omega_r(t) \) can be defined as on Eq. 3.3.8.

\[
\omega_r(t) = \frac{\omega(t)}{\omega_D} \tag{3.3.8}
\]

The relative rotation speed \( \omega_r(t) \) has a value of 1 when the actual rotation speed \( \omega(t) \) is at some predefined default value \( \omega_D \) (say, 33 RPM); and is otherwise ratiometrically related to it: an \( \omega_r(t) \) value of two, means that \( \omega(t) \) is at a value twice bigger than \( \omega_D \). This allows the insertion of \( \omega_r(t) \) directly as a divisor in Eq. 3.3.7: when the record spins twice as fast as the default speed, the audio rendering in \( RB \) should be reproduced in half the time period \( T_{RB} \). This is also valid for negative \( \omega_r(t) \), whose influence would invert the phase of the sawtooth waveform on Fig. 3.7, which corresponds to reverse playback at the granularity of a signal sample (even if additional scaling may be needed in that case to maintain the proper range). Finally, the turntable rotation speed, in its relative variant \( \omega_r(t) \), can be integrated into the audio playback engine of the rendering buffer, which is shown on Eq. 3.3.9.

\[
i(t) = \left\lfloor \frac{d(RB) \frac{\omega_r(t)}{T_{RB}} \cdot \text{mod}(t, \frac{T_{RB}}{\omega_r(t)})}{T_s} \right\rfloor \tag{3.3.9}
\]

Thus, the rendering process as on Eq. 3.3.6, which fills (or records) the render buffer \( RB \); and the process on Eq. 3.3.9, which plays back (or reproduces) the same render buffer \( RB \) – establishes the real-time mapping between the rotational speed of a turntable controller \( \omega(t) \), and the reproduction of a step sequencer pattern at tempo \( M_T \); however, in a manner analogous to the behavior of a vinyl record with a classic turntable.

The playback aspect of this concept can be relatively straightforwardly implemented with modern consumer PC technology, as e.g. the demo referred in subsection 3.2 illustrates. However, insistence on real-time behavior as that of the classic sequencers described in subsection 3.1, essentially means that for every action the user undertakes, that changes the sequence pattern (adding or deleting a note, or changing its pitch or velocity) – requires that the entire rendering process runs again, for all tracks and all notes in the song, to generate the newest up-to-date audio rendering of the looped sequence. As Eq. 3.3.6 hints, this is not a trivial process, at least in the sense of it requiring time to do its task, which increases with the amount of notes (or generally, event attributes) in the sequence, and the duration of the sequence loop (which increases with the
decrease of metronome tempo). This is especially visible in more elementary implementation approaches of these algorithms in consumer PC software, when a full-duplex operation is required: that is, when recording into and playback from the rendering buffer should occur in the same time. Namely, depending on the application programming interface (API) and the OS, sometimes writing into a buffer may completely stop the playback from it for the duration of the write; other times the algorithm can end up being so demanding that the OS may start swapping memory from RAM to hard disk or vice-versa, which can also interrupt a playback operation. At the very least, an implementation of an algorithm that causes loss of audio playback in random intervals, makes it unsuitable for live musician interaction.

This is where the dual or double buffering concept comes in, traditionally a concept used in computer graphics [74]. Essentially, that means that in the context on Fig. 3.6, instead of one rendering buffer $RB$, there will be two such buffers, $RB_1$ and $RB_2$. In this context, while one of the buffers (say, $RB_1$) is in the role of a front buffer, i.e. has its data read and used by the playback process – the other, the back buffer, would wait until a the user effects a change in the sequence data, that requires the rendering process to run again. The rendering would then proceed to fill the back buffer $RB_2$ in the background, while the front buffer $RB_1$ is still playing; and once the rendering process completes, the buffers switch their roles: $RB_2$ becomes the front buffer, and the source of playback data, while $RB_1$ becomes the new back buffer. Since the playback process reproduces only one sample at a time, conceptually this process could occur with only a single buffer, without deleterious effects to playback quality - however, the double buffering strategy would provide a workaround for possible mutually exclusive locks on read and write operations in a single buffer (here as memory location), which might be enforced by PC software APIs. Switching from one to another buffer as source of playback, may result with reproduction of consecutive signal samples that differ in value in unrelated manner, and thus might cause an audible pop or click, degrading the playback quality; this can be addressed in different ways, for instance by allowing such transitions to occur only at the start, or at only at each quantization step, of the loop measure – or by implementing a short (few milliseconds) crossfading transition between the two buffers, while allowing the transitions to occur anywhere in the measure (down to the granularity of the sampling period). Ultimately, techniques like these would allow for, roughly speaking, the possibility for a musician to modify or program a loop sequence, and then "scratch" it immediately afterwards through a turntable controller, in near real-time – which represents a live performance action, that merges the affordances of both classic drum machine sequencers and classic DJ sets.

Note that the entire discussion so far is for a percussive, "non-pitched" operation: pitch (or its note lane) has been considered an index into a set of instrument samples, which are copied by the rendering process as-is. For a pitched operation, where note lane events utilize one and the same instrument sample but at different pitches, note first the formula [49] for conversion of
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MIDI pitch $m$ to (fundamental) frequency $f$ in [Hz], shown on Eq.3.3.10; where a MIDI pitch number of 69 corresponds to the note A above middle C (A4, which is standardized to a frequency of 440 Hz).

\[ f = 440 \cdot 2^{(m-69)/12} \]  
(3.3.10)

In more general form, Eq. 3.3.10 can be rewritten [48] as Eq. 3.3.11, where $g$ is a known frequency of a reference note (say A4's 440 Hz), and $a$ is the (positive or negative) number of equal-tempered semitones away from the reference note.

\[ f = g \cdot 2^{a/12} \]  
(3.3.11)

Since time period is inversely proportional to frequency, the duration of a pitched sample would also inherit the same logarithmic relationship as on Eq. 3.3.11. That is, for pitched operation, an instrument sound sample would have to be played faster or slower by the corresponding factor than its original duration – or, its array would have to be resized, "compressed" or "stretched" in total size in samples accordingly (requiring linear signal sample interpolation), before the rendering process (as on Eq. 3.3.6) can correctly place it (as transposed) in the final audio rendering. Also, the discussion so far covered only mono operation; for stereo (or multiple audio channel) operation, there should be a separate double buffer for each output audio channel, and the algorithm needs to operate synchronously on these buffers in parallel.

These facilities are illustrated in a part of the demo, related to this thesis, released as turntable_seqinterface_db1_s.pd [38], whose screenshot shown on Fig. 3.5. The GUI contains two "decks" – each of which consists of a turntable controller and an associated sequencer with own set of instrument samples – whose final output can be controlled by main faders (ChA, ChB) and a cross-fader, thus simulating the affordances of the classic DJ set. The demo operates in stereo, 16 bit, 44.1 kHz; and each sequencer contains two tracks of five note lanes, one percussive (non-pitched) and one pitched. Each of these tracks has their own dedicated stereo rendering double buffer (i.e. four buffers in all), in order to allow for smoother response to change of track volume through the track sliders (TrA1, TrA2, TrB1, TrB2). Each change of sequencer data (changes to note, pattern, song, or BPM tempo) cause the affected track buffers to be re-rendered and switched. The turntable controller drives the front buffer playback for each track individually; thus the engine could handle "scratching" on the turntable while at the same time "cutting" the volume of individual tracks through the track faders (even if that is impossible to perform with a mouse on this GUI). Since the engine for turntable control is already in place, the waveform images in Fig. 3.5 also serve as a controller alternative to the turntable: as they should in principle visualize the waveform of the final rendered loop, by clicking and dragging in them, the relative horizontal position could be mapped to a position into the loop sequence; thus a linear audio "scrubbing" live action is implemented, as alternative to the rotary "scratching" one (alternatively, a
quick press/release on the image can be used to quickly seek into the respective position in the loop).

The rendering algorithm in the demo is implemented in the Python scripting language, as a compromise between performance and ease of rapid development, using the py/pyext [75] extension objects for Pure Data. As such, optimizations like use of the Python package numpy’s vectorization techniques, were required to obtain a relatively stable performance on a modest recent PC hardware as development environment (see paper II-G). Among other optimizations, the rendering process doesn’t resize the pitched instrument sound samples in their entire duration, as this may take prohibitively long time for long sound samples, especially in the context of chords; instead, the algorithm first attempts to find the minimal amount of note events per quantization step in a track, then iterates through each step, and determines the corresponding range in the source instrument sample, before resizing that snippet only. Even with optimizations like these, the demo (within the constraints of the development environment), can only perform seamlessly under some conditions: e.g. modifying notes in a pattern with few notes present. Changing a sequence pattern may introduce audible, but tolerable silence clicks in the loop playback audio; while changing the tempo (which requires a resize, then re-rendering, of all buffers for all tracks in a song), and changing a song (which implies loading of both a new sequence pattern, and a new set of instrument sound samples, possibly from hard disk) typically cause intolerable silence interruptions of playback.

3.4 Discussion

This section contrasted the affordances of the classic drum machine sequencers and the classic DJ set, in terms of musical live performance, both from an interactive and a technical viewpoint; and proposed methods for their merging - the allowance for their simultaneous manipulation on a digital instrument platform. While the ideas outlined herein might have been novel at the turn of the 21st century, it is difficult to assess a remaining novelty factor a decade and a half later; related though not identical academic approaches can be found in prototypes like e.g.: Andersen (2003, [76]), whose Mixxx software accepts MIDI events from augmented hardware, and assists DJ navigation by visualizing audio; possibly the closest in intention is Lippit (2004, [77]), which submits a system of turntable controller (further elaborated in [70]), foot pedal, custom commercial drum pad-based (16padjoystickcontroller) and joystick based (Lupa) controllers to control audio loops in software, but disregards composition-level events; Pashenkov (2004, [78]), whose Diskotron is an optical turntable controller fed with paper disks, printed with alphanumeric commands, which are interpreted and output as MIDI events; Fukuchi (2007, [79]), which explores multi-track, multi-touch scratching, but does not treat these tracks as commonly bound by a composition parameter such as tempo. Evaluations contrasting the usability of different
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Approaches of this kind have been performed in e.g. Lopez et al. (2011, [80]).

Ultimately, in the system proposed herein, the turntables can be considered as external controllers, and even replaced with different but related controllers (e.g. based on a repurposed hard disk as in Yerkes et al. (2010, [81])). The system here relies more on the user interface affordances of not just buttons (also in the form of pads), but also rotary knobs and linear sliders (an evaluation of which can be found in [82]). By now, it would be nearly a standard practice to proceed with e.g. the code already implemented in the presented demos, and otherwise develop a standalone user interface with these tactile elements, packaged in a standalone unit (not unlike the classic drum machines on Fig. 3.1, or the preliminary Fig. 2.7). An initial design layout of such a user interface is shown on Fig. 3.8, which features the controls mentioned as relevant so far: the 16-step sequencer button row with a rotary wheel controller, instrument/drum pads, both individual track and main channel strips (with volume faders and EQ rotary knobs), and a crossfader. Such an interface could provide digital control signals from the user elements to a PC, which would propagate these signals as inputs to the audio engine software, and possibly render a GUI based on them. With a prototype of this kind in place, testing with expert (musician) users could be conducted, to determine the relevance of the approach. In recent years, a usability and experience evaluation methodology, that includes body movement, has evolved for evaluating audio interface devices – both in the domain of digital music instruments, and for other devices like game controllers (consider e.g. Gelineck (2012, [83]) or Böttcher (2014, [84])) – which can serve as basis for the user testing procedure.

The reasons for the categorization of this platform as a DAW, even in this kind of a prototype, are that the algorithms perform real-time mixing of audio in the digital domain, originally found in digital audio mixers like Yamaha 01V (1998); while preserving a separation of track (instrument) audio in the digital domain, originally found in digital audio multi-track mixers and hard-disk recorders like Roland VS880 (1996), to which the term “digital workstation” was originally applied. Furthermore, the algorithms operate in both composition (i.e. note or MIDI level domain) and the digitally sampled audio domain, which is also found in commercial studio software capable of recording digital multitrack audio - to which the term DAW is, and may have been originally, applied to [45]. In fact, it seems that a dedicated approach to multi-track digital audio recording, aside from general studio equipment compatibility, is the only aspect that would separate such a prototype from the concept of a DAW proper (although, as the track renderings are kept separate, the necessary basis for implementing this approach is already in place).

However, the major problem from such a prototype, as the demos clearly demonstrate, would be the issue of performance: musicians would certainly have difficulties relating to an instrument, in which perceivable audio corruption occurs randomly upon (the more technically demanding) user actions. On one hand, for anyone familiar with the studio environment from the turn of the century, when personal computers and digital studio equipment represented
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Fig. 3.8: A user interface layout design proposal, with dual 'decks', each of which contain a 16-step sequencer row, 4 track channel strips, drum pads, sequence and waveform feedback screens, along with main mixers and crossfader
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related, but distinct, domains – where the studio equipment was more limited in what it can do, but more reliable in what it did, than PC software – the idea of implementing the audio engine \textit{in hardware} would naturally occur. On the other hand, the recent advances and availability of computing power, raise a question in terms of level of detail at which this hardware implementation should be attempted: if the system, say, depends on external storage for saving and loading sound sample data, why go through the trouble of implementing a hardware controller for a 1.44 MB floppy disk - when for relatively modest means it would be possible to integrate a small-factor laptop PC, with built-in hard disk on the order of gigabytes, inside the physical prototype itself?

Thus, if a hardware implementation approach is required, the question is not if, but to what extent - and more importantly, \textit{how} - could the eventual hardware implementation be integrated with a computer. Or more generally, what does hardware implementation \textit{mean} in this context? While a "grounds-up" or "first-principles" perspective is necessary in the scope of this proposed system, it is hardly sufficient in the depths of the hardware design domain: for instance, conceptually it is clear that on this level, the issue of ADC and DAC converters should be considered; yet, introductory engineering literature will most often discuss the devices themselves, without extending to use cases (see paper II-F): thus, for instance in digital audio, it is rarely made apparent that besides ADC and DAC, \textit{also} a power supply, clock signal (setting the sampling frequency), some form of (e.g. RAM) memory, and circuitry for traversing the memory locations index (e.g. a counter) is \textit{required} to even start considering the basic audio reproduction or recording operations. Experienced engineers might claim that "it follows" from theory, however, not everyone has access to the kind of culture where work is done on the specific level to make that apparent (even if the growth of the Internet might make this distinction less important).

In terms of audio, an obvious way to approach this would be to go through a reproducible exercise, or set of exercises, where a practical hardware implementation of circuits is undertaken, which would illustrate both the basic user operations like reproducing high fidelity digital audio, and aspects of interfacing with a consumer PC. Maybe not surprisingly, there are currently very few, if any, examples in literature of projects that aim to be hardware exercises for this particular domain (again, more in paper II-F); one reason for that may be that real world electronics, at least in the consumer area, rarely deals with implementing generic designs – but instead markets proprietary, customized components. And knowing exactly \textit{which} components would be compatible enough with each other, to implement a particular operation reliably, can be seen as a part of a culture rarely present outside the manufacturing business world - where these kinds of choices could be expected to be part of everyday work.

Thus, the lack of practical electronics hardware exercises at the time this project started, that could illustrate generic digital audio issues, either standalone or within the domain of personal computers – and thus serve as a basis
for hardware implementation of the live performance DAW proposed herein, – forced the reduction of this project’s scope to identifying, implementing and documenting such examples. When considering digital audio in the context of PCs, there is in reality only one type of a device that immediately stands out as a candidate for study – the soundcard. The work involved with the study of the soundcard, the results of which are the papers in part II, is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

Otherwise, if an engine was in place, that reliably performs audio rendering, by splitting it between dedicated hardware and a computer with plenty of processing power remaining for other tasks, – it would not have been difficult to imagine future perspectives for development of the proposed live performance DAW: interfacing with embedded analog devices like oscillators; haptic feedback for the main and track faders (similar to the D’Groove haptic turntable [85], but utilizing a processed form of the audio that each fader is individually “playing” as the signal source for haptic actuation); usage of networking and related protocols like OSC [86] to allow for collaborative or group performance (e.g. by choosing one of the performers’ machines to be a tempo master, to which the others would synchronize); or extensions with further tactile user interface elements relevant to live performance, such as linear “scrubbers” (that can be implemented either through touchscreens, touchpads, or flat membrane potentiometers). The problem of scalability is likely to persist, however: not only in terms of technical solutions, which will naturally impose a limit to, say, how many tracks can the engine process reliably, which the user might want to extend at a later date – but also in terms of user interface. The optimal placement of tactile elements is likely to be different depending on both the capabilities of the system and the individual user preferences; yet, the platform cannot emulate systems for arbitrary placement of tactile UI elements like Villar et al. (2005, [87]), because the intended live concert use requires a degree of mechanical sturdiness, and the thus required encasing of the device would “freeze” the tactile UI features for each individual prototype implementation.
Chapter 4

Contributions of the present work: the open soundcard in focus

The previous, chapter 3, illustrates that modern developments in digital electronics and computing had brought about a condition, where ideas in the domain of digital music instrument design are possible to implement as prototypes in consumer technology, that is not only widely available, but is also of the kind that is free and open-source in nature; this is qualitatively different from the conditions historically present at the turn of the century and earlier. However, chapter 3 also illustrates that for some (if not most) such ideas, a development bottleneck may occur at issues of technological performance quality – traditionally, a problem domain in electronics and computer science (software) engineering. Thus, digital lutherie can be seen as a domain, that includes a cross-disciplinary intersection between these two fields. The basis of this intersection – the area of low-level interfacing between software and hardware – is, however, not widely present in the digital lutherie discourse; at least, not in the sense of providing a foundation to the wider researcher community, where a common background is often assumed, but where individuals may otherwise have widely differing experience in either of the engineering fields.

The soundcard, as an ingrained part of now ubiquitous personal computing systems (whatever form they may take), has been identified as a suitable model for study – in particular, practical study as a laboratory exercise – which might address this situation: by demystifying full-duplex, high-fidelity, multi-channel digital audio reproduction and capture, as one of the more involved topics. But what would a practical laboratory study in this context mean? Simply speaking, it means that: in terms of hardware, it would be possible to build device hardware from as generic parts as possible, with clearly identifiable points of measurement of both digital and analog electric signals (which also implies understanding of the measurement tools, e.g. oscilloscopes, and their limits of applicability to this task); in terms of software, code would be written
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that interfaces with such device hardware – which implies understanding of the possible interactions of such code, with other constituent software of the operating system it runs on – and measurement of its effects in the functioning of hardware.

This represents the educational perspective on the soundcard, covered by the papers submitted in part II, summarized in the next section 4.1. These papers can be seen as a series of practical tutorials, starting from a virtual, software-only soundcard driver; and progressively covering software and hardware implementation issues for up to high-fidelity - stereo, 16 bit, 44.1 kHz - soundcards. As such, while these papers do not necessarily bring about generation of essentially new knowledge (at least not in the engineering fields), they serve a purpose in possibly the next most fundamental academic endeavor: dissemination of existing knowledge. An underlying thesis here is that such efforts would benefit the digital music instrument research community - and eventually bring about better understanding of, and more creative solutions in, this problem domain; whether this turns out to be the case, can only be confirmed by following the developments in the community in the future.

The insistence on an open development approach to soundcards, even if being motivated by economic factors, however also brings about possible new applications in the research perspective on the soundcard. The current ubiquity and reliability of the device makes it an often employed part in implementation of prototypes in both media technology research, and in other fields as well, often implicitly (e.g. sonification of physics data or simulations [88]). In media technology research in particular, besides the implicit use of a soundcard to play or record sound, it is often used as a generic data acquisition device, capturing signals from diverse signals and delivering them to software applications – or, as a driver of actuators other than loudspeakers. This perspective is covered by the papers submitted in part III, summarized in section 4.2. These papers represent a sample of diverse areas in media research, with main topics generally within the context of either digital music instruments, or virtual reality. Most of the projects described therein either use commercial soundcards, however with additional workarounds to make them suitable for a data acquisition tasks; or use data acquisition hardware that might have been replaced with high-fidelity soundcards with superior performance, had there not been for incompatibilities typically found in consumer units. An underlying thesis here is that an open soundcard platform would have allowed for cheaper hardware interventions than by modifying consumer soundcards, thus improving research efforts by delivering higher quality data; this is, however, subject to availability of such a platform – open to modifications – to begin with.

These two perspectives, and the respective papers they encompass, are summarized in the subsequent text.
4.1 The soundcard as a didactic model for laboratory exercises in digital audio

In everyday use terms, it is easy even for a lay person to define what a soundcard is: it is a device meant to allow a computer to play or record sound. In more specific terms, it is a device that is meant to allow reproduction or capture of digital audio, as opposed to "just" digital music: a computer capable of MIDI interfacing can play or record music digitally (through external instruments), but that doesn’t mean capability of reproducing generic audio, which also includes speech, or any type of noise (ecological, as in field recordings, or not). This straightforward definition is, in fact, a didactic advantage: at least, it allows potential students to easily conceptualize what the end result of the exercise should be, which is not always the case with hardware or software exercises: and that is to hear audio being reproduced by the computer. Furthermore, to confirm the end result, no specialized tool or process other than one’s moderately healthy hearing is required.

While conceptually simple, embodying this concept as a laboratory exercise is complicated. Unfortunately, one cannot simply go out, and carve a working soundcard out of any rock lying on the street; the soundcard evolved from a utilitarian need to provide personal computers with the ability to reproduce digital audio - and in that, the soundcard also follows the evolution of PCs. Therefore, any actual implementation will first demand a choice of particular commercial hardware and software (or technology in general) with which to build; and as such would necessarily enforce a degree of vendor lock-in [89] upon both potential students, and institutions facilitating the laboratory exercises.

Ideally - at least for a software OS - siding with the market share leader, in this case Microsoft Windows, would be an obvious, no-brainer choice. While vendor lock-in doesn’t necessarily have to be a problem [90], this market leader has long been known for its proprietary governance of its operating systems’ source code, as well as requiring entering into non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) with partners - often with an unsavoury business practice slant, that has triggered interventions of the legal system in the past [91]. Considering that in a soundcard exercise, the binding at the lowest levels of operating system software vis-à-vis hardware will be in focus, it is not difficult to predict problems occurring at that level, whose troubleshooting would require consultation of the internals of the operating system. Microsoft, through its Shared Source [92] initiative, makes the OS source code available, but only to “qualified customers” [93]; and these qualifications, apart from being a Government or an Enterprise, seem to be for an individual to be recognized as a Microsoft MVP (most valued professional) – or in other words, to be a certified member of the guild [94]. A company that goes through all this trouble in protecting their profits, is not likely to look keenly upon the prospect of their operating system internals being publicly revealed, even if it is done under the auspices of education. Thus, the choice of an open operating system – with unfettered access to its source code
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– for implementing soundcards as laboratory exercises, seems to be the more reasonable choice; not the least, in order to avoid potential legal entanglements upon publishing details of the same exercises.

In terms of free & open operating systems, it is important to note that the domain of interaction between hardware and software is reserved for the inner core of the OS, known as a kernel. There are currently two major open source kernels [95]: the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) derived ones (such as OpenBSD or FreeBSD); and Linux. Due to the larger amount of written resources on the Internet in relation to Linux, and especially its audio subsystem, Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA), the Linux kernel ended up as the choice for implementation base of most of the soundcard exercises. The kernel was utilized as a part of the Ubuntu GNU/Linux distribution, specifically the Desktop edition of versions 10.04 (Lucid Lynx) and 11.04 (Natty Narwhal) – both of which are built on 2.6.x Linux kernel version series. Apart from paper II-A, all papers in part II are set in this operating system environment – and an overview of the technologies studied therein is given on table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>PC bus interface</th>
<th>Audio quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extending... paper II-A</td>
<td>Custom board</td>
<td>User-space C</td>
<td>ISA (parallel)</td>
<td>8 bit/12.7 kHz mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minivosc paper II-B</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>OS driver</td>
<td>(none/virtual)</td>
<td>8 bit/8 kHz mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioArduino paper II-C</td>
<td>Arduino board</td>
<td>OS driver</td>
<td>USB/serial</td>
<td>8 bit/44.1 kHz mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioArduino analog board paper II-D</td>
<td>Custom board (+ Arduino board)</td>
<td>OS driver</td>
<td>USB/serial</td>
<td>8 bit/44.1 kHz mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio bare-bones FPGA Open s.card paper II-E</td>
<td>Custom board</td>
<td>OS driver</td>
<td>USB/parallel</td>
<td>8 bit/44.1 kHz mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as lab platform paper II-F</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing CD timing... paper II-G</td>
<td>(none), Arduino board,</td>
<td>OS drivers</td>
<td>(none/virtual), USB/serial,</td>
<td>16 bit/44.1 kHz stereo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intel HDA</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Comparison of technologies used in the open soundcard papers in part II

As table 4.1 outlines, the papers in part II can generally be seen as a series (albeit not chronological, see table 1.1) of tutorials, discussing different aspects of software and hardware of digital audio in increasing quality (and thus performance demands): from mono/8 bit/8 kHz, to CD quality - stereo/16 bit/44.1 kHz. Note that paper II-F is an overview of papers II-A to II-E with an emphasis on
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their educational perspective, and as such does not deal directly with technological issues as the others on table 4.1.

Operation at CD quality is considered an important goalpost for two reasons: first, because the introduction of consumer soundcards (e.g. Sound Blaster 16) capable of operation at that quality, was the key event changing the public perception of desktop computers into devices capable of hi-fi (high-fidelity) audio reproduction, both music and speech; second, because it represents a minimal implementation of both a multichannel (carrying only two channels, the left and the right, in parallel) and a full-duplex (simultaneous playback and recording) audio system. As such, it is worth noting that the specific CD quality sampling parameters, 16 bit/44.1 kHz, are de facto standards as per the ‘Red Book’ specification for Compact Disc Digital Audio (CD-DA) by the companies Phillips and Sony, later ratified as IEC 60908; note that this standard is not freely available, as it requires licensing against a payment and signing of a confidentiality agreement [96] - however, it is also mostly concerned with parameters of physical manufacture of compact discs. Otherwise, these specific parameters have been inherited from properties of home video tapes used historically as media for digital audio [97, 98], and have emerged [99] based on physiological studies into human audible bandwidth, that agreed on an upper cut-off frequency at 20 kHz (thereafter, the Nyquist theorem would demand sampling at a frequency of minimum twice the upper boundary of the signal spectrum, in order to have a chance at ideally reconstructing the analog signal in the time domain).

Since a more technical outline of the first five papers is provided in paper II-F, here the main contributions can generally be summarized as:

- A webpage, associated to each paper, on the project website [38]; serving as an online appendix with:
  - Additional building instructions and errata
  - Released source code and schematics files
  - Media (images, videos) and data (e.g. oscilloscope captures) files
- Focus on a free and open toolchain for reproducible building of the examples:
  - Schematics and printed circuit board (PCB) layouts for boards (released for papers II-A, II-D and II-E) have been implemented in the free, open-source and cross-platform KiCad EDA software suite
  - Most of the hardware discussed - both the released designs, and the Arduino Duemilanove board used in papers II-B, II-G - can be rebuilt with hobbyist means (i.e. cheaply and individually)
  - All of the software released - driver or user-space code - can be compiled and executed in a free, open-source GNU/Linux operating system; and is released under the same terms
  - All of the software has been developed, tested and described in respect to "vanilla" (official) distributor releases of the kernels used;
thus specialized (e.g. "realtime") kernels are not required
- Some of the released software represents independent tools, meant
to facilitate inspection of different aspects of the soundcard system
operation (e.g. the numStepCsvLogVis software in paper II-G)

- Practical and contextual illustration of hardware and software computing
issues:
  - The distinctions between parallel (ISA, PCI; papers II-A, II-G) and se-
    rial (USB, RS232; papers II-A to II-G) data communication protocols
  - The specifics of digital to analog conversion of audio signals, and
    use of PWM in this context (papers II-C, II-D)
  - The differences between a microcontroller-based (paper II-C) and
    raw digital logic based (paper II-E) approaches to full-duplex sound-
    card hardware design and implementation
  - The influence of details like: the phase between the playback and
    capture periodic kernel callback functions; or, the technique of direct
    memory access (DMA); on the full-duplex performance of an ALSA
    driver (paper II-G)

All of the papers and related implementations consider only exchange of un-
compressed pulse-code modulation (PCM) audio data; with that baseline, it
would be relatively straightforward to extend the exercises with data compres-
sion, or real-time audio processing, schemes - on either OS driver, or hardware,
level. This development approach allows, for instance, a generic conceptual
model of a soundcard to be recognized, shown on Fig. 4.1, consisting of a: bus
interface, through which streams of audio data are exchanged with a PC; a
binary (crystal oscillator) clock, which ideally would provide both a rate for
digital logic (i.e. computing) functions, and the audio rate for handling ADC
and DAC conversion; on-board memory, capable of buffering potential bursts
in the streams exchanged with the PC; and channel demultiplexer, propagating
data between the on-board memory and the respective ADC or DAC units.
Most of these units might be physically housed in the same IC chip (as in both
paper II-C and II-E); but their implementation details will differ significantly
depending on the technology (microcontroller and field-programmable gate
array (FPGA), respectively).

Interestingly, this kind of architecture allowed the project to steer clear of deeper
involvement with OS kernel issues, until the quality demands reached CD qual-
ity – simply because at lower performance rates, deviations from perfect periodic
operations on the OS level, are masked by the presence of the on-board buffer
memory and an independent audio rate clock. At CD quality, this is no longer
the case, and the details behind this behavior, are investigated in paper II-G. Pa-
er II-G notes an unobvious behavior: even when there is USB serial bandwidth
of say 200 kB/s, a transfer of CD quality stream which requires 176.4 kB/s may
still result with errors: essentially random delays due to kernel pre-emption
may influence the queuing of data, resulting with buffer overflows on the sound-
card buffer as per Fig. 4.1 - even if the OS doesn’t detect an error in that case.
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Fig. 4.1: Generic model of a soundcard. On the Soundcard block, thick lines indicate audio data paths, dashed lines indicate different clock domains’ signals (additional circuitry performing the control logic based on clock signals is not shown; neither is power supply). A pair of ADC and DAC can be considered as a single mono full-duplex channel.

Paper II-G doesn’t provide a solution to this, just states it as a reproducible problem; one approach would be to “shape” the traffic speed according to the actual buffer pointers – but in this case, those buffers are on the FTDI USB-serial chip, and it seems the information on whether such pointers are readable by the PC (and how) is covered by an NDA. Otherwise, another approach would be to implement a compressing coder-decoder (codec); the papers in part II deal strictly with uncompressed audio, since more straightforward schemes like DPCM (differential pulse-code modulation) can be left as exercise to the reader, while other approaches (e.g. MP3 [100]) may be patent encumbered. Still, note that the FTDI USB-serial chip is not capable of isochronous data transfer type, which is otherwise used for audio streaming – and it can only function in bulk data USB transfer mode, which carries no timing guarantees (and may retransmit erroneous data, which is not done when streaming). In this respect, the work in part II demonstrates that even when working with bulk USB transfer, at 200 kB/s bandwidth it is possible to obtain reliable audio streaming of up to and including one-quarter of CD-quality bandwidth.

Of the papers in part II, the first, paper II-A, is somewhat distinct: it is a reimplemention of an older project, for which the code is archaic enough that its easiest to compile and run it under a single-user, single-task context in an OS such as FreeDOS or MS-DOS (and as such, there is no kernel driver, even in the Linux version, running on a 2.4 single-floppy disk distribution called nanobox [101]); additionally, the hardware requires the long obsolete ISA bus, and features neither an on-board clock nor buffer memory (and as such, the PC software is in control of the audio sampling rate). While the software functions merely as a signal generator, in principle it is possible to modify it so audio samples are reproduced through the card – and thereby, this system can be seen as a sufficient model of a soundcard. This model
conception is important, because paper II-A proposes and demonstrates a specific hardware intervention, applicable to soundcards generally. Namely, all consumer soundcards feature so-called "coupling capacitors" on their analog inputs and outputs: they function as high-pass filters, and thus eliminate the constant, a.k.a. direct current (DC), component of the signal. This is done mainly to protect electromagnetic loudspeakers; but at the same time, it makes consumer soundcards unsuitable for generic data acquisition – given that in many sensors, useful information might be encoded in their constant, or slow changing, DC component. Paper II-A proposes use of digital switches, to allow for bypassing of the coupling capacitor filters altogether, controllable from software; and this kind of intervention would allow use of a soundcard as a generic sensor and actuator interface, which could be particularly useful for research. This perspective is the background motive for the summary of papers related to media technology research, presented in the next section.

4.2 The soundcard as a research tool in media technology

Development efforts in the area of electronic music instruments, just like those in the area of audio recording and reproduction equipment, can be considered to belong to a wider area of media technology research. All the subfields herein can be seen to share some common properties: for instance, the dependence on advances in materials science, electronics engineering and computing science; which can be seen as a base for applied research in media technology. The papers in part III can be recognized as a small sample of the volume of work in this wider research field, where the soundcard is either implicitly used (i.e. it is used a commodity tool, while not being the focus of the research), or where soundcard technology is applicable. In part III generally, papers III-I and III-J discuss electronic music interfaces, while papers III-K, III-L and III-M are concerned with the use of audio and haptics as an immersion factor in virtual reality technology. The work in part III is briefly summarized in the following text.

Paper III-H is slightly different from the others, and it is a sort of a precursor to the tutorial aspect of papers in part II. It explores wireless multi-channel sensor connectivity to the commercial application Max/MSP, running in a Windows XP OS. The problem is addressed by submitting a pair of PCB designs, one performing the role of sampling and transmission of data from sensors; and the other as receiver of data and converter to the RS-232 serial format, that ultimately interfaces to the PC application. The boards utilize a pair of frequency modulation (FM) transmitter/receiver modules to establish a wireless link, through which RS-232 formatted serial data is transmitted. The data formatting is performed on the transmitter board, with software running on a Microchip PIC microcontroller; the receiver board merely performs electronic signal scaling of the received data (using a signal level converter IC), so it can
be interfaced to a RS-232 serial port on a PC. While the educational intention is present in this work, it is hardly useful from an open-source perspective (even though there is a focus on freeware approaches): schematics and PCB layouts (which include a hardware programmer for the PIC microcontroller, usable through a parallel port of a PC) are shared\(^1\) merely as bitmap images, not in source file format; Max/MSP patches are provided, and so is the code for the microcontroller written in the BASIC language - but its instructions refer to use of freeware (and non-open source) tools for its compiling and "burning". Open-source compatibility (and the fact that the word "driver" is used in a mechanical sense, not in the sense of a specific hardware-related program running in the context of an OS kernel) aside, the project described in paper III-H advertises an 8-channel, 8 bit sampling rate of only about 11 Hz (limited by the serial link speed of 9600 baud and inefficient data encoding). An availability of open source card projects at the time, that could have served as a inspiration base or precursor to this project, might have resulted with more informed development - and devices with far superior sampling parameters, that might have been usable in research as tools, beyond the role of a mere exercise.

**Paper III-I** belongs to the domain of electronic music instrument research; in particular, it summarizes results of two short-term research visits, where audio physical models were driven by DJ gestural control. The experiments in this study were performed using Skipproof, a virtual turntable DJ application implemented in Pure Data; a prototype of a Reactable digital instrument, also with a software portion running on a PC; and a code implementation of a friction-based model of a violin. In all cases, a soundcard was implicitly used to generate the audio playback output. While the Reactable prototype is a tactile interface in its own right, but one where data is acquired by a video camera (and thus with an effective sampling rate limited by the camera frame rate and video processing speed) – the Skipproof program is controlled mainly through a GUI using a mouse; which affords possibly a greater sensor sampling rate, but also a reduced convenience in terms of musical tactile interaction. This limits the sampling rate of the sensor signals for interaction input at around 25 Hz (and up to the order of some 100 Hz) for a standard video camera based input; while mouse signals are delivered within Pure Data with a minimum period of 1 ms, which results with a 1 kHz effective sampling rate. A pre-existing open source card platform with better sampling characteristics would have been difficult to integrate with the Reactable prototype’s video based input processing. However, Skipproof has been used with sensor-equipped turntable controllers, where it is possible that a soundcard based data acquisition could have delivered input to Pure Data in the audio domain, thus potentially at CD quality - which would have improved the quality of DJ gesture captures used in this application.

**Paper III-J** also deals with electronic music instrument research, in the same context as paper III-I: it is a report on a short-term research visit; and discusses

\(^1\)http://smilen.net/wdaq/
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the development of Reactable objects specifically intended for a violin physical audio model (of which those related to DJ gestures are only a subset). An overview of an expert user evaluation is also given in this paper. Since the technology used in this inquiry is the same as the one used in the previous paper, the applicability of an open soundcard platform in this scope is likewise the same.

**Paper III-K** is a description of a system, which in subsequent papers is used in the context of virtual reality research. The system is intended to simulate the walking experience on different surfaces, and consists of a pair of shoes equipped with sensors (a pair of FSRs for each shoe) and actuators (a pair of electromagnetic recoil-type actuators for each shoe), connected to PC software implemented in Max/MSP as a development environment. The shoes allow that a real-time signal can be acquired from the walking action of a user that wears them, which is then processed by software; and upon predefined conditions - when the user makes a step motion with the toe or the heel - appropriate audio signal is generated that drives the actuators, which would thus simulate the impact between the shoe and the surface of the floor as a tactile haptic feedback. Therefore, the use of a soundcard is explicit - here, a high-end, 8-channel Fireface 800 soundcard is used to generate 4 individual audio channels at CD quality, that drive the total of four actuators in the shoes. On the input side, the FSRs essentially measure the force applied to either a toe or a heel region of a shoe, and thus provide a signal from which it can be deduced whether a step has been made. However, the FSRs provide the measurement of the applied force as a DC voltage level - which would get filtered/distorted by the input coupling capacitors of the soundcard, if an attempt was made to use it to additionally sample these sensor signals. Therefore, in spite of the availability of a high-end, multi-channel soundcard, a secondary system is used here for sensor acquisition, consisting of an Arduino Diecimila board - which can capture the unfiltered DC levels of a signal, however at inferior sampling parameters than the soundcard; and deliver them to a PC via USB/serial connection. Clearly, an existence of an open soundcard platform - especially one where the input coupling capacitors can be bypassed at will from software, as paper II-A suggests - would be particularly applicable to this kind of a device: as it would have allowed both multi-channel sensor sampling, and actuation, from a single platform, which would have dealt with all signals as CD quality audio signals. From a perspective of a researcher, this might have reduced the software implementation complexity as well (e.g. as all signals would be audio signals, work specifically on interleaving serial and audio data in software would be unnecessary).

**Paper III-L** describes a preliminary experiment on audiotactile cues in virtual environments using the system described in the previous, paper III-K. A group of 45 volunteer users - wearing the augmented shoes, and headphones for audio feedback - were tested on their ability to discriminate between different floor surfaces (such as wood, metal etc.) reproduced through the system, while passively sitting in a chair. Within this experiment, the coupling between the
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haptic and the audio feedback was also explored. As the system used here is the same one as described in the previous paper, the same conclusions regarding the possible use of an open soundcard would hold.

**Paper III-M** is similar to the previous, paper III-L, in that it describes an experiment with the augmented shoes system, described in paper III-K. The difference is that this time there are 30 participants in total, and they are asked to walk during the evaluation procedure. Thus, the audio (and haptics) synthesis engine has to perform in real-time, in response to the sensor signals obtained from the augmented shoes. The laboratory walking area was limited to some 18 m², and the wires necessary for input and output for each shoe were collected in cables up to 5 m long, connected through DB9 connectors; this does present a degree of hindrance to the free walking of test participants. Also here, the coupling between the haptic and the audio feedback was explored; and the participants were asked to identify the material of the floor surface they experienced to have been reproduced by the system. Since the system used is the same as in paper III-K, the same technical conclusions about applicability of a possible open soundcard platform would apply. However, since here walking is in focus, and cables mounted on shoes do represent a hindrance to unrestricted walking, also the approach of paper III-H is applicable, in the sense that wireless data acquisition would have provided for a freer walking experience during testing (and this was indeed attempted later in the laboratory, among other things by using so-called wireless "shields" for the Arduino board, such as the Watterott RedFly.

This overview of work in part III outlined efforts with diverse research foci within media technology, however all closely coupled with both sound, and use of sensors for interaction. As such, the potential benefits from an existence of an open soundcard platform – one with a level of hardware and software design openness of the kind promoted by the papers in part II, but with a reliable CD quality operation; allowing hardware implementations of algorithms as described in chapter 3, and modifications like e.g. the bypass of input capacitors as in paper II-A or extension with wireless operation as in paper III-H; but above all with a clear scalability plan, with known limitations to extending the platform with additional number of channels in terms of both hardware and software – have also been identified. The fact that such a "dream" platform was not available - and not even identifiable - at the start of this PhD project, was one of the main motivators of the research conducted in part II. This thesis, unfortunately, cannot claim that it brings about an open soundcard platform sufficiently embodying these specifications - however, it is implied that a study of the kind as in part II in a necessary step towards such a platform, should it ever emerge. The emergence of such a platform may, in fact, be determined by factors outside of the scope of user requirements and technical analysis - some of these are briefly touched upon in the next subsection.
4.3 Open development perspectives

The papers, summarized in the previous sections, illustrated the open approach to the soundcard – in the role both of a subject of research, and as a potential tool in broader media technology research. As a subject of research, an effort is made to consider the soundcard as a reliably reproducible laboratory exercise: first, by considering the soundcard as a generic device, and further, by identifying actual hardware and software systems that demonstrate soundcard operation. This assumes that the development of technology has progressed to a point, where means to reconstruct operation of hi-fi soundcards which first emerged commercially in the 1990s, are available to an average hobbyist today; if such means are identified, they can thus be advertised as a basis for laboratory exercises in educational institutions. Thus a degree of openness is already predicated upon research of this character: without full disclosure of hardware and software details, it would be difficult for others to reconstruct the exercises – and it would be difficult to exercise the freedom to modify the designs to suit one’s needs.

One of the most apparent limitations in an undertaking of this kind is economic cost. In this context, "hobbyist means" would describe, as a rule of thumb, an allowance of about €30 to €50 a month, with occasional purchases €100 and above (which start triggering the pain threshold); this, along with an access to electronics shopping opportunities, could allow for amassing the equivalent of a personal low-cost lab bench (tools like soldering iron or multimeter and perishables like PCBs or soldering tin) over a course of a year or more through unrelated, smaller projects. Additionally, ownership of a PC, as well as paid access to appropriate space, the electric grid and Internet is assumed; thus "hobbyist means" could probably be within the financial reach of the majority of the individuals in the developed world. Similarly, institutions are assumed to already possess lab facilities of equivalent character, available for student use. Clearly, this kind of a dependency represents an a priori expense; and a conduction of the soundcard exercises can only increase the cost. If limiting the expenses is the only criteria, then by using free & open-source software which can be legally obtained and used essentially gratis (more precisely, for the cost of Internet traffic); and hardware, like the Arduino board or the Xilinx FPGA chip, that individually lie within the hobbyist means – the papers in part II could already be declared a success. That, however, must be seen in the context of current technological progress – where more aspects of free & open-source approaches become relevant (and not only to financial cost), than just the possibility for gratis software downloads.

Note first that from a lab exercise perspective, where generic concepts would be demonstrated, there is not much use in claiming originality or novelty; as such the development process would benefit from maximum reuse: there is no need to waste time on developing a PCB design, or an programming an entire operating system, if such designs are already available. Let’s recognize that the extent to which this is possible, is influenced by the intertwining of
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technological and legal developments, - and the resulting change in social outlook and business climate, - historically originating mostly from the United States of America. Additionally, in this specific context, there is an implicit chicken-and-egg conundrum: computing hardware, even if powered, on its own is useless without a software program specifying what it should do; a source code of a program is likewise useless without computer hardware to run on, or without tools to compile the source code into executable machine instructions appropriate for the given computer hardware architecture – and this extends to any subsystems that may be integrated as a part of a computer, such as the soundcard. Therefore, software code originally was open-source: in the past, computer hardware was so big and expensive, only institutional customers could afford it; as this also resulted with a scarce amount of programmers, manufacturers were forced to bundle source code of programs along with the hardware – lest the customers find the big, expensive, hardware useless.

All of this changed in 1969: this year, anxious of the significant market share bordering on monopolization, the U.S. government raised an antitrust lawsuit against the IBM company; in response, IBM decided to unbundle software product sales from hardware [102] – this event is believed to represent a crucial point in the growth of the business software market. Thus software, that hitherto had been perceived as gratis by customers, now incurred a monetary cost. The effects of this, however, were not instant - allowing a culture of hacker ethics to develop throughout the 1970s [103] among research departments and hobbyist communities alike, where software code was freely exchanged and modified. Meanwhile, businesses started realizing that by not providing the source code, but instead only the executable format of software, they both spared the customer of the time and labor involved with compiling a program - and increased the dependency of the customer on support from the company, which is a clear opportunity to increase the extortion of profits on an already made sale – while simultaneously making it more difficult for the competition to merely copy that software in competing products and profit from it. Imaginably, the contact between these two ideologies was not a happy one; for instance, in 1976, Bill Gates, the co-founder of Microsoft, published the "Open Letter to Hobbyists", accusing the hobbyists of thievery due to their copying of the BASIC interpreter software for the Altair computer [103]. Another oft-cited episode is the arrival of a Xerox printer as a gift at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Lab around 1977; whereas the previous model driven by open-source software allowed the researchers to add relevant functionality, the new model using closed, proprietary software disallowed that - even if in principle the researchers were perfectly capable of implementing the functionality, if provided with the source code. Unsurprisingly by today’s standards, the Xerox company was entirely uninterested in doing any modifications on the behalf of the researchers as users.

It is episodes like these, which exemplify the frustration of being capable of implementing a relatively straightforward modification on a technology, but unable due to unavailability of a sufficient basis - not because of natural, but
because of strategic and legal limitations - may have been the motivating factor behind the emergence of the Free Software Foundation and the corresponding movement and philosophy, described in more detail by its founder Stallman (2010, [104]). Similarly, the frustration due to lack of a soundcard platform, open enough to allow for generic understanding of hardware that implements real-time algorithms as in chapter 3, or for hardware modifications as in paper II-A, can be seen as the motivating factor for the open soundcard development carried out in part II. This frustration can be said to be borne out of a desire for efficiency - at least in the sense of not having to duplicate already existing work, that is, not having to reinvent the wheel; this possibility is in a sense native to software, and as a development approach can be called, as per [104], "standing on the shoulders of giants". This is clearly seen in the context of reuse of software: if one has access to the source code, one can modify the software instead of rewriting it from scratch, and thus avoid waste of time and labor; there are nuances, however, in how this can be addressed.

In a sense, these issues can be reduced to the question of who owns the control of a product of labor in a producer-consumer relationship. In other words, it is the question of who is a thief, or worse, a freeloader or a parasite - a term of endearment spanning both left-wing (e.g. “the rentier state is a state of parasitic, decaying capitalism [...]” [105]) and right-wing (e.g. “[...] if they don’t want to take menial or low paying jobs; arrogant parasites like that should starve to death [...]” [106]) political and economic views. From a more menial perspective, these relations may be easier to understand: if I as a peasant plant, tend and harvest my own food, it is mine by virtue of my labor on it: I should be able to consume it any time I want; if I as a blacksmith mine my own ore, smelt it, and forge it into a hammer head, and chop my own wood fashioning a handle, assembling the whole as a hammer, it is likewise mine by virtue of my labor: I should be able to use it anytime I want.

However, while nature may seem sympathetic to life in general locally (after all, we’re here), it also seems hostile to individuals - not the least, due to the requirement of nutrition for sustenance, and the corresponding existence of a food chain. Additionally, there is only a limited window of opportunity to consume food before it spoils, and once it is consumed, it’s gone - for continued life sustenance, fresh food material must be repeatedly obtained and consumed. Thus, I as a peasant might be called self-sufficient (as long as there are conditions that allow my labor to result with continuous resupply of food) – but I as a blacksmith am not, considering that the time required for the required job operations will preclude me from simultaneously laboring on a garden. Because of this, I as a blacksmith am forced to depend on the labor of the peasant, and I might as well trade my hammer for some quantity of carrots. But, I wouldn’t be able to survive on carrots alone, forcing me to trade with other peasants, too; and it doesn’t take long for the idea to abstract the value of a product into a token, - whether shells, precious metal nuggets, paper money, or bits of data (stored possibly as a magnetic pattern on a disk), - that can be used to trade for products. The problem is that as an abstraction, there is no a priori physical
determination of what is the value the token represents; in reality, its value is negotiated between the participants in the economy of the given token - or in other words, all money is fiat (which in recent thought, starts getting addressed by applying the oil industry’s concept of energy return on energy invested (EROEI) to the notion of currency, e.g. [107]). And once there is an environment where trade is viable (meaning that there is already some excess of production that can be traded), it doesn’t take long for one to get the idea that one’s labor can be avoided, if those laboring are compelled to part with their produce as a tribute; for instance by - in the best racketeering tradition - offering protection to the peasants from harm; harm which, in lack of external enemies, may just as well be inflicted by oneself to begin with. No more than an image of the ancient Spartan institution of κρυπτεία (Krypteia, see e.g. [108]) - where youthful secret officers terrorize a peasant Helot population as a rite of passage - needs to be conjured, to recognize that the origins of civilization are rooted in the monopoly of an elite on exerting violent force on a mass of peasants; from a Machiavellian perspective, one’s feelings on the matter wouldn’t matter: might de facto is right, and thus cruelty is apparently a virtue.

Especially as the civilized state comes to accept - and indeed, demand - its tributes paid in currency as tax, it is not difficult to imagine how most individuals in this social context would naturally come to perceive money itself as value, rather than as a mere token of value. With that, come the inevitable attempts to hoard or manipulate currency, possibly causing an even greater disconnect between the perceived and actual (if such can be defined, provided it is an abstraction to begin with) value of currency - resulting occasionally with catastrophic inflation, examples of which are known for millennia (at least since the Roman Emperor Diocletian’s coin debasement [109]). This disconnect can become exacerbated when technology is introduced, where assembly-line industrial processes can bring about previously unachievable propositions: if a manually copied book used to cost me 100 tokens, and a newly printed one costs me 29 tokens, it clearly costs me less as a consumer but does that correspond the actual overall cost, if the existence of the printed book product is predicated on an industrial level investment in a print shop, say of a million tokens?

And this disconnect is possibly most obvious in the production of items that are the physical carriers of information directly decodable by humans, in modern terms - media; and the notion of copying. In ancient terms, if I have already procured parchment, quills and ink (all of which have a "hard cost", as they need to be processed from animal carcasses), I borrow a book from you, and I proceed with using my own labor to copy its contents manually, returning the book to you once I’m done - I may have inconvenienced you a bit, but I’m hardly a long-term parasite; in turn, I should own my copy of the book, by the virtue of investing my labor and resources in it. In that regard, if someone else permanently takes away my copy of the book without consent, so I cannot read it any time I please, it would represent theft from me - not from you as the owner of the source of the copy, which would still remain in your possession regardless. Or at least, it might be a reasonable position to assume
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today; Irish myth preserves the story of the battle of Cúl Dreimhne [110] around 560 CE, which is fought in response to a ruling that proclaimed: "To each cow its calf; to each book its copy". Note that the concept of copying cannot be applied to other types of physical products; one needs to invoke the notion of a molecular assembler (e.g. [111]) – but one that would allow me to put in any cheap rock as source material, and get an edible "copy" of an apple owned by you as output; so that both you keep your original, and I also own my copy (in full analogy to the concept of copying information in media) – something that might bring about an economy that could be described as "post-scarcity"; but clearly something that is currently also a science-fictional [112] proposal, still.

Now, consider what happens when a technology allowing mass reproduction and economy of scale, starting from the Gutenberg press (and onwards to assembly line presses), is introduced to the concept of book copying: suddenly, volumes that might have required thousands of manual laborers, can now be produced by possibly tens of employees in the same time span - but only if the investment is made in the building of a press to begin with. Surely, the print shop stands to profit from this - at least as long as the consumers still have an active memory of the comparatively higher cost of the previous technology, and before diminishing returns take their course; and indeed, historically they did - "... without the Consent of the Authors or Proprietors of such Books and Writings, to their very great Detriment, and too often to the Ruin of them and their Families ...", as one of the first legal copyright acts in Great Britain, the Statute of Anne from 1710, notes. As such, with the emergence of copyright, the author becomes vested with a power inapplicable to, say, producers of agricultural produce: the temporary exclusive right to collect royalties on copies of a product. Note that in this period, copyright is considered a time-limited right granted by the state, for the benefit of society, as the wording "An Act for the Encouragement of Learning..." of the Statute of Anne, or "To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts..." of the Copyright Clause of the U.S. Constitution (1787), indicates.

With the development of industry, technology and law, this concept has evolved to the notion of intellectual property, resting essentially on three pillars: copyright (where a unique expression of an idea, but not the idea itself, is governed); trademark (where a unique identification of an entity’s product or service is governed) and patent (where an novel idea, or an improvement of an existing one, is governed) – and additionally, has extended beyond the domain of literature into music, film, industrial (e.g. electronic circuit) design, and computer software. All these legal concepts might otherwise indicate that the author is indiscriminately privileged (at least temporarily), but that is not exactly the case in reality: since ownership of intellectual property titles is considered property, it can be legally traded - bought and sold; and as such, it is not the author which is irrevocably privileged, but the owner of the title. Even leaving aside the fact that in the concept of "work for hire", it is not the author of the work, but the employer paying for it, that owns e.g. the title to copyright - a lot of individual authors, especially in the domain of artistic expression, have
no other option but to cede their copyrights to a publisher in hopes of achieving success; from this point on, the publisher legally owns the copyright and can profit from it, which is not synonymous with corresponding profit of the author - for examples from the popular music industry, consider Love (2000, [113]). Eventually, this results with an ecosystem of claimants to financial royalties feeding from the actual purchases made, which is hard not to observe generally both as social Darwinist in nature, and as susceptible to inflation.

Ultimately, the mass market penetration of digitalization of information and its network exchange, has made a shift in perception of intellectual property law as well: while, arguably, intended originally to regulate the relations between (industrial) producers of media – in recent times, consumer users have increasing means to be producers of media as well, at least in terms of high-fidelity copying. The key issue is that with the development of this technology, the cost of making an identical copy for a typical consumer becomes vanishingly small (though never zero). This makes the boundary between the consumers and producers of media ever more blurred, thereby turning the consumers into occasional targets of copyright law: e.g., even if I alone invested in a computer, CD-burner hardware and software, and paid legally for an original CD – should I produce a copy with the intent to share, even without any expectation of financial profit, I am liable for prosecution; consider [114] for an overview of recent cases, some involving prison, or as in a case of a Minnesota mother, fines to the tune of millions of US$. If I have saved money to buy a computer - for nearly all cases, other than a custom built desktop or a Macintosh brand, I will get a Windows OS pre-installed (that is, bundled); should I ask the shop to remove the OS, if I intend to use a free alternative, I will not get a refund, effectively placing me in a position to pay a "Microsoft tax" [115]. Even if I go through with that, I would not be able to watch my own legally bought DVDs on a free and open source OS: even if I programmed such a software player myself, making software that bypasses DVD copy protection publicly accessible is enough of a reason for a court litigation [116], and usage of such existing open-source software is seen by the U.S.A. as a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) [117].

Somewhat ironically, this could be seen as an example of the free market ultimately resulting with monopolies, that can afford to claim payment from a minority of consumers that don’t want the product, but don’t really have another choice either - as long as the vast majority of consumers don’t otherwise complain. Complementarily, such a situation changes the perspective on ownership altogether: if I buy a smartphone, and I can never be sure whether I have turned it off or not [118] - do I really own this device? If I buy a computer with a pre-installed closed source OS, which I cannot change without reverse engineering efforts, but which "phones home" letting the producer know of every program I intend to run [119] - is this computer really mine? If I buy a song or a film in digital format, and I’m prevented of transferring it from the computer to the smartphone and vice-versa – both platforms that contain both hardware and software for reproduction of such files, but otherwise incompati-
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ble between each other – am I really the owner of this copy? These concerns
may be more than just a cynic’s rhetoric; recent developments indicate that
copyright ownership ideals seem to be spreading to less abstract industries – for
instance in the automotive industry, “GM owns the copyright on that code and
that software … a modern car cannot run without that software; … therefore,
the purchase or use of that car is a licensing agreement” [120].

It is this kind of intertwining of the art and technology industries, that -
beyond companies that patent trivialities like rounded corners, and sue each
other over that to the tune of billions of US$ [121]; and companies that as non-
practicing entities (a.k.a "patent trolls") exist solely to profit through patent
litigation [122] - ultimately results with restrictions for the user, which the
free & open source software approaches attempt to partially address. Note
that "free & open-source" is a sort of a blanket term, which may encompass
diverse approaches: the licenses involved could be seen to form a spectrum
(see e.g. [123]), containing several distinct points:

• A "public domain" license imposes no restrictions; anyone is free to modify
the work and restrict others’ access to the modification by covering it with
a proprietary copyright;

• Free software, exemplified by the GPL (General Public License) and re-
lated licenses (promoted in e.g. Stallman (2010, [104])), emphasizes the
freedom of the users (anyone) to copy and modify the software, by im-
posing the restriction that all modifications to the work must be released
in like, free manner;

• Open source software, exemplified by BSD and related licenses (promoted
in e.g. Raymond (2001, [124])), emphasizes the freedom of developers to
relicense modifications under more restrictive, proprietary licenses, as
long as the original work is credited.

In other words, even if the deliverables related to the papers in part II have been
released under the GPL simply as credit to the license, under which the vast
majority of the operating system and tools used have been originally released -
the choice of a given license carries specific legal implications; which in this case,
however, happens to align with the educational intent of exercises described
therein. Under all of these licenses, anyone is allowed to package the work and
sell it for financial profit; at the same time, the licenses do not restrict anyone
else to package the work and share it with peers, which on the Internet can
be conducted nearly gratis – which, along with the requirement for license
attribution in free & open-source software, may severely limit the potential
for profit on sales of copies of the work alone in this context (similar but not
identical to the experience the music and other publishing industries with
illegal copying).

This turns into one of the major points of contention when discussing free
& open-source approaches in terms of economy: if the author cannot profit
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from sales of copies of a work, how could even the basic expenses, such as food and lodging, going into the production of a work be covered? A typical response in this debate revolves around suggestions of alternatives, which at least in the domain of music and software are straightforward: rather than relying on profits from sales of copies, a music author might mainly subsist on concerts/live performances, while a software author might subsist on selling support for software – although, this approach is not so clear elsewhere, e.g. in traditional literature (while selling hard paper copies is undisputed, offering the same content as a gratis digital download in parallel might clearly harm sales). However, recall that even before digital information technology disrupted the traditional hard copy publishing, it was a business with very few guarantees for authors: there may have been few top sellers like the Beatles or the Rolling Stones bands, but they are certainly outliers; there may have been more that managed to make a living continuously from authorship royalties, but hardly in the numbers to make it a stable profession; and what remains is essentially a sea of commercial failure. And even when discussing commercial successes in this scope, recall that it is generally the owner of the copyright that profits, for instance the publishing company - not necessarily the authors. Thus, any implied guarantees for financial profit just on the basis of copyright, from an authors perspective should be seen as illusion; instead of a guarantee, success for a particular author may just as well be a question of statistical chance - or in plain terms, luck.

At least in the context of this project, however, the issue of economics might be more straight-forward: the deliverables from part II can be perceived as tools, developed in the course of research, funded by a state-run university - and thus ultimately by the tax payers. As such, the development of the software has already been paid for; at least in principle, offering unrestrained public access to it should be one of the default positions regarding its use - although, note that a possible point of contention is that the result of free & open-source licensing is access for anyone, not necessarily just the tax payers that actually paid for it. However, the author decision to open-source material should be individual and conscious, a matter of personal freedom; enforcing open-sourcing as a large-scale policy, not the least in academic environments, would be under risk of severely negative reactions. Otherwise, should the legal privilege for a restrictive copyright be preferred, the employer would clearly have to be considered as claimant to a share in the profits, the arrangement of which might have to involve legal counsel. In this project, the decision to open-source was possibly made easier by the fact that there is nothing to sell per se: the performing of the exercises is predicated on already made third-party purchases, and the generic nature of the demonstrations leaves little room for profitable market differentiation, whether in terms of hardware or in software.

On one hand, the free & open-source development model is decentralized; on the other hand, developers typically focus on free alternatives to, not necessarily free clones of, proprietary software. Since anyone can freely propose and contribute software in this ecosystem, this results with a great diversity
of tools, not always compatible between each other - which is often known as fragmentation. Thus, for anyone transitioning from a proprietary to a free OS, there is a cost involved: there is a cognitive strain related to both the choice of particular OS components, and the steep learning curve, which ultimately results with at least a cost in time. Furthermore, there is the issue of having to learn to live with software bugs. But in this respect, there is after all not much difference from proprietary OSs: there is cognitive strain involved in choosing and learning tools on proprietary OSs as well, and both proprietary and open development teams are likely to ignore or refuse to fix bugs. From a user perspective, then, what matters in this: with proprietary systems, above all this, there is both a financial expense, and no recourse for the user since the source code is closed and thus unavailable; in free & open OSs, the financial expense can be reduced to essentially gratis - and if a bug is otherwise unfixable, the users at least have the option to learn enough programming to fix the bug themselves, given that the source code is available. Note that the free software approach is, in this respect, predicated on post-scarcity (which is acknowledged in Stallman (2010, [104]): it assumes that computers (and electric power) are abundant and cheap enough, that anyone could afford to learn programming languages, in sufficient degree to maintain their OSs - and should this be expected on a mass scale, comparable to native human languages, then the issues in free software can be reduced to a right to read [104], and the right to free speech.

Regardless, it is difficult for average consumers to transition to free operating systems, judging by the relatively insignificant market share they have on desktop PCs. Beyond the general reasons above, there historically was another critical reason for low adoption: operating system driver software, that enables a PC to operate with external/add-on input-output (I/O) hardware boards. In fact, "Linux does not have drivers" has long been an argument against adoption, and even as late as 2010, drivers have been considered a serious issue [125]. For the market leader, the Windows OSs, Microsoft typically outsources the driver development to the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) of the add-on hardware; which, in turn, may outsource the driver development task to offshore developers [126]. In this context, OEMs may not find the additional expense to develop free OS drivers worthy, provided they already invested in development for drivers for the dominant market leader; this can be seen as a feedback loop that results with even less drivers for Linux - often forcing Linux developers to reverse-engineer the Windows drivers [127]. In fact, this project did release open-source software called attenload [128], which in order to allow a GNU/Linux software to fetch data from oscilloscopes of the brand Atten (and possibly others), required reverse engineering of the Windows USB driver for this device, and reimplementing it as (user-space) USB driver in Linux; this experience confirms that reverse engineering can be, and is, a rather significant waste of time - and ultimately, a wasteful duplication of efforts.

The exercises in part II address precisely this problem area, at least in the domain of audio; and while from an engineering theoretical perspective, the
novelty factor is nothing special – consider that the work in part II, took around 7 years to compile; but as defended in paper II-F, this work should be distilled enough to be reasonably presented in at least a week of intensive exercises, and at most several months at a leisurely pace. Allowing students, whether hobbyist or academic, to achieve a basic, yet practical understanding of the interplay - between user-space software, OS kernel driver software, and actual hardware for digital audio - in months instead of years (which would be likely for anyone attempting to do the same "from scratch", i.e. from a point of ignorance about particularities in open source development), is the primary contribution intended from this part of the project. Covering both software and hardware issues, this work is slightly slanted towards electronics - meaning that it assumes a somewhat stronger background in electronics, while taking a position of greater ignorance in terms of computer science. While related documentation certainly existed previously, it often suffered from the chicken-and-egg problem (e.g. the ALSA driver documentation explained software concepts in terms of hypothetical hardware; other resources might use actual, but undisclosed, hardware), and as such was difficult to use as introductory material; the possibly original contribution of the work in part II is the identification of both software and hardware that illustrate a complete soundcard operation, followed by a level of discussion in the papers, that is hopefully more accessible to a novice student. But ultimately, the work in part II is in itself a proof that already in the period 2007-2010, there existed open-source technologies - including a relatively stable OS that can be used for development (in other words, an OS that can be downloaded, and offers development tools such as text editors and compilation software nearly out of the box, that allow a relatively bug-free development user experience) - that could be used for technical exercises and demonstrations in streaming digital audio. Thus, the user - the potential student, or lab administrator - besides the hardware considerations, could be expected to, simply: download an official, "vanilla" free & open-source operating system; run it on a PC through a "live CD" or "live USB", which would leave any previous installs of possibly proprietary OSs on the PC unchanged; and install likewise free development tools in the OS; in order to do the exercises in part II.

Consider that one of the most popular proprietary OSs, Windows XP, reached its end of sales in 2008, and end of extended support - which marks its end of life (EOL) - in 2014. This essentially means that the users of this OS, after this date, are left to their own devices; given that malicious software (like viruses) that exploits vulnerabilities in the OS is developed constantly, and the source code is closed, there is in fact little that users can do but eventually be pressured into upgrading – also because software developers, in particular antivirus and hardware driver vendors, can be expected to phase out support for this OS as time passes. There could be an economical incentive for a monopolist to embrace this strategy of planned obsolescence, beyond just technical reasons [129] - however, in the case of Windows, upgrading the OS may also enforce hardware upgrades, which on one hand increases the cost of upgrades, and on the
other hand also pushes old computing hardware into obsolescence, possibly with an ecological impact [130]. One could surmise, that by staying generic and open, this project would spare the users (including education institutions) from both excessive legal considerations, and costs of upgrade due to planned obsolescence; and would remain technologically relevant, at least in the narrow scope of illustrating soundcard operation of up to CD quality. That is, however, not entirely true – even in the context of free & open-source development.

From a legal perspective, it is noted by Stallman (2010, [104]) that free software approaches are a "hack" of copyright law as permitted by the U.S. Constitution (a "hack" since a free license is used to promote free copying, whereas copyright otherwise is intended to do the opposite: to suppress copying). As such, this is something enforceable primarily in the U.S.A.; while other countries may have related legal mechanisms, these can be expected to be most similar in the sphere of influence of the U.S.A. (or more broadly, the Anglo-American hegemony), so in general these mechanisms are not guaranteed to be tolerant of free & open-source approaches. Ultimately, however, not even the subjects of the U.S.A. can be certain that the tolerance will continue indefinitely: consider that in the case of Wickard v. Filburn from 1942, the U.S. Supreme Court decided that a farmer, by growing additional wheat, harmed interstate commerce - even if that wheat was intended for personal use, and not for sale (and thus would never have entered the market anyway). It doesn’t take much fantasy to imagine the same argument applied to free software, which encourages copying and may therefore harm commerce - and if the U.S.A. itself is susceptible to this argument, it is hard to imagine the other world powers being any more lenient. But beyond this currently hypothetical threat, there are more immediate threats. Namely, one could, in all honesty, perform one’s own reverse engineering and write one’s own code for a program (e.g. a driver) without external consultation: while this code would represent a unique expression entitling one to a copyright - it may still simultaneously infringe on a software patent. This might make distribution of such software illegal, unless royalties are paid to the patent owner; this is however more of a danger to big companies, given that patent trolls would likely wait before initiating litigation (both to accumulate evidence, and to be sure that there is actual profit to be made), which may cause companies to form patent pools [100]. Additionally, the mentioned case for DVD playback on GNU/Linux may be illegal beyond patent issues - as it involves a breach of a legal state act (the DMCA). However, in general, the current legal attitude does seem to be tolerant enough of free & open-source software, especially taking the success of Google’s Android OS for smartphones into account, which uses Linux as its kernel (even if this success isn’t without challenges [131]); as well as the fact that for instance in the EU, software as such is, so far, not patentable.

However, for a project of this kind, it is maybe more important to recognize that obsolescence is also a major factor in free & open-source development - even if not motivated exclusively by profit. In fact, in just the 7 years the project took to complete, a major share of the technologies used were made obsolete,
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even if at the start they were contemporary:

- The used Arduino Duemilanove board is not produced anymore; the driver in e.g. paper II-C is written in respect to the FTDI USB chip on this board, which is not present on the current generation of boards (e.g. Arduino Uno). As such, the driver is not compatible with current Arduino boards.

- The Linux kernel made the transition to version series 3.x; there are changes in the driver programming model, which makes the drivers released via e.g. paper II-B or II-C, written for series 2.6.x, not compile "out of the box" on contemporary kernels.

- The Python programming language made the transition from version 2.7.x to 3.x; there are sufficient changes in the language, so that some scripts released along with papers in part II, written exclusively in 2.7.x syntax, will fail if ran by a 3.x interpreter without a rewrite.

- The Gnome desktop environment made the transition from version 2.x to 3.x; besides setting additional requirements on video hardware, there are also sufficient changes in the API - so that, say, Python scripts that exclusively use its 2.x toolkit to provide a GUI, will not work on a 3.x environment.

These are the most relevant developments in terms of the work in part II, however, there are more - often bringing contention in the respective communities to the point of a split: e.g. as a sign of dissatisfaction with the direction of Gnome 3 development, the Gnome 2 codebase was forked as the foundation for the MATE desktop project; the decision of major distributions like Debian to adopt systemd as the user-space startup process instead of the traditional init daemon, led to a fork of the Debian distribution called Devuan; not being satisfied with the development of Wayland (the replacement of X Window System, a crucial graphics component in open source OSs), Canonical (the company packaging Ubuntu) developers started developing the alternative Mir, which had caused friction with Intel developers. In a sense, this fragmentation into incompatible diversity is maybe the cost of freedom - or alternatively, progress: thus, in spite of intentions to the contrary, the work in part II will not run on contemporary free & open-source systems out of the box; and labor would be required from any potential user wanting to reconstruct the exercises on modern systems - labor to port or translate code to ever-changing API specifications; or in other words, software maintenance.

With this in mind, a reasonable overall recommendation might be to use the specific versions of the OS (Ubuntu 10.04 Lucid and 11.04 Natty), most conveniently through booting into a "live" CD or USB flash drive; however, not even this approach is straightforward anymore. Namely, PCs from 2010 onwards typically ship with Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) Secure Boot [132], which checks for a bootloader signature, and refuses to boot the
system if this check fails. While this feature can be turned off in order to boot legacy systems that do not support it (such as the cited Ubuntu versions), it is likely to cause additional inconvenience to users, forcing them to take the booting process into account as well. Thus, a resolve for free & open-source development is in itself hardly future-proof, and just as (if not more) susceptible to fragmentation and obsolescence as proprietary systems can be – and moreover, to underdevelopment: “[...] it isn’t in any one particular company’s interest to dump a pile of their own resources into fixing even one of the problems [...] because they’d be handing Facebook and LinkedIn and Amazon a pile of free money in unspent remediation costs” [133]. In other words, every technology is generational [134] - and any individual may encounter a point, where the cost of upgrading may become excessive: in terms of cognitive strain, if not financially. This is probably one of the most fundamental things to keep in mind for anyone aiming to do work in the similar scope to part II: things always change, but not necessarily for the better for you. The most fundamental benefit, in this context, seems to be the freedom to use outside an official approval, and in spite of the fact that websites disappear: even when Ubuntu stops offering these versions of their operating systems as official downloads, anyone could legally upload their copy of the OS images on, say, a sharing service; the code related to part II is primarily released through the SourceForge website - and similarly, even if the company stops offering this service, anyone with a copy can upload it elsewhere. This would also allow use of older (from today’s perspective) computers, for the purpose of conducting the exercises in part II.

Ultimately, one would be well advised to take heed of the GPL license, which has the words "NO WARRANTY" in large, friendly letters on the cover. Indeed, there is no warranty, ever - not just in respect to a particular program, but in terms of development, economy and life altogether; no warranty, but for failure and death. Consider that, in spite of the often impressive achievements of computer technology, it also brought us cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [135], concepts like electronic high-frequency trading [136] where only those traders with access to the fastest systems benefit, and ultimately a global financial crisis that is still unresolved even in the developed world [137]. Is this not but a more sophisticated and inflated form of financial parasitism upon the peasants? And is this not made more ironic, by the ever fewer number of actual peasants, replaced by a ever more consolidated (and of course, patented) genetically modified organism and biotech industry; and even more emphasized by increased use of automation, causing unemployment to the degree where jobs are not a guaranteed means of survival anymore? And wouldn’t even this project also support these tendencies, at least in the sense of slightly promoting the further glut of STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) majors? It would be hard not to interpret this from the overall perspective of that “perhaps the most pessimistic and amoral formulation in all human thought” [138] – the notion of ever increasing entropy as per the laws of thermodynamics. In terms of ecological economy, it has already been recognized that waste is thermodynamically unavoidable [139]; in more personal terms, one can always
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recall the reformulation of the thermodynamics laws known as the Ginsberg Theorem [140], attributed to the poet Allen Ginsberg:

1. You can’t win.
2. You can’t break even.
3. You can’t even quit the game.

Free & open-source approaches are likely to remain a contentious issue: in spite of the proliferation of free software, it continues to uneasily coexist with proprietary software - just as it did before; arguably, this is driven by the dominance of proprietary hardware on the market. Note that with the emergence of crowdfunding and popularity of startups, there are attempts at open computers, for instance the Novena and Librem 15 laptops; however, considering the capitalist life-cycle of hardware startups [141], which, for the few that succeed, would end with an initial public offering (IPO) or a different type of sale, by which the ownership of the company is changed - and thus, there is no guarantee whatsoever that this kind of technology will be in any way persistent. And after all, it is possibly not everywhere, where free & open-source approaches might be desired, either: as one example, free & open-source nuclear bombs may carry ethical issues beyond freedom of speech. Sometimes the personal context is not permissive to open-sourcing, either (see e.g. [142]). However, there is at least one criterion which might clarify where free & open source alternatives may be desired - and that is when a technology has penetrated lives of people, to the degree where it is required for daily activity. Thus, operating systems in general, along with text processors, web browsers, email clients etc. are prime - and indeed, achieved - candidates for open sourcing. In this context, consider that the proprietary Skype VOIP (voice-over-IP) application, recognized in the past as a disruptive technology [143] especially in respect to fixed-line telephony, changed hands multiple times - and since 2011 is owned by Microsoft. The operation of such software is dependent on the operation of a full-duplex soundcard at the endpoints; and thus, the open study of a soundcard systems becomes relevant not only as a backbone for applications in music and sensor technology, but also for one of the (still) most socially valued aspects of telecommunications - telephony.
Fig. 4.2: Hearkening back to simpler times, when bare rock and metal were enough to form a relevant electronic device (here a negative resistance tunnel diode; ref. [144]).

Fig. 4.3: Ancient depiction of wax tablet usage (c-ca. 500 BCE), that can easily be interpreted as remarkably precognitive of recent modern times (ref. [53])
Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis commenced with the search for a technique, that would integrate the live musical performance affordances of both traditional drum-machine sequencers, and traditional turntable-based DJ sets – along with an outline of the specific motivations and cultural background behind the emergence of this concept, which is otherwise potentially applicable to a wide range of modern popular music genres. It proposed the technique of faster-than-realtime double-buffered rendering of sequenced audio loops, which could allow near-simultaneous live experience – of both sequencing (composing), and DJ-scratching, of a piece of rhythmical music loop – to a musician. This technique would be implemented as a digital music instrument platform, which demands multi-channel and realtime manipulation of digital audio, especially in terms of playback and recording; the thesis defended that such a platform could be categorized as a digital audio workstation. As such, this research segment contributes to the domain of digital lutherie - that is, digital music instrument design and construction - as a distinct area of media technology research.

The viability of the double-buffering audio rendering technique for the integration of the two live performance styles, has been demonstrated through a released software prototype implementation. This prototype, while performing well under some conditions, clearly encounters limits where its computing performance degrades to a point, that would be intolerable to musicians for a high-fidelity, live performance application. The thesis defended that the proper way to address this would be to seek the implementation of the algorithms in hardware. There is a practical problem with this, however - hardware implementation demands both acquaintance with the applicability of diverse market hardware offerings to digital audio, and cross-disciplinary knowledge of the interface between computer science and electronics engineering. Didactically, the existence of practical exercises, that would illustrate the operation of digital audio in both hardware and software, would certainly represent a stepping stone towards an engineering of a dedicated DAW platform. This
thesis emphasized the suitability of the soundcard, as a generic concept, for such an exercise - not the least, because of its presence in the current ubiquity of personal computing devices.

Since no direct precursors of the kind were identified, the project resulting with the papers in part II undertook the identification, design, implementation and documentation of technologies that demonstrably behave as a soundcard of a personal computer. The thesis defended the free & open-source development approach in this context: at the least, the entire operation of the operating system has to be known, in order to debug and troubleshoot problems on a hardware level. Furthermore, manually implementable hardware designs would facilitate experimenting with incremental improvements, which could extend the concept of a soundcard into a generic sensor/actuator processor - and thereby, bring it further towards a functioning part or basis of a DAW platform as described previously. The applicability of such a platform to a wider area of media technology is illustrated through the papers submitted in part III – all of which use a soundcard or a similar system, while not focusing on it as such.

The main contribution of the work in part II, which took up the major share of the resources in the development of this thesis, is as a time-saving compendium; one which clearly identifies both hardware and software components, and reproducibly illustrates both proper operation and problems, in the reproduction and capture of digital audio from/to a PC. Thereby, the intended target user group (consisting of individual hobbyists or students, or possibly academic laboratory administrators) is offered a price-conscious study package, that could reduce the time required for practical acquaintance with high-fidelity, full-duplex and multi-channel digital audio to months or even weeks - as opposed to years, that were required for the compilation of the works in this project. This work illustrates proper soundcard operation with uncompressed digital audio, on a variety of technologies, with gradually increasing performance qualities: from from mono/8 bit/8 kHz, up to - but in the current state, not including - CD quality (stereo/16 bit/44.1 kHz); as well as the limits to proper operation in CD quality context, which emerge despite of the apparent availability of streaming bandwidth, due to the scheduling and preemptive nature of contemporary operating systems and the specifics of the I/O bus protocol. Practical acquaintance with these issues is a necessary - but possibly not sufficient - condition, for any prospective development of a system with a scope of a DAW platform.

Reducing PC-based digital audio to a set of exercises within the means of an average hobbyist, may have been an impossibly expensive endeavor - rife with proprietary technology lock-ins - at the turn of the 21st century, when digital audio was at an earlier stage of its takeover of the mass markets. In that regard, this thesis is a testament that already in the period 2007-2010, the overall technology growth in fact did bring about products, that allow implementation of exercises of this nature with a nearly free & open-source toolchain; this
5.1 Future perspectives

People have, possibly, always had the desire to immerse themselves in a world of their thoughts; as evidence, consider how easily can the art on Fig. 4.3, several millennia old, be anachronistically (and even, uncannily) interpreted from today’s perspective, as a person immersing themselves in interaction with a laptop computer. Possibly, this may be one of the drivers behind the existence of culture - here seen as a transmission of learned information in diverse forms - in general. Music certainly has always represented an integral part of culture; and even beyond its intellectual scope, its social impact (e.g. through concerts) makes it a fundamental cornerstone of the "circenses" part of panem et circenses, a seemingly unavoidable occurrence in governing civilized societies. Within this context, musical instrument - and herein, digital lutherie - research will
clearly remain relevant. What extent will this relevance have, however, is more difficult to state: this very project was driven by what were once underground fashions, partially based around use of instruments not originally meant to be musical; while some of these styles (e.g. hip-hop) came to dominate the current popular music business, the fashions are likely to change, just as they have always done before.

Therefore, while this thesis facilitates a potential development of a DAW, that could be freely modified by the user to achieve various modes of live interaction - there is no guarantee that such a platform would ever emerge. From a wider perspective, however, it is clear that technology in general changes rapidly, and becomes more and more unavoidable in daily life. As such, it should be of interest to society that technology is in general known, and that it can be learned in practical terms. This implies a degree of "tinkering" - and this thesis defends, that even when this tinkering is concerned with technology that is not necessarily state of the art (when the overall market is taken into account), it can become academically relevant in the context of free & open-source development: because then it can be used as basis for laboratory exercises that can be freely exchanged and modified, wherefrom an educational value emerges.

Electronics technology also tends to become ever so smaller; modern hardware has strongly been moving away from designs that can be manually implemented cheaply (e.g. with a soldering iron on a through-hole PCB), and this may have the effect of discouraging tinkering somewhat. However, anno 2015, there are still many ways in which the basis provided by this thesis can be adapted - and this is probably the main future perspective of this work: a decentralized development process, generating soundcard or digital audio exercises, that keep pace with ever-changing new technology. For instance, the current Arduino generation (Uno) has an openly programmable USB-serial chip - this chip can be programmed to implement a USB audio class, for which generic drivers already exist for major operating systems, thus re-implementing this board as a soundcard; this will likely need to be repeated as e.g. USB version 3 starts overtaking the market - or in general, as new OS versions emerge. This kind of process, when supported by a free exchange of designs, is certainly one of the ways in which academia - as the main disseminator of knowledge - can seek to remain relevant even with the rapid developments of technology; technology, on which society is increasingly dependent. And this increased dependence of ours, should possibly be a motive enough to support efforts in demystifying technology – at least in those areas where it is, still, nearly indistinguishable from magic – to as wide of a public as possible.
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Appendix A

Basic theoretical aspects of the classic rhythm/drum machine step sequencer

Here, the classic rhythm/drum machines (as exemplified by Roland TR-808 (1980), E-mu SP-1200 (1987), Yamaha RY30 (1991), and Akai MPC2000 (1997), shown on Fig. 3.1 in section 3.1) are in focus. In particular, the formulation of the unique live interaction characteristics of these machines will be undertaken, by establishing some elementary relationships between the operation of these machines - and concepts in basic music theory and music technology.

The facilities found in these machines for programming rhythms, can be said to be based in Western musical composition tradition – and in the concept of a musical note, the tonal aspect of which has been formally described mathematically since at least Helmholtz (1875, [145]). The musical note, as a sign, records the pitch and the duration of a sound in a single symbol; a simple sequence of notes can thus transcribe a monophonic melody, as played for instance on a flute. The MIDI specification [146] implements this abstraction as a part of an electronic control protocol; however, the note’s duration, and thus the note, is not encoded as a single event [147], but as two - through the commands/messages note on and note off. On the other hand, for both note messages, MIDI specifies a velocity argument, whose meaning refers to the speed of a piano keyboard key press (reaching from depressed to pressed position) - but whose actual implementation is not specified [148], and is most often mapped to a note’s loudness/volume; something which in traditional score notation is not a property of a note, but is instead indicated by words or alphabetic symbols such as p (piano) or f (forte), as dynamics directives. In spite of this and other confusions regarding MIDI as a music representation tool [149], some of the terminology that evolved around related hardware and software can be used to discuss the affordances of the drum machines.
Note that for pure (sinusoidal) tones, the frequency of the sinusoid gives rise to the sensation of pitch; Roads (2004, [150]) notes a perceptual threshold for metered rhythm as frequencies 8 Hz and below, for classical pitch sensation as frequencies above 40 Hz, and a “zone of ambiguity” of a continuous tone perception in-between. For complex sounds, pitch may be determined by the fundamental and overtone frequencies of the sound – or in general, its spectrum. In essence, both classical notation and MIDI tools preserve: the perspective on music composition as a two-dimensional layout, where the horizontal abscissa represents time and the vertical ordinate represents pitch/frequency; and the approach to generally quantizing the pitch at semitones of the twelve-tone, equal temperament, scale – however, as shown on Fig. AA.1, the visual correspondence between the two may not be exact.

![Moderato (♩ = 120)](attachment:AA.1.png)

**Fig. AA.1:** Visual comparison between classical notation score, and software (here Rosegarden) interpretation and rendering as “piano roll” MIDI notes (velocities shown separately on the rightmost part, otherwise indicated by shading)

This is the case, at least because of the use of accidental notes in classical notation: modifiers like # (sharp, dièse) or b (flat, bemolle) change the pitch of the note written thereafter, causing different pitches to be notated at the same vertical coordinate on the staff; conversely, the MIDI event notation is explicit in allocating an exclusive vertical coordinate to each semitone pitch.

In terms of playback speed or *tempo*, for a great part of history classical notation used descriptive words (e.g. *Moderato*) to denote the speed at which a composition should be played. Only after the increased popularity of metronomes, a convention arose where a type of a note (e.g. a quarter note a.k.a. crotchet) is declared to represent one *beat*, and its duration is expressed in terms of BPM - inscribed, as a metronomic indication, in parentheses (♩ = 120) next to the traditional tempo description. MIDI inherits this tradition, in that it defines a MIDI meta event message - one that may exist in files, but is not transmitted to devices - called *set tempo*, which encodes the duration of a quarter note in microseconds (but which is displayed as BPM in MIDI editors). If $d_q$ denotes the duration of a quarter note (a beat) in seconds, and $M_T$ denotes the metronome tempo in BPM, then the relation between two can be formally expressed with
Thus per Eq. AA.1, a metronome tempo of 120 BPM indicates a beat duration of 0.5 seconds, or 500 μs; if [beat] is accepted as a dimensionless unit, then BPM as a physical unit – as [1/time] – would be equivalent to the unit of frequency, Hertz [Hz] (albeit with different numeric values). Generally, Eq. AA.1 specifies the duration of a beat (dₚ), which most commonly is the duration of a quarter note (dₚ), but depending on the tempo definition, could be set to other note types, like half or 16th note.

When we talk about loops in context of classic sequencers, it should be noted that by default, we refer to loops of duration of a single measure (or bar) as a discrete unit of time. In classical music notation, the duration of a measure is expressed through the time signature: for instance, the time signature 4/4 refers to the duration of four (4) quarter (1/4) notes as the duration of a measure in that composition; Fig. AA.1 depicts one such measure. Therefore, as per Eq. AA.1, a single 4/4 measure at 120 BPM would last for two seconds – and this is the general order of magnitude of time periods considered, when talking about repetition of audio loops in this scope.

It might be useful at this point, to introduce a term that may aid the formalization efforts here: let a note lane represent a collection (a sequence) of notes, all at the same pitch. While useless in terms of melodic, even monophonic, music - it can be used to refer to a rhythm played by a single percussive instrument, an example of which is shown on Fig. AA.2.

![Moderato (♩ = 120)](image)

**Fig. AA.2:** Visual comparison between classical percussion score (using a hi-hat symbol), and software (here Rosegarden) interpretation and rendering as "piano roll" MIDI percussion (note the duration is only shown through the velocities, shown below)

The MIDI visualization shown on Figs. AA.1, AA.2 bottom is known as a "piano roll", stemming from the recording medium of the early reproducing or player piano technology [151, 152]. In both classical notation and piano-roll visualization, in context of percussion, the vertical coordinate stops being a notation for pitch, and instead is treated as an index into a set (or table) of percussive instrument sounds. This is appropriate for percussion instruments, as often they are perceived as non-pitched, and are incapable of producing
chords (that is, can only reproduce one sound event at a time); correspondingly, in electronic synthesis, sounds for snare drums and hi-hat have long been modelled by inclusion of noise generators \[54\] in the audio generating circuits. Classical notation, as on Fig. AA.2, may emphasize this with a special symbol standing in for the note head; while MIDI arrangement software may offer a "percussion" view into a sequence. In the MIDI percussion view, instead of with a rectangle with width indicating the note duration, the event may be visualized with a different symbol (a rhombic or "diamond" shape) only at the start (i.e. the trigger) point; while the duration might only be shown otherwise, for instance through the width of the velocities (e.g. as in the Rosegarden software). So, in cases of notation where we can consider the pitch information to be a general index into a set of instruments (wherein a single pitch corresponds to a single instrument sound) – a note lane would represent a sequence played by a single instrument (visually, it would be what is left of the piano roll on Fig. AA.2 bottom, if all space apart from the one corresponding to one key, say C4, is covered). A note lane could control a very simple electronic instrument engine, a model of which is shown on Fig. AA.3.

The model on Fig. AA.3 is based on models, often considered basic in electronic music (cf. Fig. 1 in [71], Fig. 1.5 in [49], Fig. 32 in [153]). The control signals on Fig. AA.3 could be considered either as analog electronic signals (e.g. an electric voltage changing in time), or as digital signals (e.g. a stream of numbers, whose sequential order implies timing information). The audio generator could be either an analog electronic oscillator, a digital sound sampler, or embody any other synthesis method, e.g. based on physical modelling (refer to Serafín (2004, [154])). Note that analog oscillators, in principle, start oscillating as soon as, and for as long as, the circuit is powered; so instead of turning the oscillator on and off each time a note is played, the signal is typically run through a device that functions as a multiplier (a.k.a. VCA), whose control input signal determines the volume of the final sound output. In principle, the "gate/volume control" signal can be conceptually considered as a rectangular function of
time in the range from 0 to 1, whose duration specifies the duration of a note event: multiplication with 0 then results with no sound on the output; and multiplication with 1 with the original, raw generator sound on the output. As such, a "gate/volume control" signal could be directly applied to the multiplier to control the final sound output (although, note that in MIDI, additional though straightforward processing is required, to obtain such a signal from note on and note off messages). However, considering that analog oscillators produce sound at a fixed volume, in analog electronics instruments the oscillator sound is typically shaped with an ADSR envelope – a piecewise linear signal generator. The envelope needs a starting signal, called the "trigger signal" on the Fig. AA.3, which in principle is synonymous with the start of the "gate/volume control" signal. As such, in can be derived from "gate/volume control" signal: if the "gate/volume control" rectangular signal is mathematically considered as a composition of two Heaviside step functions, then its differentiation in time would result with two Dirac function pulses $\delta(t)$; the positive pulse at the start of the "gate/volume control" would represent the "trigger control" signal. In analog electronics, this trigger extraction can be achieved with generic rising edge detector circuits, such as a linear phase comparator, or a (positive) edge-triggered one-shot (monostable multivibrator); in digital signal processing, it can be found simply by calculating the differential signal $x[t] - x[t - 1]$ of successive values in time. However, the "trigger control" signal does not have to be derived from the "gate/volume control" signal - it can also be supplied independently.

If the audio generator on the model on Fig. AA.3 represents an analog oscillator, then the pitch control signal sets the frequency of oscillation of the circuit; however, if the audio generator is a digital sampler, then the pitch control would set the playback speed of the sound sample (through which the sensation of different pitches can be achieved with sound samples). The issue of phase is different: in an analog oscillator, the oscillation frequency $f$ in Hertz, is related to the period $T$ in seconds as per:

$$f = \frac{1}{T} \quad (\text{AA.2})$$

Thus, a sinusoidal oscillator reproducing middle A (A4) at 440 Hz, has a period of 2.27 ms; since the start of the note is likely to be "covered" by the attack of the ADSR envelope lasting at least tens of milliseconds, in a monophonic context the phase (if the oscillation started relatively earlier or later in the range of the period $\pm 2.27$ ms) won’t matter much to a listener. On the other hand, if the audio generator is a sampler, reproducing sound samples with durations in range of seconds (e.g. timpani, cymbals, even whole rhythmic loops), it matters very much if the start of the note corresponds to the start, or say the middle, of the sound sample (which how phase expresses itself in this context). Thus, if the audio generating engine should reproduce sound samples of percussion, as a starting point we’d want the sound sample phase to be reset at each new start of a note – which is why the trigger signal is shown routed to the phase input.
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of the audio generator on Fig. AA.3. Finally, it should be noted that the model on Fig. AA.3 is applicable only to strictly monophonic operations: subsequent notes start by terminating the previous ones if they would otherwise still last, both in terms of pitch and in terms of duration (both with ADSR envelope and without); much like a flute or a single string on a violin. Thus, if we’d want two or more notes reproduced at the same time, as in a piano chord (i.e. polyphony) - we would, in principle, have to employ two or more generators as on Fig. AA.3, tuned to reproduce the same timbre.

Returning to the classic sequencers on Fig. 3.1, it is notable that all of them have interfaces quite rich with elements such as buttons; however, only some of those are of interest here. Let’s first mention that step sequencing is defined as opposed to live, real-time sequencing: instead of recording the sequence by ”drumming” it real-time on particular interface keys or pads, the user is expected to toggle (or choose) whether a note on a particular step in the measure sequence is playing or not. The most basic measure quantization setting on such drum machines is in 16th notes (or semiquaver); that would imply a measure in 16/16 time signature. Note however that the duration of a 16/16 measure is mathematically equal to the duration of a 4/4 one; and in classical notation, the choice of time signature depends on the interpretation of accents in the work generally, not the smallest note duration as per the quantization of a measure (e.g. if the accent falls on each fourth 16th note, that measure would be signed as 4/4). Thus, it can be stated that:

- A note lane is a sequence of single-pitch notes at the quantization resolution of a measure, able to drive a single monophonic generator
- A pattern or segment is a stack of note lanes, attributed to either different pitches of a single instrument or different instrument sounds, with the length of at least a measure (can be equivocated to ”piano roll” display); able to represent polyphony
- A track is a sequence of patterns, associated to a single instrument definition (either as a pitched instrument, or a collection of sounds such as a ”drum bank” - which would correspond to the notion of a MIDI channel)
- A song is a stack of tracks with pre-programmed pattern sequences and predefined sound sets (or banks); able to represent multi-timbrality

In fact, this kind of hierarchical perception of sonic events has been noticed in electronic music theory at the least since Stockhausen et al. (1962, [155]), who noted that “... a musical composition is no more than a temporal ordering of sound events, just as each sound event in a composition is a temporal ordering of pulses. It is only a question of the point at which composition begins ...” [155]. Also, this terminology is close to the one used in the classic drum machines, as well as MIDI editors. Thus, the distinct features of the classic drum machines can be described as follows:
• **TR-808**: Fig. 3.1 a) indicates a row of 16 step buttons, representing a note lane of a measure quantized in 16th notes; the user can press these to toggle the playback of a sound on a particular step while the sequence is playing, and thus change the sequence "live" (even if that sound will first be heard next time the sequence loops at that position). It is imaginable that a press slide across multiple buttons would result with a sort of a drum roll, and that it would be possible to toggle that roll from one measure to the other, allowing for real-time programming of some rhythmic transitions. Changing which sound the step buttons’ row applies to, is achievable through other elements on the interface.

• **SP-1200**: Fig. 3.1 b) indicates a section that includes a row of 8 buttons; these however do not represent a note lane, or an interface for a step sequencer – rather, they can be approximated to a piano keyboard, except they trigger individual (typically drum) sound samples, and are intended for real-time programming of a drum sequence. A step sequencer is accessible by other means (left/right arrow buttons). Additionally, volume faders are associated with each button in the row, allowing for real-time control of the volume of each individual drum sound sequence.

• **RY30**: Fig. 3.1 c) indicates the instrument pads’ area. A pad in this context is an elastic button made of rubber, typically larger than regular buttons. Pads require less precision from, and thus allow greater freedom to, the user – basically allowing the user to "whack" them, without too great of an effort in being spatially precise; approximating the feeling a drummer might have with respectively larger drum surfaces. A step sequencer is accessible by other means (left/right arrow buttons), and likewise for the individual sounds volume control. The pads are able to capture the applied force during the press as a velocity parameter. Additionally, it features a rotary control wheel, which is very convenient for either fast or precise entry of data, unlike a rotary knob (which in small editions can be difficult to set precisely manually).

• **MPC2000**: Fig. 3.1 d) indicates the drum pads’ area; due to the machine’s nature as a sound sampler, these pads are freely assignable to any sound. Just like with the RY30, a step sequencer is accessible by other means (left/right arrow buttons), and likewise for the individual sounds volume control; its pads are also able to capture the applied force during the press as a velocity parameter.

All of these rhythm machines have facilities in common, that can be (and have been) used in context of live performance, and are achieved by pressing a button, or a chorded sequence of buttons (akin to pressing SHIFT along with a different key on a text keyboard) - such as: starting and stopping a sequence, transitioning from one pattern to another, or transitioning from one song to another. Some other common facilities are setting of the master volume, or
setting of the tempo, for which typically (but not necessarily) rotary knob type of controllers might be allocated. However, the unique facilities, otherwise desirable on a generic sequencer interface, might be identified as:

- A button row step sequence controller (as on a TR-808),
- A choice of a "note lane" (the step sequencer applies to) through a rotary control wheel (as on a RY30),
- Individual drum sound "note lane" volumes controllable through a set of mixer faders (as on a SP 1200),
- Drum pads for real-time playback and sequencing (as on an MPC2000, RY30).

This would encompass a basic set of facilities, that are unique to the classic drum machines, but also generically usable in terms of live performance.
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Abstract

The sound card anno 2010, is an ubiquitous part of almost any personal computing system; what was once considered a high-end, CD-quality audio fidelity, is today found in most common sound cards. The increased presence of multi-channel devices, along with the high sampling frequency, makes the sound card desirable as a generic interface for acquisition of analog signals in prototyping of sensor-based music interfaces. However, due to the need for coupling capacitors at a sound card’s inputs and outputs, the use as a generic signal interface of a sound card is limited to signals not carrying information in a constant DC component. Through a revisit of a card design for the (now defunct) ISA bus, this paper proposes use of analog gates for bypassing the DC filtering input sections, controllable from software - thereby allowing for arbitrary choice by the user, if a soundcard input channel is to be used as a generic analog-to-digital sensor interface. Issues regarding use of obsolete technology and educational aspects are discussed as well.

Keywords: Soundcard, Sensors, ISA, DC

A.1 Introduction

The "humble" beginnings of the soundcard\textsuperscript{1} as a dedicated part of a PC system intended to produce audible sound, could be seen in the use of a timer circuit Intel 8253, to generate pulses in the audible frequency range and drive a speaker, thereby producing audible sound [1]. Since then, the PC soundcard has become a multichannel A/D interfacing device, able to work at CD quality (16 bits / 44.1 kHz) rates and above. Devices offering more than two output channels are commonly used to drive multiple speakers as part of surround sound home entertainment systems. Specialized soundcards with multiple inputs and outputs, and full duplex (playback while recording) capabilities, have found use in music recording in professional and home studios. Soundcards interface as add-ins to PCs through several busses, serial (USB, FireWire) or parallel (ISA, PCI)\textsuperscript{2} in nature; although they are increasingly found integrated in PC motherboards.

A slightly different type of devices become increasingly popular with the academic and do-it-yourself community as A/D interfaces for utilization of sensor signals. Programmable, micro-controller based devices such as the open-source Arduino\textsuperscript{2}, that offer both A/D conversion and PC connectivity (through, for instance, USB), provide a relatively easy way to interface with a variety of off-the-shelf sensors, from popular software development environments such as

\textsuperscript{1}Ignoring earlier occurrences, such as the SID sound chip on a Commodore 64 (whose sound was provided as part of a TV output signal) and similar

\textsuperscript{2}USB: Universal Serial Bus; ISA: Industry Standard Architecture; PCI: Peripheral Component Interconnect
PD [3], Max/MSP [4], or Processing [5]. However, these devices are also more limited in regard to sampling quality: for instance, the Arduino offers 6 multiplexed channels of 10 bit resolution, and the maximum serial transfer speed via USB is limited to 115200 bps - which puts a theoretical best-case upper limit of 1800 Hz on the sampling rate for all channels.

Because of these limitations, a lot of prototypers and designers opt for a sound-card as a sensor A/D interface instead. This also relieves the designer of worrying about specifics of low level communication, and upsampling the signals so they match the audio domain processing rate, when sensor signals are to be applied to audio in software. However, since a typical soundcard filters out frequencies outside of the audible 20Hz - 20kHz range, both on the input and the output, its use is limited with those sensing devices that produce output in this range. A soundcard has been in use by Leroy et al for capturing optical pickups [7], or as physical computing interface in context of artwork production [8]; but its use can go beyond musical applications - such as chemical analysis [9] or medicine [10].

The DC bias filtering problem is most apparent with sensors that encode some useful information in the DC level\(^5\). A common way to circumvent this limitation is to use the DC signal to modulate a sinusoidal carrier in the audio range (usually using amplitude modulation); capture the modulated signal using a soundcard; and then demodulate in software [11]. In case of resistive voltage dividers, they can be driven directly by an AC signal (conveniently, a sound-card can generate a sinusoidal signal for the purpose), in which case the output will conform to the soundcard input limitations. Arguably, there would be some loss of information when using this method - especially if the modulating signal has a spectrum extending above half the carrier frequency; also, software resources are spent in demodulating a high-speed audio signal, in addition to applying the demodulated signal as a control signal in the application.

On the other hand, direct modifications to commercial sound cards - intended to bypass input sections and allow sampling of DC signals - have also been proposed [12]. In similar fashion, this paper proposes that by using software-controlled analog gates, filtering sections at soundcard inputs can be bypassed - thereby allowing for user-configurable possibility of designating chosen inputs as "sensor" inputs. This relatively simple architectural change, would allow for both high-fidelity acquisition of DC signals, and reuse of common software tools made to interface with soundcards. To test this assumption, a vintage ISA design has been implemented, along with a corresponding C program - discussed further on in this paper.

\(^{3}\) For communicating with the computer, use one of these rates: 300, 1200, ... or 115200.[6] Given a 64 bit frame is used to transfer analog data of six channels @ 10 bits, we have best-case period (ignoring start/stop bits) \( T = 64[b]/115200[bps] \approx 555\mu s \); and frequency \( f = 1/T \approx 1801.8 \text{ Hz} \); a single 8-bit channel would transfer at 14.4KHz

\(^{4}\)DC: Direct current; AC: Alternating current

\(^{5}\)such as a force-sensitive voltage divider, which would provide pressure (or an accelerometer, which would show the influence of gravity) as change of DC level
A.1. Introduction

Therefore, this project aims to demonstrate a simple implementation of PC controlled bypass switches in a soundcard (as an extension to allow interfacing with generic DC sensors), by first implementing and documenting a hardware platform – that can, to some extent, be considered a soundcard.

A.1.1 Approach

The DC bias filtering problem outlined in the Introduction is, in essence, a problem of A/D data acquisition – and thus, an engineering problem – however, one that, arguably, influences a lot of research within electronic music instruments. While custom and suitable A/D hardware may be available on the market, it is often expensive – the cost not scaling with the budget of departments that deal with electronic music. Current affordable A/D hardware (such as Arduino), on the other hand, rarely provides audio-quality sampling rates. The technical specs (audio sampling rate) and ubiquity (low price) of a typical soundcard, then, would make it an ideal "middle-way" choice of A/D platform for electronic music instrument research.

Thus, even though we are talking of, in principle, a relatively simple engineering problem - it is difficult to demonstrate a simple (first-iteration) solution to it, as it is difficult to find an accessible platform to implement the solution on: this platform needs to behave sufficiently as a soundcard (can interface to a PC, and can perform A/D and D/A conversions at audio rates), and needs to allow space for hardware modifications which is not prohibitively costly.

However, a typical soundcard is an industrial product, aiming to turn a profit by satisfying a range of mass-market needs - and as such, electronic music instrument researchers are unlikely to influence industrial-level modifications to a soundcard product, useful specifically for them. Many soundcards today are single ICs integrated on a PC motherboard, making manual hardware modifications near impossible; and while standalone soundcards may still offer designs based on individual dedicated ICs (allowing more space for tinkering), they will also incur not only greater financial cost, but also a cost involved with understanding the low-level work-flow of the device (which will, most likely, have to be obtained through reverse-engineering, as soundcard manufacturers are unlikely to publish such details publicly).

In such a market environment, researchers are likely to start thinking about handicraft custom-made soundcard implementations. As the typical entry-level research electronics lab, can be likened to a lab accessible for the enthusiast electronics instrument maker, the handicraft approach also shows a promise of direct applicability of results outside of academic circles. Unfortunately, at the end of the (first decade of 20)00’s, it is rather difficult to find a starting point for such handicraft development: there are no open public projects dedicated to hardware soundcard implementations, and while there are resources discussing different aspects relevant to development, their discussion level often requires more advanced engineering experience.

In documenting the development process of a soundcard-like hardware, this
The project could then also be used in further open discussions of handicraft implementations of soundcard and AD/DA hardware. The starting point for this hardware platform is the only easily readable resource at the time of development, [13], which discusses both hardware and software entry-level issues. Although this design, based on the ISA bus, is old and in market terms obsolete, it has the benefit of using discrete ICs for A/D and D/A converters, as well as for logic signalling. This is, arguably, closer in principle to engineering textbook material, and thus has the educational benefit of facilitating easier understanding of architectural issues surrounding soundcard-like hardware. Additionally, dealing with obsolete technology provides a historical archiving aspect to the project.

This project provides a preliminary general conclusion on the suitability of use of analog switches for interfacing DC sensors, by providing measurements of a generic input signal with a DC component from a signal generator. For educational purposes, the key issues (among them, quantifying the sampling rate of the device) in the process of obtaining these measurements will be outlined in this paper. For more details, as well as source code, consult the webpage [14] - which contains an extended version of this paper, with additional introductory material and implementation details.

### A.2 Problem outline

A simplified input channel section of a sound card is shown in Fig. A.1:

![Simplified diagram of a sound-card input channel.](image)

In Fig.A.1, a basic CR (capacitor-resistor) high-pass filter schematic is taken to represent a simplification of input filters usually found in soundcards, in order to emphasize the filtering of DC signals. To illustrate this influence, a simple experiment can be performed: a stereo mini TRS (tip-ring-sleeve) connector can be plugged in a microphone (or line-in) input of a soundcard, and the ground and a channel wire can be used to connect to a 1.5V battery. If we...
try to capture the resulting input data using audio recording software (such as Audacity [15]), we would obtain a capture like the one shown on Fig. A.2.

![Fig. A.2](image)

**Fig. A.2:** Capture of a battery being connected (at 1.5s) and disconnected (at 4.5s) to a sound card microphone input in Audacity software.

Instead of obtaining a constant (DC) level in the time period between approx 1.3s and 4.5s on Fig. A.2, what is shown is a typical signature of a high-pass filter in the time domain - a positive spike at the moment when the battery is connected, and a negative one when it is disconnected. This paper proposes that obtaining DC signals could be achieved by implementing a voltage controlled switch (analog a.k.a. bilateral switches [gates]), ultimately controlled by software, that bypasses the entire input filter section, as shown on Fig. A.3:

![Fig. A.3](image)

**Fig. A.3:** Simplified diagram of a sound-card input channel, with a controllable switch bypassing the input filter.

### A.3 Soundcard platform

In order to test the assumption given in the problem outline, a hardware platform needs to be chosen, that behaves essentially like a sound-card - but also
allows for demonstration of activating added analog gates via software. Primarily because reverse-engineering an off-the-shelf soundcard device to behave as imagined would have been problematic, but also due to potential educational benefits - a do-it-yourself implementation of a soundcard design was sought instead.

Although the Internet does offer some information and tutorials on building basic extension cards for a PC - interfaced through either USB, ISA or PCI buses - it is difficult to find an available design, which is specifically intended to represent a sound card (or even a high-speed A/D converter). The only one found appropriate for the purpose, is the design for a ISA extension card by Joe D. Reeder [13] - a now abandoned product, that was intended for learning the essentials of software-controlled hardware. Since the schematic and the basic software code, related to this card, are still available on the website associated with this product (www.learn-c.com), it was this design that was taken as a starting point for development.

The schematic for this “Learn-C” ISA card was reimplemented as a double-sided printed circuit board (PCB), with an added CD4066 [16] CMOS quad bilateral switch. Since the ISA bus is now obsolete and cannot be found in modern PC systems, an older PC based on an ELITEGROUP ECS P6VAP-A+ (or P6VAP-AP) motherboard, with a single ISA slot, was obtained. Code in C language from [13] was used to implement test software, and Agilent 54621a oscilloscope was used to capture signals on board - using the open-source agiload [17] package for transferring oscilloscope traces to a PC as raw data. The experiment finally consisted of using a vintage Wavetek model 145 signal generator to produce an approx. 440 Hz sinusoid voltage with a DC offset level, and capturing this voltage with the “Learn-C” card and test software on disk. As the test software allowed for user-controlled activation of the bilateral switches, these were alternately turned on and off during capture - and the captured signal was observed in the open-source Audacity software.

### A.3.1 ISA hardware implementation

The original schematics for the “Learn-C” ISA card found in [13] was rebuilt using open-source KiCad [18] software (Fig. A.4); the same software was also used to produce the PCB layout. The design relies only on the ISA bus power supply pins 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 29, 31 (GND, +5V, -5V, -12V, +12V, GND, VCC, GND) as well as ISA IO pins 2, 13, 14, 20, 33-40, 42, 53-62 (RESET, IOW, IOR, OSC, D0-D7, AEN, A9-A0), for power supply and PC connectivity.

In simple terms, whenever a I/O command like `outportb(_port, _data)` is executed from software, a binary representation of the `_port` address is set up as respective high or low voltages on the address pins of the ISA bus; the “Learn-C” design then employ standard 74xx TTL logic ICs to implement an address decoder that will interface with the bus, and provide appropriate trigger signals for the rest of the hardware, when the card is addressed from software.
A.3. Soundcard platform

Fig. A.4: Part of schematic of the ISA card; emphasized dashed lines indicate connections of bipolar switch (see [14] for a complete schematic).

Most of the original design of the “Learn-C” ISA card has been reproduced, although with some differences. For instance, a socket for the CD4066 analog switch was added, and not all wired connections were implemented on the PCB (for instance, headers were left unconnected, as well as most of the I/O port pins of the 8255 [19] PPI chip). On the other hand, both DAC0832 [20] digital-to-analog converters (DAC) were implemented\(^6\). The implementation of the card is shown on Fig. A.5.

Fig. A.5: Left: image of the wired card; right: card in ISA slot of motherboard of test PC.

\(^6\) although only a single one was actually tested; and none are needed for the input filter switching experiment.
A.3.2 Software

As mentioned previously, the source code for the “Learn-C” ISA card given in [13] is C code, originally intended to run under MS-DOS; as part of this project, portions of that code were ported to Linux as well. The “Learn-C” example programs can also run in the command prompt shell of Windows XP - however, they cannot be directly compiled with modern Windows C compilers. The reason for this is that the code relies on C commands like inportb and outportb (or inp and outp), which represent direct I/O port access; however direct I/O port access is disabled for Windows architectures newer than NT [21] (and can be achieved only through programming a device driver). This demanded use of vintage C compilers (DJGPP for DOS) under Windows; on the other hand, programming direct I/O port access in C under Linux is relatively straightforward.

A.4 Testing procedure

The testing procedure consisted of two distinct steps. The first was to use a known signal to determine the sampling rate of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC); and to check whether this rate is correct (by auditorily comparing a capture from the ISA card’s ADC to the known signal). The second step (the actual experiment) consisted of sampling and capturing a known, DC-biased, sinusoidal signal; turning the analog switch on and off during capture; and looking for presence of a DC level recording when the switch was active in observations of captured data.

![Oscilloscope screen captures of card signals EOC (top) vs IOW (bottom). Left: 50 µs of non-periodic behavior; right: 0.5 ms of periodic behaviour.](image)

Fig. A.6: Oscilloscope screen captures of card signals EOC (top) vs IOW (bottom). Left: 50 µs of non-periodic behavior; right: 0.5 ms of periodic behaviour.
A.4. Testing procedure

A.4.1 Determining the ISA card sampling rate

The ISA card sampling rate was determined to be around 12725 Hz (the sampling resolution is limited at 8 bit by choice of ADC0809 [22] chip). However, this could be reached only after dealing with an apparent timing problem.

Figure A.6 (left) shows that EOC (signal produced by the ADC chip on the card at end of each sample conversion) is not periodic. Eventually, it turns out that this can be resolved by introducing a short delay between the outport and the first inport command in the reading loop, as shown in Listing A.1:

```c
unsigned base; unsigned adcport; base = adcport = 0x200; //1000000000
if ((fp = fopen(FILENAME,"w+b")) != NULL) {
    while (!kbhit()) {
        outp(adcport, 0); // start channel 0 conversion, by writing whatever value to address adcport
        iz = del; while (iz > 0) iz--; // fake delay, 'del' increments
        while(!(inp(adcport+0x18) & 0x80)); // wait for EOC ready: 0x18 = 000011000, 0x80 = 010000000
        x = inp(adcport); // read ADC value into variable x
        fputc((char)x,fp); // since value is 8-bit anyways, just cast to char and save to disk
    }
}
```

Listing A.1: ADC reading loop code

As Listing A.1 indicates, the recorded file is simply a stream of 8-bit characters. This file can be imported in Audacity as raw data, and the sampling frequency is set upon import. The multi-track capabilities of Audacity also allow both the original 440 Hz source signal, and its ADC capture from the ISA card, to be played simultaneously in spite of differing sampling rates (44.1 KHz vs. 12.7 KHz); their respective pitches can be heard as audibly close – which is a confirmation that the measurement of the sampling rate is correct.

A.4.2 Test of analog switch functionality

As mentioned previously, a CD4066 was used to implement an analog switch, which bypasses the input preamp/filter section of the ISA card. This chip offers four analog switches - only a single one was used, defined by pins 1 and 2 as switch connectors (connected as on Fig. A.4), and pin 13 (CD4066/p13) as voltage control. To control CD4066/p13, the 8255 PPI on the ISA card was used, as it offers three ports (A, B and C) of 8 pins each, which can be configured to act as either digital inputs, or digital outputs. Just a single output pin is needed from a single (configured as output) port, in order to control the analog switch; pin 37 (or pin 7 of port A) of 8255 (8255/p37) was picked for the purpose, and was connected to CD4066/p13. The 8255 offers three different modes of configuration of its three ports; here any mode that configures port A as output will do, and the function set_up_ppi from [13] was used to quickly configure the ports.
A.5 Results

The procedure described in section A.4.1 was used to capture a DC offset sinusoidal signal. This signal was generated by a vintage *Wavetek Model 145* signal generator, which doesn’t provide for fine-tuning control of the AC amplitude and the DC offset separately. Eventually, a signal spanning between 0.5V and 1.66V, set at approximately 450 Hz, was used as the input signal for ADC capture. The signal arriving at the input pin *ADC0809/p26* (IN0), without and with the influence of the switch, is shown on Fig. A.7.

![Fig. A.7: Oscilloscope screen captures of the input signal brought to ADC0809 IN0 (left) without the influence of analog switch; (right) while analog switch turned on](image)

This input signal was captured on a disk file using the procedure given in section A.4.1, as the analog switch was turned on and off during capture using keyboard key presses. The data captured by the ISA card can be verified through an import in *Audacity*, depicted in Fig. A.8.

As it is obvious from Fig. A.8, activating the switch allows the DC level of the signal to be captured by the card’s ADC; and the waveforms obtained in *Audacity* remain relatively faithful to the original input signal shown in Fig. A.7 (ignoring the clipping of the negative semiperiod of the original signal).

A.6 Discussion

As we have shown that, with this platform, we can arbitrarily choose to capture the DC level of a signal from a signal generator – we can conclude that the same behavior can be expected for signals derived from sensor circuits (for instance, a FSR-based voltage divider) as well. Thus, this paper indicates that analog switches bypassing the input preamplifier section of soundcard inputs, would be a relatively simple change to perform on existing soundcard designs, thereby expanding their purpose to high speed A/D interfaces for generic sensors. Similar change could be implemented for output sections, thereby allowing soundcards to be used as generic signal generators. The DC blocking capacitors are present in a sound-card, of course, for a purpose - primarily to protect speakers from constant DC biasing, and thereby prolong their lifetime [23]. The design change proposed here, would ideally leave that regime unchanged for audio purposes.
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Fig. A.8: Top: Six second capture of an input signal with DC, with the switch activated in mid-capture; Bottom: temporal zoom at moments of activating (left) and deactivating (right) the switch.

and simply introduce a different one, more suitable for sensor data acquisition, when the user requires it.

A.6.1 The soundcard platform

This project started by looking for a hardware platform, that behaves essentially like a soundcard. Arguably, the ISA platform used here cannot be even considered a sound card, until it can be used by typical audio software (like players or editors) from the application level in an operating system. Although this ISA card could be extended to play back audio (encoded for the measured DAC frequency) - at the state presented here, it behaves more like a generic signal generator and sampler, than a modern soundcard. Finding a modern open hardware platform, that allows for the type of research as in this project, is still problematic; although FPGA\(^7\) based designs, such as the ones described in \[24\], are very promising as a base for multichannel, high-speed, hybrid audio/sensor interfaces.

Whereas it is utopian to expect that this paper could significantly influence industry in such a manner, that similar modifications become a standard for future sound-cards - it certainly aims to inspire designers working in the electronic music instrument field, to focus at the intricacies of digital interfacing with analog signals; and to consider using older, historic designs for appropriate purposes - while being aware of potential obstacles. Mostly, one has to deal with hardware availability, although software can be an issue as well. However, in the case of ISA, this project shows that currently there is still a palette of tools that can target such machines and corresponding functionality, many of

\(^7\)FPGA: Field-programmable gate array
them free and open-source; yet, one has to be prepared for a time investment for straightening out potential glitches.

**Hardware** Arguably, the ISA design used as a test platform here, doesn’t even come close to issues in contemporary sound-card production – to begin with, negative voltage values of the input signal are clipped, as the ADC chip by default can sample only positive voltages. However, it is a good educational tool to introduce general issues related to design of soundcards and corresponding software. Namely, it is often difficult for beginner engineers to come to a practical example, which is both relatively simple to understand as introductory material (and thus easy to relate to theory) - and can be practically implemented to serve a purpose, already known from a user perspective. So in spite of the obsolescence of ISA, this design can still be useful educationally. One positive point of using discrete components in this card implementation, is the possibility to measure their signals individually with an oscilloscope and thus observe the interdependence of different signals on the physical, electric level - something that becomes arguably difficult, if the components are integrated as part of a single chip.

**Software** Finally, if there is a single thing this project points out, it is that one cannot perceive the soundcard as a system separate from its host PC; that is, a soundcard-like hardware is genuinely bound to the intricacies of the host operating system. In other words, even if the hardware is theoretically capable of achieving greater sampling speeds, the effective achieved sampling rate will be limited by the method of accessing the device from software. In this project, a steady 12.7 KHz sampling rate was achieved through a program in C, only after implementing delays in the reading loop. The cause of this need for delay is, likely, that `outportb` in Listing A.1 returns, before the corresponding `IOW` signal (which triggers each start of conversion) has been set electrically. Hence we need to wait, so we’re sure conversion has started – before reading the `EOC` signal to see if a value is ready. However, due to operating system overhead, the actual sampling period is probably more indicative of the time it takes for the operating system to complete a single iteration of the main `while` loop in Listing A.1, than it is of the limits of the hardware itself. Thus, entering development of soundcard hardware, necessarily implies involvement with issues in the inherent unpredictability of instruction execution times, OS scheduler granularity and latency [25] and development of device drivers [27], [26] – with a particular focus on the flow of time [28] – before coming close to a platform able to interface with an operating system, in a manner expected of a soundcard. In other words, here the hardware acquisition of each sample is initiated and transferred by C software on the PC – with a proper driver approach, the hardware acquisition process could run independently on the card hardware at high rates; and batches of sampled data could be transferred as arrays to the PC at longer intervals (i.e. "buffered reads"; see also Direct Memory Access/DMA [29]). Note, however, that in spite of the shortcomings of
A.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the project managed to demonstrate the possibility to use analog switches, for software controlled bypass of input filters of a sound-card device; thereby, in principle, allowing it to interface with generic sensor circuits that produce DC-offset voltages. However, claims cannot be made on the feasibility of implementing such a change in an existing commercial sound-card design. The project also illustrated the specific problems encountered with usage of a card design for the now obsolete ISA bus; while demonstrating how it can be used to emulate modern hardware (at least to a degree, sufficient to expose the problem at hand). Additionally, the simplified analysis of particular issues, aims to serve as an educational introductory example for designers starting with digital hardware design; in line with this aspect, the source files for schematics and code, as well as the full list of online references (too numerous to include here) relevant to the topic discussed in this paper, are provided on the project webpage [14]. The educational and the historical perspective of this project, both aim to contribute to furthering the discussion of A/D and D/A hardware in the context of electronic music instruments development.
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Paper B

Minivosc - a minimal virtual oscillator driver for ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture)

Smilen Dimitrov and Stefania Serafin

B.1 Introduction

Abstract

Understanding the construction and implementation of sound cards (as examples of digital audio hardware) can be a demanding task, requiring insight into both hardware and software issues. An important step towards this goal, is the understanding of audio drivers - and how they fit in the flow of execution of software instructions of the entire operating system.

The contribution of this project is in providing sample open-source code, and an online tutorial [1] for a mono, capture-only, audio driver - which is completely virtual; and as such, does not require any soundcard hardware. Thus, it may represent the simplest form of an audio driver under ALSA, available for introductory study; which can hopefully assist with a gradual, systematic understanding of ALSA drivers' architecture - and audio drivers in general.

Keywords: Sound card, audio, driver, ALSA, Linux

B.1 Introduction

Prospective students of digital audio hardware, could choose the soundcard as a topic of study: on one hand, it has a clear, singular task of managing the PC’s analog interface for playback and capture of digital audio data - as well as well-established expectations by consumer users in terms of its role; on the other hand, its understanding can be said to be cross-disciplinary, as it encompasses several (not necessarily overlapping) areas of design: analog and digital electronics related to soundcard hardware and PC bus interface implementation; PC operating system drivers; and high-level PC audio software.

Gaining a sufficient understanding of the interplay between these different domains in a working implementation can be an overwhelming task; thus, not surprisingly, the area of digital audio hardware design and implementation (including soundcards) is currently dominated by industry. Recent developments in open source software and hardware may lower the bar for entry of newcomer DIY enthusiast - however, the existence of many open source drivers for commercial cards doesn’t necessarily ease the introductory study of a potential student.

In essence, an implementation of a soundcard will eventually demand dealing with the issue of an operating system driver. In the current situation, a prospective student is then faced with a ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem: proper understanding of drivers requires knowledge of the hardware (which the drivers were written for); and yet understanding the hardware, involves understanding of how the drivers are supposed to interface with it. A straightforward way out, would be to study a ‘virtual’ driver - that is, a driver not related to an actual hardware; in that case, a student would be able to focus solely on the

\[1\] and the lack of open card hardware designs for study makes this problem more difficult
software interaction between the driver, and the high-level audio program that calls it. Unfortunately, in the case of the ALSA driver architecture for Linux, pre-existing examples of virtual drivers are in fact not trivial\(^2\) - and, just as existing ALSA driver tutorials, assume previous knowledge of bus interfaces (and thus hardware).

The minivosc driver source code with the corresponding tutorial (on the ALSA website \([1]\)) represents the simplest possible virtual ALSA driver, that does not require additional hardware. It has already led to the development of the driver used in the (possibly first) demonstration of an open soundcard system in AudioArduino \([3a]\) (and further used in \([5a]\)) - and as it limits the discussion to only the software interaction between driver and high-level software, disregarding issues in bus interfacing and hardware - it would represent a conceptually simpler entry level for a prospective student of sound card drivers.

### B.2 Premise

Personal computer users working with audio typically rely on high-level audio software (from media players such as VLC, to more specialized software like Pure Data, or the wave editor Audacity\(^3\)) to perform their needed tasks - and the sound card (as hardware) to provide an analog interface to and from audio equipment. This necessarily puts demands on the operating system of the PC, to provide a standardized way to access (what could be different types of) audio hardware. An operating system, in turn, would provide an audio or soundcard driver API (application programming interface), which should allow for programming of a driver that: abstracts some of the 'inner details' of the soundcard implementation; and exposes a standardized interface to the high-level audio software (that may want to utilize this driver). This, in principle, allows interfacing between software and hardware released by different vendors/publishers.

Earlier work like \([1a]\) attempts to provide a systematic approach to soundcard implementation; however, one clear conclusion from such a naïve approach is that: regardless of the capabilities of the hardware - one cannot achieve a fine control of timing required for audio, by using what corresponds to a simple 'user space' C program. Problems like these are typically solved within the driver programming framework of a given operating system - and as such, acquaintance with driver programming becomes a necessity for anyone aiming to understand development of digital audio hardware for personal computers. In terms of FLOSS\(^4\) GNU/Linux- based operating systems, the current driver

\(^2\) and may require existence of real soundcards on the system

\(^3\) Note that software like JACK - while it can be considered more 'low-level' than consumer audio software - is still intended to route data between 'devices'. Since it is the driver that provides this 'device' (as a OS construct that software can interface with) in the first place - drivers lay in a lower architectural layer than even software like JACK, and so involve different development considerations.

\(^4\) free/libre/open source software
B.3. Architectural overview of PC audio

programming framework - as it relates to soundcards and audio - is provided by the Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA). ALSA supersedes the previous OSS (Open Sound System) as the default audio/soundcard driver framework for Linux (since version 2.6 of the kernel [2]), and it is the focus of this paper, and the eponymous minivosc driver (and tutorial). The minivosc driver was developed on Ubuntu 10.04 (Lucid), utilizing the 2.6.32 version of the Linux kernel; the code has been released as open source on Sourceforge, and it can be found by referring to the tutorial page [1].

B.2.1 Initial project issues

The minivosc project starts from the few readily available (and ‘human-readable’) resources related to introductory ALSA driver development: [3], [4], [5], and [6]. Most of these resources base their discussions on conceptual or undisclosed hardware, making them difficult to read for novices. On the other hand, there are few examples of virtual soundcard drivers, such as the driver source files dummy.c (in the Linux kernel source tree [7]) and aloop-kernel.c (in the ALSA source tree [8]); however, these drivers don’t have much documentation, and can present a challenge for novices. All these resources [5], [3], [4], [6]–[8] have been used as a basis here, to develop an example of a minimal virtual oscillator (minivosc) driver.

B.3 Architectural overview of PC audio

Even if the minivosc driver is a virtual one, one still needs an overview of the corresponding hardware architecture - also for understanding in what sense is this driver ‘virtual’. As a simplified illustration, consider Fig. B.1.

A driver will typically control transfers of data between the soundcard and the PC, based on instructions from high-level software. The direction from the soundcard to the PC is the capture direction; the opposite direction (from the PC to the soundcard) is the playback direction; a soundcard capable of delivering both data transfer directions simultaneously can be said to be a full-duplex device.

While Fig. B.1 shows the hard disk as (ultimately) both the source for the playback direction, and the destination for the capture direction - within this process, the CPU may use RAM memory at its discretion. In fact, the driver is typically exposed to pointers to byte arrays (buffers) in memory (in ALSA known as PCM (sub)streams [9, ‘PCM (digital audio) interface’], and named dma_area), that represent streams in each direction.

5 the ‘dummy’ driver doesn’t actually perform any memory transfers (which is, arguably, a key task for a driver), so it cannot be used as a basis for study – the ‘loopback’ driver is somewhat more complex than a basic introductory example, as it is intended to redirect streams between devices, and as such assumes some preexisting acquaintance with the ALSA architecture
In terms of audio streams, Fig. B.1 demonstrates a device capable of two mono (or one stereo) inputs, and two mono (or one stereo) outputs. Since audio devices like microphones (or amplifiers for speakers) typically interface through analog electronic signals - this implies that for each 'digital' input [or output] audio stream, a corresponding analog-to-digital (ADC) [or digital-to-analog (DAC)] converter hardware needs to be present on the soundcard\(^6\).

As the main role of the soundcard is to provide an analog electronic audio interface to the PC - the role of the ADC and DAC hardware is, of course, central. However, the PC will typically interface to external hardware through a dedicated bus for this purpose\(^7\). This means, that some bus interfacing electronics - that will decode the signals from the PC, and provide signals that will drive (at the very least) the ADC/DAC converters - needs to be present on the soundcard as well\(^8\).

An ALSA driver uses a particular terminology when addressing these architectural surroundings. The 'soundcard' on Fig. B.1 will be considered to be a card by the driver\(^9\). One level deeper, things can get a bit more complicated:

\(^6\)Note, however, that this correspondence could, in principle, be solved by a single ADC or DAC element - along with a (de)multiplexer which would implement time-sharing of the element (for multiple channels)

\(^7\)noting that, in principle, the buses used for hard-disks (such as Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE)) or RAM (known as 'Memory Interconnect') can be distinct

\(^8\)For example, [1a] describes a device that interfaces through the Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus - and uses standard TTL components (such as 74LS08, 74LS688, 74LS244, etc) to implement a bus interface; [3a] describes a device that interfaces through the Universal Serial Bus (USB) - and uses the FT232 chip by FTDI to implement a bus interface

\(^9\)noting that, in principle, the driver should be able to handle multiple cards; and be able
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assuming that Fig. B.1 represents a stereo soundcard, it would have one input stereo connector (attached to two ADCs), and one output stereo connector (attached to two DACs); an ALSA driver would correspondingly be informed about a card, that has one stereo input device (consisting of two subdevices) - and one stereo output device (consisting, likewise, of two subdevices). Note that: 

"...we use subdevices mainly for hardware which can mix several streams together [10]" and "typically, specifying a sound card and device will be sufficient to determine on which connector or set of connectors your audio signal will come out, or from which it is read... Subdevices are the most fine-grained objects ALSA can distinguish. The most frequently encountered cases are that a device has a separate subdevice for each channel or that there is only one subdevice altogether [11]"

The ALSA driver is informed about such a hierarchical relationship (between card, devices and subdevices) through structures (C structs, written by the driver author in the driver source files) - defined mostly through use of other structures, predefined by the ALSA framework (alias the ALSA 'middle layer'). The driver code, additionally, establishes a relationship between these structs, and the PCM stream data that will be assigned to each in memory; and connects these to predefined ALSA framework driver functions, which define the driver (and the corresponding hardware) behavior at runtime. Finally, Fig. B.1 shows that other types of devices, such as a MIDI interface, can also be present on the soundcard. The ALSA framework has facilities to address such needs too - as well as having a so-called mixer interface\textsuperscript{10} - which will not be discussed here.

**Application level** From the PC perspective, a high-level audio software (audio application) is used, in first instance, to issue start and stop of audio playback or capture. When such a high-level command is issued by the user, the audio application communicates to the driver through the application-level API and: obtains a handle to the relevant structures; initializes and allocates variables; opens the PCM device; specifies hardware parameters\textsuperscript{11} and type of access (interleaved or not) - and then starts with reading from (for capture) or writing to (for playback) the PCM device, by using ALSA API functions (such as \texttt{snd_pcm_writei/snd_pcm_write} or \texttt{snd_pcm_readi/snd_pcm_readn})\textsuperscript{12}. The PCM device is representation of a source (or destination) of an audio stream\textsuperscript{12}. The kernel responds to the application API calls by calling the respective code in the kernel driver, implemented using the kernel (ALSA driver) API\textsuperscript{3}.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{10}which allows for, say, individual volume control directly from the main OS volume applet
\textsuperscript{11}access type, sample format, sample rate, number of channels, number of periods and period size
\textsuperscript{12}and it can have: \texttt{"plughw" or "hw" interface; playback or capture direction; and standard (blocking), non-blocking and asynchronous modes (see also \[9, \textsc{"PCM (digital audio) interface"}])}
\textsuperscript{13}Note that the application doesn't have to talk to the driver directly; there could be intermediate layers, forming a Linux audio software stack (see [13]). However, in this paper,
B.4 Concept of minivosc

A user would, arguably, expect to hear actual reproduced sound upon clicking 'play'; while recording, in principle, doesn't involve user sensations other than indication by the audio software (e.g. rendering of captured audio waveform). Taking this into account, it becomes clear that the stated purpose of minivosc - to be a 'virtual' driver (independent of any actual additional soundcard hardware) - can only be demonstrated in the capture direction\(^\text{14}\): as the driver simply has references to data arrays in memory, the effect of playing back (i.e., copying) data to non-existing hardware will be pretty much undetectable\(^\text{15}\). However, even with non-existing hardware, we can always write some sort of predefined or random data to the capture buffers in memory - which would result with visible incoming data in the high-level audio software (like when performing 'record' in Audacity).

To avoid the conceptualization problems of ALSA devices vs. subdevices, the minivosc driver is deliberately defined as a mono, 8-bit, capture-only driver, working at 8 kHz (the next-lowest\(^\text{16}\) rate ALSA supports). The 8-bit resolution allows also for direct correspondence between: the digital representation of a single analog sample; and the storage unit of the corresponding arrays (buffers) in memory, which are defined as char*. Hence, one byte in memory buffer represents one analog sample, the next byte represents the next analog sample, etc. This allows for simplification of the process of wrapping data in a ring buffer, and thus easier grasping of the remaining key issues in ALSA driver implementation.

B.5 Driver structures

The minivosc driver contains four key structures - three of which are required by (and based on predefined types in) the ALSA framework:

- **struct** variable of type snd_pcm_hardware (required) - sets the allowed sample formats, sampling rates, number of channels, and buffering properties
- **struct** variable of type snd_pcm_ops (required) - assigns the actual functions, that should respond to predefined ALSA callbacks

\(^\text{14}\) however, note that aloop-kernel.c\(^8\), is also a 'virtual' driver, and yet works in both directions; however, since it is intended to 'loop back' audio data between applications and devices\(^\text{14}\), the virtual setups possible can be reduced to the case when the 'loopback' driver routes one audio application's data written to its playback interface, back to its capture interface; and another audio application grabs data from the 'loopback' capture interface and writes it to disk.

\(^\text{15}\) similar to, in Linux parlance, 'piping' data to /dev/null. While a specific consumer of such data could be programmed, that alone complicates the understanding of interaction between typical audio software and drivers

\(^\text{16}\) The lowest ALSA rate being 5512 Hz, see include/sound/pcm.h in Linux source [15]
B.5. Driver structures

- **struct** variable of type `platform_driver` (required) - named `minivosc_driver`, it describes the driver, and at the same time, determines the bus interface type
- **struct** variable of type `minivosc_device` - custom structure that contains all other parameters related to the soundcard, as well as pointers to the digital audio (PCM) data in memory

The `minivosc_driver` struct variable defines the _probe and _remove functions, required for any Linux driver; however, by choosing the struct type, we also determine the type of bus this driver is supposed to interface through. For instance, a PCI soundcard driver would be of type `struct pci_driver`; whereas a USB soundcard driver would be of type `struct usb_driver` (see [1]). However, `minivosc` is defined as `platform_driver`, where “platform devices are devices that typically appear as autonomous entities in the system [16, 'platform.txt']” - and as such, it will not need actual hardware present on any bus on the PC, in order for the driver to be loaded completely\(^\text{17}\).

The `snd_pcm_ops` type variable simply points to the actual functions that are to be executed as the predefined ALSA callbacks, which are discussed in the next section. The different fields in `snd_pcm_hwinfo` allow the device capabilities in terms of sampling resolution (i.e., analog sample format) and sampling rate to be specified. For this purpose, there are predefined bit-masks in ALSA’s `pcm.h` [15], such as `SNDRV_PCM_RATE_8000` or `SNDRV_PCM_FMTBIT_U8` (for 8 kHz rate, or for sample format of 8-bit treated as unsigned byte, respectively). One should be aware that audio software may treat these specifications differently: for instance, having `arecord` capture from the `minivosc` driver, will result with an 8-bit, 8 kHz audio file - simply because that is the default format for `arecord`. On the other hand, Audacity in the same situation - while acknowledging the driver specifications - will also internally convert all captures to the default ‘project settings’, for which the minimum possible values are 8000 Hz and 16-bit\(^\text{18}\).

One of the most important structures is what we could call the ‘main’ device structure, here `minivosc_device`. It can also be a bit difficult to understand, especially since it is - in large part - up to the driver authors themselves to set up the structure, and its relationships to built-in ALSA structures. These relationships are of central interest, because a driver author must know the location of memory representing the digital audio streams (`snd_pcm_runtime->dma_area` in Fig. B.2), in order to implement any digital audio functionality of the driver. And finding this memory location is not trivial - which is maybe best presented in graphical manner, as in Fig. B.2, which shows a partial scope of the ‘main’ structure `minivosc_device` and its relationships.

On Fig. B.2, only `minivosc_device` has been written as part of the driver code - all other structs (with darker backgrounds) are built-ins, provided by ALSA. Pointers are shown on left edge of boxes; self-contained struct variables

\(^\text{17}\) which is not the default behavior for actual hardware drivers - they will simply not run some of their predefined callbacks, if the hardware is not present on the bus

\(^\text{18}\) While these captures can be exported from Audacity as 8-bit, 8 kHz audio files - that process implies an additional conversion from the internal 16-bit format.
are on the bottom edge\textsuperscript{19}. Some relationships (such as \texttt{snd_pcm_substream->runtime} to \texttt{snd_pcm_runtime} pointing) are set up internally by \texttt{ALSA}; the relationships to the 'main device' structure (\texttt{minivosc_device}) have to be coded by the driver author. Further complication is that the authored relationships can \textit{not} be established at the same spot in the driver code - as some structures become available only in specific \texttt{ALSA} callbacks.

This is a conceptual departure from the typical basic understanding of program execution - where a predetermined sequential execution of commands is assumed. Instead, driver programming may conceptually be closer to GUI programming, where the author typically writes \textit{callback functions} that run whenever a user performs some action. Additionally, we can expect to encounter different amount of instances of some of these structs! For example, \texttt{snd_pcm_substream} can carry data for a given output connector, which could be stereo. So, if a stereo file is loaded in audio software, and 'play' is clicked - we could expect \texttt{ALSA} to pass a single \texttt{snd_pcm_substream}, carrying data for both channels, to our driver. However, if we are trying to play a 5.1 surround file, which employs 2 stereo and one mono connector - we should expect \texttt{three} \texttt{snd_pcm_substreams} to be passed to our driver. This could further confuse high-level programmer newcomers, that might expect to receive something like an \texttt{array} of substreams in such a case: instead, \texttt{ALSA} may call certain callbacks multiple times - and it is up to the driver author to store references to these substreams.

\texttt{minivosc} avoids these problems as a mono-only driver - thus within the code, we can expect only one instance of each struct shown on Fig. B.2; and the reference to the only \texttt{snd_pcm_substream} can be found directly on the main 'device' struct, \texttt{minivosc_device}. This allows us easier focus on another important aspect of \texttt{ALSA} - the timing of execution of callbacks, which is necessary for understanding the driver initialization process in general.

\textsuperscript{19}Note, the \texttt{ALSA} struct boxes show only a small selection of the structs' actual members; while the 'main device' struct still contains some unused variables, leftover from starting example code. Connections are colored for legibility.

Unlike a more detailed UML diagram, a map like Fig. B.2 helps only in a specific context: e.g., the driver is supposed to write to the \texttt{dma_area} when the \texttt{_timer_function} runs, however this function provides a reference to \texttt{minivosc_device}; the map then allows for a quick overview of structure field relationship, so a direct pointer to the \texttt{dma_area} can be obtained for use within the function.

\textbf{Fig. B.2:} Partial 'structure relationship map' of the \texttt{minivosc} driver.
B.6 Execution flow and driver functions

The device driver architecture of Linux specifies a driver model [16], and within that, certain callback functions that a driver should expose. In the case of minivosc, first the __init and __exit macros ([18, Chapter 2.4]) are implemented, as functions named alsa_card_minivosc_init and alsa_card_minivosc_exit. These functions run when a driver module is loaded and unloaded: the kernel will automatically load modules, built in the kernel, at boot time - while modules built ‘out of tree’ have to be loaded manually by the user, through the use of the insmod program. The __init function in minivosc registers the driver, and attempts to iterate through the attached soundcards. As minivosc is a ‘platform’ driver, and there is no actual hardware - the __init, in this case, is made to always result with detecting a single (virtual) ‘card’. Next in line of predefined callbacks are __probe and __remove [16, ‘driver.txt’], in minivosc implemented as minivosc_probe and minivosc_remove. In principle, they would run when a (soundcard) hardware device is attached to/disconnected from the PC bus: for instance, __probe would run when the user connects a USB soundcard to the PC by inserting the USB connector - if the driver is already loaded in memory. For permanently attached devices (think PCI soundcards), __probe would run immediately after __init detects the cards; thus, in the case of minivosc, __probe will run immediately after __init, at the moment when the driver is loaded (by using insmod).

The minivosc driver code informs the system about which are its init/exit functions, by use of module_init/module_exit facility (see [19, ‘Chapter 2’]); while it specifies which are its probe/remove functions through use of the platform_driver structure. Finally, last in line of predefined callbacks are the ALSA specific callbacks; the driver code tells the system which are these functions, through the predefined ALSA struct snd_pcm_ops.20

While ALSA may define more snd_pcm_ops callbacks [4], there are 8 of them being used in minivosc, by assigning them to functions: one, snd_pcm_lib_ioctl, being defined by ALSA – and seven snd_pcm_ops functions written as part of minivosc: minivosc_pcm_open, minivosc_hw_params, minivosc_pcm_prepare, minivosc_pcm_trigger, minivosc_hw_free, minivosc_pcm_close, minivosc_pcm_pointer. As clarification - here is the order of execution of above callbacks for the minivosc driver, for some common events:

- driver loading: __init, then __probe
- start of recording: __open, then __hw_params, then __prepare, then __trigger
- end of recording: __trigger, then __hw_free, then __close
- driver unloading: __exit, then __remove

We already mentioned that for the minivosc driver, loading/unloading events happen when the insmod/rmmod commands are executed. ’Start of

20Note that the term ‘PCM’ is used in ALSA to refer generally to aspects related to digital audio - and not to the particular ‘Pulse Code Modulation’ method as known from electronics (although that is where the term derives from [9, ‘PCM (digital audio) interface’]).
recording’ event would be the moment when the ‘record’ button has been pressed in Audacity; or the moment when we run arecord from the command line – correspondingly, ‘end of recording’ event is when we hit the ‘stop’ button in Audacity; or when arecord exits (if, for instance, it has been set to capture for only a certain amount of time). However, note that – even with all of this in place – the actual performance of the driver in respect to digital audio is still not defined; memory buffer handling is also needed.

B.6.1 Audio data in memory (buffers) and related execution flow

As noted in Sec. B.5 ‘Driver structures’, one of the central issues in ALSA driver programming is the location in memory, where audio PCM data for each substream is kept - the dma_area field being a pointer to it. In principle, each substream can carry multi-channel data: for instance, a 16-bit sample would be represented as two consecutive bytes in the dma_area; while stereo samples could be interleaved [20]. Thus ALSA introduces the concept of frames [21], where a frame represents the size of one analog sample for all channels carried by a substream. As minivosc is specified as a mono 8-bit driver, we can be certain that each byte in its dma_area will represent a single sample - and that one frame will correspond to exactly one byte.

The approach to implementing the sampling rate that minivosc has (taken from [8]), is to use the Linux system timer ([22, ‘Kernel Mechanisms’], [19, ‘Chapter 6’]). Note that standard Linux system timers are “only supported at a resolution of 1 jiffy. The length of a jiffy is dependent on the value of HZ in the Linux kernel, and is 1 millisecond on i386 [23]”. However, there also exist so-called high-resolution timers [24] (for their basic use in ALSA, see [7]).

B.6.2 The sound of minivosc - Driver execution modes

The driver writes in the dma_area capture buffer repeatedly (as controlled by timers), within the _xfer_buf function - or more precisely, within the minivosc _fill_capture_buf function called by it. In the minivosc code, three different variants can be chosen (at compile time), for copying a small predefined ‘waveform grain’ array repeatedly in the capture buffer, which results in an audible oscillation when the capture is played back (hence oscillator in the name). Note the need to ‘wrap’ the writing to the capture buffer array, since in ALSA, it is defined as a circular or ring buffer [20]. Finally, all of the three ‘audio generation’ algorithms can be commented, in which case the minivosc driver will simply write a constant value in the buffer. There is an additional facility, called ‘buffermarks’, which indicate the start and end of the current chunk, as well as the start and end of the dma_area - which can be used to visualize buffer sizes.
B.7 Conclusions

The main intent of minivosc is to serve as a basic introduction to one of the most difficult issues in soundcard driver programming: handling of digital audio. Given that many newcomers may have previous acquaintance with 'userland' programming, the conceptual differences from user-space to kernel programming (including debugging [1]) can be a major stumbling block. While a focus on capture only, 8-bit / 8 kHz mono driver leaves out many of the issues that are encountered in working with real soundcards, it can also be seen as a basis for discussion of [3a], which demonstrates full-duplex mono @ 8-bit / 44.1 kHz (and can interface with stereo, 16-bit playback). Thus, the main contribution of this paper, driver code and tutorial would be in easing the learning curve of newcomers, interested in ALSA soundcard drivers, and digital audio in general.
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Abstract

A contemporary PC user, typically expects a sound card to be a piece of hardware, that: can be manipulated by 'audio' software (most typically exemplified by 'media players'); and allows interfacing of the PC to audio reproduction and/or recording equipment. As such, a 'sound card' can be considered to be a system, that encompasses design decisions on both hardware and software levels - that also demand a certain understanding of the architecture of the target PC operating system.

This project outlines how an Arduino Duemillanove board (containing a USB interface chip, manufactured by Future Technology Devices International Ltd [FTDI] company) can be demonstrated to behave as a full-duplex, mono, 8-bit 44.1 kHz soundcard, through an implementation of: a PC audio driver for ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture); a matching program for the Arduino's ATmega microcontroller - and nothing more than headphones (and a couple of capacitors). The main contribution of this paper is to bring a holistic aspect to the discussion on the topic of implementation of soundcards - also by referring to open-source driver, microcontroller code and test methods; and outline a complete implementation of an open - yet functional - soundcard system.

Keywords: Sound card, Arduino, audio, driver, ALSA, Linux

C.1 Introduction

A sound card, being a product originally conceived in industry, can be said to have had a development path, where user demands interacted with industry competition, in order to produce the next generation of soundcard devices. As such, the soundcard has evolved to a product, that most of today's consumer PC users have very specific demands from: they expect to control the soundcard using their favorite 'media player' or 'recorder' audio software from the PC; while the soundcard interfaces with audio equipment like speakers or amplifiers. For professional users, the character of 'audio software' and 'audio equipment' may encompass far more specialized and complex systems – however, the expectations of the users in respect to basic interaction with this part of the system is still the same: high-level, PC software control of the audio reproduced or captured on the hardware.

A development of a soundcard thus requires, to some extent, an interdisciplinary approach - requiring knowledge of both electronics and software engineering, along with operating system architecture. But, even with a more intimate understanding of this architecture, a potential designer of a new soundcard may still experience a 'chicken-and-egg' problem: understanding drivers requires understanding of their target hardware - and vice versa. As such, considering this product’s origins in industry, it is no wonder that literature
discussing implementations of complete 'soundcards' is rare - both hardware and software designs would have to be disclosed, for the discussion to be relevant.

**An open soundcard** Businesses are, understandably, not likely to disclose hardware designs and driver code publicly; this may explain the difficulty in tracking down prior open devices. It is here that the Arduino \[1\] platform comes into play. Marketed and sold as an open-source product, it is essentially a board which represents a connection between a USB interface chip, and a microcontroller. As the schematics are available, an Arduino board can, in principle, be assembled by hand - however, a factory production has both a low, popular price; and brings in a level of expected performance, which allows for easier elimination of problems of electrical nature during development. Thus, on one hand, an Arduino board represents known hardware - one we could write an ALSA driver for; both in principle, and - as this project demonstrates - in reality. On the other hand, the Arduino is typically marketed as supporting communication speeds of up to 115200 bps (an impression also stated in \[1a\]) - which result with data rates, insufficient to demonstrate streaming audio close to the contemporary CD-quality standard (stereo, 16-bit, 44.1 kHz). Yet, the major individual components: FTDI USB interface chip, and ATmega microcontroller - are both individually marketed to support up to 2 Mbps: a data rate that can certainly sustain a CD-quality signal. Thus, in spite of being known hardware, the Arduino may have 'officially unsupported' modes of operation, that would allow it to perform as a soundcard - modes that, however, still need to be quantified in the same sense, as if we were starting to design a board from scratch (**with this particular microcontroller, and USB interface chip**).

**Application example** An open soundcard may bring actual benefits to electronic instrument designers, beyond the opportunity for technical study: consider a system where a vibrating surface (cymbal) is captured using a sensor and Arduino into PD software, where it is used to modulate a digital audio signal in realtime. Usual approach would be to read the Arduino as a serial port at 115200 bps; this limits the analog bandwidth (~5kHz) and forces the user to code a conversion to PD's audio signal domain; with AudioArduino the sensor data could be received directly as a 44.1 kHz audio signal in PD - full audio analog bandwidth, no need for signal conversions.

**C.2 Previous work**

Previous attempts to discuss open soundcard implementations couldn’t provide a basis for the development here: the Linux kernel contains many open soundcard drivers, but written for commercial (typically undisclosed) hardware. The now defunct german magazine Elrad may have had a series on implementation
of a PCI card in 1997, but the remaining reference\(^1\) doesn’t contain any useful information. The Arduino has previously been used for audio: in [2] as a standalone player; [3] as a standalone DSP - but not specifically as a PC-interfaced soundcard. Thus, this project’s basis is mostly in own previous work: [1a] demonstrates legacy hardware controlled by PC software; and identifies data throughput control as the main problem in that naïve approach. Modern operating systems address this issue by providing a driver architecture; where, in programming a driver, the programmer gains a more fine-grained temporal control. In the context of the open GNU/Linux operating system(s), acquaintance with its current low-level audio library - ALSA - is thus necessary for implementation of soundcard drivers. This project has produced the tutorial driver minivosc [2a] as an introductory overview of ALSA architecture - also used as a starting point of the work in this paper.

### C.3 Degrees of freedom

It would be interesting to qualify to what extent can AudioArduino - a system of Arduino Due millanove, microcontroller code, and matching ALSA soundcard driver - be considered to be an ‘open’ soundcard system’. To begin with, hardware production necessarily involves mineral extraction and processing, manufacturing, and distribution - stages that require considerable economic infrastructure; and therefore, there will always be a ‘hard’ price attributed to it. On the other hand software, in essence, represents the instructions - information - for what we can do with this hardware. With the increasing affordability causing mass penetration of computing technology, fewer ‘hard’ investments need to be made to start with software development; and in principle, the pursuit of software development could thereafter involve only investment of the time of the developer. While developer time also carries inherent cost with it, there are circumstances where sharing the outcome - the source code - becomes preferable, for academic, business or altruistic reasons; especially since, with the expansion of the Internet, the physical cost of sharing information can be considered negligible.

Thus, it is in context of software that the term(s) ‘free’ or ‘open’ will be applied in this project (as in FLOSS\(^2\)). To begin with, the driver is developed on Ubuntu - a FLOSS GNU/Linux operating system; with the main corresponding tool for development, gcc, being likewise open. The audio framework for Linux, ALSA, follows the same license - and the main high-level, user audio programs used, Audacity and arecord, are likewise open. The Arduino as a platform is known to be open, by making the schematic files available, as well as offering an integrated development environment (IDE) for Linux, which is also open [1]. The microcontrollers used in the platform are typically ATmega’s, part of the Atmel AVR family, which (given the tolerance of Atmel to open source, see

\(^1\)http://www.xs4all.nl/~fjkraan/digaud/elrad/pci-rec.html

\(^2\)free/libre/open source software
Atmel Application note *AVR911*, also [4]) has long had an open toolchain for programming, *avr-gcc*.

At this point, let’s note that *Arduino* in 2010 released the *Arduino UNO* board, which is taken to be the ‘reference version’ for the platform. The reason for this is that the USB interface chip used on the UNO is ATMEGA8U2, and the USB interface functionality is provided by the open-source LUFA (Lightweight USB Framework for AVR) firmware. In contrast, earlier versions of USB Arduino, like the Duemilanove, feature a FTDI FT232RL USB interface chip. FTDI offers two drivers, VCP (Virtual COM Port, offering a standard serial port emulation) and D2XX (direct access) [5, ‘Drivers’]. Both of these are provided free of charge - however, source code is not available. Also, VCP may offer data transfer rates up to 300 kilobyte/second, while D2XX up to 1 Megabyte/second ([5, ‘Products/ICs/FT245R’]). Nonetheless, there exists a third-party open-source driver for FTDI in the Linux kernel, which corresponds to VCP, named *ftdi-sio* [6] - in fact, *ftdi-sio* forms the basis of the *AudioArduino* driver. With this, the following parts of the *AudioArduino* system can be considered open: microcontroller code, and tools to implement/debug it; audio driver, and tools to implement/debug it; operating system, hosting the development tools, the driver and high-level software; and high-level audio software, needed to demonstrate actual functionality – i.e., the bulk of the software domain. The driver was developed on *Ubuntu* 10.04 (Lucid), utilizing the 2.6.32 version of the Linux kernel; the code has been released as open source, and it can be found by referring to the home page [7].

### C.4 Concept of AudioArduino

Given that the ATMEGA328 features both ADC, and DAC (in form of PWM), converters - using the Arduino as a soundcard hardware is a feasible idea, as long as one trusts that the data transfer between the PC and the ATMEGA328 can occur without errors at audio rates. Developing a USB driver for such data transfer would, essentially, require a good working knowledge of the USB bus and its specifications. However, that is a daunting task for any developer - the USB 2.0 Specification [8] alone is 650 pages long; with actual implementation, in a form of a driver for a given OS, requiring additional effort. Therefore, the starting point of this project is to abstract the USB transport to the greatest extent possible, and avoid dealing with particular details of the USB protocol. This is possible because of the particular architecture of the Arduino board, rendered on Fig. C.1.

As Fig. C.1 shows, the *ftdi-sio* driver makes the FT232 device appear as a ‘serial port’ in the PC OS, that the user can write arbitrary data to. The driver will format this data as necessary for USB transport, and send it on wire; the FT232 will then accept this data and convert it to TTL-level (0-5V) RS-232 signal (and the same happens for the reverse direction, when reading). Given that RS-232 is conceptually much easier to understand (e.g., [9]); we can
C.4. Concept of AudioArduino

Fig. C.1: Simplified context of an Arduino, connected to a PC.

'black box' (abstract) the unknown (USB) part in the data transfer - and focus on the known (RS-232) part.

In order to specify what sampling rates, in terms of digital audio, would this hardware support - the most important factor to consider is the data transfer rate, that can be achieved between the ATMega328 and the FT232 over the serial link. As far as this serial link goes, the ATMega328 states maximum rate of 2.5 Mbps [10, pg.199]; while the FT232 states up to 3 Mbaud [11, pg.16]. As the ftdi-sio driver supports 2 Mbps3 by default, this is the 'theoretical' speed that should be possible to achieve all the way through to the ATMega328. A speed of 2 Mbaud translates to 200000 Bps3, which would be enough to carry 200000/44100 = 4.5 mono/8-bit/44.1 kHz channels; or two mono/16-bit/44.1 kHz channels; or one CD quality stereo/16-bit/44.1 kHz channel. However, one still needs to determine what actual data transfer rates can be achieved, and under which conditions (such as different software). Beyond this, it is the response times of the ATMega328 (including DAC and ADC elements), that would limit the use as full-duplex device. The final issue is the analog I/O interface, discussed further in this paper.

Building and running  Both the source code, and instructions for building and running, can be found in [7] (and they are similar to those given in [2a]). The source code consists of a modified version of [6], ftdi_sio-audard.c; the ALSA-specific part in snd_ftdi_audard.h; associated headers and a Makefile; and microcontroller code, duplexAudard_an8m.pde. The .pde code can be built and uploaded to the Arduino using the Arduino IDE.

With this in place, high-level audio software (like Audacity) will be able to address the Arduino, and play back and capture audio data through it. Arduino’s analog input 0 (AIN0) is treated as a soundcard input; sensors (like potentiometers) connected to this input can have their signal captured at 44.1 kHz in audio software. Arduino’s digital pin 6 (D6) is soundcard output; on

3 Note that in 8-N-1 RS232 transfer, there are 8 data bits, 1 start and 1 stop bit; so 8-bit data is carried by 10-bit packet. Usually, 'baud' means 'signal transitions per second' and refers to all 10 bits, while 'bps' as 'bits per second' should refer to the 8 data bits only; but they can be often used interchangeably - 'Bps' as 'bytes per second' refers strictly to data payload (see also [12]).
which, when audio software plays back audio data, (analog) PWM output is generated (audible).

C.5 Quantifying throughput rate - duplex loopback

As mentioned, one of the biggest issues in estimating if the Arduino board can behave as a soundcard, is in measuring the actual data transfer rate that can be achieved. The initial question is what tools can be used for that: the ftdi-sio driver will make a connected Arduino appear as a special file in the Linux system (/dev/ttyUSB0), representing a serial port. The serial port settings, such as speed, can be changed by using the stty program. Thereafter writing character data to the Arduino can be performed by writing to the associated file, say, by using echo 'some text' > /dev/ttyUSB0 - and reading by, say, cat /dev/ttyUSB0.

However, finding the actual data rate in either direction is not the only thing which is interesting; another interesting point is to what extent can the Arduino board be considered a full-duplex device; i.e., whether the device can both receive and send data simultaneously (which, in terms of soundcards, is a standard expected behaviour). To assess both points, we suggest the ATmega328 is programmed as a 'digital loopback': to listen for incoming serial data; and send back the received byte through serial, as soon as it has been received. Then for the PC side, we propose a simple threaded program, writeread.c [12]: it accepts an input file; initiates write and read operations on a serial port in separate threads, so they can run concurrently; writes the input file, and saves the received data in another; and times these operations, so that the throughput rate can be determined.

What this experiment shows, is that the usual C commands for reading and writing from a serial port (and by extension, user programs like cat or echo) do not carry the concept of a data rate - they simply try to transfer data as fast as possible; and even for 2 Mbps communication, these commands push data faster than the USB chip can handle, which results with kernel warnings. Therefore, it is up to the program author to implement some sort of buffering, that would provide an effective throughput rate. Yet even with this in place, limiting rate to 2 Mbps within writeread.c would still cause throttling warnings; but, limiting it to slightly below 2 Mbps allows for a errorless demonstration. The reason for this is likely in the asynchronous nature of the serial RS232 protocol: in not sharing a single clock; the PC, the FT232 and the ATMEGA328 each have a slightly different concept of what the basic time unit (clock tick) duration would be - and thus a different concept of what '2 Mbps' is. By lowering the data rate from writeread.c, we likely account for these differences, which allows for error-free transmission; and from the PC, we can typically measure around 98% of 2 Mbps achieved for error-free duplex transmission.

Moreover, during this digital loopback experiment, the signals of the TX and
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RX connections (between the FT232 and the ATMEGA328) were measured with an Agilent 54621A oscilloscope; captured with the open-source agiload for Linux; and analysed using a script produced by this project, written in python (utilizing matplotlib) that features a serial decoder, called mwfview-ser.py [7]. These measurements show that the time for the ATMEGA328 to receive a byte and send it back - the minimal 'quantum' of action, relevant for a 'digital duplex' - is around 6.940 µs (Fig. C.2), which is approx. 31% of the 22.6 µs analog sample period (for 44.1 kHz rate); which specifies the latency bottleneck expected from the Arduino in 'digital loopback' mode.

![Oscilloscope capture of RX (top) and TX (bottom) serial lines at the ATMega328, indicating latency between received and sent byte.](image)

**Fig. C.2**: Oscilloscope capture of RX (top) and TX (bottom) serial lines at the ATMega328, indicating latency between received and sent byte.

Note that, the ATMEGA328's UART produces a signal with considerably more jitter than the FT232; and there can be gaps in the otherwise sustained rate of serial transmission between the two - but none of this seems to harm error-free transmission at 2 Mbps. Finally, writeread.c works both with the 'vanilla' ftdi-sio driver, and the AudioArduino driver. Also, the same Arduino code used to demonstrate digital loopback with writeread.c, can be used with the AudioArduino driver - allowing for demonstration of a digital audio loopback: one can load a file in Audacity; play it back through the AudioArduino card; and by recording at the same time from the same card, one should capture the very same audio being played back (latency notwithstanding).

---

4 The Agilent 54621A claims 60 MHz bandwidth, which is sufficient for capture of a 2 Mbps digital signal

5 A crude measurement of jitter spans around 0.26 µs, which is about 52% of the 0.5 µs period for a bit transition at 2 Mbps, see [12]
C.6 Microcontroller code

There are two distinct versions of microcontroller code for the ATMEGA328 used in this project, both in a form of a C language .pde file (the default format compilable in the Arduino IDE). The first is the mentioned ‘digital duplex’ code, which simply sends back any byte received through serial, posted in [12]. The main issues here are: the setup of the ATMEGA328’s UART to support 2 Mbps (which is not supported in the default Arduino API); removing all overhead due to API function calls, by using the function source code directly; and disabling all irrelevant interrupts - before the Arduino can start showing 98% of 2 Mbps with writeread.c. Beyond this, the code can be implemented either as a single loop, or with interrupts on incoming serial data; with no significant difference in respect to performance. This is the same microcontroller code used as basis for development of the AudioArduino driver.

Once the AudioArduino driver was confirmed to be working with the ‘digital duplex’ code - a new, second ‘analog I/O’ version was written, which also employs the ADC and PWM (as DAC) facilities of the ATMEGA328. This version, as it is supposed to support audio playback and recording, requires deeper involvement with the ATMEGA328 datasheet [10]. In essence, the problem is that ALSA will send (mono) data at rate of 44100 Bps, which will appear as chunks of bytes on the 200000 Bps serial Arduino line; these bytes need to be stored as soon as possible by the ATMEGA328 in memory (buffer). On the other hand, at a rate of 44100 Hz, the ATMEGA328 should read one byte from the buffer and write it to PWM (the DAC) - and at the same time, read a byte from the ADC, and send it via serial. As we would expect an 8-bit interface (where each byte represents an analog sample) at the driver side, no further digital sample processing needs to be done in either direction. This is solved by code that employs an interrupt on incoming data, where the data is stored in a circular buffer - and a (16-bit) timer interrupt to handle the analog I/O at the 44100 Hz analog rate [7]. Note that this ‘analog I/O’ version seems to only perform well when implemented with incoming data handled on interrupt; trying to do the same handling in a single loop reveals problems with determining when an incoming byte is ready to be read from ATMEGA’s UART [7].

C.7 Driver architecture

The AudioArduino driver is not only based on ftdi-sio-ftdi_sio-audard.c is a renamed version of [6], with several changes: first, it includes snd_ftdi_audard.h, which here is not used in the standard sense of a C header, but simply as a container for ALSA relevant code (which would, otherwise, have to be written into the already complex [6]). Other changes include calling ALSA relevant functions from the default ftdi-sio functions: audard_probe from ftdi_sio_probe; audard_probe_fpriv from ftdi_sio_port_probe; audard_remove from ftdi_sio_port_remove; and audard_xfer_buf from ftdi_process_
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Fig. C.3: Partial 'structure relationship map' of the AudioArduino driver.

packet - which connects the soundcard ALSA interface to USB events.

Otherwise, the main ALSA functionality is contained in snd_ftdi_audard.h, whose development is based on minivosc.c [2a]. Thus, it contains the same type of ALSA related structures, but the structure map (shown on Fig. C.3) is slightly more complex than in [2a]: the main 'device struct', audard_device, contains an array holding references to both the playback and the capture substream; the substreams are encapsulated in snd_audard_pcm structures, that hold individual buffer position counters. There are separate snd_pcm_hardware and snd_pcm_ops variables - yet a single snd_card_audard_pcm_timer_function - to handle the playback and capture substreams.

In essence, the AudioArduino driver leaves, for the most part, the functionality of ftdi-sio as is; with several additions. When ftdi_sio_probe runs (i.e., when the Arduino is connected to PC via USB), the ALSA interface is additionally setup, enumerating the Arduino as a soundcard. With this in place, on one hand, the driver keeps the serial interface (such as the creation of the /dev/ttyUSB0 file). On the other hand, the driver will also react on 'start' or 'stop' commands from high-level audio software as usual: e.g., on 'start' _trigger will run, which will start the timer, and thus the periodic calls to _timer_function. The _timer_function, then, needs to handle the playback direction by copying the respective part of its dma_area to USB - which it does by calling ftdi_write. For the capture direction, incoming USB data triggers ftdi_process_packet, which additionally calls audard_xfer_buf; here USB data is copied to a dynamically sized 'intermediate' buffer, audard_device->IMRX - and _timer_function will thereafter copy the data from the intermediate buffer to the capture substream’s dma_area, the next time it runs.

The AudioArduino driver additionally exposes CD quality, stereo/16-bit/44.1kHz capability - to allow for direct playback interface with Audacity (and most media player software). However, since the microcontroller code expects
a sequence of 8-bit values, we must convert the stereo 16-bit stream to a mono 8-bit one - this opens a whole new set of problems related to wrapping, which is illustrated on Fig. C.4. By declaring the driver capable of 16-bit stereo, we have not changed the number of substreams (which would correspond to connectors on the soundcard); however, Fig. C.4 shows that we would have changed the data format carried in the substream’s `dma_area` - the stream is now interleaved: consecutive bytes carry a pattern of left channel’s 2 bytes, followed by right channel’s 2 bytes. Thus an ALSA frame (size of analog sample in all channels) is now 4 bytes; and the problem becomes how to represent this ALSA frame with a single byte. The approach in the `AudioArduino` driver is to simply extract the most significant byte of the left channel, according to the formula (C code): (char) (left16bitsample >> 8 & 0b11111111) ^ 0b10000000)

However, as Fig. C.4 shows, a bigger problem is that the wrapping boundaries (at the size of the chunk handled at each `_timer_function`, and at the size of `dma_area`) can now occur in the middle of a frame (and correspondingly, middle of an 8-bit sample) - which is a situation that doesn’t occur for 8-bit streams (where each single byte corresponds to one analog sample). To address this, the `AudioArduino` driver employs yet another intermediate buffer (`audard_device->tempbuf8b`). With this in place, the driver will automatically convert a 16-bit stereo stream from Audacity to an 8-bit one, preserving the 44100 Bps rate, before it sends it to USB - and thus, an audio ‘digital loopback’ can be demonstrated on this driver directly from Audacity.

Finally, note that ‘DMA’ in ‘`dma_area`’ stands for ‘Direct Memory Access’, which “allows devices, with the help of the Northbridge, to store and receive data in RAM directly without the intervention of the CPU (and its inherent performance cost) [13]”. Interestingly, in this case: while the transfer of incoming USB data to PC memory (as part of `ftdi-sio`); as well as the transfer of data from `dma_area` to user memory of high-level audio software (as part of the ALSA ‘middle layer’); likely involves DMA – the transfer of memory that is performed as part of `AudioArduino`’s `_timer_function` definitely doesn’t; as we use the `memcpy` command to transfer data (which does involve the CPU).
C.8 Analog I/O

The ALSA driver can be developed in its entirety with the 'digital duplex' Arduino code; if thereafter the 'analog I/O' microcontroller code is 'burned' on the Arduino - the driver will, effectively, utilize analog input pin 0 as analog input connector, and digital pin 6 as analog output connector. However, both the analog input range, and the output PWM signal, span the voltage range from 0 to 5V - while a typical off-the-shelf soundcard typically contains 'line' input and output connectors, as well as 'mic in' and 'speaker out' connectors, which follow a different analog standard. These topics are discussed in more detail in an associated paper, [4a].

The use of analog pins on the Arduino to read sensors is standard practice, and plenty of examples can be found on the web [1]; thus an arbitrary sensor signal can be captured through high-level audio software at 8-bit, 44.1kHz quality (in the same spirit of [1a]). Note that the analog input voltage range, 0-5V, will be represented with the span of 8-bit values from 0 to 255 - which within Audacity may be treated as 'floating point values' -1 and 1, respectively.

The use of PWM to deliver an analog audio signal is based on the premise that the highest PWM frequency obtainable from the Arduino, 62500 Hz [4a], will be sufficient to reproduce a 44100 Hz digital (22.05 kHz analog) audio signal. To a novice, used to analog voltage waveforms, this can be problematic to assess - as the binary nature of PWM makes it seem inherently 'distorted' in the time domain. However, industry insiders are well aware of the practice of using PWM for audio, e.g., in the mobile or automotive industry [14], and often to drive speakers directly [15]. This project demonstrates that as well: upon playback of audio from high-level software, one can simply connect the output pin 6 to a channel on headphone jack, and connect the ground of the headphone jack to Arduino’s ground - and audible sound would be perceived from the headphones’ speaker (but use of a capacitor will result with a louder, clearer sound [7]). Note that there are inherent jitter problems in reproducing HF tones with this technique, while mid-range music can be reproduced with acceptable quality [4a], [7].

C.9 Conclusions

As this paper outlines, development of a soundcard can be a complex and involved issue. The particular approach used here, avoids many electronic engineering issues by choosing the Arduino Duemilanove as soundcard hardware; and avoids deeper involvement with the USB protocol by the specific use of the ftdi-sio driver as a basis. In doing that, the overview of the ALSA architecture, started in [2a], is finalized - as ALSA is discussed in its full intended scope: in relation to a given soundcard hardware, and given interface bus. This allows for focus on issues in soundcard implementation that are close to 'first principles', and as such could serve in educational context, as a basic introduction.
to newcomers to the field - which is the main contribution of this paper and source code.

Beyond (hopefully) furthering the discussion on DIY implementations of PC interfaced digital audio hardware, this project may have a practical impact as well - as there are research projects in the computer audio community and related fields (such as haptics [16]), which use the Arduino to capture sensor data; and as such, could benefit from the audio-rate capture quality, and the possibility to leverage the real-time performance of applicable high-level audio software, such as PureData.

C.10 Future work

The current AudioArduino code could, in principle, easily be modified to demonstrate stereo 8-bit performance, or even 16-bit mono (say, by using separate PWM for LSB and MSB, and mixing them in the analog domain). A more involved work would be to port the concept to the reference Arduino UNO - as that will require work on the LUFA firmware, which doesn’t currently support 2 Mbps[12]; on the other hand, the LUFA could allow the Arduino to be recognized as a ‘USB audio’ class device, instead of a ‘USB serial’ one. Finally, as in [2a], it would be interesting to see to what degree could AudioArduino be ported to the major proprietary PC operating systems.
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Comparing the CD-quality, full-duplex timing behavior of a virtual (dummy), hda-intel, and FTDI-based AudioArduino soundcard drivers for Advanced Linux Sound Architecture
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G.1. Introduction

Abstract

Our previous work within soundcards in an open source context ([1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a]) deals primarily with low fidelity audio reproduction (up to 8 bit, 44.1 kHz, mono). The next natural step would be to address high fidelity reproduction, where we would primarily focus on Compact Disc quality (16 bit, 44.1 kHz, stereo). However, looking on the PC operating system side, the transition from our previous lo-fi drivers to CD-quality ones is challenging, as it requires an understanding of the preemptive nature of the OS kernel, whose influence makes especially full-duplex operation challenging. This lead us to a comparison, discussed in this paper, between the full-duplex, CD-quality operation of ALSA drivers: a modified virtual ("dummy") driver, and a HDA Intel onboard soundcard driver; for the 2.6.3* series of Linux kernels (same used as in our previous work). In light of this, we also discuss the possibility of developing a full-duplex, CD-quality version of our AudioArduino ALSA driver (intended for the older FTDI-based Arduinos); as well as the software tools and debug analysis approaches used during development (some of them developed by ourselves, and released as open-source [1]).

Keywords: audio systems, open systems, Linux kernel, computer science, driver, ALSA

G.1 Introduction

In our previous work, we have explored the personal computer’s (PC) operating system (OS) perspective on the soundcard as a distinct peripheral device, by focusing on implementations of soundcard drivers for the Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA): a virtual, capture-only, 8 bit/8 kHz/mono driver called minivosc in [2a]; and a Universal Serial Bus (USB), full-duplex, 8 bit/44.1 kHz/mono driver called AudioArduino in [3a] (also reused in [5a]). Since one of the main motivations behind this work, is the exploration of the potential of open source soundcard hardware and software, as a basis for development of undergraduate laboratory exercises in real-time streaming, on the scale of a typical do-it-yourself (DIY) enthusiast [6a] – our approach was to identify and discuss crucial points from the high-level software and hardware development process, while attempting to abstract the low-level details (such as the physical layer of USB communication, or the exact operation of the OS kernel) as much as possible.

In retrospect, this choice of low fidelity audio transfer data rates (8000 and 44100 B/s, respectively) was the key aspect allowing us to focus on basics such as the general layout of an ALSA driver, or the mechanics of the driver’s circular buffer wrapping, while assuming that the rest of the system will simply execute the timing right - and in that, having the freedom to ignore the details of what goes on behind the scenes in the OS. On the other hand, we were also
motivated to extend the exercise into what is known as the Red Book Compact Disc Digital Audio (CD-DA) format \cite{2}: 16 bit/44.1 kHz/stereo (or a data rate of 176400 B/s), not only because it has been considered a standard for high-quality audio in the past decades, but also because it introduces the concept of multichannel audio (even if that multichannel operation is represented by only two, the left and right, channels) - which we find to be a potentially exciting laboratory exercise.

Our constraints were: to remain within the same kernel series as the rest of our soundcard projects, which were developed on Ubuntu 10.04 Lucid (based on Linux kernel version 2.6.32) and Ubuntu Natty (kernel 2.6.38) GNU/Linux operating systems; to use relatively modern, but low-end development computers (which in our case reduces to two netbooks, MSI Wind U135 and a NetColors brand, both with dual Intel Atom N450 1.67 GHz processors; at least 1 GB RAM; and hard disk drives, as opposed to SSD); and to eventually come up with a driver product, that can demonstrate CD-quality full-duplex operation with standard audio user software like Audacity. However, we quickly found that within these constraints, this transition of a driver to higher data rates is far from trivial, if one is not thoroughly acquainted with the potential obstacles. To begin with, both of our previous drivers are derived from the \texttt{dummy} (or \texttt{snd-dummy}) virtual driver from ALSA, which uses the standard Linux timer functions to handle capture and playback operations. These Linux timer operations, however, have a resolution of a \texttt{jiffy}, which, depending on the platform, can be up to several milliseconds in duration; and the OS kernel can decide to reschedule a timer function at any time, by which audio drops can be introduced in the audio streams. With a move to the high-resolution timer application programming interface (API) in Linux, we arrived at a virtual driver that exhibited no problems with ALSA-only programs such as \texttt{aplay} or \texttt{arecord} - but, when used with Audacity in full-duplex mode, it triggered a very specific error in the underlying PortAudio user-space library. This lead us to perform a comparison between the virtual driver, and a driver for an on-board HDA Intel soundcard - and in that, recognize that ALSA, as a programming interface, is primarily oriented towards card hardware that can utilize DMA (direct memory access), and otherwise communicate to the PC host through hardware interrupts. Note that the original \texttt{dummy} driver (unlike our \texttt{minivosc} and AudioArduino ones) does not perform any memory copying operations, and thus needs to spend no time on them; therefore the study of this driver alone doesn’t suffice for analyzing streaming errors, as \texttt{dummy} cannot be made to exhibit them (like the ones described later in this article).

Software timers (even high-resolution ones) add a layer of unreliability and delays, and as such cannot ideally simulate the operation of a DMA interrupt card. However, by attempting to simulate the operation of the HDA Intel driver in our virtual driver with timer functions, we still managed to arrive at a virtual driver called \texttt{dummy-fix} \cite{1}, that performs memory operations (writing in the capture stream, like \texttt{minivosc}) and can demonstrate a full-duplex CD-quality operation in Audacity, without problems and on the order of minutes.
Unfortunately, this alone is not readily transferable to our AudioArduino driver for FTDI-based Arduino boards (like the Arduino Duemilanove): the kernel functions for USB transfer, can have a timing as unreliable as software timers. This, on one hand, can cause detection of missing bytes as over- or underruns in e.g. the PortAudio user-space library (and subsequent stream restarts) - and on the other hand, can cause an overrun error in the internal buffers of the FTDI FT232 USB-serial chip, which is even harder to debug, due to the closed and proprietary nature of the chip’s specifications.

In the scope of this article, we will only denote the base of decimal numbers if needed to distinguish them from other notations; binary numbers (base 2) will be indicated by a subscript suffix; while for hexadecimal numbers (base 16), instead of a subscript suffix, we will use the prefix "0x" (common in programming languages like C); e.g. \( 107_{10} = 01101011_2 = 0x6B \). We will use a *teletype font* to indicate software related concepts like variables, kernel- and user-space functions (which may occasionally be suffixed by a pair of parentheses, to emphasize their role as a function), files, libraries, packages, scripts and programs – though typically not languages or applications commonly known by their capitalized name. We will also use "OSs" as acronym for the plural form of "Operating Systems"; and to keep it disambiguated from "Open Source Software", we will refer to the that concept as free/libre/open-source software (FLOSS) instead; conversely, we will denote non-free, gratis software as "free-ware".

This article essentially details the development chronology outlined thus far, and is organized as follows: the introduction continues with section G.2, which provides a basic introduction to the issue of kernel preemption; followed by section G.3, which discusses the behavior of timer functions in the Linux kernel. This leads into section G.4, which argues the reasons why our previous work didn’t show any problems, even in presence of timing function jitter. During this phase, we developed a small Python-based application to facilitate browsing of timestamped log files, discussed in subsection G.4.1. Section G.5, on the whole, describes the development of a virtual, CD-quality, full-duplex driver for ALSA; in more detail, subsection G.5.1 provides an overview of the different components interacting through ALSA, emphasizing our development context. The following subsection, G.5.2, reviews the concept of full-duplex, and related ALSA concepts; while the next subsection G.5.3 first focuses on the concept of DMA, and then discusses the procedure we used to compare the full-duplex operation of the HDA Intel and dummy ALSA drivers. This is followed by subsection G.5.4, where we note our use of the open source plotting application *gnuplot* to visualize Linux kernel logs, and how the plot analysis led to a solution for a virtual CD-quality full-duplex driver. The difficulty in applying the fixes from our full-duplex virtual driver, to a driver for an FTDI-based Arduino, is expounded on in section G.6. First, we take a closer look at the mechanics of USB, and the concept of full-duplex therein, in subsection G.6.1. Then, in subsection G.6.2, we provide an overview of our analysis, that lead us to conclude that the source of the particular error is an overrun in the buffers.
on board the FT232 chip. Finally, we detail the inconclusive analysis efforts to solve this error in subsection G.6.3, which also includes visualization aspects: a special difficulty during the profiling of the FT232 chip, was the need to plot multiple tracks of relatively fine-grained data with a relatively long duration - we addressed this with a development of a small Python-based application, also discussed in this subsection. We then provide an overview of some of the debugging approaches we used in section G.7, followed by a general comment on obsolescence in section G.8; and we finally wrap up with a conclusion in section G.9. Most of the driver code and scripts developed by us, used for discussions in this article, have been released as free/libre/open-source software; please see [1] for more.

This work was originally intended for the computer and electronic music instrument community; the multidisciplinary research in this area usually abstracts the technical operation of the soundcard without focusing on it. Thus, arriving at a level allowing for design within digital audio hardware, would require consultation of literature that assumes acquaintance with concepts, not central to this background. For this reason, we have tried to focus (as in sect. G.2), on concepts that might be considered trivial from the perspective of a computer or signal processing scientist; or detail debugging and analysis approaches and tools (as in sect. G.7), that might be trivial to an experienced engineer developer. We believe that one of the main issues in streaming digital audio design is the ability to predict the possibility of errors (like overruns) from the performance characteristics of participating devices, already in the design stage. With the tutorial-like approach, which includes details on errors we encountered in the development process, we hope to contribute with a basic reference - with reproducible, FLOSS, examples - that will support better understanding of these issues, in a multidisciplinary context outside of their native fields.

G.2 A basic understanding of Linux kernel operation and preemption

On the simplest conceptual level, a software program can be understood as a sequential, ordered list of software commands, as afforded by a particular programming language. This implies that the commands the programmer writes, are going to be executed in the same sequential order by the processor of a computer. This general idea holds for both low-level (e.g. C) and high-level (e.g. scripting, like JavaScript) languages, even if it is immediately rendered inaccurate, at the least, by the very existence of facilities for unconditional (e.g. jump) and conditional (e.g. if/else) branching in most programming languages. However, we can also consider that programs typically branch to a group of sequential commands, which can be rudimentarily equated to the concept of a subroutine (a.k.a. function); and for a sequence of non-branching commands within any subroutine, we usually take for granted that they will
be executed in that same order.

However, this simple conceptualization does not reveal exactly what is executed by the computer processor when — that is, it doesn’t supply us with any model for the timing of execution. The “what” part of the question is somewhat easier to answer, since what a central processing unit (or CPU) executes is a machine instruction: in essence, a sequence of integer numbers. While these numbers are often written in hexadecimal notation, their bit pattern in binary notation would, essentially, represent the voltage pattern enforced on the wires (or lines) of the address and data busses connected to the CPU pins at a particular moment in time. As such, machine instructions are particular to each CPU architecture, and its engine as implemented in silico — and the changes of the voltage pattern they represent, in takt with the oscillator clock that drives the CPU, would represent (a part of) the execution of software in the physical world.

The difficulties of programming directly in machine language has understandably driven the development and increasing use of high-level programming languages; however, an environment where high-level language development dominates, can easily end up obscuring the link to machine language (even for those of us, who in their childhood may have been introduced to the concept — through computer platforms now long obsolete, such as Commodore 64 or ZX Spectrum). The most straight-forward mapping from machine instructions to a low-level language is preserved in assembly languages, where the portion of machine instructions specifying the operation of the CPU (known as opcode) is represented through alphabetic mnemonics, and the portion representing the operand data is written in a more human-readable form. Even with these alleviations, the tight binding to machine language makes assembly difficult to read and program in. However, a relatively straight-forward mapping to machine instructions can be obtained from other, more intuitive low-level languages, such as C.

A simple example of this can be seen on Fig. G.1 left (listing G.2:1a), which is a listing of a trivially simple program written in the C language, min.c, which adds two numbers and returns the result. Using a compiler (here, the GNU Compiler Collection or gcc), we can convert a source code program in C language to its executable, machine instruction, form — as an executable (or colloquially, “binary”) file. Then, by using a disassembler, we can obtain an assembly language listing of the executable file; the disassembler used here (objdump) can, under certain settings, interleave the original C source code commands within the assembly listing. A portion of the assembly listing thus generated from the min.c executable is shown on Fig. G.1 right (listing G.2:1b); the first column stands for the virtual address of the machine instruction in hexadecimal notation, the second column contains the actual machine instruction rendered as hexadecimal bytes, and the third column shows the same machine instruction in an assembly format with a mnemonic. The lines on Fig. G.1 relate the locations of C commands in the original source code, with their positions in the assembly listing of the executable; and they demonstrate that
the sequential order of command execution as specified in the C code, has been
preserved in the executable machine instruction form as well.

We can note that besides translating our main function (the entirety of the
\texttt{min.c} code), the compiler has also automatically added sections related to ini-
tialization and termination of the program, which also link into the standard C
library (under Linux, known as \texttt{libc}). It is also notable that we have to specify
to the \texttt{gcc} compiler \textit{not} to optimize code (through the command line switch
\texttt{-O0}), in order to get such an obvious correspondence between C and assembly
listings; otherwise (for optimization \texttt{-O3}, for example), the compiler would have
detected that the two numbers being added, given they are hardcoded, will not
change across different runs of the program – and so, the compiler would decide
to simply return the value 5, as the entirety of the machine code translation of
the \texttt{min.c} program!

Awareness of, simply speaking, a linear translation of a programming lan-
guage to machine code (as shown on Fig. G.1), is not necessarily difficult for
a programmer to gain, even with little previous experience with assembly lan-
guage: essentially, it can be understood as sequential grouping of commands,
similar to the case of subroutines (or functions). However, such a model of the
translation process, may also imply that the machine instructions (and thus
the originating C commands) are executed \textit{immediately} one after another in
time by the CPU – which turns out to be a gross approximation. Besides com-
piler optimization, which can significantly obscure the direct correspondence
between C and machine code, facilities like threads and asynchronous event
handling (available for the C language through libraries) introduce further dif-
ficulties in predicting the timing of execution of code: threads are supposed to
give the impression of running in parallel (meaning, at the \textit{same time}) as other
function(s) on the same CPU; while asynchronous event handlers are functions
that respond to events that, in essence, are expected to happen unpredictably
randomly in time.

It becomes clear, then, that facilities which we’ve learned to expect on
modern OSs, such as multitasking in a graphical user interface (GUI) desktop
environment, would be difficult to implement - if different programs are to be
\textit{always} executed machine instruction by instruction, without any interruption,
util they terminate. And indeed, that is why modern OSs make use of the
concept of time (division) multiplex. This term in telecommunication refers to
multiple signals transferred through a single channel by assigning them each
a slice of time, where a particular signal would be exclusively present on the
channel; similarly, in computing, it refers to an OS allocating each software
\textit{process} (corresponding to one [of many] instantiation of a program) a slice
of time, where its machine instructions will be exclusively executed by the
CPU. This, in turn, implies that the OS will also be in charge of pausing a
process, once it has used up its time slice – and switching the execution to
a different process for the next time slice; which implies that this part of the
operating system must have a higher priority (or privilege) than any other
software running on the system. This part of the OS is typically known as
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Fig. G.1: Relating C and machine language code. Left: a simple program in C programming language; right: listing (edited) of machine instructions and assembly of the corresponding executable, generated by the compiler. The arrows indicate the translation of individual lines of C code to machine code.

Listing G.2:1a: Source code of min.c, compiled without optimization, using:
gcc -g -O0 min.c -o min.exe

```c
int main(void)
{
    int a = 2;
    int b = 3;
    int c;
    c = a + b;
    return c;
}
```

Listing G.2:1b: Machine instructions assembly of min.exe, obtained using:
objdump -S min.exe

Disassembly of section .init:
08048324 <_init>:
    55  push %ebp
    89 e5  mov %esp,%ebp
    ...

Disassembly of section .text:
0804832c0 <_start>:
    31 ed  xor %ebp,%ebp
    89 e1  mov %esp,%ecx
    ...
    68 c4 84 04 08  push $0x80484c4
    e8 a3 ff ff ff  call <__libc_start_main@plt>
    f4  hlt
    90  nop
    ...

080484c4 <main>:
    55  push %ebp
    89 e5  mov %esp,%ebp
    83 ec 10  sub $0x10,%esp
    e8 d5 fe ff ff  call 80483a4 <mcount@plt>
    c7 45 fc 02 00 00 00  movl $0x2,-0x4(%ebp)
    c7 45 f8 03 00 00 00  movl $0x3,-0x8(%ebp)
    8b 45 f8  mov -0x8(%ebp),%eax
    8b 55 fc  mov -0x4(%ebp),%edx
    8d 04 02  lea (%edx,%eax,1),%eax
    89 45 f4  mov %eax,-0xc(%ebp)
    c9  leave
    c3  ret

Disassembly of section .fini:
080485cc <_fini>:
    55  push %ebp
    89 e5  mov %esp,%ebp
    80 84 8d 04 02  lea (%edx,%eax,1),%eax
    89 45 f4  mov %eax,-0xc(%ebp)
    8b 45 f4  mov -0xc(%ebp),%eax
    80 84 8d 00 00 00 00  movl $0x0,%eax
    80 84 8c 00 00 00 00  movl $0x0,%ecx
    5b  pop %ebx
    81 c3 1c 1a 00 00  add $0x1a1c,%ebx
    e8 e5 fe ff ff  call <__do_global_dtors_aux>
    59  pop %ecx
    5b  pop %ebx
    c9  leave
    c3  ret
the kernel; and indeed, time multiplexing (i.e. process switching) is one of the main tasks of the Linux kernel as well (among other tasks like memory and device management).

Conceptualizing this part of computer operation is made easier, if we think about what happens when one starts one too many programs on one’s PC; however, it can be much more difficult to observe directly. Thankfully, the Linux kernel has a built-in debugging facility known as \texttt{ftrace}, allowing precisely this; an example is shown on Fig. G.2.

The lines on Fig. G.2 relate the first two machine instructions of the assembly listing from Fig. G.1, with their respective location in the log file produced by \texttt{ftrace} (listing G.2:2b) – which, being timestamped, also determines more precisely \textit{when} these instructions were executed. It is important to note that this kind of a log, internally called \texttt{function_graph}, traces only the entries and exits of Linux kernel functions; execution of user-space software, like the \texttt{min.c} program, is essentially transparent to it - therefore, additional measures have to be taken, so that execution of user-space instructions is also present in this log. In any case, the combination of user-space instructions, and the descriptive kernel function names (that may indicate the function’s purpose even without a previous acquaintance with the kernel API) allow us to reconstruct how did that particular execution proceed, on the particular development OS.

The \texttt{ftrace} documentation notes that the system allows for choosing the source clock for timestamps: only local and global are present as choices on the 2.6.* series we used, although newer kernel releases offer more. The local clock is the default choice, and the source for listing G.2:2b as well; it is notable that the local clock, while fast, is not necessarily monotonic between CPUs. For instance, note that listing G.2:2b shows that the timestamp 1.685222 is reported twice: once for each CPU. In this case, it is impossible to determine which instruction got executed first in terms of an independent observer clock, even if the log formatting itself (as consecutive lines of text) automatically imposes some ordering; in a sense, this represents a real world illustration of the issues in distributed computing systems, discussed within the topic of Lamport timestamps [3].

From listing G.2:2b, we can see that the kernel in charge of process (or task) switching, indicated by functions like \texttt{pick_next_task_fair()} or \texttt{finish_task_switch()}, and by the task switching notices (<idle> => \texttt{min.exe}, \texttt{min.exe} => \texttt{kworker}). But beyond task switching, the kernel also manages the CPU migration: note that in this time slice, \texttt{min.exe} starts running on processor 1, but ends running on processor 0. This is a feature present on modern notebooks that use multiprocessor CPUs that address the same shared resources (like memory), also known as symmetric multiprocessing (SMP).

Furthermore, listing G.2:2b implies that, from the perspective of the kernel, the execution of a user-space software (like \texttt{min.exe}) simply consists of moving pages of memory (indicated by kernel functions like \texttt{handle_pte_fault()}, \texttt{do_wp_page()} and \texttt{vm_normal_page()} to a given CPU, which the CPU then executes (without the kernel directly intervening in or "listening to" that). Ad-
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Fig. G.2: Identifying machine code in a kernel log printout Left: snippet (edited) of executable machine instructions of min.exe (in mnemonic form only - same as in Fig. G.1 listing G.2:1b, but with byte representation of machine code omitted). Right: a kernel trace (edited), obtained during execution of min.exe. The columns on listing G.2:2b represent absolute time; CPU number and process name; and the function (or its exit) that executed at that point. The functions’ indentation is relative to the particular function call stack, for the corresponding process and CPU.

Listing G.2:2a: Machine instructions of the main() function of min.exe

```c
int main(void) {

    int main(void) {

    push %ebp

    mov %esp,%ebp

    sub $0x10,%esp

    call 80483a4 <main>

    movl $0x2,-0x4(%ebp)

    movl $0x3,-0x8(%ebp)

    mov -0x8(%ebp),%eax

    mov -0x4(%ebp),%edx

    lea (%edx,%eax),%eax

    mov %eax,-0xc(%ebp)

    mov -0xc(%ebp),%eax

    }

    do_wp_page() {

    return() {

    native_get_debugreg();

    native_set_debugreg();

    _cond_resched();

    native_load_sp0();

    native_load_tls();

    do_get_write_access() {

    proc_flush_task_mnt.clone.5() {

    proc_flush_task() {

    nsecs_to_jiffies();

    clear_buddies.clone.58();

    update_stats_wait_end.clone.93();

    hrtick_start_fair();

    _cond_resched();

    release_task() {

    native_read_cr0();

    proc_flush_task() {

    proc_flush_task_mnt.clone.5();

    native_write_cr0();

    native_load_pte();

    native_load_tls();

    d Bash_and_lookup()

    } 0) min.exe => kworker-8516
```
ditionally, the kernel *always* has the priority to interrupt execution of a user program, even at the granularity level of a single machine instruction: as it can be seen, our first two machine instructions are separated by kernel calls to `native_set_debugreg()` within the same `min.exe` process. In this particular case, these calls are an artifact of our debugging setup; but the important thing in general is that the kernel – at *any* time – can interrupt execution of user-space programs. This shows that predicting the timing and order of execution of user (and kernel) programs, becomes increasingly difficult in an SMP environment (see also [4]).

The ability of the kernel to control the execution timing of user-space processes by switching them is known as process preemption, and it has been a feature of the Linux kernel for a long time [5]. However, the 2.6 series of kernels introduced the concept of *kernel preemption* - meaning that functions running as part of the kernel become preemptible themselves [6], [7]. In other words, with kernel preemption, the kernel can decide at any time to reschedule its own, high-priority functions – and this has a specific influence on the performance of kernel functions. In particular, here we’re interested in those kernel functions, that we would expect would provide us with a consistently periodic clock tick, known as timer functions – which have been essential in our previous driver development work. This influence is the focus of the next section.

As a side note, let us mention that our example program, `min.c`, is so trivial, it will not produce any visible output when the executable `min.exe` is run (we would have to separately print the return value from the terminal shell, after the program has terminated and returned, to see it). Anything else would have greatly increased the complexity of the example from the kernel perspective: printing the output value through a C API function like `printf()` depends on what the standard output is routed to; and in the most common use case of terminal emulators, may involve character device and terminal emulator driver calls to the kernel. On the other hand, writing that value to disk through a C API function like `write()` may be even more complex, as it includes block device, file system and hard disk driver calls to the kernel. The code used to generate the snippets on Fig. G.1 and Fig. G.2, as well as the original debug logs obtained for those figures, are available online via [1] under the name `trace-user-program`.

### G.3 Standard vs. high-resolution timers in the Linux kernel

By programming a soundcard audio driver, we basically want to gain control, from the PC OS environment, of the analog-to-digital (ADC) and digital-to-analog (DAC) conversion processes occurring on the soundcard hardware. Since both ADC and DAC are defined as repeatable (or periodic) processes in time, driven by an oscillator clock - to address them, we similarly would need facilities that allow periodic executions of subroutines from software. Both C and higher
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level scripting languages (like Perl or Python) have libraries available, which facilitate programming of functions that execute periodically in time.

It should be noted, that in general, we can think about periodically executing software code in several ways. For one, we can think of it as a thread, which executes its task code, and then sleeps for a specified interval of time, before looping and executing again. This is relatively easy to implement in the mentioned languages as user-space software; however, being aware of process preemption, it is clear that we cannot expect periodicity at exactly the sleep time: the kernel can (and will), at any time, reschedule the thread for execution later, and thus the only guarantee we have is that we will obtain periodicity with at least the sleep time as period, but most likely more by a random amount of time. In other words, we cannot expect \( t_a = T_s \); only that \( t_a \geq T_s \), where \( t_a \) is actual time of execution of a code loop, and \( T_s \) represents the requested sleep time as a period.

In terms of hardware, this means that for: a hardware clock running on the soundcard hardware; and a periodic PC software subroutine as described; which are started at the same time - the periodic subroutine will necessarily demonstrate clock drift in respect to the oscillator clock on the peripheral hardware, as it runs later than it on average. Thus, even if a certain timing uncertainty in the subroutine period would be introduced just by the very existence of conditional branching in the subroutine’s task code, it is reasonable to attempt to minimize the effects of user-space process preemption when addressing hardware. Thus, soundcard (and other) device drivers would naturally belong to kernel space, assuming the form of kernel modules - and it is here, where our primary interest in an appropriate API for periodic subroutines lies.

Under Linux, the primary - or for the purposes of this document, standard - kernel C language API to allow for periodic subroutines, is formed by the struct timer_list and the functions init_timer(), add_timer(), and del_timer(), provided by the header <linux/time.h>. While this API receives but a skint mention in /Documentation/DocBook/kernel-locking.tmpl and /Documentation/local_ops.txt files of the documentation, that follows with the kernel source code for this series – it is described in more detail in [8, Chapter 7, "Time, Delays, and Deferred Work"] as 'The Timer API'. The same API is also used in our virtual minivosc [2a], as well as the AudioArduino [3a] ALSA drivers. It is notable that in this API, the add_timer function is, effectively, a one-shot: we specify a timer function to be executed, and time when it should be executed, and then we call add_timer() to start the process; when that time arrives, the function is executed - and will not be executed again, unless we call add_timer (or alternatively, mod_timer) again from within the function. Periodic repetition is thus achieved, through the timer function repeatedly scheduling itself, at a constant interval in the future – that is, at a time which is a constant duration away in the future from the current one.

An important thing to realize about this API, is that within it, time is expressed at a resolution of a jiffy. The duration of one jiffy is platform dependent, and it depends on the kernel configuration variable HZ, which is set
at kernel compile time. This $HZ$ value is used to program the timing hardware of a PC at kernel boot time, which will thereafter generate a timing interrupt, that serves as the main system tick of the kernel. This tick “is the CPU’s cue to reconsider which process should be running, catch up with read-copy-update (RCU) callbacks, and generally handle any necessary housekeeping [9].” At each such tick, the internal kernel variable jiffies is increased, and as such “it represents the number of clock ticks since last boot [8].” The duration of one jiffy ($T_j$) would then be simply:

$$T_j = \frac{1}{HZ}$$  \hspace{1cm} (G.3.1)

The value of $HZ$ is typically between 100 and 1000, and can be obtained by printing it from a kernel module, or from the kernel build configuration file; the kernel can make it available through the /proc filesystem, but it doesn’t do so for our development platform. On our machines, the kernel configuration is provided as a file named /boot/config-*, with the kernel release string appended. The problem is that for our 2.6.38 machine, it reports both CONFIG_HZ=250 and CONFIG_NO_HZ=y. The CONFIG_NO_HZ option implies a tickless kernel, described in /Documentation/timers/NO_HZ.txt (in kernel sources): essentially, it will turn off the system tick if the CPU is idle for a long period, for power management purposes. The value can also be double-checked by utilizing the kernel-managed file /proc/timer_list and for our 2.6.38 machine it returns 250; thus the duration of a jiffy on this platform, as per Eq. G.3.1, would be 4 ms.

The most straightforward way to debug the Linux kernel is by using the printk() kernel function: it will output a supplied message to the system log (on our platforms, represented by the file /var/log/syslog), prefixed by a timestamp, formatted as a floating point number with 6 decimals (just like the timestamps on the ftrace log in listing G.2:2b) which represents seconds. While this may imply microsecond resolution of the printk() timestamp, as a rule of thumb it should be assumed that there is no guarantee of that: the timestamp obtained may have a larger granularity than 1 µs. Thus, one way to observe a periodic timer function with a period of one jiffy, is to write a kernel module which starts a timer function with the standard Timer API, whose only task would be to print a message to the log, and then reschedule itself to 1 jiffy in the future. We have written a small kernel module named testjiffy, which does exactly that - its timer function is started when the module is loaded, and automatically stops after 10 iterations; timestamps from the messages can be extracted by post-processing the log, and graphed using a plotting application like gnuplot. We have written a small script to automate this process, and result of one such run of the script is shown on Fig. G.3.

The sequence shown on Fig. G.3 left, does correspond to the expected behavior of this driver: all of the timestamps of the kernel log messages, produced by the module’s timer function, indeed are about 4 ms – the duration of a jiffy – apart, thus forming a periodic sequence. However, there is also jitter: small enough that it is not visible on the time sequence plot, but visible both on the
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Fig. G.3: Expected behavior of the standard Linux timer in the testjiffy module. The left-hand side plot is in the time-domain, and shows the positions of the timestamps (of system log messages); the sequence is offset so the first timestamp (not plotted) starts at 0. The right-hand side plot is an absolute count histogram of time intervals (deltas) between consecutive timestamps, with bin width 0.05 ms; average \((n=9)\) is 4004.200 \(\mu\)s \((\sigma = 18.407 \mu \text{s})\)

The larger deltas we could easily attribute to kernel preemption; however the smaller ones are difficult to interpret otherwise, than as an existence of an algorithm that attempts to minimize the effects of the overall clock drift. While these reasons are simply a hypothesis (whose confirmation through a dedicated debug procedure is outside the scope of this project), the existence of the jitter is a clearly visible fact. It is notable that this jitter happens, because the kernel “executes timers in bottom-half context, as softirqs, after the timer interrupt completes [10]” – and a software interrupt (or softirq) represents the second highest level of priority in the Linux kernel; right below hardware interrupts. However, while the situation on Fig. G.3 reappears on most runs of the test on our development platform, it does not occur always. In fact, relatively often, a somewhat significant departure from the expected can occur; a log captured from one such run is plotted on Fig. G.4.

This time, Fig. G.4 (left) quite explicitly shows that one of the expected impulses is "dropped". A closer inspection reveals that it is not missing, but after the gap, there are two impulses: logged as only 48 \(\mu\)s apart, on the sequence plot they appear to overlap (emphasized by the stronger pulse color, and the axis labels overlap). Simultaneously, the histogram on Fig. G.4 right shows occurrences of a delta, one close to 0, and another one close to twice the jiffy period (while the others cluster around the jiffy period like on Fig. G.3). This implies that the execution of the timer function was not only preempted, but
**Fig. G.4:** Behavior of the standard Linux timer in the testjiffy module exhibiting a rescheduling "drop". The left-hand side plot is in the time-domain, and shows the positions of the timestamps (of system log messages); the sequence is offset so the first timestamp (not plotted) starts at 0. The right-hand side plot is an absolute count histogram of time intervals (deltas) between consecutive timestamps, with bin width 0.05 ms; average ($n=9$) is 4001.66 $\mu s$ ($\sigma = 1.879$ ms)

also rescheduled: since the kernel has no smaller option for rescheduling in the future, than increasing the expiration counter of the timer (expressed in jiffies) by 1 – effectively, this would result with rescheduling the timer function at the next system tick. However, at that time (say, at $i$ jiffies), the kernel would also have scheduled the regular, "next expected" timer function iteration, to occur at $i + 1$ jiffies. Thus, both the re-scheduled, and the normally scheduled, iterations of the timer function would be set to run at $i + 1$ jiffies – which would account for the "overlapping" impulses, which record the timer functions running very shortly after each other in quick succession.

While confirming the exact sequence of events leading to the behavior shown on Fig. G.4, is again a debugging effort beyond the scope of this project - the important thing is that, in terms of periodic functions, this demonstrates jitter (or in general, timing uncertainty) of up to the entire expected period duration, if we aim at the smallest possible period with this API (the duration of a jiffy). This is significantly higher than a case like on Fig. G.3, where the uncertainty, expressed through standard deviation, is two orders of magnitude smaller than the period duration itself. We should also note that quite often, we have also obtained captures with a timing gap like on Fig. G.4, but without two "overlapping" impulses – which would represent an actual case of a timer function being "dropped" (with the meaning of "left out"), as the plot in that case, contains one less impulse than the expected 9.

At this point, we should mention that due to the small number of iterations, the statistics on Fig. G.3 and Fig. G.4 is not meant to be an indicator of general behavior; instead, it demonstrates that kernel timer function uncertainty of up
to a jiffy is relatively easy to stumble upon and record - even in circumstances of otherwise no significant OS load. In all, this shows that the standard kernel Timer API is unreliable as a clock mechanism, for a periodic function with the minimum possible period of one jiffy – however, we should add that this is not a problem if the repetition period increases: at a period of, say, 400 ms, an uncertainty of 4 ms already starts becoming insignificant, and grows more so as the period increases.

Specifically, we can see this as a timing resolution problem: the standard kernel Timer API simply does not have a mechanism, that can manage time duration less than a jiffy, and can only manage integer multiples of this quantum. However, there exists a mechanism in this kernel release, which addresses precisely that - known as the high-resolution kernel timer API, often called "hrtimers". We have written a small kernel module named testjiffy_hr, which uses this API to do exactly the same as testjiffy did previously: run a timer function (which simply writes a timestamped message in the system log) repeatedly with a period of one jiffy (4 ms), and stop it after a certain amount of repetitions (here 200). The analysis of the message timestamps is otherwise the same: we plot the timestamps in the time domain, and their deltas as histogram – and a capture of one such typical run is shown on Fig. G.5.

Fig. G.5: Behavior of the high-resolution Linux timer in the testjiffy_hr module. The left-hand side plot is in the time-domain, and shows the positions of the timestamps (of system log messages); the sequence is offset so the first timestamp (not plotted) starts at 0. Only each 20th timestamp is emphasized, to give a sense of scale; the remaining timestamps are represented by a thin line. The right-hand side plot is an absolute count histogram of time intervals (deltas) between consecutive timestamps, with bin width 0.05 ms; average (n=199) is 4000.110 µs (σ = 53.382 µs)

While the hrtimers kernel API is not mentioned in, say, [8], its design is addressed in both /Documentation/timers/hrtimers.txt and /Documentation/timers/highres.txt in the kernel source tree, as well as in [11]. It is a relatively recent addition to the kernel, present since the 2.6.16 release [12]. Even if it is difficult to observe the detail of time sequence on Fig. G.5 left, by subsampling
at a regular interval (like emphasizing each 20th sample), we can perceive at first glance a relatively stable period on this scale. The histogram on Fig. G.5 right reveals more detail: while the standard deviation is somewhat (nearly 3 times) larger than the one on Fig. G.3, the majority of the time deltas on Fig. G.5 fall in the same two bins as on Fig. G.3. The histogram is also quite symmetrically centered around the target period of 4 ms; we can again surmise this as evidence of a kernel algorithm aiming to compensate errors that have resulted with deltas longer than the period, by scheduling other timer function calls at deltas shorter than the period. In other words, once a timer function starts executing later than the expected period, is already too late to do anything about it; we cannot go back in time, and force the kernel to execute the timer function at the otherwise appropriate moment in the past. The kernel can only try to compensate for the effects of this error, by scheduling the next timer function a little early: if it executes as planned, it would then bring the periodic execution back in sync, in principle at least.

We should note that in our experience with repeated test runs of testjiffy_hr under conditions of no significant OS load, we have never observed a "drop" or a reschedule on the order of the 4 ms jiffy period as on Fig. G.4: most of the time, the distribution of time deltas remains similar to Fig. G.5 (where the span of active bins represents but 7.5% of the 4 ms period); although, the distribution is influenced by increasing OS load. As such, we find the hrtimers API to be a reliable clock mechanism, for implementation of a periodic function, with a period on the order of 4 ms and longer (and as seen later in subsection G.6.3, Fig. G.32, also shorter).

The high-resolution timers’ C language kernel API, allowing for periodic subroutines, is formed by the struct hrtimer and the functions hrtimer_init(), hrtimer_start(), and hrtimer_cancel(), provided by the header <linux/hrtimer.h>. In contrast to the standard kernel Timer API, here we don’t reschedule the timer function "from itself" anymore; instead, the period duration and the HRTIMER_MODE_REL constant are supplied to the hrtimer_start() call, and in return, the timer function is repeatedly rescheduled, as long as it returns the constant HRTIMER_RESTART; the periodic behavior can be terminated by returning the constant HRTIMER_NORESTART from the timer function instead. This kind of organization seemingly allows for the hrtimers API to be "informed" about the demand for periodic performance; and as such, may have better opportunities to compensate for random preemption drift – which might clarify why the histogram on Fig. G.5 right, seems rather balanced.

The code for the testjiffy and testjiffy_hr modules, as well as scripts and original debug log data used to generate Fig. G.3, Fig. G.4, and Fig. G.5, are available online via [1] under the name testjiffy. Developing these modules was impeded by our previous experience, as we have already used the standard Timer API, at a period of one jiffy, previously: both in a virtual [2a] and a real [3a, 5a] soundcard driver context; and yet, we have never observed any problems with their performance, that would point to periodic timer functions being postponed for an entire period duration. And in light of the discussion
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so far, it is difficult to accept that such delays or drops were not happening; it is far more likely that they indeed were occurring, but their effects ended up being masked by the specific operation regimes of those drivers. This kind of outcome is examined in more detail in the next, section G.4.

G.4 The effect of period-long timer function jitter, with streaming data rates as parameter

Let us first consider the context of Minivosc (with kernel module snd-minivosc .ko [2a]) and AudioArduino (snd_ftdi_audard.ko [3a, 5a]) ALSA drivers, shown on Fig. G.6.

Fig. G.6: A block diagram overview of the context of some of our development. The PC OS block visualizes executable programs and shared libraries (.so) as part of the user space; and specific kernel modules (.ko) as part of the kernel space. An Arduino board, representing a soundcard peripheral device, is connected via USB to the PC; a USB/Serial chip on the board converts the USB signal to RS232 serial signal (carried through by RX and TX [receive and transmit, from perspective of the microcontroller] lines), which is what the microcontroller on the Arduino communicates through. The microcontroller, as a soundcard in AudioArduino, handles analog I/O through its analog (A0) and digital (D6) pins.

In user-space, ALSA is represented by the shared library object libasound .so; audio applications like aplay or audacity are ultimately linked against this library, so they can use the ALSA API functions. However, note that audacity uses the PortAudio library, which provides a consistent user-space cross-platform API for soundcard operation; as such, audacity is actually primarily linked against libportaudio.so; which then ensures proper hooking into libasound.so. As such, PortAudio represents an extra layer of indirection into the audio subsystem of Linux. Note that on our development OSs, there is an additional audio library, PulseAudio [13], [14], activated by default; we keep it turned off, to avoid handling this additional layer of indirection during debugging.

Depending on the choice of soundcard made in the application, libasound.so then utilizes the right soundcard driver, here either snd-minivosc.ko or snd_
ftdi_audard.ko. In kernel space, ALSA can be said to be a software solution stack, because reusable parts of the functionality are organized in separate kernel modules like soundcore.ko, snd-pcm.ko and others; thus the "sound-card driver" is the kernel module that only deals with actions that are specific to each soundcard hardware device. So, both of our drivers work in concert with the rest of the ALSA modules, and this could be said to represent the ALSA domain. Since snd-minivosc.ko is a virtual driver, it does not need to interact with any other kernel subsystem; however, snd_ftdi_audard.ko, as a re-implementation of the default ftdi_sio.ko, is also a USB driver and as such utilizes functions in other modules of the Linux USB stack, like usbserial.ko and others.

When we have hardware operation through the snd_ftdi_audard.ko driver, the PC communicates with the USB/Serial chip on board the Arduino through a USB signal. The USB/Serial chip on our (now vintage) Arduino Duemilanove is FT232RL from FTDI (which is no longer present on current editions of the Arduino board). We usually try to abstract, to the greatest extent possible, focusing on the USB signal in our projects, because its analysis involves the use of the still relatively expensive USB analyzer instruments. The USB/Serial chip can be said to translate the USB signal to RS232 (TTL levels) serial signals, which are used for communication with the Atmel ATmega328 microcontroller (documented in the 660-page datasheet [15]) on board the Arduino. The serial communication parameters are set to 8N1 (8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit) at 2 MBd (2 million Baud); and this serial traffic can be taken to represent the bottleneck of the data transfer rate of the system in first approximation. The RS232 signal voltage can be relatively easily observed on an oscilloscope with the appropriate bandwidth; however, analysis in this context would require that we can record longer snippets of multiple binary signal voltages, which is the domain of digital logic analyzers. In recent times, relatively low-price logic analyzers have appeared, that can capture and decode serial traffic with our parameters; and for this project we used a Saleae Logic analyzer to capture RX and TX signals' data (see Fig. G.25). With analyzer captured data, we'd have a measure of the data communication rate and behavior in hardware - independent of the impression the software driver parameters (as well as software measurements of driver performance at those parameters), on their own, would give.

There exist contexts where 1 "Baud" [Bd] as a unit is equivalent to 1 "bit per second" [bit/s]; however, that is not the case if we use 8N1 RS232 serial communication. 8N1 imposes that transmitted data is formatted as 1 start bit, followed by 8 data bits, followed by 1 stop bit; as such, there are a total of 10 signal (or symbol) transitions for each byte - for each 8 bits of actual data we want to transmit. Let us parametrize this mathematically, with illustration of some of these parameters on Figures G.7, G.8, and G.9. The baud rate ($f_{Bd}$), in this case, more properly stands for "signal transitions per second" - and based on it, we can derive a "baud period" ($T_{Bd}$) as the duration of time each
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symbol is allocated on the line:

\[ T_{Bd} = \frac{1}{f_{Bd}} \quad (G.4.1) \]

Let \( N_{stB} \) be the number of signal transitions per packet - in this case, the packet is a byte, and \( N_{stB} \) is 10, counting the start and stop bits. Then, the "byte period" \( (T_B) \) would be the time required to transmit 1 Byte (or 8 bits) of information:

\[ T_B = N_{stB} \cdot T_{Bd} \quad (G.4.2) \]

Let \( N_{dBb} \) be the number of actual data bits per packet - the packet here being a byte, it is clear that \( N_{dBb} \) is 8. The effective "data bit period" \( (T_{db}) \) would then be obtained from the byte period \( T_B \):

\[ T_{db} = \frac{T_B}{N_{dBb}} \quad (G.4.3) \]

We can now express an effective serial byte rate \( f_B \) from Eq. G.4.2, in "bytes per second" [B/s], as:

\[ f_B = \frac{1}{T_B} = \frac{f_{Bd}}{N_{stB}} \quad (G.4.4) \]

... and an effective serial data bit rate \( f_{db} \) from Eq. G.4.3, in [bit/s], as:

\[ f_{db} = \frac{1}{T_{db}} = f_{Bd} \cdot \frac{N_{dBb}}{N_{stB}} \quad (G.4.5) \]

Thus, for our serial traffic specification of 8N1 at baud rate \( f_{Bd} = 2 \text{ MBd} \), we have effective data bit rate of \( f_{db} = \frac{8}{10} \cdot 2 \cdot 10^6 = 1.6 \text{ Mbit/s} \), and an effective data byte rate of \( f_B = \frac{1}{10} \cdot 2 \cdot 10^6 = 200 \text{ kB/s} \) (with byte period \( T_B = 5 \mu s \)). This would be the ultimate (idealized) limitation of the data transfer rates in this setup, per direction – in our experiments related to [3a], we have produced code, that on our development platform can demonstrate typically around 98% of this maximum, in either direction in full-duplex mode (as measured solely from the perspective of that user-space code.)

We have surmised that this maximum data rate is the primary means for determining the viability of a soundcard driver on a given platform. For example, the 8 bit/44.1 kHz/mono settings of our snd_ftdi_audard.ko driver impose an audio byte rate \( f_{aB} = 44.1 \text{ kB/s} \); and a corresponding "audio byte period", as the time duration required to transmit a byte, as \( T_{aB} = 22.67 \mu s \):

\[ T_{aB} = \frac{1}{f_{aB}} \quad (G.4.6) \]

Since the audio data will eventually have to be formatted in serial 8N1 format, it has to be satisfied that \( f_{aB} < f_B \): the audio byte rate has to be smaller than the serial byte rate; which holds in this case. However, for more accurate description of the behavior in the time domain, we have to take into
account the driver architecture. The `snd_ftdi_audard.ko` driver starts a timer function from the kernel standard Timer API, at a period of one jiffy, \( T_j = 4 \text{ ms} \). The number of bytes that should be transmitted in that period of time, as per the audio byte rate, would be \( N_{ABpj} \):

\[
N_{ABpj} = \frac{T_j}{T_{AB}} = T_j \cdot f_{AB} \quad \text{(G.4.7)}
\]

In this case, \( N_{ABpj} = 176.4 \); however, since we can only send an integer amount of bytes through a function call, in practice this means that if we settle for a rounded down value of \( N_{ABpj} = 176 \), we would be implementing a slightly slower audio transfer byte rate (here, 44 kB/s) than the required one. This means that the timer function should check past performance, and increase the number of bytes transmitted per call at opportune times, to compensate for the rounding-off error; the `snd_ftdi_audard.ko` driver doesn’t do this - but interestingly, we have not observed any problems in our tests of it. In any case, each jiffy period \( T_j \) we transmit \( N_{ABpj} \) bytes – however, these bytes end up on wire in the serial domain, where each of them takes time \( T_B \) to transmit. Therefore, the time it takes to transmit the entire packet of \( N_{ABpj} \) bytes through serial would be:

\[
T_{SBpj} = N_{ABpj} \cdot T_B = \frac{N_{ABpj}}{f_B} \quad \text{(G.4.8)}
\]

**Fig. G.7:** Idealized serial traffic response to a periodic timer function with period \( T_j = 4 \text{ ms} \), initiating transmission of \( N_{ABpj} = 176 \) bytes per call (equivalent to \( f_{AB} = 44.1 \text{ kB/s} \)), over a serial line with byte rate of \( f_B = 200 \text{ kB/s} \). The idle state between the packets is visualized with a low logic level.

In this case, for \( N_{ABpj} = 176 \), \( T_{SBpj} \) is 880 \( \mu \text{s} \) - and it represents 22% of the jiffy period \( T_j = 4 \text{ ms} \). This is visualized on the Fig. G.7.

The response on Fig. G.7 is idealized, because it approximates away any jitter that would be inherent in this setup. For the playback direction, the timer function of `snd_ftdi_audard.ko` calls the function `ftdi_write()`, which then schedules a request (a URB - USB Request Block, discussed further in sect. G.6.1), and returns immediately – and it is up to the kernel to decide *when* it will honor the request, and actually activate the sending through USB. This is a layer of uncertainty, *additional* to the jitter inherent in the execution
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of timer functions, as seen through the time of entry into the timer function itself. Furthermore, it assumes that when the USB signal from the PC gets converted to serial, the bytes would be reproduced on the RX line "back to back" – and while there is also jitter inherent in this stage, in our experience that approximation is not too far off. With that in mind, let’s consider what would happen on wire, when the kernel goes through a rescheduling 'drop' of the timer function on the order of a jiffy period, like on Fig. G.4.

One consequence of this behavior of \texttt{ftdi_write()}, is that the USB stack acts like a first buffer for the data we write. Thus, when the timer function is delayed like on Fig. G.4, and we get two quick consecutive runs of the timer function a period later, this results simply with quick scheduling of more data to send for the USB stack. Then, we can assume the USB stack will send the data, honoring the data rate limitation set by the serial traffic parameters – resulting with the situation shown on Fig. G.8.

\textbf{Fig. G.8:} Idealized serial traffic response to a periodic timer function, which exhibits a rescheduling "drop". The timer function did not execute at time $T_j$, being rescheduled for $2T_j$ – at which time, it executes very close to the timer function already scheduled for that time slot; this queues twice the expected amount of bytes for transmission.

Recall that for the reschedule drop on Fig. G.4, we noted that the quick succession of the two timer functions are but 48 $\mu$s apart; here the timer function is a bit bigger, but we could still take that as a rule of thumb, the combined execution duration of the quick succession of timer functions will be on the order of hundreds of microseconds. These will just schedule data for sending, and assuming that the buffered data will be sent back to back, the time to send all this data will now be $2T_{SBpj} = 1.76$ ms. Since the timer functions schedule data, thus filling the buffer, quickly; and it takes longer time than that to empty the buffer, by sending the data on wire – this situation can be seen as an example of the concept of \textit{leaky bucket} in computing (see e.g. [16]).

Thus, even if the timer function experiences an error in terms of periodic scheduling - Fig. G.8 shows us that, by the 4th call (packet at 12 ms), the stream synchronization has recovered; and is back to having sent the same amount of data, as in the reference case on Fig. G.7. It is clear from Fig. G.7 that such a recovery is only possible as long as $2T_{SBpj} < T_j$, or written otherwise:

$$T_{SBpj} < \frac{1}{2} \cdot T_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (G.4.9)
Reformulating this expression (G.4.9) in terms of our a priori settings: the audio byte rate targeted by the audio driver \( f_{aB} \); and the hardware serial byte rate imposed by the serial traffic settings \( f_B \); we obtain:

\[
f_{aB} < \frac{1}{2} \cdot f_B \quad \text{(G.4.10)}
\]

Interestingly, while we started by searching for a criteria, for a recoverable rate in case of a jitter error (reschedule) on the order of the period of the timer function \( T_j \) — that parameter (and correspondingly, HZ) got cancelled out, and we’re left with expression (G.4.10), which simply states that the audio byte rate should be less than half of the effective serial byte rate (which is the hardware bottleneck here).

Now, let’s see what will happen if we simply change the original settings of our `snd_ftdi_audard.ko` driver from 8 bit/44.1 kHz/mono to CD-quality (16 bit/44.1 kHz/stereo). This increases the audio byte rate fourfold, so \( f_{aB} = 176.4 \text{ kB/s} \). Comparing it to the serial byte rate \( f_B = 200 \text{ kB/s} \), we can see that inequality G.4.10 does not hold any more. Considering that in this case, \( N_{aBpj} \) as per Eq. G.4.7 would be \( 705.6 \approx 705 \), and as per Eq. G.4.8, \( T_{sBpj} \approx 3.525 \text{ ms} \), it is not difficult to see why on Fig. G.9:

Fig. G.9: Idealized serial traffic response to a periodic timer function with period \( T_j = 4 \text{ ms} \) initiating transmission of \( N_{aBpj} = 705 \) bytes per call (equivalent to \( f_{aB} = 176.4 \text{ kB/s} \)), over a serial line with byte rate of \( f_B = 200 \text{ kB/s} \).

![Diagram](image)

Namely, we now have a leeway \( T_j - T_{sBpj} \) of only some 475 \( \mu \text{s} \) — only 11.8% of the timer function period — for jitter errors; any larger jitter than this, and we start filling the leaky bucket faster that it can get emptied, which is bound to eventually result with errors in operation. This could explain why we never observed problems in operation with the 8 bit/44.1 kHz/mono version of `snd_ftdi_audard.ko`, even if it is pretty certain that such reschedules were happening — and why we immediately started perceiving problems like dropped data, once we increased the data rate demands to 16 bit/44.1 kHz/stereo, while leaving the rest of the standard Timer API usage in the driver unchanged.

But what about the high-resolution timer API? For the particular measurement on Fig. G.5, we have a standard deviation of 53.382 \( \mu \text{s} \), and the covered bins’ range implies a maximum deviation from the period no larger than 150 \( \mu \text{s} \), which is about three times smaller than the leeway of 475 \( \mu \text{s} \). This would imply, at first glance, that the high-resolution timer would be appropriate even...
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for the higher, CD-quality data rate as on Fig. G.9. However, Fig. G.5 is but one measurement, and the deviations from the timer period will also depend on how many other applications are running at the time in the background – the OS load. As such, it is not difficult to imagine that for increased OS load, the deviations could easily break the leeway boundary, again resulting with problems due to the inability to exhaust the leaky bucket data. Finally, while the kernel does attempt to compensate for late scheduling errors, it does not necessarily succeed in doing so in equal measure; in which case, we should assume that the jittering errors will be cumulative, causing clock drift that breaks the audio rate synchronization of the data stream. So, while with the hrtimer API (as opposed to the standard timer API) we can expect jitter less than a timer period (or even less than the leeway boundary) under at least some conditions, making it appropriate for higher data rates – we cannot expect that its usage alone will address the entirety of the influences on the uncertainty, otherwise present in a preemptive kernel system.

G.4.1 Visualizing and sonification of timestamped log files with numStepCsvLogVis

At this point, let’s make a slight digression, and take a look at the process that led us to the conclusions in Sect.G.2, Sect. G.3 and Sect.G.4. Not having the understanding outlined in that discussion, we were led to inspecting other reasons for the misbehavior of our drivers (that turned out to be unrelated), among them the wrapping behavior of circular buffers. The primary tool for inspection is printing debug messages in a log, timestamped similarly to listing G.2:2b, from various points in user- or kernel-space code – except we also print numeric values of specific variables (like the head or tail value of a circular buffer). The problem is: not knowing a priori what one should look for, one tends to arbitrarily add variables to a debug message; so in the end, we may end up with something like on listing G.4.1:1.

Listing G.4.1:1: A snippet of syslog messages containing timestamps and numeric values of variables

```
May 26 12:01:14 mypc testTimeSB[23879]: [134868.424837] start 8-3 end: 7,2 size: 11 ; value 18 3
May 26 12:01:14 mypc testTimeSB[23879]: [134868.425030] start 9-4 end: 8,3 size: 11 ; value 19 4
May 26 12:01:14 mypc testTimeSB[23879]: [134868.425216] start 10-0 end: 9,4 size: 11 ; value 20 0
May 26 12:01:14 mypc testTimeSB[23879]: [134868.425403] start 0-0 end: 10,0 size: 11 ; value 21 1
May 26 12:01:14 mypc testTimeSB[23879]: [134868.425591] start 1-1 end: 0,0 size: 11 ; value 22 2
...```

Listing G.4.1:1 shows a typical snippet: there may be additional data, irrelevant for our analysis, representing local time, PC name, process name and
id (added automatically to to /var/log/syslog printouts) - which is, however, not a static prefix (e.g. the local time will change), and as such, requires a regular expression to clean up. The actual (microsecond resolution) timestamp we’re interested in, is in the next column, surrounded by square brackets; followed by the debug message, which is not consistently formatted at all: variable names can be followed by one or two values; names and values are separated by either whitespace or interpunction. Also, numeric values change the number of decimals they are written with; which, viewed in fixed width / monospaced / typewriter font (as used by default in terminal emulator software), breaks any implied column alignment. Additionally, at different points in the code, different variables exist - so formatting consistency of debug messages, across different points in the code, becomes a challenge as well.

It should be, therefore, no surprise, that any significant effort (beyond a cursory glance) in reading the debug log directly, presents a significant cognitive load: we might be interested in whether the transition of the first start value from 10 to 0, and the first end value from 9 to 10, is expected for the transition from time 134868.425216 to 134868.425403 on listing G.4.1:1; but that requires not only doing three subtractions in one’s head – but also parsing the messages, so superfluous words and possible in-between lines are ignored. Of course, it is possible to take measures, and ensure greater formatting consistency of debug log messages – however, that implies that one already knows what one looks for. In a development context like ours, where debugging did not result with conclusive data in weeks, which caused changes to code and debug message format by the day – the additional effort required for ensuring formatting consistency of debug messages, quickly started to feel as an irrelevant and unacceptable trade-off.

Thus, we abandoned efforts to format debug log messages for direct reading, and opted instead for visualization, primarily with gnuplot. However, we found it difficult to use when we wanted to 'zoom into' and analyze a small region of interest in a large dataset. To address this, we have produced a collection of Python scripts, called numStepCsvLogVis. Among them is numLogfile2Csv.py, which represents a generic parser, which will attempt to extract name/value data as on listing G.4.1:1, from differently formatted lines, automatically – and then output all numeric values as a comma-separated values (CSV) formatted text file, where the first line contains the automatically deduced variable names. Of course, there are limits to how general such a parser can be - for instance, without further information, it is impossible to tell if the "-" in '10-0' on listing G.4.1:1 should represent an algebraic "minus", or merely a separator sign; but it was usable to us on several occasions. For example, it turns listing G.4.1:1 into listing G.4.1:2.

The main part, and the namesake, of the collection is numStepCsvLogVis.py – an interactive application, whose screenshot is shown on Fig. G.10.

The application can read CSV data from a file (or piped from the standard input), and thereafter offers several modes of interaction, most of it happening through the terminal; and as such, in this mode of usage, it doesn’t carry a
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Listing G.4.1: A snippet of syslog messages, converted to a .csv file by `numLogfile2Csv.py`

```
# [,start,start2,end,end2,size,value,value2
134868.420862,0,0,0,0,11,0,0
134868.421314,0,0,1,1,11,1,1
... 
134868.425030,9,4,8,3,11,19,4
134868.425216,10,0,9,4,11,20,0
134868.425403,0,0,10,0,11,21,1
...
```

Fig. G.10: Screenshot of `numStepCsvLogVis.py` running - a typical log shown in a text editor (bottom); the terminal part of the application stepping through the CSV representation of the log (upper right); the `matplotlib` GUI part of the application (upper left)

dependency on a GUI toolkit. In the most basic form, it allows the user to 'step' through the read .csv lines, by pressing the arrow keys on the keyboard: at each step, the current log line will be printed at the bottom of the terminal (with the rest of the lines scrolled up, as is usual for a terminal). However, using a CSV offers the 'a priori' knowledge of the number of columns, and their names, in the data file – and as such, allowed us to implement a small "column specification" formatting language. Such a "columnspec" can be specified on the command line, as on listing G.4.1:3.

For instance, the columnspec "@nv:2" will expand with the name and value of all columns up to 2 (here, 'time' and 'start'), separated by space; and "@nv5-[self.currow-1]" will expand to the name, and the current value minus the previous row's value, of column 5 (here, 'end2'); all other parts of the columnspec string are used verbatim in the formatted output. Notice on listing G.4.1:3, that the software tries to keep track of the character width of all the numeric values, and allocate space for them accordingly; stepping through the entire CSV log file once, would inform the software about the max-
Listing G.4.1.3: A snippet of output during `numStepCsvLogVis.py` stepping, with a 'column-spec' as a command line argument

```
$ python numStepCsvLogVis.py -c="@(nv:2) ; delta: @(nv5-[self.currow-1])" \
    testTSB_log.csv
...
20 ▲: time 134868.42503 start 9 ; delta: end2  1
21 ▲: time 134868.425216 start 10 ; delta: end2  1
22 ▲: time 134868.425403 start  0 ; delta: end2 -4
...
```

The application also supports a *curses* mode; a real-time "player" that can play back time-stretched timestamped data; an animation mode where a *Matplotlib* plot can be generated at each step, and exported as a sequence of bitmaps; and there is an example on how to sonify data, allowing for creation of videos with sound. All of this functionality was implemented, to reduce the cognitive strain during analytical browsing of arbitrary plain-text log files, specifically in the case of timestamped data – so that it would be easier to catch an error “in the act”, so to speak. We have released `numStepCsvLogVis`, which runs under both Python 2.7 and 3, as open source in 2013; and more information and download links are available online via [1].

### G.5 Developing a virtual, CD quality, ALSA driver

Having reached the conclusions in Sect. G.2, Sect. G.3 and Sect. G.4, we ported our AudioArduino driver to use the high-resolution timer API in the Linux kernel – again with the goal to change its settings from the original 8 bit/44.1 kHz/mono to CD-quality (16 bit/44.1 kHz/stereo). In doing this, we ran into expected problems, such as faulty buffer and period wrapping arithmetic, which eventually got resolved. However, that resolution wasn’t complete: while problems with ALSA-only software (like the command-line applications `aplay` or `arecord`) were not detectable anymore, full-duplex operation in *audacity* kept on exhibiting problems, such as random drops, or insertions of snippets of silence in the capture stream. It should be noted that in our projects like [3a], one of the main goals with AudioArduino is to afford a potential student of digital audio a full-duplex operation experience in a high-level audio software (here primarily exemplified by *audacity*), initially through a duplex loopback test (which involves the Arduino device simply copying the playback data into the capture stream); thus, this kind of a problem represented a show-stopper for us.

We initially understood this behavior to be indicative of problems with our driver programming: a failure to take into account some unknown parameter,
that would become relevant first at CD-quality rates, exposing itself only due to the increased load implied by the use of \textit{audacity} (along with its additional level of indirection into ALSA, due to its use of the PortAudio library). To confirm this, we felt that we would need to compare our driver against a sort of a benchmark, a driver of similar characteristics: one that uses the high-resolution timer API, and works at CD-quality rates. However, the hrtimer API is used in only a couple of drivers in the ALSA source files (among them the virtual \textit{dummy} driver); and even if we had access to those particular soundcards, we may not have been able to use them on our development platform (as netbooks lack a traditional PCI slot, for instance). Thus, we found the idea, of a virtual driver – a version of the \textit{dummy} driver, in the spirit of \textit{minivosc} \cite{2a}, but working at CD-quality rates – used as a benchmark to compare against, attractive.

Note again that the original, virtual \textit{dummy} driver doesn’t perform any memory operations, which is why it wouldn’t suffice as a benchmark to compare against; our version, provisionally called \textit{dummy-mod}, just like \textit{minivosc} writes (copies memory) to the capture stream (and thus \textit{minivosc-mod} would have been a better name choice for it, if it wasn’t for the fact that the two use different kernel timer APIs). Having fully expected that the virtual driver \textit{dummy-mod}, would demonstrate a proper full-duplex behavior and work "out of the box" at CD-quality, imagine our surprise when also \textit{this} driver exhibited problems, shown on Fig. G.11.

The situation on Fig. G.11 is notable, because it raises the question: \textit{why} would a virtual driver operation cause a failure at all – even if the failure is in a component (PortAudio) which is not directly a part of the ALSA framework? Or, alternatively: why would a virtual driver cause an error, that drivers for actual hardware (like \textit{hda-intel}) do not cause, on the same platform (and for the same stream quality)? In more detail, the top stereo track on Fig. G.11 is a sinusoid waveform generated from within \textit{audacity}, but could be arbitrary audio data; it is simply used to activate the playback process along with the capture one, so the virtual driver performs in full-duplex mode; that playback data is otherwise ignored, and has no further effect in the full-duplex operation. The capture data – the bottom track – is generated by the virtual \textit{dummy-mod} driver itself: upon each start of audio operation, the ALSA framework sets up "buffer" and "period" sizes in bytes for a driver, the "period" size corresponding to the amount of bytes to be transferred per call of the periodic timer function. Our virtual driver then writes a "big" sample pulse at each buffer boundary, and a "small" sample pulse at each period boundary; typically, \textit{audacity} in full-duplex mode sets up two periods per buffer, and thus we expect alternating "big", then "small", pulses in the captured audio stream. This is why the emphasized part on Fig. G.11, showing a "big" pulse followed by two "small" ones, is a problem: it implies that a period’s worth of bytes – a period right after a buffer boundary – has been altogether removed, or dropped. Even worse, Fig. G.11 shows this drop happened before 3 seconds expired, since the start of the full-duplex operation.

Confirming that this is a failure occurring in PortAudio, was again a costly
Fig. G.11: Screenshot of a drop with a virtual soundcard driver \(\text{dummy-mod}\), our modification of \text{dummy}\) triggered in PortAudio, during CD-quality full-duplex operation of Audacity (the vertical breakage of the Audacity cursor is an artifact of the screenshot process). The top audio track is used to drive the playback operation; the bottom track is the captured data, with the drop emphasized; the terminal below shows related messages from PortAudio.
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endeavor for us; one needs to start suspecting PortAudio to begin with, before rebuilding the library in debug mode, to enable printout of additional debug messages. Unfortunately, the part of the PortAudio code that triggered this behavior originally did not contain any debug messages whatsoever, and we eventually found it by inserting additional debug printout messages - and observing the correlation with the drops generated by the real-time full-duplex operation of audacity (instructions and code for reconstructing this behavior, as well as a patch file showing our added debug messages to the PortAudio library in this case, are available via [1]).

There are two conditions, buffer overrun and buffer underrun, that typically cause errors in data streaming; PortAudio code may refer to either as an "xrun". The PortAudio code, triggered during a drop as on Fig. G.11, states that the condition for entry in it is "not an xrun"; however it still results with handling typical for an xrun, which is dropping data altogether and restarting the stream. Thanks to the assistance of alsa-devel, portaudio and audacity-devel mailing lists, documented in [17], we eventually found that this is related to polling of file descriptors by PortAudio; and that one solution is to have the virtual driver's timer functions emulate the behavior of the hda-intel soundcard driver. However, before we focus on outlining this, let us first revisit the ALSA architecture in more detail in section G.5.1.

G.5.1 Yet another overview of an ALSA-based audio system

To appreciate the complexity that is incorporated in the ALSA system as a whole, consider Fig. G.12, which is a composite of several other diagram depictions.

Fig. G.12 shows three distinct diagrams, depicting the ALSA framework in different ways; note that in this figure, references to the older Open Sound System (OSS), found in the original source figures, have been removed. The diagrams are stacked along the z axis – however, all of them preserve the boundaries between the hardware, kernel- and user-space domains (along the y axis).

The top layer (from ref. [20]) depicts native ALSA user-space applications (or applications conforming to the ALSA API) utilizing the user-space ALSA library API, which as mentioned, is provided on a running Linux system by the libasound.so shared object file (not depicted on diagram). Besides the user-space applications, there may be libraries like PortAudio or PulseAudio which utilize the ALSA library API, and in turn provide a different API to user-space audio applications; and as such, add another level of indirection for user-space API calls to the ALSA library. The ALSA library API, in itself, may provide a "direct" access to soundcard hardware - or may allow usage of plugins (for audio conversion, routing, etc.) before the hardware is accessed. The user-space ALSA library then utilizes the ALSA kernel API in order to provide the actual audio operation functionality. The ALSA kernel API, in fact, provides a framework for four different types of audio functionality: PCM, MIDI, Control
Fig. G.12: A composite of several ALSA diagrams, stacked along the z-axis. Bottom layer: ALSA subsystem from ref. [7] and ALSA driver from ref. [18]; middle layer: ALSA user- and kernel-space architecture from ref. [19]; top layer: ALSA basic structure/framework from ref. [20].
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and Sequencer; finally, this framework is completed by the ALSA kernel driver, which implements the part of the functionality as specific to the particular soundcard hardware.

Let us mention that in all our ALSA related work so far, we have focused solely on the PCM functionality, as that is the part of the framework dealing with actual digital audio data streaming. Note that PCM typically stands for ‘pulse-code modulation’, which as a term, could refer to a specific binary encoding (e.g. ITU G.711 A-law or µ-law [21]) as used in traditional telephony (like in 'four-wire' telecom PCM equipment, as described in e.g. [22]) – but may also refer generally to “the basic concepts of transmitting a sequence of symbols, i.e., pulses, to represent information [23]”, applicable even to telegraphy. In ALSA (similar to other digital audio contexts, e.g. as in [24]), it is meant to refer to the fact that this portion of the framework deals with digital representation of analog audio samples. However, this digital sample representation in the PC memory depends on the driver audio settings (e.g. interleaved vs. non-interleaved), and is not necessarily the same as the telephony encoding the term PCM may specifically refer to.

The diagram in the middle layer of Fig. G.12 (from ref. [19]) shows a slightly different view of the ALSA architecture. Here the user-space applications are categorized as Control Apps, Mixer Apps, PCM User Applications, MIDI Apps and Sequencer User Clients. These applications would interact with the user-space API, which here is categorized in Control API (containing a SimpleMixer interface), PCM API (containing a PCM Plug-In), Raw MIDI API and a Sequencer API - we can consider these to be different interfaces of the ALSA user-space library API. These interfaces, in turn, hook into the kernel space APIs, here categorized as Control, PCM, RawMIDI, SeqMIDI, VirtMIDI, Sequencer Core, and Timer. The diagram in the bottom layer of Fig. G.12 shows the ALSA subsystem perspective from ref. [7]. Here the kernel-space 'Sound Core', composed of the kernel modules sound_core.ko, as well as snd.ko, snd_pcm.ko, snd_timer.ko and snd_page_alloc.ko, exports generic ALSA information in the /proc/asound/ and /sys/class/sound/ "pseudo filesystem' subdirectories of the root filesystem of the machine. Finally, the diagram on the bottom layer of Fig. G.12 features an overview of the organization of an ALSA kernel driver (from ref. [18]), which the sound core uses to hook into a particular hardware subsystem that will eventually interact with the soundcard hardware - we will focus more on this in a bit.

Following the UNIX philosophy that 'everything is a file' [25], the sound core exports files that represent the substreams of a given soundcard hardware (which is present, and for which a driver is loaded) - 'pseudo' files like /dev/snd/pcmC0D0c or /dev/snd/pcmC0D0p, which represent the capture and playback streams (respectively) of sound card 0, device 0 (see [26], or /Documentation/sound/alsa/ALSA-Configuration.txt in kernel source) as seen by ALSA on that particular system. Note that the kernel exports these files, only if ALSA is present and running on the system; via [1] we provide a script, load-alsa-debug-modules.sh, which shows how the ALSA kernel modules
can be blacklisted, so that ALSA is not active after the OS boots; and also shows how either "vanilla" ALSA modules - or debug ALSA modules (from a different, custom, location) - can be loaded into a live system. As it can be seen in the load-alsa-debug-modules.sh script, for our 2.6.38 development OS and platform, there are a total of 15 kernel modules that constitute the ALSA engine in kernel space; three of which deal with the onboard Intel HDA soundcard present on these PCs – however, on the 2.6.32 platform, there are differences (e.g. there are 18 kernel modules, including some OSS compatibility modules which are not present on the newer kernel). Note that if ALSA modules are loaded upon boot, it may not be possible to remove them - since it is not possible to remove a kernel module from Linux, which has a refcount (reference count of registered users of the module) different from zero. These versions of Linux can correctly resolve refcounts due to kernel-space module dependency, and for some user-space calls (like module loading and unloading) - but unfortunately not for all user-space calls to the kernel module: some user-space calls will cause the refcount of a module to increase, without a possibility to decrease it afterwards. Therefore, having the ALSA kernel modules loaded at boot time, almost guarantees that some user from the operating system (e.g. PulseAudio) will claim the drivers at startup, making it impossible to remove them in the same running OS session - which is what forces the blacklisting step. Additionally, note that different Linux distributions may choose to build ALSA monolithically "in-kernel", as opposed to building it as separate loadable kernel modules - in which case it should be impossible to remove ALSA (as there are no separate kernel modules anymore, whose loading at boot time can be blacklisted).

It is important to note that the ALSA library API essentially allows access by user-space applications to soundcard hardware through the exported PCM files; that is the reason we have included the dashed line on Fig. G.12, which connects the ALSA library box on the top layer diagram, with the exported files hexagon on the bottom layer diagram. This allows us to equate the audio operations to file operations: soundcard playback would be equivalent to writing data to the /dev/snd/pcmC*D*p files, while soundcard capture would be equivalent to reading data from the /dev/snd/pcmC*D*c files (or rather, the corresponding file descriptors). However, while [26] (from 1999) may imply that, say, /dev/snd/pcmC0D0p is directly writeable – we would have to peruse the alsa-devel mailing list archives, to realize that /dev/snd/pcmC*D*p files have not been directly writeable since at least 2003, because “the native devices need a special initialization using ioctl [27]”. Thus, in order to interact with these "pseudo" files, we would have to use the ALSA Library (or alsa-lib) user-space C API (although, note that writing to "pseudo" files such as /dev/audio may still be possible through OSS emulation).

The main resource describing the different methods of interacting through these files from the ALSA library API is [28]; to begin with, it notes that there are three UNIX environment transfer methods (ultimately, in respect to file descriptors): standard I/O transfers, exemplified by functions like read and
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write, which can have blocking or non-blocking behavior; event waiting routines, exemplified by functions like select and poll, which allow reception of notifications from the underlying device; and asynchronous notification which allows data transfers to occur in a handler of the SIGIO signal, and is related to the UNIX signal function [29]. This relates to the following types of ALSA transfers, exemplified through user-space API functions:

- **Standard Read/Write transfer** – snd_pcm_writei() and snd_pcm_readi() for interleaved, and snd_pcm_writen() and snd_pcm_readn() for non-interleaved access

- **Direct Read/Write transfer** (via mmap’ed areas) – involves calls to snd_pcm_mmap_begin() at start, snd_pcm_mmap_readi() and snd_pcm_mmap_writei() for interleaved (or snd_pcm_mmap_readn() and snd_pcm_mmap_writen() for non-interleaved) access, and snd_pcm_mmap_commit() to acknowledge end of transfer

- **Asynchronous mode** – in which snd_async_add_pcm_handler() can be used to define a handler, where the above transfer functions would run; then, the function snd_pcm_poll_descriptors() can be used to obtain file descriptors for event waiting routines.

These transfers could be used from single-threaded or multi-threaded user application contexts, and could run in blocking or non-blocking mode. Before any of this can be used, the programmer needs to open the corresponding soundcard device, by using a string of the form "hw:0,0" (which contains card and device number) in the call to snd_pcm_open(), and then set its hardware and software parameters; transparently to the programmer, this will set up the utilization of the underlying PCM pseudo files of the device. The resource [28] also refers to basic C code examples (in the alsa-lib sources) which demonstrate the usage of this API; earlier, there were also some ALSA sample programs in [30], which demonstrated up to six combinations of the above methods per example (unfortunately, at the time of this writing, the resource [30] seems not to be available on the Internet anymore).

Utilizing these functions in user-space (and the respective PCM pseudo files), results with eventual interaction with the ALSA engine in kernel space – and in particular, the respective soundcard driver module. The driver consists of several callback functions, which run at pre-defined times (e.g. when the driver is loaded or unloaded; when the hardware device is attached to or removed from the given bus; upon start and stop of audio operation issued from user-space software, etc; we have included more details on this in [2a, 3a]). On the bottom layer of Fig. G.12, two of these callbacks: the .trigger and the .pointer, are shown. The pointer callback’s job is to return the amount of audio samples (expressed in units of ALSA frames), that have been played back or recorded up to that point in time, to the sound core – and it eventually allows the rest of the audio engine to do some error checking (e.g., if an xrun condition
has occurred). Part of this error checking is triggered when the driver calls the `snd_pcm_period_elapsed()` function (of the ALSA kernel API) – which, in this framework, the driver is obliged to do periodically. The different callback functions in the driver can exchange data through a C structure which can be provisionally called a "driver struct": it might contain both primitives (integers, strings), and pointers to memory or other structures, and it is created at the discretion of the driver programmer; as such, it can become quite complex, which is why in [2a, 3a] we have attempted to visualize the respective driver structs as structure maps. One of the most important pointers the driver struct stores, is the pointer to the portion of memory through which the driver exchanges data with the soundcard hardware, known as `dma_area`: each capture or playback substream has its own `dma_area`, and ALSA copies data from userspace to this memory area for the soundcard playback, and conversely it copies data from this memory area to userspace in the case of soundcard capture. In [3a], data from the playback `dma_area` is used as input for the `ftdi_write` function, whereby the playback data copied and sent to the USB chip; while data received in the USB callbacks from the chip is copied to the capture `dma_area` – in this way, the driver utilizes the USB kernel subsystem to, finally, address the actual soundcard hardware.

Having this in mind, let’s take a closer look at the concept, whose demonstration has been a key goal in our driver development – that of full-duplex audio streaming.

**G.5.2 Frames, periods, and the meaning of full-duplex**

Before we continue, let’s review how digital audio (PCM) data storage is handled in ALSA. By setting an audio sampling rate $f_A = 44.1$ kHz, we specify that 44100 samples are to be transferred each second - for each independent audio channel. A sample can also be stored with different sizes (which relates to the sampling resolution); we can choose to store each sample, say, as an 8-bit unsigned integer (like in [2a, 3a]). However, for a CD quality reproduction, samples are stored as 16-bit, little endian, signed integers - and as such, each sample takes up two bytes. Furthermore, multiple channel data is typically *interleaved*, meaning that for a given sample time, a sample from each channel is taken and grouped together in a sequence, known as an ALSA frame. In other words, an ALSA frame is an “equivalent of one sample being played, irrespective of the number of channels or the number of bits [31]”; or a “set of samples, one per channel, at a particular instant in time [32]” (see also [28], [33]). In terms of data transfer, this allows us to understand the audio rate sampling rate of 44.1 kHz as a requirement for transfer of 44100 frames, regardless of the number of channels and sampling resolution involved. This kind of organization then determines the layout of audio data storage in memory, shown on Fig. G.13.

An ALSA substream is a software structure that roughly corresponds to a hardware connector on the soundcard: a driver for a soundcard with one stereo playback and one stereo recording minijack plug, would declare one stereo play-
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![Diagram: Byte-level layout of a 16-bit, little-endian, interleaved, stereo (two channel) digital audio (PCM) data in computer memory (e.g. a dma_area of an ALSA substream). Larger units like samples and ALSA frames are indicated, labeling uses 1-based indexing.]

Fig. G.13: Byte-level layout of a 16-bit, little-endian, interleaved, stereo (two channel) digital audio (PCM) data in computer memory (e.g. a dma_area of an ALSA substream). Larger units like samples and ALSA frames are indicated, labeling uses 1-based indexing.

back substream and one stereo capture substream. Each substream refers to its own dma_area, and thus Fig. G.13 would illustrate data stored there, in case of stereo, 16-bit, interleaved setup - however, it is also a format used to store data in Microsoft .wav files. Noting that endianness is only relevant for numeric values that are larger than (and thus cannot fit in) a byte, a consequence of it is that if we read the first values in Fig. G.13 as 8-bit unsigned integers, we get 00000000\(_2\) = 0\(_{10}\), 10000000\(_2\) = 128\(_{10}\), 11111111\(_2\) = 255\(_{10}\), 01111111\(_2\) = 127\(_{10}\), etc. – however, if we read them as little-endian 16-bit signed integers, we get 1000000000000000\(_2\) = \(-32768\)\(_{10}\), 0111111111111111\(_2\) = 32767\(_{10}\), etc as sample values (see the script print_sawramp.sh in [1] for an example of generating and inspecting such a file; and Fig. G.24 for an example waveform plot). Since the signed integer values are dimensionless, as first approximation into their physical meaning we can take that the bounds of the 16-bit signed range are linearly mapped to the positive and negative peak voltages, that an eventual digital-to-analog converter (DAC) would reproduce. An ALSA driver would use the constant SNDRC_PCM_FMTBIT_S16_LE to declare itself capable of handling little-endian, 16-bit, signed integer audio samples; and SNDRC_PCM_INFO_INTERLEAVED to declare capability for interleaved audio data access - so for CD-quality settings, it holds that \(N\) frames, would correspond to \(2N\) samples per channel, or \(4N\) bytes in all (or: here one frame is equivalent to four bytes).

The audio data rate of 44100 frames per second has to be implemented through periodic transfers of data between the PC and the soundcard hardware, but it in itself doesn’t specify at what actual period of time will data be exchanged. From a user-space perspective, the ALSA library API offers functions to set this explicitly - but it also offers functions like snd_pcm_hw_params_set_period_time_near and snd_pcm_hw_params_set_period_size_near, which would set up the value, nearest to the requested, that the soundcard is capable of. From a kernel-space perspective, the driver module declares the capabilities of the soundcard through the period_bytes_min and period_bytes_max properties; and in the .prepare callback (which runs at each start of an audio operation), the finally 'decided' period size is reported to the driver through the substream->runtime->period_size property (given in unit of frames). Since the period size should implement the audio rate, it also determines the period time: if the audio rate is \(f_A = 44100\) Hz (or frames per second), and
the period size $\text{period\_size}_f$ is (say) 2048 frames, then the period time $T_P$ (in seconds) can be calculated via:

$$T_P = \frac{\text{period\_size}_f}{f_A} \cdot 1\text{s} \quad (G.5.1)$$

... resulting with (say) a period time of $T_P \approx 46\text{ms}$. This is also how in a driver like AudioArduino [3a] we find the time period, at which the previously discussed periodic timer functions are set to run. Note that ALSA typically allocates the size of a dma_area to be an integer multiple of the period size; this is known as the buffer size, and is also reported in the .prepare callback of the driver, through the substream->runtime->buffer_size property (given again in unit of frames).

When a period time has expired, a period size amount of data should have been exchanged; the kernel driver is obliged to inform the rest of ALSA about this by calling snd_pcm_period_elapsed(). The kernel driver also returns the "current" or "latest" status of the data transfers by maintaining and returning a buffer position value from its .pointer callback function (expressed in frames) - which the rest of ALSA can call at any time. Additionally, ALSA maintains two more position pointers related to the same buffer, accessible also to user-space: substream->runtime->status->hw_ptr which generally follows the value returned by .pointer, and substream->runtime->control->appl_ptr which indicates the buffer position, that the user-space application has been able to handle up to that point in time. A setup of 4 periods per buffer and corresponding position pointers is shown on Fig. G.14.

![Diagram of playback buffer](image)

**Fig. G.14:** Schematic overview of the playback buffer in the traditional playback model, valid for ALSA (from ref. [34])

Figure G.14, and its source article [34], emphasize several important points
that may otherwise be easy to overlook in other ALSA documentation. First, note that Fig. G.14 uses the term *fragment* (also used in the earlier Open Sound System), to refer to what ALSA calls a period. Essentially, Fig. G.14 would represent the entirety of the playback `dma_area` buffer, where the data would be arranged like on Fig. G.13; `BUF_SIZE` would represent the entire allocated size of the buffer, while `FRAG_SIZE` would represent the period size. An important point is that the audio playback process is conducted through the same memory buffer, but in two distinct stages: a user-space application software would have to *write* audio data in this buffer (audio data which could have been read from hard disk, or generated on the fly), while the soundcard, with some latency, would have to *read* audio data from this buffer in order to reproduce the audio samples. Thus, there is a Software Write Pointer (the `appl_ptr`), which keeps track of how much data has the user-space application written – and a Hardware Read Pointer (the `hw_ptr`), which keeps track of how many samples of that data have been played back by the card already. This implies that the software write part has to occur first, and thus the software write pointer should in principle be ahead of the hardware read pointer; thus, on Fig. G.14, the software write pointer being behind the hardware read one, implies that the software write pointer has already "wrapped" - given that the buffer is considered to be a circular or ring buffer. The area between the two pointers doesn’t have to be empty (it might contain "old" data), however, in any case it doesn’t contain up-to-data for usage; we could consider it as a region that is allowed to be overwritten by the software write process. In this context, an underrun would happen if the application is takes too much time to perform the software write parts of the process, thus allowing the hardware read pointer to "catch up" with the software write pointer (which would mean that there is no more valid data for the soundcard to reproduce).

We can conceptualize the capture process similarly, except some meanings change: `hw_ptr` would be a hardware write pointer, since the card has to write the recorded data in the `dma_area`; and `appl_ptr` would be a software read pointer, since the application has to read the `dma_area` before it ultimately saves its contents to disk. Another point that Fig. G.14 emphasizes, is that "traditionally on most operating systems audio is scheduled via sound card interrupts (IRQs) [34]". On the other hand, in [2a, 3a], we use timer functions to schedule audio; this is similar to the traditional model in the sense that kernel timers run as software interrupts (softirqs) - however, there are more fundamental differences, which are discussed in more detail in the next section. Note that if a user-space application uses an access method which involves "sleeping" on a file descriptor, the soundcard interrupt would also serve to "wake up" that part of the process - thus becoming a signal to activate, say, the "software write" part of the playback process. Also, determining the optimum buffer and period/fragment size (and thus time) is not straight-forward: shorter periods increase CPU utilization and thus power usage (which becomes relevant in mobile use: note that [34] is a proposal that, among other things, suggests use of longer periods largely motivated by power-saving) – however, longer periods
also increase latency.

At this point, let us revisit the concept of full-duplex operation. Telecommunication textbooks usually provide a rather basic definition, such as data being “transmitted in two directions at the same time [35]”. Actual implementation can be in different ways: e.g. in RS-232 asynchronous serial, there are two dedicated wires, RX and TX (Fig. G.6), which are one-way (or simplex) in nature – and they allow the transmission of data, both from the PC host to the device, and from the device to the host, at "the same time". Starting from that definition, full-duplex in terms of ALSA would simply mean the ability to run audio playback and capture processes from a user-space application at the same time. Thus in [5a], we can demonstrate a full-duplex operation from the perspective of the PC - even if the USB interface chip used there, the FTDI FT245, has a bidirectional parallel bus which has to be contended, and so per definition, can only work in half-duplex mode (for more, see sect. G.6.1); but that success, as noted previously, is due to the relatively low audio data transfer rate. At CD-quality, we have to remember that full-duplex would involve two buffers (one for capture, and one for playback) with corresponding pointers as on Fig. G.14, and two sets of IRQs/timer functions. Ideally, the playback and capture hardware buffer pointers should be in sync, since in principle they indicate the absolute passage of time – however, having noted kernel preemption and the jitter it introduces, we should be aware that such synchronization can be implemented only approximately; especially since it is quite possible that, at times, the OS may fail to service an interrupt request (or a timer function) fully.

Eventually, the meaning of full-duplex with ALSA is slightly stricter than the basic definition: it also implies usage of specific API functions in order to set up streams for full-duplex. In an ALSA driver kernel module, one should use `snd_pcm_group_for_each_entry()` with `snd_pcm_trigger_done()` in the `.trigger` callback function, so this callback (as well as `.start` and `.stop`) runs only once for both streams (otherwise the playback and capture streams would have `.trigger`, and other callbacks, called separately twice). In user-space, one should use the ALSA library API function `snd_pcm_link` to link the playback and capture substreams; its use may propagate to other libraries as well (e.g. PortAudio uses it in its `PaAlsaStream_Configure()` function). This approach would minimize the discrepancies between the playback and capture hardware pointers, however it cannot eliminate them completely: on a single CPU system, the CPU would still have to execute IRQ handlers in series, even if the IRQ signals may have arrived at the exact same time - and this alone might introduce a small error (e.g. the playback and capture interrupt at 2048 frames; if capture gets serviced first, the playback has to wait; when playback gets serviced, maybe the soundcard has already advanced to frame 2049, but the callback may still refer to the value that originally caused the interrupt, that is, 2048). Finally, note that there may be subtleties regarding linked streams, depending on the use-case for the full-duplex operation (which is further discussed in subsection G.5.4, in context of the `latency.c` program.
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- "Monitoring" - if we want to listen to (play back) an audio signal that is just being recorded (captured)
- "Studio overdub" - if we want to 'overdub', that is, record (capture) an audio signal over/in sync with already playing audio track

Interestingly, in our previous ALSA driver work [2a, 3a, 5a], we have never explicitly used the `snd_pcm_group_for_each_entry` full-duplex setup function, as the low data rates (max 44100 B/s for 8-bit mono streams) allowed those drivers to perform reliably even without it. Otherwise, that setup approach can be rather easy to overlook in the documentation; and we first became aware of it in the course of performing the driver comparison, described in the next subsections.

G.5.3 ALSA, DMA and timers: comparing HDA intel and dummy drivers

Up to this point, we have considered the architecture of ALSA, without mentioning one of the most important aspects of it: as hinted by default names such as `dma_area`, ALSA is primarily intended to address cards that exploit the direct memory access (DMA) mechanism to interface with a PC. To begin with, we should be aware that in modern commodity PCs, the CPU(s) communicate with random access memory (RAM) through a Northbridge chipset [36]. Part of such a mechanism, including the DMA controller, is shown on Figure G.15.

The DMA controller is a standalone integrated circuit (IC) chip; there are different manufacturers and models, but most common in introductory literature are Intel 8237, 8537 or 82357. The details of the interaction mechanism can be somewhat complicated, but a basic introduction can be found in [38], [39], [37]. To begin with, Fig. G.15 is modified so it fits the ALSA soundcard context: the peripheral device could be something else (like a floppy or hard disk controller), however, we have specifically decided to consider it as a soundcard here. We would expect the peripheral device to have its own crystal oscillator (XO) for timing its own, "card" events: e.g. in AudioArduino [3a], we derive a clock close to 44.1 kHz from the 16 MHz XO on the Arduino, which we use to reproduce or capture individual samples - these we would consider to be the "card" events (events occurring under card clock time).

On the other hand, Fig. G.15 notes that the PC also has its own XO as a master clock source, which controls the execution of events in kernel and user space. Since we have two different physical clocks in the form of crystal oscillators, we cannot expect them to run at the same rate (note an Arduino’s 16 MHz oscillator frequency vs. a PC’s 1.6 GHz), nor to remain synchronized: even if they were started at the same time, they will drift; in other words, the soundcard and the PC represent two different clock domains. Additionally, we would implicitly observe these two clocks from the perspective of our 'own',
independent clock, symbolizing the "real" flow of time - thus, in principle, we deal with three clock domains when observing a system like this.

Let us now assume that the soundcard on Fig. G.15 is performing a capture operation: analog-to-digital conversion, followed by storage of samples into internal capture memory of the card (here, as an example, 64 CD-quality ALSA frames in size). At the same time, the switches as shown on Fig. G.15 (in position A) allow direct communication of the CPU with memory through its address, data and control buses. Let’s assume that once the soundcard fills a certain amount of its local capture memory (say, a period size of 32 frames), it will want to transfer this data to main memory. In this case, the card would assert the DREQ signal; as a result, the DMA controller would eventually ask the CPU to relinquish control of the bus, by asserting the HRQ signal. Once the CPU has set its bus pins to high-impedance (thus electrically isolating the bus lanes from itself), it confirms back to the DMA controller by asserting the HLDA signal. At this point, the DMA controller changes the switch positions (to position B), and sets up the correct control and address signals, so the card can output its data on the data bus while it is being correctly routed to RAM memory. The DMA controller then asserts the DACK0 signal, letting the card know to proceed with the transfer. Meanwhile, the CPU can process other commands, as long as they do not require information from RAM at that time. When the DMA transfer is done, the DMA controller starts by deasserting the HOLD (HRQ) signal, and eventually transfers the control of the bus back to
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the CPU again.

Without this kind of a mechanism, the CPU would have to go through the entire instruction (or fetch-decode-execute) cycle \[38], \[40] for every single datum transferred; thus DMA allows for improved transfer efficiency while relieving the processor of wasting cycles. A consequence of this, is that the CPU is not "aware" of the data transferred via DMA: while certain DMA operations might be visible in a kernel log (like on Fig. G.2), it would be in principle impossible to, say, print out the data transferred during a DMA operation in such a log: one can only access (and print out) contents of RAM, after the DMA operation is complete. This, on the other hand, imposes interrupts as the most straightforward way for the card to notify the CPU of the progress of the transfer: since the CPU doesn’t "know" the status of, say, the capture operation, the card can interrupt the CPU as soon as a period size of bytes has been transferred, which will act as a signal for the CPU to read the latest value of the buffer pointer, and possibly trigger further ALSA mechanisms accordingly. It is important to emphasize that in this case, for a capture direction, the value of the buffer pointer at the moment of interrupt handling would represent bytes that have already been transferred via DMA, and are present in the capture’s dma_area in RAM – and this is what makes the DMA mechanism fundamentally different from the timer function approaches we’ve used in our previous ALSA drivers.

We first became aware of this, thanks to the following comment by C. Ladisch:

“Your driver’s .pointer callback must report the actual position at which the hardware has finished reading from the buffer. You must read some hardware register of your DMA controller for this. It is not possible to deduce this from the current time because the clocks do not run at the same speed, and any kind of buffering will introduce more errors. The dummy driver uses a timer because there is no actual hardware. \[17]\”

Further on in the same discussion thread, it is also noted that the assumption, that we made so far in the example – that a card would have an internal capture memory buffer, and DMA would transfer bytes between it and main RAM memory – is historical; and does not hold any longer for modern cards, for which “all data is immediately read from/written to main memory \[17]\” (this is indicated on Fig. G.15 with a grayed out "intern capture memory" symbol in the soundcard domain). Taking all this into account, it becomes clear that we would be always late when using a kernel timer callback as a periodic ALSA function, as opposed to using an IRQ handler of a real soundcard-generated interrupt; the chief causes being:

- An IRQ handler runs with the maximum kernel priority (that of a hardware interrupt); a kernel timer runs with the next lower priority (that of a softirq), and as such is more prone to jitter due to kernel preemption.
For the capture direction, the periodic execution of the IRQ handler signals existence of a period size of new capture bytes already present in the substream's \texttt{dma_area} in RAM; with a kernel timer function, we can at best just start the process of copying data into the \texttt{dma_area} (meaning, it will take additional time for the bytes to be actually present there) - and with a virtual driver, this copying process will have to utilize the CPU as well.

Since running potentially long operations (like copying memory) in a interrupt context (to which the kernel timer function, as a softirq, belongs) is not recommended, in both our virtual and AudioArduino drivers a tasklet is used as a "bottom half" \cite{8,7}, to schedule such operations for slightly later; this can be seen to introduce a further source of jitter due to kernel preemption.

To summarize: usage of kernel timer functions is not, and cannot be, an accurate simulation of the periodic performance of hardware interrupts of a soundcard that utilizes DMA, in an ALSA soundcard driver. However, currently we cannot conceive of a software based approach, that could be seen as a more accurate simulation (and would work without changes to a vanilla kernel of the series we used for development).

Confirming whether this is a correct understanding, however, can be difficult. To begin with, there is no 'generic' DMA soundcard hardware (as on Fig. G.15; interfaced, say, via PCI), that we could use as a model; furthermore, a detailed investigation would require hardware measurement/probing of the high-speed, parallel PCI bus, something we are not in a position to perform at this time. Therefore we opted for something simpler: since both of our development netbooks feature an integrated onboard HDA Intel soundcard, we used this as our model of a DMA soundcard; and as an experiment, we produced a set of programs and scripts, that capture kernel log data while certain ALSA operations are performed, and then filter that data and plot it. The user-space ALSA programs (\texttt{captmini.c} and \texttt{playmini.c}) set up a card for CD-quality operation, with buffer size of 64 frames and period size of 32 frames (which results with a period time of \( \approx 726 \mu s \)), and then call a quick succession of two ALSA commands (\texttt{snd_pcm_readi} for capture, and \texttt{snd_pcm_writei} for playback, respectively), before terminating; \texttt{ftrace} kernel data (as on Fig. G.2) is captured during execution of the two commands. Running these programs against different drivers – in our case, first a virtual \texttt{snd-dummy.ko} based one, then the \texttt{snd-hda-intel.ko} one – allows collection of data, which allows for the drivers to be compared.

We have chosen the small period and buffer sizes primarily to minimize the duration of operation. Even if the expected time for the operation to complete in this experiment is on the order of a few milliseconds, massive amount of kernel log data is generated, which needs to be filtered in ordered to be plotted meaningfully. We have chosen to limit the data to ALSA kernel functions (those prefixed with \texttt{snd_pcm_}, as well as functions defined in the drivers themselves),
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Fig. G.16: Behavior of the hda-intel driver: capture behavior with `snd_pcm_readi` (left) and playback behavior with `snd_pcm_writei` (right); blue arrows: userspace command, red: interrupt callback
ioctl handlers, IRQ handlers, task switching and some hrtimer related functions. Additionally, moments when the user-space functions run are plotted, and the drivers are modified so they print out the values of all substream buffer pointers when their .pointer function is called. Function names are arranged in per-CPU lanes with preserved call nesting indentation, and plotted on a vertical time line. Even with the filtering, it is very difficult to present the details in printed form—still, we submit Figure G.16 and Figure G.17, which plot the simplex behavior of the HDA Intel "real" soundcard driver, and our modified dummy virtual soundcard driver, respectively (on both, left side shows capture, right side shows playback); an electronic, PDF version of this article would allow sufficient zoom to observe details in these figures.

All plots on Figure G.16 and Figure G.17 feature the DMA controller and the time domains' symbols of Figure G.15 on top. Each plot presents a vertical time axis for each domain: as a visual reminder of the clock domain independence, the "real time" domain is taken to be the reference, the "card time" domain is shown to run faster than the reference, while the "PC time" domain is shown to run slower than the reference. The starting point is the start of logging taken as 0 s, aligned on all three axes, and time increases "downwards" (tick marks indicate 100 µs units). On the "PC time" domain, the first two lanes (from left) display filtered kernel functions from the ftrace log for each of the two CPUs; the third lane shows user space functions. The thick blue arrows from user to kernel space should indicate the kernel-space functions that run in response to the user-space function calls. On the "kernel time" axis, with thicker red vertical lines we indicate duration of any interrupt handler captured; while the orange rectangular backgrounds (often appearing as horizontal lines) indicate when the kernel switches user-space tasks. On the user space side, also a numeric indication (in frames) of the three ALSA buffer pointer variables is shown (the .pointer [violet], hw_ptr [red] and appl_ptr [blue] value), as well as a linear interpolation between their values at different points in time.

On Fig. G.16, the start of the IRQ handler (which contains the function which we consider periodic: azx_interrupt() for hda-intel, or dummy_hrtimer_callback() for dummy) is replotted on the "card time" axis 5 µs earlier, and considered as an interrupt request originating from the card ("card IRQ"). Thus, the card IRQ are shown to occur slightly "earlier" (in respect to "real time" axis) on the card, than their respective handlers running on the PC - which is what we'd otherwise expect to happen in reality too (the clock domain mismatch emphasizes this visually even more). In this sense, we try to extrapolate when the card interrupt requests have been raised on the card, based on the information we have on when the respective IRQ handlers ran on the PC. The thick red arrows on Fig. G.16 connect such a 'card IRQ' in the card time domain with the respective IRQ handler in kernel space. Finally, we use a visual representation of a filled buffer: on the "card time" line, we've manually indicated the expected state of the assumed "card" buffer, while on the user space side, it indicates the value of the relevant buffer pointer variable.

In this way, Fig. G.16 reveals a fundamental asymmetry between the play-
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Fig. G.17: Behavior of the dummy driver: capture behavior with `snd_pcm_readi` (left) and playback behavior with `snd_pcm_writei` (right); blue arrows: userspace command, red: timer callback
back and capture ALSA operations: in a capture operation, the .pointer value (from the card) is the primary buffer pointer variable, hw_ptr follows the .pointer value, and appl_ptr follows the hw_ptr — while in a playback operation, the appl_ptr (set by user-space) is the primary buffer pointer variable, the .pointer value (from the card) follows appl_ptr, and hw_ptr follows the .pointer value. Essentially, the .pointer, since it originates from the card, is independent from the other two values, and its value informs the kernel about the status of DMA operations of the card: in the capture direction, it notifies how many frames have been captured by the card; in the playback directions, it notifies how many frames of those supplied by appl_ptr have already been played back. Then, hw_ptr always follows .pointer, but with a slight delay - it gets updated only at the call to the ALSA kernel function snd_pcm_update_hw_ptr0, and it gets updated to the last (previous) .pointer value registered by the kernel (at that point, the actual .pointer value is typically advanced from what hw_ptr is set to). The appl_ptr shows the user-space application status: how many frames the application has supplied for playback, or how many frames has it already copied from kernel-space for capture. Note that the .pointer value wraps at buffer size (in frames), as appropriate for the ring buffer nature of the dma_area; while appl_ptr and hw_ptr are cumulative (but are shown as if wrapping at buffer size on Fig. G.16 and Fig. G.17).

In other words, if we assume existence of card buffers, we could say the following on the operation asymmetry: in capture, the card buffer is filled first, the PC buffer (dma_area) follows it, and the "card IRQ" is a signal to the user-space application to start copying a period size of captured data; in playback, the PC buffer is set first by the user-space application, the card buffer follows it, and the "card IRQ" is a signal to the kernel informing that a period-sized amount of frames from those set by the user-space application have actually been played. Fig. G.16 reveals another asymmetry between playback and capture, which may be specific to the HDA Intel card and driver: in both cases, the first "card IRQ" is issued relatively quickly (on the order of 100 $\mu$s) after the first user-space command; however, for the capture case, we can consider it as a start of operation, and "card IRQ"s appear regularly at period time afterwards — while in the playback case, this first "card IRQ" seems like an acknowledgment, then another "card IRQ" runs after half a period time, which can be seen as the start of operation, and only afterwards do the "card IRQ"s appear regularly at period time. We cannot state with certainty the reason for this behavior of the HDA Intel card and driver - however, it does ultimately relate to our solution for a full-duplex, CD-quality virtual ALSA driver.

Another interesting point about this example is that playmini.c, for the small period and buffer sizes used, tended to generate lots of xruns when used with the hda-intel driver (note however that Fig. G.16 shows a successful run of the program, one where an xrun didn't occur). We made a small test using a script, playdelay.sh, which was based around inserting a given nanosleep () delay between the two snd_pcm_writei() user-space ALSA calls, running
the program multiple times, and recording the number of xruns that have occurred. Thus we measured the response of delays from 100 µs to 1 ms in 10 µs increments, running playmini.c for 100 times in each increment; and realized that the optimal delay (the one for which a minimal number of xruns were recorded per 100 runs) between the two snd_pcm_write() calls is 310 µs, which is notably close to half the period time for this case (363 µs). To conserve space, we do not include the resulting plot in this article, but the script and the plot image can be found via [1] (or alternately, via [17]).

Fig. G.17 shows the same context as Fig. G.16, but for the operation of a virtual, snd-dummy.ko based, driver. Correspondingly, the card hardware and the "card time" axis are vividly crossed out on Fig. G.17, as no actual card hardware is used. The meaning of most symbols on Fig. G.17 is the same as on Fig. G.16, with the exception of the red thick arrow - it now cannot originate from the card hardware, so it is drawn pointing from the other side; and also it doesn't indicate a 'card IRQ' anymore - it indicates where the timer function is running. In both capture and playback cases, at least a period time needs to expire after first user space command, for the first timer function to run; however, Fig. G.17 indicates that in the capture case, snd_pcm_readi may be blocking - that is, the first such user-space command may wait for an update from the periodic kernel function, before the next such user-space command proceeds; but in the playback case, it seems that both snd_pcm_writei commands can execute, before even the first instance of the periodic timer function has run - which implies queuing. Another thing visible on Fig. G.17 is that the period time isn't kept exactly, which shouldn't be surprising by now, considering the jittering behavior of high-resolution Linux kernel timers discussed previously (Fig. G.5).

While Fig. G.16 and Fig. G.17 can be said to illustrate some of the basic differences between a virtual (with periodic timer functions) and a hardware DMA (with periodic IRQs) ALSA driver, the level of understanding they bring about was still not enough to implement a virtual ALSA driver, that would work seamlessly at CD quality settings with Audacity as a front end. For that, we went through several other attempts at visualization of the kernel log data, while focusing on the methods the PortAudio uses to utilize ALSA - this is described further in the next section. Driver, program (captmini.c and playmini.c) and script code, as well as logs, used to create the plots on Fig. G.16 and Fig. G.17 is available via [1] (or alternately, via [17]).

Before we proceed, let us first return briefly to the PC soundcard hardware we used. To begin with, 'HDA Intel' is a reference to Intel's 'High Definition Audio', whose 225-page specification is publicly available [41]; this specification was codenamed "Azalia", which is likely the reason behind the snd-hda-intel.ko driver using azx_ as a prefix for its driver functions. The specifications defines a "High Definition Audio Controller" device, which on one hand connects to the PCI bus, and on the other hand provides a high-speed serial bus called "High Definition Audio Link". Finally, there are devices that connect to the HDA Link bus, and otherwise contain the hardware A/D and/or D/A
converters, called "High Definition Audio Codec". There can be multiple such
codecs attached to a HDA Link - and typically, their production is outsourced.
Using the `alsa-info.sh` script (downloadable from the ALSA website), we
have probed the soundcard hardware on our development netbooks, and real-
ized they contain a Realtek ALC269 codec (NetColors) and a Realtek ALC662
rev1 codec (MSI Wind); the datasheet for ALC269 can be found on [42]. Thus,
the model we have on Fig. G.15, where a single peripheral "card" would con-
tain all circuitry (both the PCI interface and the A/D and D/A converters) is
a simplification; in our actual case, the DMA soundcard hardware is split in
two parts: a HDA controller by Intel, and a HDA codec by Realtek (with a
serial bus in-between) - and correspondingly, there are several ALSA drivers
loaded on a live Linux on our development platform: `snd-hda-intel.ko`, `snd-
hda-codec.ko` and (ultimately) `snd-hda-codec-realtek.ko`. Still, inspecting
the `snd-hda-intel.ko` was the right approach to obtain periodic interrupt in-
formation for Fig. G.16 - as this driver governs the soundcard system part (the
HDA controller) which would be directly attached to the PCI bus.

G.5.4 Solving the virtual, full-duplex, CD-quality ALSA driver:
Visualizing and animating ftrace kernel log files with gnuplot

The discussion in the previous subsection was a necessary, but not sufficient,
prerequisite for implementing a virtual ALSA driver, which would operate un-
der CD-quality settings, but without the drop problems in the PortAudio li-
brary (as illustrated on Fig. G.11). The user-space programs being traced in
the previous subsection (`captmini.c` and `playmini.c`) implement capture and
playback operations separately, and as such do not model full-duplex operation.
Furthermore, they utilize only the simplest method of interacting with ALSA
(via `snd_pcm_readi` and `snd_pcm_writei` ALSA API calls) in a single thread
- while the PortAudio library polls ALSA file descriptors in a multi-threaded
context. Because of this, we needed to identify additional user-space software
for tracing inspection, which lead to additional approaches to visualizing data
obtained from that.

We were interested first in finding a 'minimal' full-duplex ALSA user-space
program, in the same sense that `captmini.c` and `playmini.c` could be seen as
'minimal' simplex user-space examples. While such software exists, its ex-
istence evaded us for a while: for one, it is only distributed in source form, in
the `test` subdirectory of the `alsa-lib` source package; and then, its name is
`latency.c`, making it easy to overlook in this context. Unfortunately, there was
very little information about this program, beyond the source code itself, which
mentions simply that it can be used to measure "latency between capture and
playback". As such, understanding what the program does, and how, wasn’t
necessarily a straightforward process for us – and because of that, we wrote
some of the understanding we gained as a sort of an initial documentation, and
posted it as a page on the ALSA project Wiki [43].
The `latency.c` program is a single-threaded application, and ultimately reduces to using `snd_pcm_readi` and `snd_pcm_writei` again; however, it conveniently offers a way for choosing polled or non-polled mechanisms through command line arguments. On its Wiki page, we also included some quotes from relevant posts on the ALSA mailing lists; some of these further clarify the perspective that ALSA has on full-duplex operation. First, `latency.c` is intended to capture input data, and play it back as soon as possible; however, that can be implemented in two different ways, depending on whether `snd_pcm_link()` is used; which is shown on Figure G.18.

![Figure G.18: Difference between unlinked (left) and linked (right) full-duplex capture and playback ALSA streams for latency.c](from ref. [43])

Each of the square sections on Fig. G.18 represent a period size of audio data (their boundaries can be considered to be defined by the moments when the periodic functions [IRQ or timer functions] run). In case of unlinked streams, we have to wait for the first period of capture data (C0) to be available, before we can use that data for playback - however, since it will take additional time to start the playback stream from user-space, the delay between the start of capture and start of playback in this case will be greater than the period time. When the streams are linked, only one `snd_pcm_start()` command is used to start both capture and playback streams; in an idealized case, we can consider them "aligned" in time (as on Fig. G.18 right). Here, the first playback period must be silence (as at that time, the first capture period of data C0 is not yet available); and while we would like to start playing back C0 already in the second playback period, we cannot - because by the time user-space became "aware" that C0 is available, and copied to playback, the second playback period would have already started. This is the reason why the `latency.c` program starts with writing silence data twice to the playback buffer. Thus, ultimately, the latency that the `latency.c` program measures, corresponds to 2 · period\_size plus whatever hardware latencies occur. Note that this behavior may be specific for this use case, which - in the terms we introduced at end of sect. G.5.2 - we could call a "monitoring" full-duplex use case (i.e. we want to play back data which is captured live as soon as possible); and may not necessarily apply to "studio overdub" full-duplex case (where we play back audio tracks, and we’d like to capture audio input, so it is - as much as possible - in sync with the playback data).

We used a modified version (with additional command line options, and other changes) called `latency-mod.c`, available via [1] (or alternately, via [17]),
for debug inspection. As it is ALSA-only application, analyzing it wouldn’t track down the reason for the PortAudio full-duplex drop; however, we hoped to gain a better understanding of what happens on the kernel level during a polled full-duplex operation. Essentially, the analysis would consist of plotting data similar to Fig. G.16 and Fig. G.17; however here we would have to show both playback and capture data simultaneously - basically, as if the left and right plots on Fig. G.16 (or Fig. G.17) were to overlap. This makes it more difficult to read the plots and draw conclusions, and we attempted to address this by trying two animation approaches.

The first approach was to run a debug acquisition test multiple times, plot the acquired data as on Figs. G.16 and G.17, but in "landscape" mode (the plot is rotated so the time axes are horizontal), and then produce a GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) animation, where each animation frame is a plot of one test run; we used this approach both for latency-mod.c tests, and for those described in the previous subsection. With a low resolution GIF animation, details are lost – but, such an animation still allows for a visual understanding of the jitter present in the periodic functions: at first sight, one can deduce that the jitter of hda-intel driver’s azx_interrupt() can be as large as the one of dummy’s dummy_hrtimer_callback(). More interestingly, it reveals that how often the driver’s .pointer callback is called, can be dependent on the arrangement of both driver code, and user-space code.

In terms of driver code, let’s recall that the three buffer pointer variables (.pointer, hw_ptr and appl_ptr), have different "primacy" depending on the operation direction (playback or capture); and do not change simultaneously, being updated by snd_pcm_update_hw_ptr0 to a 'previous' value. Because of this, the ALSA engine may typically call .pointer twice (or more) in quick succession - until the value of hw_ptr "settles" (that is, becomes equal to the .pointer value). This causes some interesting behavior: in the original dummy driver, the value returned for .pointer is based on measurement of expired time from start of operation; this means that there is a pretty good chance that by the time .pointer is called for the second time, enough time may have passed so that the calculated .pointer value has changed for 1 frame since last time. Thus, the hw_ptr cannot "settle" in the second call, and the ALSA engine continues calling .pointer in quick succession – "quick" here meaning mere 30 µs or so apart, which we may perceive as a useless utilization of the CPU (especially since this is a virtual driver, and there is no reason why, in principle, we couldn’t return any value whatsoever for its pointer - including a value that would stop the quick succession). In the modified driver version we used, dummy-mod, we moved the calculation of the returned .pointer value in the timer callback; because of this, the .pointer value is updated less frequently - meaning that hw_ptr can usually "catch up" after only two calls to snd_pcm_update_hw_ptr0. In this sense, dummy-mod’s behavior resembles the operation of hda-intel more closely than the original dummy does. In terms of user-space code, we realized that if latency-mod.c is ran both without blocking and without polling, there will be a tight loop in user-space code
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calling \texttt{snd_pcm_readi} - which will be visible in the animated GIF as many quick successions of \texttt{.pointer}, even for the \texttt{hda-intel} driver! Links to these GIF animations can be found via [1] (or alternately, via [17]).

The second approach to animation was to take debug log data acquired from a single run, and using a separate \texttt{gnuplot} script, render plot frames which represent a sort of a zoomed region into plots like Fig. G.16 (or Fig. G.17), centered around a particular time moment; one such frame is shown on Figure G.19. These frames are then composed as an MPEG animation, with the end result being a video of time-stretched vertical scrolling along the plot's time axes.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{animation.png}
\caption{One frame of animation, of a kernel log of the full-duplex operation of the \texttt{dummy-mod} driver, used with the user-space \texttt{latency-mod.c} program.}
\end{figure}

The main benefit from an animation like on Fig. G.19 is that it allows one to gain a sense of the rhythm of the periodic kernel functions and the change of buffer pointers. The rhythmical sense could have been enhanced further by a sonification audio track (e.g. generated similarly to the approach in Sect. G.4.1), but we didn’t pursue that further in this context. The animation is a time-expanded video (basically, a slow-motion video akin to high-frequency time-lapse videos) where $\approx 6\ 	ext{ms}$ of real-time debug capture is visualized as 26 seconds of animation. The plot is centered around the "current" "card time" moment (indicated by the captioned box and the horizontal gray line in the middle), and shows a range of 300 $\mu\text{s}$ before and after the "current" time. To the right, there are two lanes: one for playback, and one for capture; both
of them feature a (gray) box, with a set of squares representing the buffer (white background), and a rendering of the current value of the different buffer pointers: for playback, `appl_ptr` (dark blue) is on top as a primary variable, and the `.pointer` (violet) and `hw_ptr` (dark red) are on the bottom; for capture, `.pointer` (as primary) followed by `hw_ptr` is on top, while `appl_ptr` is on the bottom; all of the variables wrap at buffer size, and the value is indicated both as an arrow, and as a colored line inside the buffer symbol. To the left of the plot, there is again a similar box, with two buffer symbols: the top is related to playback, the bottom to capture. From the inner side of the buffer symbols, the respective `hw_ptr` variable is repeated (in violet); on their outer side, we show the assumed playback (red) and capture (blue) buffer pointer "on card", interpolated from the first known respective `hw_ptr` value at CD-quality rate. In an animated format, this allows for a more natural understanding of the buffer pointer mechanisms; unfortunately, it doesn’t allow for more precise statements, other than `hw_ptr` generally being able to follow the assumed 'card' pointer values (and the pointers following each other depending on stream direction as described previously), in both `hda-intel` and `dummy` driver cases.

Note that here we use period size of 128 frames and buffer size of 256 frames, since for smaller values, `latency-mod.c` very easily generates an xrun. In general, the smaller the period and buffer sizes, the more the likelihood for an xrun increases, and as such it also happens for the chosen 128/256 frames combination; however, we used this animation approach on test run acquisitions that ended successfully, in order to gain a model of how the proper operation is supposed to work. Having encountered xruns in both this and previous tests, made us briefly look into finding a way to visualize when an xrun is detected; unfortunately, as of now, we haven’t found a simple and legible enough method. The best we can say currently, is that on the level of ALSA, the bulk of the calculations for an xrun detection seem to occur in the `snd_pcm_update_hw_ptr0()` ALSA kernel function, defined in `alsa-kernel/core/pcm_lib.c` file (in the `alsa-driver` package); and they may depend both on the period and buffer sizes, and on a `delta` defined either through new and old values of `hw_ptr` – or through an elapsed time (involving calculation via `jiffies`). Additionally, an xrun is detected in the `snd_pcm_update_state()` kernel function (in the same source file), where the detection relies on `avail` and `stop_threshold` variables. The `avail` variable, roughly, returns the difference between frames processed by user space, and frames processed by the soundcard; since the meaning of this differs depending on stream direction (playback or capture), there are different formulas and thus different functions to calculate this parameter: `snd_pcm_playback_avail()` and `snd_pcm_capture_avail()` (see file `alsa-kernel/include/pcm.h` in the `alsa-driver` package).

While the above animation approaches do manage to provide insights into the operation of ALSA drivers which are otherwise obscure, they didn’t reveal the reason for the failure with PortAudio. Thus, we needed another user-space program, which would again be used to drive a full-duplex operation, but utilizing the PortAudio library - and in that sense, would emulate
the full-duplex audio operation of Audacity, without the GUI overhead. For this purpose, we used a program named \texttt{patest\textunderscore duplex\textunderscore wire.c}, which we developed from several PortAudio examples, most notably \texttt{patest\textunderscore wire.c} and \texttt{patest\textunderscore record.c} (found in the test/ directory of the \texttt{portaudio-v19} source package). Note that in this program, as per PortAudio limitations, we can only set a \texttt{framesPerCallback} variable, and a total duration in frames, from the command line. The PortAudio \texttt{framesPerCallback} variable will typically be used to set the period size of the ALSA driver, but \textit{not always}: the driver’s period size could end up different (quantized to the nearest possible value). Furthermore, we decided on developing another test and visualization approach (implemented in a script, \texttt{collectmirq.sh}): running a user-space program with different period and buffer size settings, and recording and plotting only the occurrences of periodic functions (IRQ or timer functions) of the driver (a technique similar to the approach on Figs. G.3 to G.5). The results are visualized on a plot, which in this case, has the time axis as the ordinate (vertical), while the abscissa is used as an index of a particular test run acquisition. This allows for side-by-side comparison of runs, obtained with different software: with either \texttt{latency\textunderscore mod.c} or \texttt{patest\textunderscore duplex\textunderscore wire.c} programs, using either \texttt{dummy\textunderscore mod} or \texttt{hda\textunderscore intel} drivers, and with different buffer and period sizes. Plots of such a side-by-side comparison are given on Figure G.20.

\textbf{Fig. G.20:} Rendering of data obtained using \texttt{collectmirq.sh}, displaying the periodic ALSA driver functions: a) 10 runs using the \texttt{latency\textunderscore mod.c} program (period/buffer size 128/256 frames); and b) 10 runs using the \texttt{patest\textunderscore duplex\textunderscore wire.c} program (period/buffer size 256/512 frames); for different drivers (see text). Test duration in all cases is 512 frames.

The situation on Fig. G.20 made us aware that the \textit{phase} between the different directions (playback or capture) of the drivers’ periodic functions (the interrupts, or the timer functions) may be relevant to our problem. For each combination of: a user-space program (\texttt{latency\textunderscore mod.c} or \texttt{patest\textunderscore duplex\textunderscore wire.c}); period/buffer size setting; and a given driver (\texttt{dummy\textunderscore mod} or \texttt{hda\textunderscore intel}) - the \texttt{collectmirq.sh} script will perform 10 debug log acquisition runs (for a total of 200 test runs). Acquisitions are numbered per sequential user-space program
runs, and this is the starting number on the abscissa tick labels on Fig. G.20. On the plots on Fig. G.20, the + markers indicate the time moments when the given periodic functions have been logged. In principle, we could have deduced the stream direction (playback or capture) of a periodic function, by printing out the driver structure variable substream->stream when the function runs; however, we wanted to keep the driver timing interference due to printouts to a minimum (the timestamp is obtained from the periodic function entry in the ftrace log), and since we already print the .pointer values, the code deduces whether a periodic function is for playback or capture, by parsing the data printed by the .pointer function called in the context of the periodic function. However, the hda-intel driver may start operating with azx_interrupt() calls wherein .pointer does not run - which is the reason for the "lone" + markers on Fig. G.20. For all other markers where the stream direction is known, we plot additional elements: for playback, to the left a square node and .pointer value, in gray; and for capture, to the right a circle node and .pointer value, in black (note that the value numbers may be truncated towards the edges of the plot). To ease the visualization of periodic behavior in time, the nodes for a respective direction are connected with vertical lines of respective color – and if applicable, every second such line is drawn dashed.

On the plot on Fig. G.20 a), where the drivers are set to period/buffer size of 128/256 frames, it is visible that the left half (showing hda-intel's operation), generally reports either 129 or 1 as the .pointer value for either direction; conversely, the dummy-mod (right) half shows values like either 137 (138 ... 148) or 9 (12 ... 19) for the playback (gray); and either 133 (135 ... 141) or 5 (6 ... 10) for the capture (black). Something similar happens for period/buffer size of 256/512 frames, on the plot on Fig. G.20 b): the hda-intel left half reports either 257 (265) or 1 (9) for either direction; while the dummy-mod right half shows values like either 265 (268 ... 274) or 9 (12 ... 19) for the playback (gray); and either 261 (264, 267) or 5 (7 ... 13) for the capture .pointer value (black). Clearly, the .pointer values tend to indicate the period size boundaries in the buffer; for hda-intel they are more stable – while the variance in the .pointer values for the dummy-mod driver can be explained by the fact that here the value is calculated based on elapsed time in the timer functions; and due to preemption, we cannot expect that these functions will execute exactly periodically (or at least, as exactly as an IRQ handler, responding to an interrupt by a dedicated hardware timing signal, would).

However, there is another fundamental difference between the hda-intel and dummy plot halves on Fig. G.20: for the dummy driver (and ignoring the jittering due to preemption), it seems that both playback and capture timer functions tend to execute very close to each other (nearly "at the same time"), as it would be expected for linked streams. However, for the hda-intel driver, it seems that the execution of periodic interrupt handlers for one of the streams – the playback one (gray) – is consistently occurring earlier from the other one, which we can interpret as a phase offset/shift; and in spite of this, the
.pointer values reported still match across directions (that is, both directions will report a .pointer value of, say, 129; even if the interrupt for one executed significantly earlier than the other)! Comparing the a) and b) sides on Fig. G.20, it seems that this behavior of the hda-intel driver is persistent across changes of buffer and period size settings. Further investigation revealed that for a period size > 64 frames, this phase delay/offset (or the difference between moments of time, where corresponding playback and capture IRQs execute) is consistently around 48 frames (1.088 ms at CD quality). It was this behavior of the hda-intel driver, that we aimed to simulate in the dummy-mod driver: we set up the timer functions, such that the playback one would be consistently delayed early for 48 frames from the capture one; and we set up the .pointer function to return quantized values based on the elapsed time, which stabilized them. This resulted in a version of dummy-mod driver, called dummy-fix; a comparison (like on Fig. G.20) between the dummy-fix and hda-intel drivers’ operation is given on Figure G.21.

Figure G.21 shows the typical usage of gnuplot with data from collectmirq.sh during our development: the plot layout is nearly the same as on Fig. G.20, except here the playback direction is colored red, and the capture one blue. Again, it shows a comparison of timing and values of pointer positions, but this time during CD-quality full-duplex operation of Audacity (whose underlying PortAudio tends to choose period/buffer size of 2048/4096 frames for either of the drivers). While not very visible on this scale; the playback pointer position of the dummy driver is delayed 48 frames early from the capture one.
- simulating the behavior of the hda-intel; and in that, both drivers behave relatively similarly (as there is not much difference as we traverse the "takes" along the x-axis). This early delay of playback pointer position, and the quantization of pointer values, is what "fixes" the virtual dummy-mod driver, so it can perform a CD-quality, full-duplex operation in Audacity – without a drop like the one shown on Fig. G.11.

Unfortunately, currently we cannot say exactly why this kind of a change of the virtual driver’s behavior, would have an influence on the detection of a problematic audio performance in PortAudio, which is otherwise unnoticed by ALSA itself. The delay (or phase difference) between playback and capture IRQs could be an inherent behavior of the Intel HDA controller hardware, or it could be due to a mode of operation set specifically by this version of the Linux hda-intel driver. The hardware IRQ timing behavior isn’t specifically addressed in Intel HDA documentation like [41] or [44] (which handles architectural topics, that are independent of OS and driver choice). The playback/capture delay behavior of hda-intel could also be one of several hardware modes, chosen due to a special setting enforced by the driver - in which case, the question of why would the hda-intel driver developers choose to implement it, arises; it is possible it could have been a workaround for a bug. Indeed, after reporting our fix on [17], we were informed that our PortAudio drop problem, may in fact have been triggered by a PortAudio bug [45], that was fixed only recently (in 2013). An answer could probably be found by deeper review of related posts in alsa-devel mailing list, and the history of HDA Linux driver files (as found in the official git repository of alsa-driver). Unfortunately, a full clarification of this issue would require a more detailed investigation, than what we could afford in this project, due to time constraints. All of the code used in the development, discussed in this section, has been released through [1] (look up the alsa-tests directory) – or alternately, it can be found, differently organized, via the mailing list thread [17].

G.6 Profiling the CD-quality, full-duplex operation of FTDI FT232RL USB-serial IC

Having successfully solved the issue of a virtual CD-quality full-duplex ALSA driver, capable of writing data in the capture stream (in the form of the dummy-fix driver described in the previous section), we were persuaded that it would take nothing more than replicating that mechanism – where the playback timer function is delayed 48 frames early in respect to the capture timer function, and the .pointer function returns frames calculated based on elapsed time, which are quantized – in our AudioArduino driver, so that we could demonstrate full-duplex CD-quality operation with actual hardware; in this case, an Arduino Duemilanove.

By this time, however, we were already aware of the major deficiencies of our approach, that became apparent in the course of this project. In re-
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view, our new work would be based on the full-duplex, 8 bit/44.1 kHz/mo
AudioArduino driver [3a], which keeps the original ftdi-sio USB serial driver
(for the FTDI FT232RL USB-serial chip on the Duemilanove), and adds an
ALSA interface on top, based on kernel timer functions (inherited from the
ALSA dummy driver). As mentioned in Sect. G.4, the ftdi-sio driver allows
for \( f_B = 200000 \text{ B/s} \) data rate throughput through the USB-serial chip; while
uncompressed CD-quality audio demands a throughput of \( f_{aB} = 176400 \text{ kB/s} \).

On one hand, the fact that \( f_{aB} < f_B \) should indicate that such a driver could
be expected to function properly; on the other hand, the inequality G.4.10 does
not hold for these settings, so it is likely that the driver could be susceptible to
timing errors due to kernel preemption. However, we expected that by moving
to high-resolution kernel timers - and otherwise implementing the architecture
of dummy-fix - would minimize these effects; so as to result with a driver which,
at least most of the time, reliably operates in full-duplex mode. Then again,
we are aware from subsection G.5.3 that an ALSA driver architecture based on
timer functions - even the high-resolution kernel ones - cannot fully replicate
the DMA and IRQ soundcard mechanism, that ALSA is primarily meant to
address. This would be even more true in this case: while USB does make use
of DMA on a low level (as USB controllers are attached to the PCI bus), this is
in a sense abstracted for us - as we interface with relatively high-level functions
of the ftdi-sio driver, which execute before (or after) any potential DMA op-
eration would occur, and may already include the effects of any IRQs that may
have executed in relation to the data transfer operation. In this sense, here we
are even further from the DMA+IRQ model, than when we merely attempted
to simulate it in a virtual driver - and this, in itself, should alert one to expect
potential problems in the intended operation of the planned driver.

As these concerns couldn’t help us a priori predict the behavior of a CD-
quality AudioArduino driver, there was nothing else left but to try it. Before
we address the problems that we encountered during its development, let’s first
note some specifics of USB communication.

**G.6.1 A closer look at USB and full-duplex**

The 650-page USB 2.0 Specification [46] defines three USB data rates in terms
of signaling bit rates: high-speed at 480 Mbit/s, full-speed at 12 Mbit/s, and
low-speed at 1.5 Mbit/s; when the Arduino’s FT232 is attached to our develop-
ment PC, the kernel first recognizes it as a "new full speed USB device using
uhci_hcd" in the syslog - which means that USB data between the PC and
the FT232 is exchanged at 12 Mbit/s. Then, the specification defines the USB
cable as containing four wires: \( V_{\text{BUS}} \) (nominally at 5 V), GND (ground at 0 V),
and D+ and D- (data+ and data-, also emphasized on Fig. G.26). It is notable
that the data pins D+ and D- form a differential pair: they can be seen as
carrying the same data, but with opposite phase (or, as parts of the very same
wire that carries a current signal, that has been turned in the opposite direc-
tion at one end). This means that USB is incapable of physical full-duplex,
understood as existence of two different data signals at the same time (as in the case of RS-232 serial) - simply because there is no other physical medium (like a wire) in the cable, that would carry a second signal. At the same time, this implies that electrically, the USB cable data wires represent a bidirectional bus: the USB devices must be able to take turns in sending data over the medium of D+ and D- wires, which means they must be able to terminate their end of the connection with high or low impedance, as appropriate. The USB 2.0 Specification also defines a tiered star bus topology, where tier 1 is the USB Host (and notably “there is only one host in any USB system. The USB interface to the host computer system is referred to as the Host Controller [46”); while the other tiers are populated by USB Devices, which are then categorized into: USB "Hubs"; and devices implementing "Functions" (such as a soundcard, or a USB-serial chip). USB Devices expose a set of endpoints, with which the host forms (logical) pipes (which can be of stream or message type); endpoint 0 is reserved for control messages over the "Default Control Pipe", which a device must implement, so it exists once the device is powered on the bus. USB recognizes four types of data flow over a logical pipe: Control, Bulk Data, Interrupt Data, and Isochronous Data Transfers. Using the `lsusb` program under Linux, we can see that the FT232 exposes two USB endpoints: EP 1 IN (with endpoint address 0x81) and EP 2 OUT (with endpoint address 0x02), both of which are of Bulk transfer type, and have a maximum packet size of 64 bytes.

Most importantly, the specification defines USB as a polled bus (meaning that devices are asked in turn if they have any data to transmit), where access of the devices to the interconnect is scheduled in advance, and where the scheduling is controlled by the host - in that the “Host Controller initiates all data transfers [46”]. In relation to this, the USB spec defines a frame, which (unrelated to the concept of an ALSA frame) simply represents a time base/interval of 1 ms established on full- and low-speed buses; for high-speed USB, an additional time base of 125 $\mu$s is defined, called a microframe. We may have met the concept of scheduling already: within a kernel context, we perform scheduling any time we use a function like the aforementioned `add_timer()` of the Linux standard timer API, even in context of periodic functions - because that function, simply, allows us to schedule the execution of some function at some time in the future. In the context of USB, something similar occurs - except that the host controller needs to manage the scheduling of messages not just for one, but for all devices that, via hot-plugging, may appear on (or disappear from) the USB bus. All of these factors represent a significant departure from the concept of full-duplex, we may be acquainted with from RS232 serial communication; thus, we have attempted to illustrate how some of these factors in USB communication may have an influence on our use case, on Figure G.22.

In absence of a USB analyzer device, which could have provided a detailed timing of each USB packet on the bus, the next best available thing is to capture and analyze the low-level kernel perspective on USB traffic: the mes-
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Fig. G.22: Visualization of a snippet of URB requests and responses, representing USB traffic; captured using `usbmon` / `tshark` on Linux during a full-duplex, CD-quality operation of Audacity with Arduino’s FT232

sages, which the kernel exchanges with the USB host controller device on a PC, known as USB Request Blocks (URB). This is not a term defined in the USB specification; and on the official website, it seems to be mentioned only in presentations by Microsoft employees (e.g. [47]) - but is also used in the Linux kernel. Under Linux, capturing the URBs is possible using applications like `tshark` or Wireshark (and by proxy, the kernel debugging facility called `usbmon`; see also sect. G.7), and results with a timestamped list or a log, which may be difficult to parse visually at first glance; Figure G.22 visualizes the same information a bit differently. To begin with, all the packets are captured on the PC, and so we can consider the timestamps of the captured URBs to be in the PC clock domain; therefore the time axis (ordinate pointing downwards) is drawn from the PC side. The PC communicates with USB endpoints on the device, which have a specified direction and a four-bit number, encoded in the endpoint address: e.g. the hexadecimal endpoint address 0x81 is 10000001 in binary; the lowest bits 0 to 3 (0001) specify the endpoint number 1, and the most significant bit 7 (1) specifies the direction IN. Note that the direction is given from the perspective of the USB host, not the device (which actually contains the endpoints): when the host wants to read data from the device, it initiates a request to the IN endpoint (which transfers to host); and when the host wants to write to the device, it initiates a request to the OUT endpoint (which transfers from host). These requests, and the responses from the device, are in the form of URB messages. Note that as per the USB spec bus topology, there may be a USB hub in between the PC host controller and the USB device (here seen as a USB "Function", as opposed to a hub); that detail is ignored on Fig. G.22.

On Fig. G.22, text labels with some information headings from the captured URBs are plotted, aligned vertically to their timestamp position on the time axis. The text labels are aligned horizontally in respect to their direction (and otherwise adjusted to avoid overlap): the USB host can only issue requests
(considered as being of a type called URB_SUBMIT by usbmon / tshark), and
the USB device can only issue responses to those requests (which are classified
as a type called URB_COMPLETE). The submit URBs are aligned at the left, and
the complete URBs at the right, inside the central diagram on Fig. G.22 (bound
by two vertical lines). The text content of the labels is "mirrored" on each side,
and it contains: a direction string (like 'host → 2:2.1', where "2:2.1" stands
for bus number 2, device number 2, endpoint number 1); a type and return
status string (like "URB_S(??)", where we have replaced "??" for the status
reported as '-115 (-EINPROGRESS) Operation now in progress' by tshark);
a sizes/lengths string (like [64/512/0], where the first number is actual size
of the captured URB; the boldfaced second is so-called URB length which is
either a request for a given amount of data, or identical to the data payload
length; and the third number is the length of the data payload, which can be
zero); and a direction character (either '>' or '<' if the data length is 0; and
'D', which is our rename of the '0' which is reported by tshark when there is
data available). Note that on Fig. G.22, all submit URBs have a -115 status
(in progress), and all complete URBs have a status of 0 (OK).

Each URB is numbered, which is shown on a label on the respective outer
side of the central diagram; the figure shows a snippet of URBs from number
1789 (whose timestamp is also taken to represent the starting time 0 of the
axis) to number 1804 in that particular acquisition. Software like Wireshark
can automatically parse information on, which URB 'complete' is a response
to which URB 'submit' request - and provide hyperlinks in the GUI for easy
navigation between the two; this can be exported as a "request in" number,
which for the response ("complete") URBs is shown in parentheses to the right
of the respective URB number on the figure. We have attempted to additionally
visualize this relationship, using the thick 'trapezoidal' lines behind the labels
in the central diagram on Fig. G.22. To address legibility, these lines generally
become darker in shade as time progresses - but also, every second one has a
sudden change in shade, as well as a different end position at the right side.
The trapezoidal shape should indicate (not to scale) that a URB would spend
relatively short time traveling on wire, and most of the elapsed time between
a request and response is spent waiting for a response to be generated by the
device. So we can read the diagram as follows: with URB 1790, the PC host
submits a request to EP 1 IN of the device, for 512 bytes ([64/512/0]) to be
delivered to the host (read from device), in a URB 64 bytes in size. After some
time, the host sends another request, URB #1791, to EP 2 OUT of the device,
this time asking the device to accept 704 bytes ([768/704/704]) from the host
(write to device); the data is sent along with the request, making the total size
of the URB request 768 bytes. Soon afterwards, URB 'complete' number 1792
comes in from the device, which is a response to URB #1790; in response to
request for 512 bytes, it carries only 383 bytes ([447/383/383]) in a URB 447
bytes long. This is followed by another request submit by the PC, in URB
#1793, for 512 bytes ([64/512/0]); and soon afterward URB #1794 comes in
from the device, which is a response to URB #1791, apparently acknowledging
that the device received 708 bytes ([64/708/0]) in a URB without data (64 bytes long). These events seem to be repeated with some regularity at a period of 4 ms, which we can relate to the 1 ms 'USB frame' time base - but also to the duration of a jiffy on our development platforms. It is notable that it takes far less time for the device to respond to a write request from the host (e.g. URBs #1791-#1794), then it does for it to respond to a read request (e.g. #1790-#1792); an obvious reason is that the FT232 device would have to wait for data to come in from the serial side, before sending it to the host over USB. Furthermore, the PC host seems to consistently ask to read 512 bytes, or write 704 bytes, of data per request; however, in URB #1794, the device acknowledges receiving 708 bytes, while the write request in #1791 carried only 704 bytes; arguably, this could occur if at a previous time, the device could not have accepted or acknowledged the entire payload written by the host, and so in #1794 it would acknowledge the missing piece it handled in the meantime. Also, the device may send back the entirety of the requested 512 bytes per read (#1789), but it may also send less than that (#1792, #1795, #1798, #1801). Since the 'complete' URBs are the responses, and ultimately the confirmations of a successful read or write transfer, we have their positions for another set of shaded direction lines, to the right of the central diagram on Fig. G.22. The shadings and directions of these lines are related to the respective endpoint on the device: thus URBs #1794 and #1800, as responses to a write from the host, are sources of lines towards EP 2 OUT – and all the others are destinations of lines originating from EP 1 IN. The same kind of direction lines are also repeated near the PC box, for reference.

Ultimately, Fig. G.22 reaffirms the half-duplex nature of USB: the requests from the host, and the responses from the device, cannot possibly travel over the single differential pair D+ and D- in the USB cable at the same time, in full-duplex fashion. The salient point, however, is that since the USB packets are exchanged at a much higher bitrate (12 Mbit/s for full-speed USB) than the target serial 2 Mbit/s bitrate, we obtain not just the impression of, but actual full-duplex operation over serial, as witnessed by the RX and TX signal acquisition on Fig. G.25. On the other hand, we can also expect that kernel operation on this level will also be susceptible to jitter - independently; which may compound with the jitter effects we already recognized as part of the use of kernel timer function within ALSA drivers.

G.6.2 An elusive overrun error, and the FT232 FIFO buffers

As mentioned in the start of this section, our efforts in this phase were focused on implementing a CD-quality version of the AudioArduino driver - which we called \texttt{snd_ftdi_audard-an16s}; however, testing its final versions demonstrated a specific problem, which is shown on Figure G.23.

The screenshot on Fig. G.23 depicts Audacity during a digital duplex loopback test [3a], where we program the Arduino to simply resend each byte that it received as part of an audio playback operation; therefore, in case of
a proper full-duplex operation, the capture stream should be identical to the playback stream, and any other result would indicate either driver or hardware problems. As an input (playback) stream, we use a linear ramp of all the $2^{16}$ values of a 16-bit signed integer, in antiphase per channel (we use the \texttt{genbindata\_sawramp\_16s.pl} script, mentioned in Sect. G.5.2, to generate this input audio data); this takes approx 1.48 s to reproduce at CD-quality, and a loop of this input would thus represent a sawtooth wave with a fundamental frequency $f_0 \approx 0.67$ Hz - that is, an infrasound. As such, its role is not so much to allow for an auditory test, but instead to allow for easier visual identification of possible errors in the capture stream (and thus errors in the loopback duplex test).

Note that on Fig. G.23, for up to some 7.5 seconds of the operation, everything is fine; which means that we can exclude ALSA driver problems, such as circular buffer wrapping errors (since $7.5 \text{s} \gg 0.046 \text{s}$ of the typical period duration in Audacity, corresponding to period size of 2048 frames), as the cause of the duplex loopback error. However, it can be something of a challenge to state exactly what is the cause of the error: inspecting the debug mode output of PortAudio and ALSA during our tests, indicated that neither of these components report registering an xrun (as an indicator of timing errors on the kernel level). In any case, had we experienced an xrun, we would have expected either a period’s worth of dropped frames (e.g. like on Fig. G.11), or a corresponding amount of silence; which is seemingly not the nature of the error on Fig. G.23. Furthermore, during our tests, the error could have appeared randomly as early

---

Fig. G.23: Screenshot of Audacity, working in CD-quality full-duplex mode with an AudioArduino driver, and a Duemilanove as digital duplex loopback device. The outgoing/playback track is the first one (vertically collapsed), the incoming/capture track is on the bottom (expanded); note the error in the capture stream, starting right before the 7.5 s mark.
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as 1-3 s, and as late as 30 s after the start of a full-duplex operation: that means that obtaining \texttt{ftrace} kernel debug logs may be unfeasible for these kind of tests (given the massive amount of data that would be generated on the order of tens of seconds), meaning that we would have to look for an alternate way to confirm the cause of this error.

By inspecting multiple errors of the sort, we observed that when the error in the capture stream of the kind on Fig. G.23 is zoomed in, it also resembles a sawtooth wave, except with a period of 256 frames (or 256 samples per channel); this is a non-linear distortion in respect to the original signal. Furthermore, occasionally the error takes form as a sudden inversion of the channels’ data (i.e. the left channel starts showing the phase that was previously in the right channel, and vice versa). This points to an amount of bytes, which is not an integer multiple of the frame size (for CD-quality, 4 bytes), being "lost" or "dropped" somewhere in the round-trip from playback to capture – causing a framing error; such a situation is shown on Figure G.24.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig_g24.png}
\caption{The effect of dropping a single byte from an interleaved CD-quality stream; byte array and stereo waveform plot of: original stream (top), stream with dropped byte (bottom).}
\end{figure}
On Fig. G.24, the abscissa can be thought of as an index of a byte, in the interleaved CD-quality stream; or alternately, time in units of a byte period (as per the audio rate) – although time delays due jitter are not represented. The "byte array" graphic representation is an alternate rendering of Fig. G.13, which shows the index of a byte inside a square, and the binary content shown rotated on top; below, we use labels where the first letter (L, R) indicates the channel, the second (L, M) indicates least (LSB) or most significant byte (MSB) weight in the 16-bit sample, and the third (0,1,...) is index of the frame; and below the braces, we show the signed integer decimal value of the 16-bit binary value of the sample. These decimal values are then plotted, with linear interpolation, on the plots below - as the waveform of the respective audio channels. The top byte array can be seen as the input (to the card/Arduino from the PC) - or the "original", playback data; the bottom can be seen as the returned output from the Arduino, that becomes the capture data in the PC.

Since our driver deals strictly with trafficking uncompressed audio stream data, there is no framing information whatsoever embedded in the signal, that could help the system identify that a framing error has occurred – all we have is the expectation that at these settings, an ALSA frame is 4 bytes wide, and frames are arranged sequentially one after another in the stream. That is why, the loss of a single byte at the fifth position (B4) on Fig. G.24 would cause the data in the playback stream to effectively be shifted in the capture stream - with complete disregard for the interleaved frame format, which has disastrous consequences: as visible on the figure, not only does the corresponding range (and thus the slope of the linear interpolation, which affects the frequency domain spectrum of the signal) increase significantly, but the phase of the signal changes as well! LSB data is now shifted to MSB position, which would explain the increase of frequency we observed in the error earlier (in a 16-bit linear ramp, the LSB values change 256 times more often than MSB ones). If there were two bytes dropped on Fig. G.24, say B4 and B5, then we would have observed not a distortion, but an exchange of the left and right channel data. If we dropped exactly 4 bytes, we would have dropped an entire frame, which - beyond the loss of the corresponding sample(s) in the channels - would not have caused any further distortion to the signal. Of course, the exact behavior of the distortion (when it occurs), would depend not only on the amount of dropped bytes (the size of the error), but also on where within a frame does the error start – and the characteristics of the input signal: the change in frequency we’ve observed here, is specific to the linear ramp nature of the input we used. Let us lastly note, that for the process opposite of the byte removal one (discussed so far) - the insertion of a byte in a stream - we would have observed the very same kind of distortion effects.

Awareness of this error mechanism does not reveal where the loss of bytes may have occurred, however. Eliminating driver operation (mostly the dma_area circular buffer wrapping mechanism) problems as a cause, we’re left with the part of the route the data takes through USB and the Arduino, and back again. To confirm this, first we used the USB debug facility in the Linux ker-
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call the usbmon (see /Documentation/usb/usbmon.txt in the kernel source). It provides timestamped and encoded (but human-readable) strings similar to ftrace; and we used the command-line tool tshark (part of the Wireshark open-source analyzer software) to interface with usbmon and capture USB packets with their entire data payload. Finally we used a script to extract and concatenate payload data into binary files for each direction (playback and capture), which lent themselves to comparison with binary diff tools such as dhex. This procedure confirmed that the data in playback USB packets is identical to the original data, but the capture direction USB packets contain the error -- which narrows down the list of suspects for the location of error origin to the Arduino board.

Next, we wanted to confirm what happens on the Arduino board itself -- and the best opportunity for that was to capture the RX and TX serial signals between the FT232 and the ATmega328 chips (see Fig. G.6) on the board. To troubleshoot an error of this kind, we would have had to record the signals on the order of seconds, which along with multichannel sampling of binary signals, implies the use of a digital logic analyzer (as opposed to an oscilloscope; even if the distinction gets blurred in recent times). Here we used a Saleae Logic device, along with its accompanying software (also called Logic). The Logic software is not open-source; however, a freeware download is available, built natively for Linux (and only recently, we also learned that it is possible to use the open-source sigrok suite to interface with these devices [48]). Using the Logic device and software, we obtained acquisitions of the RX and TX signals during full duplex operations, one of which is shown on Figure G.25.

![Fig. G.25: Screenshot of first 50 ms of Saleae Logic analyzer capture, measuring the TX and RX (serial) lines - connecting the FT232 USB-serial chip and the ATmeg328 microcontroller, on the Arduino Duemilanove - during a CD-quality full-duplex loopback operation with Audacity.](image)

While on this zoom level of Fig. G.25, the individual RS232 byte signal levels cannot be seen (as they are visually compressed) - a clear 'silence' gap
is visible at approximately 46 ms ($\approx \frac{2048}{44100}$), which corresponds to a typical period size (2048 frames) chosen by Audacity. Note the likeness to Fig. G.9: the gap is due to the USB rate (200000 B/s) being faster than the audio rate (176400 B/s, which controls the period time). In the version of the AudioArduino driver inspected on Fig. G.25, during playback there is a single call to the `ftdi_write()` driver function each period, with a period sized amount (here, 4096) of input bytes; this acquisition confirms that such a call does, ultimately, result with an uninterrupted serial stream out from (and back in to) the FTDI chip. Note that the Saleae Logic must sample at 16 MHz, to capture asynchronous serial (RS232) at 200000 bytes/sec, and be able to automatically decode it; and at that resolution, it can capture maximum about 1 second of data - which cannot help us capture and debug errors that might happen later in the full-duplex process (like on Figs. G.23 or (later) G.31). Therefore, we had to repeat test runs, until we would get a definite error within the first second of full-duplex operation, so that we could inspect the corresponding RX/TX signals: the Logic software allows export of decoded data from serial signals as an ASCII file, which then allows for easy comparison between the RX and TX signal contents. During this part of the development process, we have observed errors (recorded as phase distorted capture audio in Audacity, as on Fig. G.24) within the first second of full-duplex operation - while the corresponding Saleae Logic acquisition of both the TX and RX signals reported them to be both identical to the original input, and that therefore no data was being lost there; this indicates that the observed error must have happened somewhere in the FTDI USB/serial chip, with the data on its way from the chip to the PC.

The 43-page FT232 datasheet [49] notes that this chip has two on-board buffers, a 128 byte receive buffer and a 256 byte transmit buffer, placed between the USB serial interface engine and the UART controller within the chip. These are known as FIFO RX and FIFO TX Buffers, the designations being relative to the USB interface: “Data sent from the USB host controller to the UART via the USB data OUT endpoint is stored in the FIFO RX (receive) buffer. ... Data from the UART receive register is stored in the TX buffer [49].” Or, in other words, data sent from the PC (the host) to the FTDI chip (via USB), ends up first in the FIFO RX buffer (the chip receives) – while in the opposite direction (the chip transmits), the FIFO TX buffer is used. These would be the main suspects for the location of the error: while the datasheet isn’t explicit about this, we find it hard to imagine that these buffers would work in any other fashion, than as circular (ring) buffers - which means that they would be susceptible to, in particular, buffer underrun or overrun errors. At this point, it would be useful to have a better view of the placement of these buffers in the system, as well as a speculative model on the appearance of underrun errors in the buffers; this is what Figure G.26 attempts to illustrate.

While the block diagram on Fig. G.26 shows a more detailed context of the FT232 USB-serial chip in our development system, it is still a simplified rendering of information given in the chip’s datasheet [49] and the Arduino
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![Diagram of FT232 chip buffers](image.png)

**Fig. G.26:** A representation of the buffers of the FT232 chip. The block diagram on top is a zoomed view of Fig. G.6, with the FT232 chip and its buffers emphasized (TX top, RX bottom).

Duemilanove schematic [50]. This block diagram preserves the same orientation as on Fig. G.6: the PC is to the left, and the ATmega328 microcontroller to the right, of the FT232 chip. The PC is connected through a USB connection, whose data wires are connected to pins 15 (USBDP) and 16 (USBDM), controlled internally by a USB transceiver engine in the chip. The microcontroller is connected through a serial connection, consisting of what the Arduino Duemilanove schematic refers to as RX and TX lines (M8RXD and M8TXD); note that these lines are named from the perspective (receive and transmit) of the microcontroller (they are connected, respectively, to: pin 2 (RXD) of the ATmega328, which is pin D0 on the Arduino board; and pin 3 (TXD) which is also pin D1 on the board) - and note that they are connected to the opposite named serial pins on the FT232 (respectively: pin 1 (TXD), and pin 5 (RXD)). These serial lines were the ones measured on Fig. G.25, and they are internally managed by the UART controller engine of the FT232 chip. The FIFO buffers, then, are placed between the USB Transceiver/Serial engine and the UART Controller engine of the FT232 chip, "halfway" between the PC and microcontroller endpoints.

The thick gray direction lines on Fig. G.26’s block diagram show the route, that the data would take, in each direction. When the PC sends data, it goes through the USB connection - and after it is received by the USB Transceiver/Serial engine, the engine places it in the FIFO RX (chip receives) buffer. Thereafter, the UART controller reads data from the RX FIFO, and sends it, formatted as RS232 voltage signal, on its TXD pin – which, via the M8RXD line, arrives to the RXD pin of the ATmega microcontroller (lower gray line). In the opposite direction, the microcontroller sends data as RS232 formatted voltage on its TXD pin, which arrives at the RXD pin of the FT232, and is received by the UART Controller in the chip - which promptly stores it in the FIFO TX (chip transmits) buffer; the USB Transceiver eventually reads the data from this TX buffer, and sends it to the PC through the USB connection (when a corresponding URB request comes in; upper gray line on Fig. G.26). The FIFO buffers are represented graphically as rectangular arrays: since in printed format, subdividing the arrays at individual bytes would not be legible - we have chosen that one cell should represent 16 bytes (4 frames at CD quality) on
the diagram; the arrays are left-aligned for easier perception of the difference in size between the two buffers.

In order to account for a mechanism that results with a removal or an insertion of a byte in the stream (as on Fig. G.24), we will provide a speculative description of the evolution of the buffer’s states in time, during a data transfer – consider Fig. G.27.

Fig. G.27: Representation of possible xrun states in TX (top) and RX (bottom) buffers.

Fig. G.27 visualizes the two types of "leaky bucket" errors, overrun and underrun, for each of the TX and RX buffers as on Fig. G.26. The axes can be seen as time, or position into the buffer; the buffers are assumed to be circular, so they wrap at the end of the axis. The "head" pointer variable, shown in dark gray (and taller), shows the state of writes into a buffer; the "tail", shown in light gray, shows the state of reads from a buffer. Each state (A, B, C, D) represents a short period of time, where the head or tail changed; the arrow in each stands for the state at the end of this period, and the duration between the states is arbitrary (not necessarily periodical). The shade of the arrows around the state labels at the left, indicates which variable is under control of the USB host; so for the TX buffer, the USB host controls the tail (reads), while for the RX buffer, it controls the head (writes). This is assumed to take a short time, so the corresponding shapes are rectangular. Conversely, the other variable in a state would be controlled by the serial UART, and can be assumed to change in a slower, incremental fashion, which is indicated by a triangular shape.

As example, for the RX buffer, the head increases when the PC has sent
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data via USB, which ends up being stored by FT232’s USB transceiver in the
FIFO RX buffer (write); conversely, the tail increases when FT232’s UART
controller has read bytes from the FIFO RX buffer, and has successfully sent
them on the MSRXD serial line. In this context, when reading from, occurs
faster than writing into a buffer, inevitably a state is reached where there is
no more data to be read, which is an underrun (the "bucket" leaks faster than
it is filled). Conversely, when writing into, occurs faster than reading from a
buffer, inevitably the buffer will run out of space, and will not be able to store
incoming data, which is a state of overrun (the "bucket" is filled faster than
it leaks). Thus, we can interpret, say, the TX underrun diagram (Fig. G.27,
top left) as follows: in state A, head is ahead of tail, and everything is fine;
after some time, in state B, the head has slowed down (it hasn’t advanced as
much as the tail), but there is still no error; later in state C, the head has
stopped completely, while the tail has crossed it at the end of the state - bytes
beyond the head are invalid (they represent previously processed values), and
an underrun occurs; finally after some time in state D, the head has sufficiently
advanced again, so the operation returns to normal. Note that in both overrun
diagrams (Fig. G.27, right), the start is with state A where the head is to the
left of the tail - this is meant to represent a valid state, where the head had just
"wrapped" around the buffer boundary (which means that in absolute terms,
at that point the tail is still behind the head).

What will the effect of the under/overrun (or xrun) be on the output stream,
depends not only on the timing and sizes of the consecutive reads and writes -
but also on how the engine is designed to handle the error. For instance, for an
underrun, the engine might return only the valid bytes (so, less than requested);
or it may return the entire request, however either returning previous values,
or zeroes, as padding for the invalid values. For an overrun, the engine may
either discard the incoming bytes that would have been stored ahead of the
tail; or may choose to write them in, thereby overwriting values the tail hasn’t
read yet. In either of these cases, the engine may decide to reset one (or both)
of the pointer variables to 0 (the start of the buffer). However, it seems that an
overrun is a more serious error, as in the case of an underrun, the engine might
simply stall the tail until the head advances; for an overrun, bytes always end
up corrupted (we’d need an additional buffer where all incoming values would
be previously stored, if we’re to stall the writes in this buffer effectively). For
instance, an overrun where the incoming bytes that would lie beyond the tail
are discarded, where the tail and head are reset to the start of the buffer, and
the tail is stalled until the head sufficiently advances, would account for loss of
bytes in a stream as on Fig. G.24.

This model might provide a basis for relating a mechanism as on Fig. G.24,
to the problem as observed on Fig. G.23; unfortunately we cannot confirm
what is the exact cause of such errors. To begin with, the FT232 datasheet [49]
doesn’t even mention the words 'underrun' or 'overrun' (or 'overflow' - even
if it is typically applied in a different context). Some more information can be
found in the source code files of the ftdi-sio driver in the Linux kernel – but be-
fore we address that, let us notice that on Fig. G.22 (which otherwise visualizes USB traffic during CD-quality operation of the same *snd_ftdi_audard-an16s* driver discussed here), the exchanged URB messages have a size of 64 bytes, when they do not carry any data (in either direction). This portion encodes information like URB type, status, etc.; and can be seen as the header of a URB message - covering the bytes with zero-based index 0 to 63 (0x00 to 0x3f in hexadecimal) in the message. But if there is any data carried with the URB message, then the first two bytes of the data section - the bytes with zero-based index 64 to 65 (0x40 to 0x41) from the URB header (and repeatedly at 64 bytes in the URB packet) - in fact represent *status* bytes, which contain information not otherwise present in the URB header. The *ftdi-sio* Linux driver, in fact, skips these bytes over (in case of a read from the device) before handing over the rest of the data to the kernel (including the ALSA component, in case of AudioArduino). Notably, these status bytes are *not* mentioned in the datasheet \[49\]; however, there is an application note from FTDI \[51\], concerning data throughput and latency of these chips, which does document their existence - but unfortunately, does not document their meaning, or the use of their values.

The only reference we’ve found so far, that documents the meaning of these status bytes, is the C header file *ftdi_sio.h* - part of the *ftdi_sio* driver in the Linux kernel; there we find the bit field information, of which we provide a verbatim copy in listing G.6.2:1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte 0: Modem Status</th>
<th>Byte 1: Line Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>Reserved - must be 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Reserved - must be 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Reserved - must be 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Reserved - must be 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>Clear to Send (CTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>Data Set Ready (DSR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>Ring Indicator (RI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>Receive Line Signal Detect (RLSD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listing G.6.2:1:** Bit field map, as found in *ftdi_sio.h* - with meanings of individual bit flags of the status bytes, returned by the FT232 chip.

We have attempted to look further for official documentation mentioning this information, but in vain: for instance, an Internet search for "Transmitter Holding Register" limited to the manufacturers website, returned zero results as of 2014. At least, through listing G.6.2:1 we learn that the device itself can acknowledge an overrun error, through the bit B1 in the Line Status byte (byte 1). Just after the snippet on listing G.6.2:1, the driver code defines bitmask values for reading these bits, among them *FTDI_RS_OE* intended for the overrun error bit. This made us look elsewhere in the *ftdi_sio* driver code, to see if these values are used, and indeed they are - precisely before the spot where the status bytes are discarded, and the rest of the payload data is
transmitted to the kernel; in particular, FTDI_RS_OE is used in the ftdi_sio.c driver file, at the point in the ftdi_process_packet() function, shown on the stanza on listing G.6.2:2.

Listing G.6.2:2: Location, where overrun (FTDI_RS_OE) is checked in the second status byte (packet[1]) from the FT232 chip, in the ftdi_sio.c driver source file.

```c
flag = TTY_NORMAL;
if (packet[1] & FTDI_RS_OE) {
    flag = TTY_OVERRUN;
    printk("ftdi: OVERRUN error len: %d; packet: 0x%02x 0x%02x \n", len, packet[0], packet[1]);
}
```

As it can be seen on listing G.6.2:2, the overrun check is simply used to set a flag variable to an error value; later in the code, this flag is used to determine whether to proceed with writing the data further to the serial port abstraction in user space. In our AudioArduino modification, we have always chosen to write the bytes to the ALSA part of the driver regardless of this flag, in order to have a more direct exposure to errors, should they occur. In fact, the original driver didn’t even report these errors anywhere - which is why we have added the printk() statement in that part of the code on listing G.6.2:2. With this in place, we were able to rerun our tests, while monitoring for the report of precisely this error in the system log. We could confirm that there indeed is correlation between the occurrences of phase distortions in Audacity (as on Fig. G.23), and the printouts of the above overrun error message. Although, at times, we have also seen an error printout occur, without a corresponding distortion in the signal - we believe that can be accounted for, by assuming that at those times, the FIFO overruns that occurred are an integer multiple of the ALSA frame (4 bytes) in size. The interesting thing is that we used to get two distinct status byte value pairs printed, when an overrun error occurred: 0x01 0x02, and 0x01 0x62; the appearance of one or the other pair, didn’t seem to be related to whether long-running distortion occurred in the signal at the same time. With the information in listing G.6.2:1, we can look more closely at what those values stand for: in particular, when the second byte’s value is 0x02 = 00000010₂, that means that all bits in the field are zero except for B1, which is the Overrun Error; and when its value is 0x62 = 01100010₂, bits B1, B5 (Transmitter Holding Register) and B6 (Transmitter Empty) are set.

Unfortunately, this does not bring us to much further insight; to begin with, without further documentation, we can never be sure that the "Transmitter" - as used in the names of B5 and B6 bits - specifically refers to the FIFO TX buffer of the FT232 chip (as on Fig. G.26). If it does, we could speculate that the Line Status byte value of 0x62 signals an overrun in the FIFO TX buffer, and the value of 0x02 notifies of overrun in the FIFO RX buffer on the chip - but again, without an explicit reference in an official documentation, we cannot really claim that this is the case. In our tests, at times we have observed
that the 0x02 value occurs more frequently than 0x62, when an error appears. Because of this, we ran a few half-duplex tests - with only the Arduino writing to the PC, and the PC capturing only, without playback - where we observed only the 0x62 line status value occur; this should, apparently, confirm that 0x62 indeed signals overrun in the FIFO TX. In full-duplex context, we can observe that - besides the FIFO TX being twice as large as the FIFO RX buffer - the Arduino can only write in the TX buffer, that data which it received from the RX one; and from [3a] we know that the Arduino will copy a byte in mere ≈ 6.9 µs, with a jitter far less than that. As another example: in one of our full-duplex captures, a 0x02 overrun was signaled, resulting with a state as on Fig. G.11; comparison of USB URB payloads on the PC revealed that the write data (from PC to USB chip) is intact, but the read data (from USB chip to PC) is missing a continuous block of 37 bytes – while a comparison between serial RX and TX signals on the Arduino (as on Fig. G.25) revealed the full original data present on both. As per Fig. G.26, this could only be explained by an overrun in the TX buffer – but then, the interpretation that 0x62 signals a TX overrun and 0x02 signals an RX overrun is not correct.

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, we cannot claim what exactly happens, as we cannot state with certainty, what do the bit field names (in the Line Status byte bits) refer to exactly. The difficulty in tracking down this information was clarified, when we eventually stumbled upon a discussion in the usb-devel mailing list [52]; below, we provide extracts of the most salient points in this e-mail thread:

```
− Can anyone confirm that the state of the chip’s TX buffer (at least whether it is empty) can be retrieved from the chip? There is no publicly available datasheet about this kind of hardware details.

I don’t have the datasheet, so I can’t answer this for you, sorry.

− Is tcdrain() supposed to ensure that all TX data has been sent for any serial device? If so, why is it not implemented for this device?

No one has implemented it to do so. Other usb–serial drivers have implemented this functionality, just not this one. Perhaps because no one has noticed before, or maybe the chip really can’t do it.

Without the specs for the device itself, I can’t really tell for sure. If you do get ahold of the specs, let me know, and I’ll be glad to work to add this support to the driver, as I agree, it is something that would be useful to a lot of people.
```

I have e—mailed FTDI’s support to ask whether the assumptions described above are true and whether there is no register to read the actual amount of data in the hardware buffer(s). Their website states you need
to sign an NDA to get the register descriptions, but with some luck that isn’t needed.

OK, no luck. I got a reply that pretty much said "please sign this NDA" and since I’m not a lawyer, I’m not sure whether the conditions would allow me to use their datasheet for GPL code. [52]"

Assuming that, in our case, the PC writes too fast to the FT232 chip, we too could have used something similar: if we could have retrieved the state of the FIFO RX buffer from the chip, we might have known in advance whether we’re about to overrun the buffer – and we could have performed traffic shaping by delaying the writes; which may have helped avoid the FIFO RX overrun altogether. However, it is uncertain whether information obtained through a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) would be applicable to a project with open-source ambitions like this one.

As a last-ditch effort, we attempted to focus again on information which we can extract from the kernel, and perform an analysis, this time based solely on the amount of bytes written to and read from the FT232 chip by the driver. This approach ultimately failed in terms of bringing a solution; however, we provide an overview of it in the next subsection.

G.6.3 An inconclusive analysis - ftdi_profiler and visualization using multitrack_plot.py

With the conclusions from the previous subsection in mind, we decided to focus solely on the data exchange between the PC and the FT232 – implying that we would want a test, without the audio ALSA layer interfering with the process. This resulted with a new kernel driver: just like AudioArduino, it is implemented in a single header file (ftdi_profiler.h) which is utilized by the ftdi_sio.c source file of the official Linux ftdi_sio driver, modified in the same way as it was for AudioArduino; compiling it results with a driver kernel module ftdi_profiler.ko. As mentioned, it does not include any ALSA functionality - however, it includes the same organization of timer functions as found for playback (write to device) or capture (read from device) in the AudioArduino driver - and thus is hooked through the same two functions of the original ftdi_sio driver (ftdi_process_packet() and ftdi_write()). So instead of expecting interaction through ALSA or a serial port, the ftdi_profiler driver exposes files in the Linux /proc filesystem, which can be used to set: a period of time, an amount of bytes to write during that time period, and a duration time of the test; finally, there is a file /proc/ftdi_profiler exposed: reading from this file starts the process - a kernel timer function write loop (and the corresponding reception of data, like in a full-duplex AudioArduino operation) - if it hasn’t been started already; if it has been started, the read from the file simply reports that the process is on-going. The process terminates itself once
the duration time, set previously through the `/proc` filesystem, has expired. Thus, there is no interaction with a user-space program during this process (aside from the start-up triggered by a read of the file in `/proc`).

Here we were mostly interested in performing debug data acquisitions of longer running operations - up to 30 seconds - to ensure that we would capture at least one buffer overrun per test run. Using the `ftrace` Linux kernel logging facility, in the full function graph mode like we used it previously (recall listing G.2:2b), would have generated immense amount of data; making it additionally difficult to process. Instead, here we opted simply for the driver printing a single line of information when the callback functions run in each direction (writing and reading), mostly focused on the timestamp and the amount of bytes processed, as well as printing of the FTDI status bytes in case of a read; however, we still used the `ftrace` engine here, in that we used its `trace_printk()` function - so we could avoid the overhead, associated with the usual `printk()` function of the Linux kernel. Of course, this is simply another version of a duplex loopback test, and it requires the Arduino connected to the PC, programmed to send back the bytes it received as soon as possible; the content of the bytes is however irrelevant here, as `ftdi_profiler` simply writes the requested amount of zero (0x00) bytes all the time.

With this test format, we didn’t expect that the procedure would be too CPU intensive, so we made an attempt to capture the URB requests (as on Fig. G.22) during this test procedure as well, through the `usbmon` debug facility of the kernel. Unfortunately, the `ftrace` and `usbmon` debug subsystems, even if they both by design address the Linux kernel, are somewhat incompatible between each other, at least in the OS versions we worked with - for instance, we could not find a way to route a `usbmon` message to the `ftrace` log on the kernel level; so we attempted the most straightforward way - setting up a continuous read (via `cat`) of the `usbmon` tracing files, and redirecting that to the `ftrace` log external input file (`ftrace_marker`), from the shell. This introduces levels of indirection, that would make the `usbmon`- acquired data more unreliable; but in addition, we realized that the timestamps produced by `usbmon` are in a completely different format than those by `ftrace`! Simple attempts at correlation (starting at a common marker, and comparing the difference of time expired since then) between the two kinds of timestamps revealed that they are not predictably correlated. Because of that, we didn’t use the data acquired by `usbmon` at the time, and the analysis below refers only to data produced by `ftdi_profiler` itself (however, since then, we learned of a method to convert usual kernel timestamps into `usbmon`-style timestamps [53], which would have assisted with time-correlating data from both domains more reliably). Still, the test procedure we described above, can be found implemented in a script we called `ftdi_profiler.sh` (available via [1]).

As in previously discussed tests, this procedure too generates a plain-text data acquisition log, which needs to be processed afterwards. The idea for analysis is essentially simple: try to find a condition on the PC, that would unambiguously trigger an appearance of an FT232 overrun; and prove it by
implementing an algorithm, that by processing the log-contained timestamp and byte amount information only, would "predict" the times of appearance of the overruns - which can be validated by the existence of records of actual overruns in the log. Of course, if we knew exactly what we were looking for, we could have written such an algorithm immediately; however, given that we were trying to identify such a condition in the first place, we again had to resort to customized visualization of data - and as the now famous quote (often attributed to J. Zawinski) goes: now we have two problems. Here the data is of a slightly different nature than in previous tests: the log mostly doesn’t contain redundant data, and so the parsing can be a bit simpler. However, we have both timestamp position data, and integer values contained in multiple time-dependent variables, from which we would also attempt to derive new variables. In all, the most natural form of visualization of this kind of data to us seemed to be a waveform plot: time on the abscissa, and variable value on the ordinate; per variable. As this is a standard plotting approach, first we attempted to experiment with gnuplot: while it certainly doesn’t have a problem with plotting this kind of data, we realized that one of the most important aspects in this case for us was the ability to quickly zoom in and out around data at particular points in time. While gnuplot has two interactive interfaces on Linux that allow this, the x11 one is fast but difficult to work with (both visually and interactively), and the wxqt one is rather usable but slow (especially in terms of zoom in and out) with the kind of data and plots we used.

Therefore, we looked into other possibilities for plotting and visual analysis of this data. We already had experience with Python’s matplotlib from Sect. G.4.1; while we found this library very versatile and convenient to work with, we also found its response during zooming interaction rather slow. We then tried another plotting library for Python called chaco (v. 3.4.0), which we found to have a much faster response to zooming; unfortunately we hit a bug in that library; which unexpectedly started filling areas on the plot for large data (already at about some 110k points). So we had to look further; and found a standalone GUI plotting application called kst. It is a part of the KDE desktop environment software, but we didn’t have a problem finding a package that could run in our development OS, which uses the Gnome 2 desktop environment. Unfortunately, while the version we found, 2.0.7, could start up without a problem - it also caused a CPU hog (some 90% or more CPU utilization) as soon as a graphics session was started with our data loaded; this didn’t get resolved even after we built the application from source, and as such this application version ended up being unusable to us. Eventually, we tried the Windows version of kst 2.0.7 running under the Wine emulator in Linux - and ironically enough, this version didn’t suffer from the bug, so we ended up using this version. This application impressed us with its speed in terms of zooming interaction, and the allowance for limited manipulation data in the application using a specific syntax. However, the feeling of having settled down on a choice didn’t last long: as we kept increasing the number of plotted vari-
ables we derived from the acquired data, kst kept on behaving more sluggishly; its screen can be separated into multiple plots, but they cannot be scrolled - so ultimately, we also ran out of space where we could meaningfully (in the visual sense) plot our variables; we experienced that more than three variable waveforms on the same plot become very difficult to read and analyze. But there was one more issue with kst which ultimately forced us to look further - which is the issue of data interpolation, shown on Figure G.28.

Fig. G.28: Result (lower, red, outlined squared marker) in kst, of our attempt to interpolate an input signal, defined at one set of time moments (upper, blue, filled circle marker) over time moments defined in another set

In kst, like in other plotting software, sampled data is handled so the time positions are usually defined as one vector, and the actual values of a signal at those positions as another vector; here "vector" being short for "data vector", having the meaning of one-dimensional array of real numeric values (integers or floating point numbers). Fig. G.28 is our attempt to resample the input values vector, defined at time moments $t_i = i \cdot \Delta t$, $i = 0, 3, 6, 9, \ldots$ (or $i = 3 \cdot n, n \in \mathbb{N}_0$), over the union with time moments at $t_j = j \cdot \Delta t$, $j = 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, \ldots$ ($j$ being the "remainders" between $i$, or $j = n \cdot \text{sgn}(n \mod 3)$ for $n \in \mathbb{N}_1, j > 0$), which may belong to another input vector. This means that the values stored in the vectors are in different time domains - or more properly, sampling domains. However, for a software like kst to be able to perform calculations on them (e.g. to subtract one signal from the other), it needs them in the same time domain - which then implies a need to resample the signals to a common time domain (the union of all time positions present in either of the signals). Therefore here, we would ultimately like to resample the input values, over the union of the time moments defined for both signals - which for the choices in this case, would boil down to all time moments $t_n = n \cdot \Delta t, n \in \mathbb{N}_0$. Fig. G.28 is the outcome, of what looked like the most straightforward approach for doing that to us: to enter in kst, as Equation, "[val_i (V2)]"; to enter, as X vector for the equation, "t_j (V3)"; and to check "Interpolate to highest resolution vector" (V2 and V3 are internal data vector names that kst assigns; val_i and t_j would be our custom names, which would be related to the indexing above). However, as
shown on Fig. G.28, the output is interpolated only over the $t_j$ domain, and it doesn’t include the time moments $t_i$; also, a proper linear interpolation would mean that the output values, as points, should lay exactly on the line formed by the input values - while here, clearly, the output values are slightly below it. We might consider this a documentation bug, as to our knowledge, the kst documentation is not explicit about how to do resampling of data values of this kind. We submitted a bug regarding this issue [54], although possibly at the wrong site (the Ubuntu bug tracker, instead of the upstream one for kst).

During our period of analysis with kst, we would have often been led to conclusions which seemed to be absurd - and becoming aware of the behavior on Fig. G.28 did finally account for some of that However, we also became aware that in terms of plotting, it may be that linear interpolation, as a technique, is not what we needed at all. Consider that our data at this stage consists of samples, taken at different time positions: the writes are periodic, as they are driven by a kernel timer function with a set period; the reads can also be seen as periodic, but with a different, independent period - given that they are driven by URB responses (Fig. G.22). As such, they generally occur at different time positions; or, again, they are in different sampling domains. Let us consider the case where we would look for the difference between two such signals, shown on Figure G.29.

![Linear vs. null interpolation plot](image)

**Fig. G.29:** Linear (left) vs. null interpolation (right) plot for discrete signals in different sampling domains: $w_{bt}$, $r_{bt}$, and their difference $\Delta wr$ (based on ftdi_profiler data acquisition)

Fig. G.29 shows two signals, based on a data acquisition from ftdi_profiler set to write 64 bytes at each period of 362.8 µs (which corresponds to the CD-quality data rate of 176400 B/s), but with a small modification. First, let’s note that unlike tests like Fig. G.25, where we’d pass 4096 bytes at each call to ftdi_write() from the timer function - here we write only 64 bytes at a time; which is both the declared maximum packet size of the FT232’s USB endpoints, and the half of the size of its FIFO RX buffer; so we would consider it a "short" write. The ftdi_write() function in itself basically allocates memory
for a URB request, copies the data received through the function’s arguments to the URB request, and then queues the URB using `usb_submit_urb()`. The notable thing here is that the lower layers of the kernel USB implementation will decide when to physically send a URB on the USB bus - otherwise, the `ftdi_write()` doesn’t block in waiting for a confirmation that the URB has been successfully sent, so it returns relatively quickly after being called. Since we’ve never experienced a problem with the `ftdi_write()` call itself, we felt justified in simply keeping a counter for the total amount of written bytes in the `ftdi_profiler` driver, and increasing it for the amount of bytes to be written as soon as `ftdi_write()` has returned - and using the value of this variable, which we’ve variously named `w(r)tot(b)` throughout code (or `wbt` on Fig. G.29), as a metric for the total amount of written bytes. Thus, we can observe on Fig. G.29 that `wbt` changes relatively regularly with the requested time period and amount of bytes. On the other hand, in the read direction, the `ftdi_profiler` driver layer gets the data only after the underlying `ftdi_process_packet()` function has extracted it; as such, in the variable we’ve named named `r(d)tot(b)` or `r_{bt}` we accumulate the actual amount of bytes received per call. Since it is not us that set the read period, but the lower layers of the USB framework, we might as well consider the read to be triggered like an interrupt; still, we can observe on Fig. G.29 that the read is also regular, albeit not strictly periodic: the variable increases in steps of 62 bytes (which is related to the existence of the status bytes in the read direction, as noted in [51]) in quick succession, and after $\approx 2$ ms that process repeats. Note the difference from the regime on Fig. G.22: there the reads and writes carry more variable amounts of bytes; for the short writes here, they are more consistent. Thus on a PC, when we inspect received data on the level of the kernel driver, we perceive short, 62 byte sized packets with a short period; when we inspect through `usbmon`, the same data (with status bytes) is concatenated in larger URB response packets, with a longer period. It is here, where we modified the data on Fig. G.29 for visualization reasons: in reality, in the quick succession the reads are only few microseconds apart, which would not be legible in a print format plot; therefore we artificially extended the time between the reads to $40 \mu s$, so they could be resolved individually on Fig. G.29.

It is clear that on Fig. G.29, `w_{bt}` and `r_{bt}` belong to different sampling domains; on the abscissa, the + and the vertical lines mark the union of timestamps defined for both signals; the intersections of the vertical lines with the respective signals, where a timestamp is not already defined, are marked with unfilled markers - and represent where we must interpolate sample values, in order to properly define the difference $\Delta wr[t] = w_{bt}[t] - r_{bt}[t]$. The difference signal $\Delta wr$ is only defined where a sample (interpolated or not) exists for both functions. It is here, where we can start perceiving the limitations of the linear interpolation plot: if the integer (i.e., digital) values were meant to be reproduced by a digital-to-analog converter and, say, a loudspeaker - then the linear interpolation (as on Fig. G.24) is entirely appropriate: since even if the DAC reproduces the values in a step fashion, the electric and mechanical filtering
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involved will mean that in response, the loudspeaker membrane will move in a smoothed, almost linearized fashion. However, here we represent variables that only have meaning in digital operations - where it is important that once set, they keep their value until changed; which makes them more akin to a Heaviside step function when plotted. Resampling in a step function context, as opposed to linear interpolation, is often known as null interpolation. As example, imagine we’re zoomed in a close range around the 3.670 ms mark on Fig. G.29 left, showing linear interpolation: the obvious deduction is that $\Delta w_r$ and $r_{bt}$ both grow, and that $\Delta w_r[t] < r_{bt}[t]$ - in the entire interval. However, if we’d look at the null-interpolation plot on Fig. G.29 right, zoomed in around the same range, the obvious deduction is different: here $\Delta w_r$ is constant - it does not change - in the given interval; and while $\Delta w_r[t]$ was indeed lesser than $r_{bt}[t]$ before the 3.670 ms mark - it suddenly becomes greater than $r_{bt}[t]$ after that mark!

Having the need to observe many variables quickly at different levels of detail with null interpolation, we immediately thought of a multitrack waveform interaction, in essence the one provided by audio editors like Audacity (as shown on Fig. G.23): where waveform tracks can be quickly zoomed in and out on both the time and value axis, and arbitrarily rearranged in terms of vertical track position; and where markers can be set at arbitrary positions in time, and quickly navigated to and fro, regardless of the zoom state. Unfortunately, neither kst nor gnuplot alone offer such interactive experience by default, in the versions we tried. Accidentally, we stumbled upon a relatively unadvertised library for Python, M. Tsuchida’s Xnuplot. It is intended to provide a binary interface between Python and gnuplot, while allowing for the use of Python’s scientific computing numpy package; which facilitates a rather optimized access to gnuplot, which works from Python 2.7. Eventually, we arrived at a GUI, which at least to an extent could simulate the multitrack interaction of audio editors like Audacity: we called this program multitrack_plot.py, and it is shown on the screenshots on Figure G.31 and Figure G.32 (note that these screenshots show the entire scope of plot tracks in the given case - while in typical use the window is smaller, and there is a vertical scrollbar on the right instead).

Before we address Figs. G.31 and G.32, let us look at some specifics of multitrack_plot.py. First of all, the acquired data from ftdi_profiler is formatted as a space-separated values text file, and then it is automatically parsed by the library’s numpy.genfromtxt function into binary data; this binary data can be saved as a cache, and then loaded at subsequent runs - greatly shortening the program start-up times, as it obviates the need to re-parse the textual data. Thereafter, we have the data accessible as numpy arrays, which can also have named columns; and all variables that we derive thereafter, are obtained through manipulation of such arrays. Unfortunately, the issue of null-interpolating the arrays popped up again, and among our attempts, we even tried to repurpose the interp1d function from the scipy Python library - however we either encountered calculation problems (such as generation of NaN
[not-a-number] values), or the algorithms were simply too slow. Ultimately, we had to develop our own null-interpolation functions, two of which are shown on listings G.6.3:1a and G.6.3:1b.

Listing G.6.3:1a: Function getNPsaZeroCInterpolatedOver

```python
def getNPsaZeroCInterpolatedOver(aa, ats, avals, bb, bts, bvals, ii, iis, fill_value=0.0):
    atmin, atmax = aa[ats][0], aa[ats][-1]
bmin, bmax = bb[bts][0], bb[bts][-1]

    aail = [] ; lastvala = None
    bbil = [] ; lastvalb = None
    for itz in ii[iis]:
        a_outrange = (itz<atmin or izon>atmax)
        a_exists = itz in aa[ats]
        b_outrange = (itz<bmin or izon>bmax)
        b_exists = itz in bb[bts]

        if a_outrange:
            vala = (itz, fill_value)
        elif a_exists:
            vala = aa[aa[ats]==itz][[ats, avals]][-1:]
            vala = tuple(vala[0])
        else:
            vala = (itz, lastvala[1])
        aail.append(vala)
        lastvala = vala

        if b_outrange:
            valb = (itz, fill_value)
        elif b_exists:
            valb = bb[bb[bts]==itz][[bts, bvals]][-1:]
            valb = tuple(valb[0])
        else:
            valb = (itz, lastvalb[1])
        bbil.append(valb)

    a_npz = np.array(aail, dtype=[(iis, ii[iis].dtype), (avals, aa[avals].dtype)])
    b_npz = np.array(bbil, dtype=[(iis, ii[iis].dtype), (bvals, bb[bvals].dtype)])
    return a_npz, b_npz
```

Listing G.6.3:1b: Function getNPsaZeroDInterpolatedOver

```python
def getNPsaZeroDInterpolatedOver(aa, ats, avals, bb, bts, bvals, ii, iis, fill_value=0.0):
   atsu,atsuind,atsuinv= np.unique(aa[ats], return_index=True, return_inverse=True)
btsu,btsuind,btsuinv= np.unique(bb[bts], return_index=True, return_inverse=True)

    ia = ii[iis] ; av = aa[avals]; bv = bb[bvals]
npza = np.nonzero(np.setmember1d(ia, atsu))[0]
npzb = np.nonzero(np.setmember1d(ia, btsu))[0]

    npnzae = np.ediff1d(np.nonzero(np.setmember1d(ia, atsu))[0], to_end=[1]*(len(atsu)-len(npnza)+1))
    npnzbe = np.ediff1d(np.nonzero(np.setmember1d(ia, btsu))[0], to_end=[1]*(len(btsu)-len(npnzb)+1))
    ainds = np.repeat(np.arange(0, len(atsu)), npnzae)
    bind = np.repeat(np.arange(0, len(btsu)), npnzbe)
    bvalid = av[np.zeros(len(ia), dtype=np.intp)]
    bvalid[~out_of_bounds_a] = av[atsuind][ains]
    bvalid[out_of_bounds_a] = fill_value
    bvalid = bv[np.zeros(len(ia), dtype=np.intp)]
    bvalid[~out_of_bounds_b] = bv[btsuind][bind]
    bvalid[out_of_bounds_b] = fill_value
    a_npz = np.zeros((len(ia),), dtype=[(iis, ia.dtype), (avals, av.dtype)])
    b_npz = np.zeros((len(ia),), dtype=[(iis, ia.dtype), (bvals, bv.dtype)])
    return a_npz, b_npz
```

The functions `getNPsaZeroCInterpolatedOver` and `getNPsaZeroDInterpolatedOver` on listings G.6.3:1a and G.6.3:1b are both called in the same manner: they accept two main input arrays (with the labels of their timestamp and value columns), and a third input array (with its timestamp column label) which needs to be calculated separately beforehand, and contains the union of the timestamps in the main input arrays; the function then returns the data in the input arrays, null-interpolated over the timestamps in the third input array, as two new arrays. The functions on both listing G.6.3:1a and G.6.3:1b return the exact same results for the same input. These functions illustrate well the issue of vectorization (where "vector" is again understood generically as an array of numeric values), especially relevant as an optimization technique in the Python/numpy environment. Namely, in a preliminary test we did, with input arrays of 4 and 13 samples (respectively) over the same range and non-repeating timestamps (i.e., the union contains 17 timestamps), the *C* version completes between 13 ms to 19 ms, while the *D* version completes in 1.4 ms to 1.6 ms - so in the worst case, the *C* version is some 13.5 times slower than the *D* version! This could be even more pronounced for larger data: for our actual data, we have experienced the *C* version take longer than 20 minutes, while the *D* version would complete in under a minute, for the same data!
The reason for this is vectorization: listing G.6.3:1a shows that the *C* version runs a for loop, with conditionals inside for each element of an array; the problem is that the loop is defined on the level of Python, which is a scripting (interpreted) language - therefore, to process each element of the array, the program context needs to return to Python, so it can iterate towards the next element, which costs processing cycles (and ultimately, time). On the other hand, there are no Python loops on listing G.6.3:1b for the *D* version: it is fully "vectorized", in that each time a Python line of code is executed, a numpy function is called - with entire arrays as arguments; thus the numpy function can proceed within its C library domain (with all the optimizations implied in that), and process the arrays in their entirety, before returning to the Python context for the next line of code. While vectorization may thus sound as a panacea, this would be a great time to remind ourselves, that - just as any other user-space code - also the C library implementation of numpy is subject to kernel pre-emption (as on Fig. G.2).

Beyond this, most of our attention in this stage was focused on deriving variables for visualization - one of which we’ll describe more closely. Recall first that here, we’re trying to write 64 bytes at a time, with a period of 362.8 µs; but we’re also aware that the periodic kernel timer function can be preempted, in which case a write would occur later than the period time - and that in case of a preemption, the kernel can queue another write immediately after the delayed one (in quick succession); furthermore, the call to ftdi_write() returns immediately, without reporting on a status of the actual transmission of bytes via USB. Thus, we could say, that each time a write (also those in quick succession) returns, we are informed that the bytes are queued for sending (not that their sending transmission finished). If we now assume that each such queuing write, is a "fill" of a leaky bucket, which empties with the USB data rate $f_B$ (as in Eq. G.4.5) - then we can calculate to what extent is the entire write buffer filled, each time we’re registered/logged a new write; this is graphically shown on Figure G.30.

The top of Fig. G.30 shows, for reference, the time period required to send a packet of 64 bytes as per the audio rate, $T_{aB}$ (as in eq. G.4.6; here 362 µs); for comparison, in the row below, are the packets showing the time it would take to send the same 64-byte packet as per the USB-serial rate, $T_B$ (here 320 µs). The first two rows show the idealized periodic response; while the rows below simulate a more realistic situation: sometimes the packets are written late, and sometimes in quick succession (in which case, we show the packets below each other, for legibility). The start times of these packets are mapped to the plot below on Fig. G.30. When a packet comes in, we plot a sudden jump of 64 bytes upwards; then, the leaky bucket operation is symbolized with a downward arrow; when the downward arrow crosses the abscissa, the queued data would have been completely sent - this time is additionally visualized as forming a box around the downward arrow. For those packets that do have time to completely "leak out", like the first one on Fig. G.30, the time to "leak out" is exactly $T_B$. However, in case of a quick succession, the jump of 64 bytes
would be added to the amount "not yet leaked out", which would correspond to the height of the downward arrow at that time; as such the time to fully "leak out" increases. But even in case of quick succession - as soon as all the queued bytes have been fully transmitted, the same behavior as for the first packet is restored again. We could describe this behavior on Fig. G.30 mathematically as:

\[
ftq[i] = \begin{cases} 
bpw, & \text{if } ftq[i-1] < \frac{t[i] - t[i-1]}{T_B} \cdot bpw \\
ftq[i-1] + bpw \cdot \left(1 - \frac{t[i] - t[i-1]}{T_B}\right), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

\hspace{1cm} (G.6.1)

where \(i\) is the sequential order index of the packet \((0, 1, 2, \ldots)\); \(t[i]\) is the timestamp position of packet \(i\), \(bpw\) stands for "bytes per write" and is, in this case, 64; and \(ftq\) stands for the amount of queued bytes at time \(t[i]\), that includes the contribution of the packet \(i\). Since in actuality, we calculate eq. G.6.1 only at the timestamp for any given packet \(i\), we would expect the variable \(ftq\) to be visualized as the dotted line on Fig. G.30 in context of null-interpolated step plot. As an example implementation of the algorithm in eq. G.6.1, below in listing G.6.3.2 is a code snippet in the Perl language, that we used to generate simulated data for Fig. G.30.

**Listing G.6.3.2:** Perl language implementation of eq. G.6.1

```perl
# $ftpd is FT232 period = T_B; @ts is array of timestamps; $bpw=64; @ftq is array
for ($ix=1;$ix<=9;$ix++) {
    $tsd[$ix] = sprintf("%.06f", $ts[$ix]-$ts[$ix-1]);
    $tsdb = sprintf("%d", ($tsd[$ix]/$ftpd)*$bpw);
    $ftqh = $ftq[$ix-1]-$tsdb;
    # helper 1
    $ftqhb = $bpw-$tsdb;
    # helper 2
    $ftqhh = ($ftqh<0) ? 0+$bpw : ( ($ftqhb<0) ? $ftqh+$bpw : $ftq[$ix-1]+$ftqhb ) ;
    # helper 3
    $ftq[$ix] = $ftqhh ;
    $gstr .= "$ts[$ix] $ftq[$ix]\n";
} # add string entry
```

Now, let us take a closer look at the visualization of data, acquired by `ftdi_profiler`, in the `multitrack_plot.py` program - as shown on the screenshots on Figs. G.31 and G.32. Fig. G.31 shows a visualization of a 30-second `ftdi_profiler` acquisition, using 9 tracks (with multiple plots inside); overruns are shown as red vertical lines spanning all tracks. The `multitrack_plot.py` GUI draws a vertical cursor at the mouse location across all tracks, allowing for easy selection of a region to zoom into; there is also limited keyboard interaction for navigating the zoom history. Fig. G.32 shows about 30 ms of a zoomed-in region around the second overrun (at around 7.97 s) on Fig. G.31; the ranges of the respective track plot ordinates are auto-adjusted to the values shown. A brief rundown of the variables plotted is given on table G.1.

Figures G.31 and G.32 show some of our intent to predict an overrun. For instance, track 4 shows the `atso2thr` variable; this is simply a threshold, which at start we’ve set to various values (on the figures, that value is 256), and then each time an overrun is detected, we increase that threshold by the 'bytes per write' amount (64). We hoped that some of the variables would cross this threshold right before an overrun in specific manner, however that is difficult to determine: Fig. G.32 shows that `wrdltz` crosses the threshold all the time; while `wrdlt2cs` seems to cross it right before the overrun happens. However, our hope in the write queue algorithm (as per Eq. G.6.1 and Fig. G.30) as a potential overrun detector, seems to have been misplaced: note that on track 7, Fig. G.32, the `wftq1` variable is more or less constant both before and after the overrun - and as such tells us nothing about a potential overrun condition. We found that the behavior of the read function, where there is a quick succession of reads (like in a loop), followed by a longer wait time that can be seen as a period (as visible on Fig. G.30, or the variables `rlen2` on track 6, or `rtoe2` on track 9 on Fig. G.32), made it difficult for us to perceive the overall behavior of the read side – especially graphical estimation of the total bytes transferred during read in a single long period. This is why we’ve implemented a (vectorized) piecewise cumulative sum algorithm in `numpy`, which sets a time threshold - and for all successive reads that come closer than this threshold, their values are summed; and finally the first item in the quick succession is updated with this cumulative sum, while the rest of the items in the quick succession sequence are dropped, resulting with a filtered version of the variable (we typically add "cs" in the names of such variables). This allows us to view the read operation as roughly periodic at about 1 ms, which is visible on the variables `rlen2cs` on track 7, or `ts2csd1` on track 8, Fig. G.32.

Here, we should note that the overrun zoomed on Fig. G.32, was signaled by line status byte 0x02 (which we understood earlier to mean an overrun in the FIFO RX buffer of the FT232) in that particular acquisition. In general, the plot on Fig. G.32 seems to indicate that - for that particular overrun - the problem is not so much in the write procedure, but in the read one: the read rate in bytes per second (`rbps2cs`, track 2) experiences a sharp drop right before the overrun is detected; `ts2csd1` (track 8) shows that instead of the usual 1 ms - right before the overrun, a read function did executed late: approx. 2 ms.
Fig. G.31: multitrack_plot.py showing a 30-second long acquisition
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Table G.1: Overview of variables shown (per track) on Figures G.31, G.32

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wbps1, rbps2</td>
<td>write and read bytes per second (total / expired time); in respect to their own timestamps (1: write, 2: read)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>rbps2cs</td>
<td>read bytes per second &quot;cumulative sum&quot;: reads in quick succession (apart below a threshold) are summed together, and that value is used at the first read in the quick sequence (so the rest of the sequence does not have to be plotted; i.e. is filtered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>wrbpsz</td>
<td>the delta (difference) wbps-rbps; in respect to the union of both timestamps (z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>wrdltz, wrdlt2cs, wrdlt2csd, atso2thr</td>
<td>the delta (difference) between total write and read bytes (w_t-r_t), expressed through union of timestamps (z); read timestamps with &quot;cumulative sum&quot; filtering of quick successions (2cs), first differential of previous (2csd); and an attempt to find a threshold level, which when crossed would indicate an overrun, but also increases for &quot;bytes per write&quot; upon an overrun (2thr) - all expressed in read timestamps (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>wdlt1</td>
<td>difference (in bytes) between how much the written bytes total should be (based on elapsed time), and the actual total of written bytes; in respect to own (1) timestamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>rlen2</td>
<td>size (length) in bytes of the last read; in respect to own (2) timestamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>rlen2cs, wftq1, ts2dlre</td>
<td>length in bytes of the last read &quot;cumulative sum&quot; - quick successions filtered (2cs), queued write bytes (ftq1, eq. G.6.1), expected amount of bytes to be read based on the time delta from last &quot;cumulative sum&quot; read (2dlre); in respect to own (1: write, 2: read) timestamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ts2csdl, ts1dl</td>
<td>time delta from last &quot;cumulative sum&quot; read (2csdl), time delta from last write (1dl); in respect to own timestamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>wtoe1, rtoe2</td>
<td>total write (toe1) and read (toe2) error: difference between the expected total of read/written bytes as per elapsed time and the audio rate, and the actual total of read/written bytes; in respect to own timestamps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. G.32: Same acquisition as Fig. G.31, zoomed in around an overrun
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after the previous one. Finally, at this moment, $ts2dlre$ (track 7), which is the expected amount of bytes to be read based on elapsed time, is greater than $rlen2cs$, the actual amount delivered (track 8) - meaning that this instance of the read function is not only late, but it also didn’t compensate for that lateness by contributing correspondingly increased amount of data, either; and during the entire time this happens, the writes continue unabashed. Had this been an overrun predictor condition, we could have implemented the algorithm in the read function of our kernel driver; once it detected that reads are coming in delayed with not enough data, it could have signaled (say, through a mutex variable) to the periodic timer function doing the writes, that it should bail out early and stop writing until further notice. Note that even if this fixed the FTDI overrun errors, it could have also re-introduced detection of timing errors in ALSA, or a related audio library, at the same time! However, the conditions identified here, while they seem reasonably related to an overrun, are not absolute predictors of one - mainly because they (i.e. delayed reads where $ts2dlre > rlen2cs$) occur many times in a 30-second acquisition, without triggering an overrun; and so there are definitely more of them, than the number of detected overruns. It is possible such a delayed read could be a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for a FIFO RX overrun - which in turn means, there must be something else at play that finally causes the overrun, which we haven’t identified yet.

There were factors that pointed to, that we wouldn’t gain much new insight with `multitrack_plot.py`: in spite of the timestamp which is logged when the timer function runs, we’re fundamentally uncertain about the time, when the bytes written are actually transmitted over USB; information from `usbmon` could have helped, but it’s timestamps being in different domain introduce a further level of uncertainty; thus we’d have difficulties in actually predicting the state of the FIFO RX buffer of the FT232, based solely on PC-side information. Had we been able to read the state of the FIFO RX, instead of predicting it, it may have been possible to use it for traffic shaping purposes. We should also note, that in particular `multitrack_plot.py` currently suffers from 'research code' quality: for instance, it is actually used by loading it in other Python scripts, but it is not written as a library (as software development practices would otherwise recommend, for that context of use). As with the rest of this article, all of the software developed by us, discussed in this section, is released as open-source, and available online via [1].

### G.7 Debugging facilities - overview

From the discussion so far, we could observe that in the debugging approaches we have touched upon, three distinct phases become apparent: obtaining data, parsing data, and visualizing data. Parsing data, in this context, usually involves processing plain-text log files, with the end result being a delimiter (space or comma) separated value file (again in plain-text format). For the parsing
stage, we have used a variety of scripting languages, such as awk, Python or Perl - which is a standard practice for those kinds of tasks. In the discussion so far, we have also addressed several applications that we used for the visualization of data - such as gnuplot, python-matplotlib, python-chaco and kst; while there is also other open-source Linux software that could be applicable, mainly GUI waveform viewers (such as gtkwave), the need for customized plotting of numeric values as waveforms, usually made us turn to script-controlled plotting engines (mainly gnuplot).

In terms of obtaining debug data, however, it was not always clear to us what facilities exist for our development platform; and which of those would be applicable to our context of use - which is the operation of the ALSA audio subsystem, and related hardware subsystems (e.g. USB), on the kernel level. Because of that, in the rest of this section, we provide a brief overview, in no particular order, of tools and approaches we have met (and in some cases, used) during the development outlined in this article; and their applicability for our development context and platform. Since super-user (su, or sudo) permissions are required to load a kernel module in the Linux kernel - all of these approaches will, at least partially, also require super-user permissions.

- printk(): This function is the main Linux kernel API facility, allowing for timestamped output / logging of arbitrary data; and as such, is widely used. Has to be manually inserted in kernel code; requires recompilation. The output is found by reading the /var/log/syslog file, or by running dmesg. There are facilities that allow the syslog to be broadcasted on the local network and captured on a different computer, which is extremely useful in case of a kernel module bug, which results with a kernel "Oops" or a freeze (which typically require a hard restart, that the syslog contents do not otherwise survive).

- trace_printk() / (ftrace): This function, which is a pendant to printk(), is a part of the ftrace debug facility of the Linux kernel (included since version 2.6.27). As such, it writes into the ftrace buffer, and thus has less overhead than printk(). The output is found by reading the /sys/kernel/debug/tracing/trace (or related) file. One of the more important facilities of ftrace for us is the "function graph", which is a timestamped and nested log that records entries and exits of all kernel functions, that had ran on the PC during a debugging trace acquisition session.

- gdb: The GNU Debugger is a command-line application, whose use for debugging user-space code (libraries or executables) is standard practice. It allows for setting breakpoints in code, as well as keyboard interaction to step through code: from lines of source code, down to machine instructions; and many other facilities (e.g. stack traces). It can not be used to debug a live kernel module in the same running instance of the OS kernel. However, there is an engine called kgdb, which allows gdb on one
computer, to control and inspect a debug kernel on a different computer (or in a virtual machine) over a serial (or network) connection – but the requirement to use a debug kernel slows it down significantly, influencing the appearance of timing errors in ALSA.

- **trace-cmd** and **kernelshark**: trace-cmd is a command-line application, and kernelshark its GUI counterpart, which primarily offer an interface to the ftrace debug facility of the Linux kernel. As such, apart from a slightly easier setup of ftrace, trace-cmd can also obtain the contents of the ftrace ring buffer as a binary file - and decode its contents (including the outputs of trace_printk()) into plain text output at a later time. These binary files can be seamlessly opened, and visualized, in kernelshark (which, however, tended to be somewhat slow on our development platform).

- **perf**: This is a command-line tool, with functionality partially integrated in the Linux kernel; originally called 'Performance Counters for Linux'. It can utilize hardware based counters, to keep track of how many times particular functions have executed (in both kernel- and user-space). As such, it can reveal statistical information related to performance (e.g. in which function does a program spend most of its time) - but is not meant to provide timestamp ordered data, or to reveal the order of execution of functions at a particular time.

- **OProfile**: This is a suite consisting of command-line tools, a kernel module and a user-space service. It’s purpose is mostly the same as perf: that is, counting of events related to performance statistics. In addition, it can derive call graphs, which can show a tree of which functions are called from a given function, and how much time is spent in them – but again, it is not meant to reveal the timestamped order of execution of functions.

- **pytimechart**: This is a Python GUI application, implemented using the already mentioned chaco library, which is an alternative to kernelshark for visualizing ftrace, trace-cmd and perf log acquisitions. While it is intended to be a faster tool than kernelshark, it was problematic to install it on our development platform - and in that context, we experienced it performing somewhat slow as well.

- **kprobes**: This is an older Linux kernel API, originally contributed by IBM, which offers kernel functions like register_probe() for kernel-space probes, or register_kprobe_user() for user-space probes. It basically allows building of custom kernel modules - which, when loaded, can hook into any kernel function (even those residing in other kernel modules), and can run custom code before and after the traced function executes. It seems to be in use (or at least has been in use, historically) by systemtap.
• **systemtap**: This is a framework with command line tools, quite applicable to our context of use: it allows for writing instrumentation scripts - where one can define the startup of a user-space program; as well as 'probe points', which run each time a particular user- or kernel-space function runs, and can print various information, including timestamps. Such a script is compiled transparently into a kernel module when run by the command-line tool; thus, in principle it can be used to trace another kernel module without recompiling it. However, the **systemtap** script’s utility depends on the existence of debug symbols in the traced modules - and therefore, sometimes recompilation of the target kernel modules is necessary.

• **dtrace**: First, let's note an ambiguity here: in the Ubuntu packages (also for our development platforms), a **dtrace** executable can be found, which is in fact just a **systemtap** script - this is not what we are addressing here. Here we refer to Sun Microsystems' DTrace (capitalized) framework, primarily intended for the Solaris OS - however with source code available for compilation on Linux, under which the main executable again has the (lowercase) name **dtrace**. It works in a similar way to **systemtap** - via instrumentation scripts that are compiled into a kernel module, and can trace other kernel modules. We managed to build the Linux version on our development platform, and even run it with some basic examples - however, what we needed were what it calls 'fbt' (Function Boundary Tracing) probes, whose use unfortunately caused our OS kernel to freeze; not being able to solve this problem, we couldn’t make further use of **dtrace**. Note there may be issues in compatibility of the DTrace (CDDL) and Linux kernel (GPL) open-source licenses (see comments in [55]).

• **valgrind** and **kcachegrind**: **valgrind** is a command-line application with several separate tools; the most interesting tool for us was **callgrind**, which produces call graph information (similar to the one mentioned for **OProfile**). There seem to be several GUI applications for **valgrind** generated data, among them **kcachegrind** which can visualize **callgrind** call graphs (note the name similarity to **cachegrind**, which is another **valgrind** tool, whose output can also be visualized by **kcachegrind**). While **valgrind** is often cited in context of debugging, it is important to note that **valgrind** tools cannot inspect/profile kernel-space code (at least on our development OS versions); therefore, they are usable only in a user-space context.

• **lttng** and **lttv-gui**: Linux Trace Toolkit New Generation (which supersedes the earlier **ltt**) is a software collection and a command line tool, allowing for tracing kernel- and instrumented user-space code; it includes the Linux Trace Toolkit Viewer GUI. It allows for acquisition of timestamped events, like entries and exits into functions (similar to **ftrace**'s 'function graph'); however, it achieves that by loading its own kernel mod-
ules in the system. We had to build lttnng from source to have it run on our development OS; and while the resulting software itself was usable - at the time we were ultimately interested in tracing user-space programs without recompiling/changing them; and this could not be done with lttnng, as it requires user-space code to be instrumented, by inserting additional calls to the lttnng API in it.

- **Perfkit**: C. Hergert’s "performance recording toolkit" (not to be confused with NVIDIA’s PerfKit software suite) is a GUI application, which aims, via plugins, to provide real-time visualization of valgrind, ftrace, or perf data. As we couldn’t find much documentation on customizing the produced plots, and we otherwise weren’t in need of the real-time capabilities, we didn’t make use of this application during our development.

- **usbmon**: This is a built-in debug facility in the Linux kernel, allowing for acquisition of data related to USB requests and responses on the kernel level. Similar to ftrace, the generated data can be plain-text formatted and relatively human-readable; it can be obtained by reading system files like /sys/kernel/debug/usb/usbmon/2u (where e.g. the 2 refers to the USB bus number) during the USB operation. It also provides a C language API for collecting the data in binary format. Unfortunately, on our development OS, it is not integrated with ftrace, in the sense that there is no easy way to make usbmon events show in the ftrace log with a minimum of latency; and also, usbmon supplies its timestamps in a different format from ftrace.

- **tshark** and **Wireshark**: The command-line tshark, and its GUI counterpart Wireshark, are already established applications for inspecting network traffic; they are relevant here, because they can interface directly with usbmon on Linux, and capture all of the USB traffic (including the entire data payloads of USB request/response packets), in a binary file - which can thereafter be decoded, and converted to a text format, by these same tools.

- **vusb-analyzer**: This is a GUI application, implemented in Python and GTK+, released as open-source by VMware. It can visualize usbmon data, as well as few other types of logs. It is especially convenient, because instead of visualizing USB requests and responses separately (as we did on Fig. G.22), it takes them as the start and the end of a USB transaction - which is then visualized as a box of a limited duration in the timeline of the GUI, that also features a separate track for each USB endpoint.

- **Debugging ALSA**: To debug ALSA, one can build both the ALSA kernel modules (in the alsa-driver package), and the ALSA shared object library (in alsa-lib), in debug mode. There are several debug options for alsa-driver that can be enabled at compilation time; among them CONFIG_SND_PCM_XRUN_DEBUG, with which each substream of each sound
card will get a file, e.g. /proc/asound/card0/pcm0p/xrun_debug for the card 0, device 0, playback substream. Then, a number corresponding to a bitmask [56] can be echoed into this file, which will cause additional debug information to appear in the system log /var/log/syslog. As mentioned in Sect. G.5.1, if we want to use the debug ALSA kernel modules, the vanilla ALSA modules for the OS must be blacklisted from loading at boot - else it is impossible to remove them fully from a live system (to allow the debug versions to load). When alsa-lib is built in debug mode, the resulting shared object library, libasound.so, can be loaded separately for each call to an executable, using the LD_PRELOAD environment variable in a Linux shell; when it is loaded, setting an additional environment variable LIBASOUND_DEBUG to a number (verbosity level, see the file alsa-lib/NOTES) will cause additional debug messages to be printed - however, notably, not in the system log, but in the standard output stream of the respective executable that uses the library.

- Debugging PortAudio: The shared library libportaudio.so can also be built in debug mode, and loaded individually (per executable call) through the environment variable LD_PRELOAD. If the debug library is loaded when an executable utilizes it, it will output additional debug messages - again, into the standard output stream of the running executable.

All of the findings noted above, should hold for the stated versions of our development OSs. Note that the debug version of both libasound.so and libportaudio.so shared libraries can be inspected with gdb. Note also that some of these applications advertise simultaneous inspection of both user- and kernel-space code; for most of them, this is a relatively new development, afforded by a functionality in the Linux kernel known as UPROBES, first introduced in the 3.5 kernel series - and as such, not available on our development OSs (which forced us to use a more complicated approach with hardware breakpoints to obtain listing G.2:2b on Fig. G.2). Each of the options above offers a different trade-off between ease of setup, ease of use, detail of debug data, and influence on the timing as observed by audio subsystems; and as such, may be appropriate in different contexts. For instance, in earlier work we have successfully used a kgdb setup with a PC and a virtual machine, to debug a null-pointer error in an ALSA driver of ours, which otherwise caused a kernel freeze with no specific error messages; that same setup would have so much overhead and influence on timing errors, it would make it impossible to inspect the operation of running audio - however, for that purpose, an ftrace based setup can be used instead, as we have done earlier in this article. We do not claim this to be a complete list of debugging approaches for audio on Linux; merely a list of those approaches that we had considered, or used, throughout the development of this project.
A major source of irritation and frustration during the development of this project, was the fact that nearly all the technology that we use in it is already obsolete. We were continuously faced with the dilemma to either upgrade to latest versions of software, along with the risk of discovering new bugs - or stay with the current versions, and bugs that may already have been fixed, so that this work would have a continuity with our previous soundcard related work, at least in terms of kernel series; as this article shows, ultimately we opted for the latter.

The issue of obsolescence does not refer to the software only, but also the hardware: the Arduino Duemilanove, with an FTDI FT232 USB chip, has long been obsolete, i.e. it is not produced anymore. Since we own very few devices of this kind, the possibility that the board might break in mid-project, leaving us without means to complete our research, was a constant source of pressure. The open-source nature of the Arduino may have alleviated even a condition like that, as the schematics are readily available, and it seems the PCB layout consists of only two layers, making it reconstructible even in a hobbyist lab. However, that reconstruction would still depend on availability of the exact same parts, and as such, would have introduced further uncertainties in our conclusions. The Duemilanove has long been superseded by Arduino Uno, which has the same microcontroller (ATmega328) – but instead of an FT232, it uses another Atmel microcontroller, ATmega16U2 (earlier ATmega8U2), which is programmed as a USB-serial converter (and in principle can be programmed to exhibit other USB behaviors as well). Given that there is open source code for the USB stack of the ATmega8U2/16U2 through the LUFA (Lightweight USB Framework for AVRs) project, these devices can be considered an open version of the FT232. This development certainly aligns with our goals in this project, especially after our realization of the limits set by NDAs on open development for FTDI chips. The issue of hardware obsolescence can be said to have touched our development PCs, as well: the NetColors brand of netbooks, one of which we originally procured from China, does not seem to exist anymore (along with the website we ordered it from).

Furthermore, the Linux kernel 2.6.* release series, that we developed the software in this project for, has likewise been long obsolete. As of July 2014, the current mainline kernel is at version 3.16-rc4, and the stable kernel at version 3.15.5. The operating systems we used that were based upon the 2.6.* kernel series, Ubuntu 10.04 (Lucid) and 11.04 (Natty), are likewise long superseded; as of July 2014, the current Ubuntu OS, which is also a Long Time Support (LTS) version, is version 14.04 (Trusty), which is based on Linux kernel 3.13. These changes influenced our development as well, in that some of the earlier mentioned tools we used, which we had to build from source, failed to build at their latest version on our development OSs; so we had to check out earlier revisions to make them work. However, if there is one benefit from our staying at the 2.6.* series, it is the relatively wide availability of literature (like [8], [7]).
that addresses precisely the 2.6.* kernel series, and the changes introduced in it – which should help make our work easier to contextualize in educational terms, even if this kernel series is obsolete in practical terms.

Even further issues of compatibility emerge from relatively unrelated development of different OS components and user-space software. Maybe the most major transition, relevant to us, is the transition of the Gnome desktop environment, which we utilized in our development OSs, from version 2 to version 3. The differences can be drastic: for instance, unlike Gnome 2, Gnome 3 requires hardware acceleration on graphic cards to start, and provides a fallback mode for hardware that does not meet its requirements. On the other hand, the codebase of Gnome 2 has been forked, and now exists as the MATE desktop environment. The Gnome desktop environment uses the GTK+ (originally GIMP Toolkit, not Gnome Toolkit) library to build its GUI widgets, and thus the transition also encompasses the underlying GTK+ versions. Most importantly, the APIs have changed as well, and there is no API compatibility between GTK+ 2 and 3 – as we’ll see shortly, this change was more significant for us, in the role of developers using the GTK+ library.

Yet another transition that influenced our development, was the transition of the Python scripting language from version 2.7, which was the default on our development OSs, to version 3. This transition introduces deep changes to the language which are not compatible between versions; as one example, the basic statement `print "test"`, completely valid in 2.7, will raise a syntax error in Python 3, which halts the execution of the script - there the correct syntax is required to be `print("test")`. This impacted our development, because among the reasons for our development and release of open source software, was the expectation that once released, our software will be available for use, without further maintenance from our side. What we didn’t clearly realize until this transition, is the fact that while our software may remain available (say, for download) in the future, that does not mean it will remain viable for use: its usability will be limited by compatibility with the interpreter engines, shipped with ever newer versions of OS distributions.

Having realized this during the development of `numStepCsvLogVis.py` (Section G.4.1), we had to put additional effort to make the same script run under both Python 2.7 and 3.2. Part of this was identifying Tkinter, the default GUI library for Python, as one that did not suffer such drastic changes - which allowed us to provide a GUI that runs under both Python 2.7 and 3.2 for the same, single script `numStepCsvLogVis.py` file. In addition to this, `numStepCsvLogVis.py` also handles some of the changes between the respective `numpy` and `matplotlib` library versions related to Python 2.7 and 3.2, respectively; these efforts will hopefully afford a slightly longer usable lifetime of this software. For `multitrack_plot.py` (Sect. G.6.3), we didn’t have such luck: for one, it was programmed somewhat in haste, and additionally, we needed an easy access to a GUI element that would behave like a horizontal track in a multitrack setting - and the pygtk GUI library for Python 2.7, as described earlier, affords this. Only later did we realize that thus we’ve made this program
somewhat unportable: even if we can replicate the syntax constructs, that allowed us to run the same general Python code in both 2.7 and 3.2 earlier - the underlying GTK library, as we mentioned, is not compatible between its own versions 2 and 3. In fact, in turns out that `pygtk` refers strictly to the API interface to GTK+ 2, when used through a call like `import pygtk`; Python 3 by default uses the API interface to GTK+ 3, referred to as PyGObject, which is used through a call like `from gi.repository import Gtk`. Needless to say, the syntax and functionality provided in `gi.repository.Gtk`, is not compatible with the corresponding facilities in `pygtk` – and this makes it difficult for us to develop a version of the `multitrack_plot.py` application that can run under both environments.

To summarize: the domain of free/libre/open-source software and hardware, is by no means immune to the phenomenon of obsolescence, which we can perceive as the byproduct of the development of technology generally. While, in general, one has to live with the notion that such changes in development are for the better - obsolescence can also exert a pressure, especially on developers of research code like us: whose goals are often to develop and release demonstration software, limited in scope, and without the intent for continuous maintenance of the same. This is likely based in a certain underlying promise, that digital technology in general, will ultimately allow for something, best expressed in the old Java slogan: "write once, run anywhere" – our experience shows that, while quite powerful, this notion may be better characterized as hope, rather than as promise. Still, FLOSS software affords one important freedom: the freedom to run obsolete versions of OS and user-space software, if the task at hand demands it; however, even this freedom is only as relevant, as the machines capable of running the code in question are readily available.

G.9 Conclusion

In this article, we provided an overview of our development efforts, to extend our previous soundcard work for ALSA, to CD-quality full-duplex operation. We have outlined the successful solution to the issue of a virtual ALSA driver operating at those settings; while in terms of hardware, we couldn’t provide a complete solution for a full-duplex, CD-quality AudioArduino driver. However, we believe we may have identified, at least partially, the source of the problem in the FT232 buffer overruns - and the limits to meaningful development in an open-source context that might address it. Furthermore, in outlining our development approach, we have provided discussions on relevant background problems, such as: the issue of kernel preemption, the difference between the standard and high-resolution Linux kernel timer API, and the effect that has caused proper operation of our previous, low-speed drivers, even in the presence of jitter – as well as the relationship of DMA operation to ALSA, and details about USB traffic on the kernel level. Such details do not necessarily form the core of professional inquiry even in strongly related fields, such as electronic
music instrument development.

Even as part of the electronic music instrument community, we found it hard to track down material that addresses practical problems in digital audio development, especially ones expressed in terms of free/libre/open-source tools, which we could have used as a basis; and the topics we discussed here haven’t otherwise formed a significant part of our professional culture previously. In other words: had we previously found discussions of problems, inherent in the transition of PC digital audio to CD-quality, and expressed through free software examples and tools - we would not have felt compelled to spend nearly a year and a half on research & development leading to the production of this article and supporting materials. On the other hand, the topics discussed herein are, in themselves, nothing special - and there certainly exist fields of computer science, where these issues have long formed the core of the curriculum. However, if those topics are not part of one’s professional background, one is bound to spend massive amounts of time on it - and this is where, we believe, lay the greatest contribution of this article: for all those, especially hobbyists and newcomers to the electronic music instrument community, for whom these topics do not necessarily form a part of their professional background - this article and supporting material offer the opportunity, especially through that part of our examples that can run on a PC independently of external hardware (and can in principle be carried out ‘at home’), to shorten the time spent on gaining an insight into full-duplex, CD-quality digital audio, to a fraction of the time that we spent (on achieving the same).

This can also be seen from an educational perspective, especially in light of our decision to keep this project expressed in terms of the same OS / kernel series, as our previous work: with this, we offer educators a complete package, describing issues in digital audio development from both the software and the hardware side, and spanning audio settings from simplex, single channel, 8-bit, 8 kHz, to full-duplex, dual channel (stereo), 16-bit, 44.1 kHz - all expressed in terms of a single/unified operating system and environment. This should allow educators, who are considering implementation of practical exercises relating to digital audio, insight into expected problems and possible solutions with free/libre/open-source tools - should they find it applicable to port the kind of examples described in our work, to their particular hardware and software platforms.

As a side note, for all our relations to electronic music instruments, the development described in this article was surprisingly silent; in fact, we cannot recall a single instance, where we actually heard audible sound - or even felt that a test with actual audio files would be warranted. And, somewhat ironically, the development process also showed that one of the major problems in understanding PC digital audio on this level is, in fact - visualization. We mentioned previously, that one of the major problems that we experienced, was that not just new types of visualization, but sometimes also incremental changes to existing types, can require a level of effort equivalent to starting a new software project, with the corresponding cognitive strain - which can often
lead to fatigue. In response, we would like to propose a concept for a GUI application as a front end to various debugging tools, which we believe would alleviate some of these issues.

Essentially, this application would simply relate the most crucial elements in this kind of development: userspace & kernel space source code; scripts for source code build processes; scripts for running executables and acquisition of their debug output; and scripts for visualization, animation or sonification of the debug output data. So, the application would consist of a single window, with multiple tabs, each corresponding to one of the major phases in data visualization. In the first tab, source files for both kernel- and user-space software are specified (through a list, or a regular expression); as well as a script (or a program) which would be able to run the resulting software, possibly multiple times and with variable parameters for each test run, and obtain debug logs from the runs (possibly consisting of multiple files per run), whose naming is also set in this tab. In the second tab, a list (or a regular expression) selects valid input log files (obtained through test runs in the first tab), and a script (or program) is set, which will parse the input log files, and generate text-formatted, delimiter-separated-values data files, whose naming policy is also set in this tab. In the third tab, a list (or a regular expression) selects valid input data files (obtained through the parsing procedure in the second tab), and a script is set, which determines how the data is to be plotted; a possible output from this tab could be a binary file, containing the plot data. A fourth tab would contain the plot graphics GUI, where the binary files from the previous tab would quickly loaded and visualized: the desired attributes here would be: quick zooming in and out of ranges and multitrack operation (like in Audacity), but also a possibility for horizontal or vertical arrangement of multiple plot tracks, possibility to move plots from one track to another and displace them in either axis direction, possibility for quick transparent overlap between displaced tracks, and possibility to set markers, manually or according to an algorithm, and to perform measurements on them; and finally, to allow for export bitmaps of the plots based on variable parameters, that could be used for producing animations. The settings in these four tabs would constitute a project; the important thing about this application would be to remain language agnostic (i.e. the user would use their language of choice to implement parsing or plotting scripts), focusing only on setting up relationships between input sources, data, and plot files; and to allow for incremental changes to files, listed as scripts or source files (but not log or data files) within a project, to be saved in an underlying revision control system (possibly git). This kind of application would address one of the problems we recognized during this type of work, which is cognitive strain, for example due to the proliferation of names of debugged variables (and keeping track of their role in plots) – and it could allow for easier development of test cases, especially for software bug submissions.

In conclusion, we have provided an overview and analysis of issues, both in hardware and in software, involved in the transition to CD-quality digital
audio on the PC - by using an entirely free and open source toolchain (with the exception of the Logic analyzer software, for which we’ve identified an open-source alternative). We believe this will be of use, as practical introductory material into high-fidelity, multi-channel digital audio topics, primarily for the hobbyist and electronic music instruments community – but, possibly, also for the wider academic community, as potential laboratory exercises in the general area of digital signal processing. Even if the technology used in our work is already obsoleted in terms of state of art - we hope that, by aiming to perceive the devices and programs used as generically as possible, this article (along with the rest of our soundcard related series) and related materials (available via [1]) will still be useful - if only as a conceptual guide, or map, to expected problems on this level of development. Ultimately, we hope that this project contributes to a possible basis, that would support the further proliferation of open soundcard and audio hardware projects - implemented in ever newer hardware and software platforms.
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